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Abstract of a thesis for the degree of Ph. Dl , 1958*
Subject;- The development of the early gafawid state
under Isma'Xl and fahmasp, as studied in the 16th
century Persian sources.

The object of this thesis is, from a study of the contemporary
Persian sources, to determine the broad outlines of the development of
the early gafawid state, and in particular to describe the evolution of
the principal offices of state.

As the reforms of *Abbas I (1587-1629)

had a profound effect on the structure and organization of the $>afawid
state, the accession of *Abbas I forms a convenient point at which to
terminate this thesis, which therefore relates in the main to the reigns
of Isma'Tl I (1501/2-1524) and ■pahmasp I (1524-76).

An attempt has been

made to show how the fundamental dichotomy between Turk and Persian, the
lack of any precise definition of the functions of the chief dignitaries,
and the absence of any clear differentiation between the classes, affec
ted the development of the §afawid state during this period.

It should

be noted that this thesis deals only with the most important offices of
state, and does not purport to be in any way a complete description of
the early ^afawid administrative system.

An attempt has also been made

to determine the factors which enabled the ^afawids to impose Shi* ism as
the orthodox religion of the §>afawid state.

In writing the historical

background to this thesis, I have endeavoured, on the one hand, to give
the shortest account of events consonant with a proper understanding of
the period, and, on the other hand, to give a rather fuller picture of
events in Khurasan, ^iraq-i *Ajam and ESrs, during the hundred years be
tween the death of Timur and the accession of Isma4H ,
found elsewhere.

than is to be
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SOURCES

(a )*

primary Sources*
0

#

(i).

Persian MSS* sources.

(1)

gafwat al-gafa (British Museum MS- AdcU 11,745).

This is a

recension made by Abu* 1-path al-£usayhl during the reign of Jahmasp (1524-76)
of an earlier v/ork by DarwTsh TawakullT b. Isma'Il known as Ibn Bazzaz, who
wrote probably about 750/1549-50, that is, only fifteen years after the
death of Shaykh §afT al-DXn (735/1554), the founder of the §afawid order*
In view of the length of this work (over 800 folios), the amount of useful
material contained in it is disappointingly small, the greater part of the
work being devoted to an account of the supernatural powers, prophetic
utterances and miraculous deeds of Shaykh gaiT al-Din and his murTds*

No ^

copy of the work in its original form exists, and Min the copies we possess
(i*e., of the later recension) disciples of the §afawid family have made all
sorts of alterations1* (1)*
(2)

Tarikh-i ilchT-yi Nigakshah. (British Museum MS. Add* 23,513).

The author, Khwurshah b. Qubad al-^usaynT, was sent as an ambassador to Shah
Tabmasp in 952/1545-6 by Burhan Ni^amshah I of Ahmadnagar, and remained at
the gafawid court for twenty years (until 971/1563-4).

He is therefore not

only an eye-witness of events during this period, but frequently gives
information not found elsewhere;

his point of view often differs from that

of the qizilbash amir $asan Rumlu, especially as regards events which do not

(1) KasrawT, Nizhad wa Tabar-i gafawiyya, in Ayanda ii/1927-8, 361*

VI

reflect particular credit on the qizilbash*

Khwurshah’s history ends with

the year 970/1562-3*
(3) Jami* -i MufTdT (British Museum MS* Or* 210 and 211)*

This work

was written in the reign of Shah Sulayman (1077-1105/1667-1694), and was
completed in 1090/1679-80*

In 1077/1667 the author, Marza Muhammad MufTd,

was appointee by Shah Sulayman mustawfi-yi mawqufat at Yazd, and in 1080/
1669 he was made in addition ha* ih and nagir of the awqaf of Yazd (1).
Volume I of the work (British Museum MS* Or* 210), comprising two maqalas,
consists entirely of biographical notices of various civil and religious
officials who had held office at Yazd, and of prominent local men of
learning and letters*

Volume II (British Museum MS* Or* 211), contains a

maqala on imainzadas and shaykhs, a maqala on mosques, madras as, khanaqahs,
etc*, villages, and ancient buildings, and concludes (fifth ma fala) with an
autobiographical notice on the author.

The Jami* -i MufXdT thus has the

characteristics both of a tadhkira and a local history, and contains much
valuable and detailed information on §afawid local administration.
(4) British Museum MS* Or. 3248.
feat *'•

begins with Bijan... •, is not known*

The full name of the author, which
Ghulam Sarwar has established that

this work is not the lost puturiat-i SbahT of §adr al-Din SulJan Ibrahim
V

Ami nT HaraWi, a wazTr of the Timurid ruler SulJan |Jusayn Mirza, who later
joined the gafawid court (2).

Ghulam Sarwar places the date of composition

of Bijan* s work between 947/1540 and 955/1548, during the reign of Shah
Tahmasp, and states that 11in the absence of Putujjat-i ShahX (or Futu^at-i
AmTnT) Bijanfs history is very valuable, especially, for the early life of
Shah Isma*Tl*

It also supplements the ^abTbu* s-Siyar, and gives a complete,

(1) JM* 16Sa-170b;

174a-175a*

(2) Ghulam Sarwar, 5-6.

exact and detailed account of the reign of Shah Isma'Xl1* (1).

The Afcsan

al-Tawarlkh closely follows Brjan’s history for the early part of Isma'il's
life*
(5) Haft I glim (British Museum MS* Add* 16,734;
printed at Calcutta 1939).

Vol. I fa3C. 5

This work, by Amin (b. ) Aj?mad RazI, was

completed in 1002/1593-4 during the reign of Shah ‘Abbas X.

The author*s

father, Khwaja IviTrza Ahmad, had been kalantar of Rayy for some years under
Shah fahmasp, and Khwaja Muhammad SharXf RazX, the author's paternal uncle,
had been wazTr successively of Khurasan, Yazd and Isfahan (2).

The Haft

IqlTm contains some valuable and original material in its biographies of
officials and eminent personalities.
(6) Nusakh-i Jahan-Ara (British Museum MS* Or. 141).

The author,

AhG&ah b. Muhammad al-Qa^J al-GhaffarX, completed this general history, which
is based on earlier works, in 972/1564-5.
§afawids.

The third nuskha deals with the

The author is unusually meticulous in giving dates, and in this

respect, as Ghulam/Sarwar points out, his work is especially valuable (3).
(7) Jawahir al-Akhbar, a general history by Budaq MunshX QazwXnX,

completed in 984/1576-7 and dedicated to Shah Isma'Xl II (984-5/1576-7).
The unique MS- of this history, the autograph of. the author, exists in the
p
i
A
v
t
V
#
.
*
Leningrad Library (Dora 283).
The Jawahir al-Akhbar is an important and
independent source for the history of the 16th century gjafawids.
(8) Majma* al-Insha, or Nuskha-yi Jami* a-.yi Murasalat-i Ulu* 1-Albab
(British Museum MS. Add. 7,688), a collection of letters from Persian rulers
to the rulers of neighbouring countries, compiled by Abu’l-Qasim IwaghlX
$aydar, who was a darban of the royal haram and later IshTk AqasI-bashX under
--------------------------------------------------------------

(1) Ghulam S&rwar, 10-11.

(2) Storey, 1169.

(3) Ghulam Sarwar, 11.

- viii Shah §afT (1629-42).
7-

*'

j. i|

(ll)«

Persian printed Sources*

(1)

Afcsan al-TawarXkh (ed. Seddon, Baroda 1931).

f r s-

.

The author,

$asan Rumlu, was b o m at Quin in 938/1531-2, and, from 948/1541-2, when he
accompanied ^ahmasp on an expedition to Dizful, took part in most of the
Shah’s expeditions.

He was thus in a position to give an eye-witness

account of events from 948/1541-2 until 985/1577-6, the last year of the
history.

The Baroda printed text covers the period 900-85/1494-1577;

another portion of the Afrsan al-TawarXkh, covering the period 807-99/1405-93,
exists only in manuscript in the Leningrad Library.

It is quoted by

Professor Hinz among the sources for his Irans Aufstieg zum Nationalstaat.
(2)

Mafrla’-i Sa’aayn (ed. Muhammad ShafX4; Vol. II, Part 1 (2nd ed.

Lahore 1941) covers the period 807-33/1405-29, Vol. II, Parts 2 and 3 (2nd
ed. Lahore 1949) covers the period 833-75/1429-70).

The author, Kamal al-

Din *Abd al-Razzaq SamarqandX, was born at Harat in 816/1413-4, and died in
887/1482-3.

Down to 830/1426-7, the Kafrla’-i Sa’dayn is based on $afij

Abrufs Zubdat al^fawarTkh, but thereafter constitutes an independent and
extremely valuable contemporary account of events in Khurasan, 'Iraq-i *Ajam
and pars during the second half of the reign of Shahrukh and down to the
capture of Harat by Sultan £usayn MXrza in 875/1470.
-

(3)

l£XP

\ y \ \

t

£abXb al-Siyar (Bombay lithographed edition, 1273/1856-7).

author, Ghiyath al-Din b. Humam al-DXn KhwandamXr, was b o m c. 880/1475-6.
His work, a general history from the earliest times down to 930/1524, was
begun in 927/1521, and constitutes "one of the best histories on the reign of
Shah Isma'Xl” (1).

KhwandamXr was resident at Harat, and is therefore an

especially valuable authority for events in Khurasan during the reign of Shah

(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 8.

T

- ix Isma'Xl.

KhwandaraXr* s contemporary account of these events gives a general

impression of accuracy and careful compilation, is far more detailed than the
accounts of

other historians, and contains more material with a hearingon

the §afawid

administrative institutions of the period.

(4)

Sharafnama of Sharaf al-DXn BitlisT (ed. V. Veliaminof-Zernof,

St* Petersburg 1860-2).
was brought

The author, b o m

in 949/1543

up in the royal household with the sons of

at Karahrud nearQum,
Shah fahmasp.

In

975/1567-8 he was engaged in the subjugation of GXlan, where he remained for
_
Although primarily a history of the Kurds, the Sharafnama

seven years.

not infrequently supplies information, especially dates, not found elaev.here*
(5)

Sil3ilat al-Nasab-i $afav/iyya(Iransch’
Ahr Publications No. 6,

Berlin 1343/1924-5).

This is a genealogical work on the §afawid family by

Shaykh $usayn b. Abdal ZahidX, a descendant of Shaykh Zahid-i GXlanX, the
spiritual guide (murahid) of Shaykh §afX al-DXn, the founder of the §afawid
order.

The Silsilat al-Nasab is dedicated to Shah Sulayman (1077-1105/

1667-1694), and, although not a contemporary source, is in fact a much more
fruitful source of information on the ancestors of the §afawids than the
earlier sources.
(6)

TarTkh-i cAlam-Ara of Iskandar Beg (iskandar MunshX) (Tehran

lithographed edition, 1314/1896-7).

This celebrated history is not a 16th

century work, as it was completed in 1038/1628-9 at the end of the reign of
Shah ‘Abbas I.

Its detailed and accurate nature, however, makes it a

valuable source, and, for the period immediately prior to the accession of
Shah ‘Abbas I, it supplements the material contained in the Afcsan alTawarXkh.
(7) Munsha’at-i SalajXn, a collection of state papers compiled by
parXdun Bey in 982/1574 and published at Constantinople in two volumes (1848;
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2nd ed. 1858).

Ghulam Sarwar states that the historical value of this

collection, and of the Ma.jma* al-Insha (see A/l/8 above), is "undoubtedly
great, as they supply facts, "which are rare, and are not found in
historical works*.

He admits, however, that "some of them contain a most

exaggerated and incorrect account of events" (1).

In fact, the historical

value of these documents is largely negatived by the fact that most of them
are undated, and they throw little light on §afawid institutions.

They are

chiefly of interest as illustrating what Ghulam Sarwar calls "the royal
spirit of these times" (2).

The letters between Shah isma'Tl and Sultan

Salim are mainly noteworthy as examples of invective.
\

(8)
London 1943).

Tadhkirat al-Muluk (E.J.W. Gibb Memorial Series, New Series
professor V. Minorsky, in the Introduction and Appendices to

his facsimile edition of the Tadhkirat al-Muluk (British Museum MS* Or*
9,496), a manual of late §afawid administration completed about 1726, has
dealt with some aspects of the problems connected with the rise of the
gafawida.
(ill)*

a i ^ U v '

fi v

Non-Persian Sources.
"

(1) Irans Aufstieg zum Nationalstaat im fttnfzehnten Jahrhundert
(Berlin and Leipzig 1936).

This sound and valuable work by professor Dr.

Walther Hinz gives a detailed account of the historical events which attended
the rise of the §afawid dynasty, and in particular of the relations between
the §afawids and the Qara Qoyunlu and Aq. Qoyunlu rulers.
(2) The History of Shah lsma*H gafawl (Aligarh 1939).

The author,

Dr. Ghulam Sarwar, has painstakingly collated the historical data from
various contemporary sources, and has produced a well-annotated narrative of

(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 15.

(2) ibid., 15.

- xi -

the events of Isma'il’s reign.
(3)

Quis custodiet custodes, Some Reflections on the Persian Theo

of Government (in Studia Islamica, fa.sc. v. and vi., 1956).

This article

"by Professor A. K. S. Lambton is invaluable for any study of §afawid
institutions.

Professor Lairibton discusses the political institution and the

religious institution of the §afawids in the general context of the Persian
theory of government.

(B )•

Secondary Sources.
The secondary sources, both Persian and non-Persian, ¥/hich have been

utilised during the preparation of this thesis, are listed in the biblio
graphy.
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A B B R E V I A T I O N S

—

= A Chronicle of the Early §afawls, being the A&sanu*t-Tawarlkh of
ffasan-i-Rumlu, vol. I (Persian Text), ecU C.N. Seddon, Baroda 1931*

AT* ii s

- ditto-

, Vol* II (English Translation by C*N. Seddon),

Baroda 1934*
Bellan = L* -L* Bellan, Chah *Abbas I, Paris 1932.
BM* Or* 3248 = British Museum MS* Or* 3248.
Browne = E.G* Browne, A Literary History of Persia, Cambridge 1902-1924.
BSQ(a )S = Bulletin of the School of Oriental (and African) Studies*
Chardin = Sir J* Chardin, Voyages

Perse, et autres lieux de 1* Orient*»
\

'

~

3 Vols., Amsterdam 1711.
EI^(2) - Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st edition, Leiden 1913-38 (New edition,
Leiden 1954-).
£th§ = H. fithS, Catalogue of Persian MSS* in the Library of the India Office.
1903*
Ghulam Sarwar = Dr* Ghulam Sarwar, A history of Shah lsma‘11 Safawl,
Aligarh 1939*
Basan pumlu 3 A&san al-Tawarikh, Leningrad MS* No. 287.
HI * Amin (b* ) Aj?mad RazT, Haft Iqlim, British Museum MS* Add. 16,734 (if
folio numbers are quoted), or ibid., Vol* I fasc. 3, Calcutta 1939 (if
page numbers are quoted).
Hinz = W* Hinz, Irans Aufstieg zum Nationalstaat im fttnfzehnten Jahrhundert,
Berlin and Leipzig 1936.
HS = Khwandamlr, yabib al-Siyar, Bombay lithographed edition, 1273/1856-7.

J

JA a Budaq MunshI QazwXnX, Jawahir al-Akhbar, Leningrad. MS- No. 288.
JM = MXrza Muhammad kufld, Jami* -i MufXdX, British Museum MS* Or. 210 and

.

211

JRAS a journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

v^ . 7 /.

LP u A.K.S. Lamb ton, Landlord and peasant in Persia, O.U.P. 1953.
MarwarXd = *Abd Allah karwarid, Sharafnama (Istanbul University MS. F* 87),
facsimile of Persian text in h. R. Roemer, Staatsschreiben der Timuridenzeit, Wiesbaden 1952.
MS s Kamal al-DXn 1Abd al-Razzaq SamarqandX, Matla*-i Sa*dayn (ed. Mu^anmad
ShafX*), Lahore 1941-9.
NJA = Afrmad b. Muhammad al-Qa<jX al-GhaffarX, Nusakh-i Jahan-Ara(British
Museum MS* Or. 141).
Nuzhat al-gulub c $amd Allah MustawfX, Nuzhat al-^ulub (E. J. W. Gibb Memorial
'i
~
1;. *
Rabino = h.L. Rabino, Coins of the Jala’ir, ff.ara ^oyunlu, Mufra^sha* and Afr
Series Vol. XXIII )* Leiden 1915.

.

^oyunlu Dynasties, in the Numismatic Chronicle, 6th Series, Vol. X, 1950.
Rieu = C. Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian MSS* in the British Museum. 1879*%
Roemer = H.R. Roemer, Staatsschreiben der Timuridenzeit> Wiesbaden 1952.
gafwat * Darwxsh TawakullX b. Isma*Xl Ibn Bazzaz, gafwat al-gafa (British
Museum MS* Add. 11, 745).
Shar. = Sharaf al-DXn BitlXsi, Sharafnama (ed. Veliaminof-Zernof), St*
Petersburg 1860-2.
SN = Shaykh #usayn b. Abdal ZahidX, silsilat al-Nasab-i gafawiyya,
Iransch&hr publications No. 6, Berlin 1343/1924-5.
Storey * C.A

Storey, Persian Literature, a bio-bibliographical survey,

London 1927-.
Sykes = Lieut. -Col. p. M. Sykes, A History of Persia, London 1915.

TAA s Iskandar Beg (iskandar MunshI), Tarlkh-i 1Alam-Ara-yi *Abb asl, Tehran
lithographed edition, 1314/1896-7.
Tavemier * J.B. Tavemier, The Six Voyages of John Baptist a Taveraier
through Turky into Persia and the East Indies, London 1678.

TIN = Khwurshah h. Qubad al-$usayni, TarXkh-i Ilchi-yi Nijamshah (British
Museum MS* Add. 23,513).

Tk = Tadhkirat al-Huluk, Facsimile with Translation and Commentary by V.
Minorsky (E.J.W. Gibb Memorial Series, New Series Vol. XVI), London 1943.

T R A N S L I T E R A T I O N

The system of transliteration used in this thesis is the same as that
used in the new edition of the Encyclopaedia of Islam, except that I have
used

2, instead

of d^ for

instead of ^ for ^

•

I have

arbitrarily retained the “familiar” form of some Turkish words, e.g.,
soyurghal, Uzbeg, Seljuq, Turkoman, and in the case of Aq Qoyunlu and Qara
Qoyunlu I have in general omitted the long vowel signs.

I.

T HE

(i)

H I S T O R I C A L

B A C K G R O U N D

The Early History of the gafawid Family

The Mafrlub al-lgalibin regards the gafawid order as the tenth family
(khlmawada) of the great Chisht! order, and states that Mthis family takes
its origin from Shaykh gafi al-Din Is£aq Ardabili, who was the disciple
(murid), successor (khalifa), and son-in-law (damad) of Shaykh Zahid
Ibrahim G-Ilara (1),

According to the earliest extant genealogy of the

gafawid family, namely that contained in the gafwat al-gafa of Ibn Bazzaz,
Shaykh gafi al-Din Ishaq Ardabili (650-735/1252-1354), under whom the
gafawid house first achieved prominence, was a descendant in the male
line from the seventh Shi41 imam Musa al-Ka^im, and thus from 4All him
self.

The gafawid claim to siyadat has been disputed by Sayyid Abmad

Tabriz! (Kasrawi) (2).
:^

Although he occasionally overstates his case,

Kasrawi makes some extremely interesting points, and the validity of the
gafawid claim to the title of sayyid must at least be considered open to

x/p

ritviA

doubt pending further research.
The genealogy of the gafawid family given in ipost copies of the
gafwat al-gafa is as follows;- gafi al-Din Is^aq b. Amin al-Din

Jibra* IJL

b. gali£ b. Qu£b al-Din Ahmad b. galah al-Din Rashid b. Muhammad al-^afiz
b. *iwafl. (* Awa£? ) b. E^ruzshah Zarrinkulah b. Muhammad b. Sharafshah b.
(1) f. 143a.

(2) See Sayyid Ahmad Tabriz! (Kasrawi), Nizhad wa Tabar-i

gafawiyya, in Ayanda ii/1927-8, 357-65, 439-97, and Baz ham gafawiyya,
ibid. , 801-12.

Muhammad b* Qasan

b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim b. Ja'far b.

Muhammad b.

IsmafJl b* Muhammad b. Aj^mad al-A*rabT b* AbX Muhammad al-Qasim b« Abi'lQasim ffamza b* Musa al-Ka^im.

According to this version, which is followed

by most of the later histories, including the ffablb al-Siyar, Lubb al-Tawarlkh, Tarlkh-i *Xlam-ara, and Silsilat al-Nasab, there are twenty links in
the genealogical chain between Shaykh gafT al-Dln and the Imam MussT alKa^inw

KasrawT states that a MS* of the gafwat al^gafa in the Kitabkhana-

yi Madrasa-yi Nagir gives the variant BTruzshah ZarrXnkulah b* Muhammad b*
Ibrahim b. Ja'far b. Isma'Tl b* Muhammad b. Ahmad al-A'r&bT etc*, which
reduces the number of links to fifteen (1 )*
KasrawT1s thesis is that the *official* genealogy given in the
gfafwat al-gafa is artificial and unfounded, and must be divided into three
parts: (a) gafT al-Dtun to Kruzshah ZarrXnkulah (undisputed), (b) Isma'Xl
to Musa al-Kagim (common to all versions), (c) the remainder, which is the
disputed portion*

KasrawT alleges that (a) muiTds of the gafawid order

have altered those portions of the gafwat al-gafa which indicated that
gafT al-EfXh was not a sayyid or a Shi* I, and have added anecdotes and
phrases to suit their own purpose, and (b) a passage in the Fa$l 2 Bab 8
in the oldest MSS* of the gafwat al-gafa which suggests that gafT al-Dan
was a Shafi'X, has been deleted from later copies of this work*

On the

basis of this evidence KasrawT states that no passage in the gafwat-algafa which ascribes siyadat to galT al-DXn can be trusted (2).

(1) KasrawT, op* cit*, 359-60 and 359 n*

The

Kasrawi also records that in one

of the oldest extant MSS. of the Tarxkh-i tHam-ara, written in 1056 or 1059/
1646-7 or 1649-50 in Kashmir, and now in Mashhad, there is a radically diffe
rent version of the genealogy, containing only 12 links (op* cit*» 802)*
(2) op* cit*» 360-2.
I •

V ~

v.

;,vi

gafawid claim to siyadat, he alleges, was first made in the time of gadr
al-Dlh kusa, who made the claim on the basis of what he had heard from his
father,

gadr al-Dln kusa was supported in this contention by a murxd,

Sayyid Zayn al-Dxh, who related that he had heard gafT al-D5n say mara

nasab-i siyadat hast, but gadr al-Dln was uncertain blether his ancestors
claimed to be *Alawx or SharTiT sayyids (i. e., whether they were descended
from the Imams in the male or the female line).

When it was established,

by means of a tradition (riwayat) related by another murxd, Sayyid Hashim
b. Sayyid gasan al-Makkx, that the gafawids were *Alawx sayyids, the
^

further question arose, were they gusaynx or gasani sayyids?
-------

It was even-

tually established, through the medium of a dream experienced by the same
murxd, Sayyid Hlashlm b. Sayyid gas an al-Makkx, that they were gusaynT
sayyids (1).

According to another anecdote related in the gafwat al-gafa,

even gafT al-DSii1 s own wife did not know that gafT al-Dxn was a sayyid,
and the claim of her son Khxaja Muhyx al-Dxn to siyadat came as a surprise
to her (2 ).

In KasrawPs view, the extraordinary uncertainty of members

of gafT al-lSh's own family, as to the exact nature of the gafawid claim to
siyadat clearly indicates that their claim was, in fact, baseless (3).
Kasrawx makes the further point that neither gafT al-l£h nor his
successors are ever referred to in the histories as sayyid, although "prior

to the time of Shaykh gafT it was the usual practice to give sayyids,
whether of the rank of iurafa (gnostics) or of some other rank, the style
of sayyid, or mxr, or shah".

(1) op. oit,, 489-90.

Conversely, Kasrawx quotes the names of a

(2) ibid., 564-5.

(5) ibid., 489.

number of sayyids, all eminent gufis and famous gnostics, who were never
called shaykh or khwa.ja (1).

There is no reference to the siyadat of the

gafawid family in the existing farmans, title-deeds or waqfnamas of the
4

time of gafi al-Elh or gadr al-Din.

In a farman dated 717/1317 concerning

the purchase of a village and its constitution into a waqf of the zawiya
of gafi al-l£h, the latter is referred to as sulfrah al-mashayikh wa* l-mufraqqiqln qu$b al-tarifln salik-i mufrajjat al-yaqln.

In a waqfnama dated 798/

1395-6, gadr al-Din is styled afgal al-mashiyikh al-muta* akhihirln gufrb alsalikln fakhr al-riasikln shaykh gadr al-milla wa* 1 -j^aqq wa 11 -dunya wa* 1 dln.

Shah IsmafH

never boasted of his siyadat; for instance, on the

mosque at gawa, built in 924/1518-9, his titles are as follows:- al-sul$an
abu mugaffar shah isma*TI bahadur khan.

Jahmasp, on the other hand, took

great pains to emphasize his siyadat, always styling himself al-gafawl alfousaynl al-musawl, and calls the Imams his ancestors (a.jdad).

It was

Jahmasp who ordered the recension of the gafwat al-gafa of Ibn Bazzaz alArdabTH by Mir Abu' 1-Fat3j. gusaynl, and it is possible that copies of Ibn
Bazzaz*s original work were destroyed at his command,

Abu*l-Fat£ ^usayhT

states that the nasab-i 3iyadat of Shaykh gafi is "given in detail in
reliable works on genealogy1* (dar kutub-i muVtabira-yi ansab bi-tafgll
simat-i tafcrlr wa taqrlr yafta), and Iskandar Beg in the TarXkh-i tAlam-ara
states that "by the consensus of all the Vxlama-yi ansab** the gafawid genea
logy is from the descendants of the Imam Musa al-Kagim.

No extant work of

this type, however, corroborates these statement^ and Kasrawi considers, I

(1) ibid,, 491,

In a footnote Kasrawi allows that the title (laqab)

shah may not have become common usage (ma*;mll) until after the time of
gall al-Dxh.

think with considerable justification, that the protestations of Abu’lPatji JJusaynT and Iskandar Beg are in themselves suspicious.

KasrawT sus

pects that the text of Ibn Bazzaz relating to BTruzshah ZarrTnkulah has
been tampered with, and that the ancestors of BTruzshah
Ibn Bazzaz states that BTruzshah converted the inhabitants of Idharbayjan
and Mughan, who were kafirs, to Islam, but, KasrawT says, this is patently
false.

On the basis of three generations to the century, BTruzshah, the

7th ancestor of gafT al-Dln, must have lived at the beginning of the 5th/
11th century, i. e. during the Seljuq period; the history of Xlharbayjan
and Arran at that period is known, and the histories make no mention of the
alleged march of BTruzshah on Xdharbayjan (fran Kurdistan?).

Moreover, the

population of Mughan and Arran had accepted Islam in the 1st and 2nd cen
turies A»H.

At all events, whether the ancestors of gafT al-Blh migrated

from Kurdistan or had for long been resident in Sdharbayjan, KasrawT
thinks that they were indigenous inhabitants of Iran (az bukLyan-i bastan-i
Iran buda), and of pure Aryan stock (juz nizhad-i aryanT nadashta and),
i* e., they were of Tajik, not Turkish, ancestry.

Their language was XiharT,

the native language (zaban-i bum!) of Idharbayjan, and Ibn Bazzaz states
that gafT al-Dln learnt Turkish and the Mongol tongue at school.

KasrawT

sees the success of the gafawid claim to siyadat as indicative of the
strength of gafawid influence, and as an important factor in the victories
of Isma'Tl, fahniasp and *Abbas I which preserved Iran from the onslaught of
its enemies in both east and west (1 ).

Prom a study of the garTh al-Mulk (1 ), a collection of waqfhamas
and title deeds of waqf lands relating to Jahanshah Qara Qoyunlu and his
wife Begum Khatun, KasrawT has deduced that up to the time of Shaykh Ja'far,
a son of Khwaja *A1X and a contemporary of Jahanshah (d. 872/1467), the
siyadat of the gafawids had not been realized (gurat nagirifta), or at
least had not become widely known, because there is no indication of the
siyadat of Ja4;far in the above-mentioned documents.

In them, the alqab

of Ja* far consist of various combinations of al-4Alawx, al-gadrX, al-gafawx,
and al-Shihabl.

KasrawT shows that these alqab denote relationship with

the various members of the gafawid family, namely, Ehwaja *All, gadr alDEn Musa, gafT al-DTn, and Shihab al-Dln b. gadr al-DEn Musa;

al- 4AlawX

does not signify descent from 1AlX b# AbT J'alib, as is shown conclusively
by the fact that, as one would expect, al-*Alawi does not appear among the
alqab of Kfrw&ja *AlX himself, or of Shihab al-Dln, who was Khwaja 4AlT*s
brother.

KasrawT thinks it probable that the alqab al-*AlawX and al-

MusawT, which actually referred to Khwaja 4All and gadr al-Bln Musa respec
tively, were eventually assumed to refer to 4AlX b. AbT ^alib and the Ttn«m
Musa al-Kagim, and that the gafawids encouraged this belief (2) While KasrawT
in some respects carries his argument too far, I think that his principal
contentions are sound, and, pending further research, not only must the
gafawid claim to siyadat be regarded with suspicion, but the very origin
of the gafawid family itself must be considered unknown.
The first of Shaykh gafPs ancestors of whom any details are given in
the "traditional1* account of the Silsilat al-Nasab is ETruzshah ZarrTnkulah,

(1) KasrawT states that the principal MS. is in the Kitabkhana-yi
SalfranatX.

(2) op. cit. , 808-10.

a

who is said to have been made governor of the province of ArdabU and its
dependencies by a son of Ibrahim b, Adham, described as padishah-i Iran (l).
l&uzshah is described as a man of wealth and authority (mard-i mutamawwil
wa gagib-i tharwat wa miknat), owning a large portion of real-estate and
live-stock (az gamifr wa riafriq gagg-i *agim dasht)#

His stock was so

abundant and his household so numerous that he selected for his residence
a place called Rl^gTh, on the edge of the forests of Golan, where there
were excellent pastures (ki ma*laf-i qawT ast) (2)#

The gabob al-Siyar

says that he was famous for his great wealth (bi-wufur-i tamawwul wa
tharwat mashhur); his flocks and herds were as numerous as the stars and
the planets, and his servants and domestics were beyond computation.

He

was noted for the nobility of his character, the excellence of his manners,
the felicity of his conversation, and the generosity of his behaviour#
The lights of siyadat and sarwarT were visible on his auspicious brow,
and men spoke always of his nobility and generosity (3).

After his death

his son *lwag (*Awa$ ?) moved to Isfaranjah, a village in the Ardabll
district (4),
According to the gharafhama, fTfuzshah was the first of Isma,H ,s
ancestors to come to Ardabll;

there, as a result of his abundant piety

(1) Ibrahim b. Adham, the early gufT teacher who died in 777-8/1375-6#
He is said to have given up his position as ruler of Balkh to devote
himself to a life of piety (See Browne iv, 36)#

It is the corresponding

passage in Ibn Bazzaz which Kasrawi thinks has been altered in order to
conceal the real origin of the ancestors of jlruzshah (See p#5 above)#
(2) SJfc 11.

(3)

HS» iii/4, 3.

(4) a t 11.

and zealous religious observance (wuffir-i taqwa wa kuthrat-i 'ibaclat),
the people of the region became his disciples (murid wa mu*taqid-i u
gashta and) (1 ).
The son of *IwaijL b. ]£Cruzshah, Muhammad Jafig, disappeared at the
age of seven, and the customary rites of mourning were performed for
h-Lny

After seven years had elapsed, Muhammad suddenly reappeared,

wearing a jujube-coloured robe (jama-yi *unhabr), and with a white tur
ban wound round the ordinary kulah of the period.
hung a copy of the Qur'an#

Round his neck was

In answer to questions about his absence,

he replied that he had been carried off by jinn, who had taught him the
Qur'an and instructed him in the necessary sciences (wajibat-i *ulum),
such as the precepts and laws (of God) (fara'i£ wa sunan),

prom then

onwards Muhammad $afig lived a life of perfect piety and scrupulous
religious observance,
Muhammad* s son, galajj. al-DXn Rashid, was an agriculturalist (
^
—
o
JarTqa-yi dihqanat wa zira'at pTsh girift) at Kalkhuran, and devoted
rs
■j ^
himself to reaping the profits of his labour (bi-kasb-i yadd mashghul
mibud),

*

Kalkhuran was later the birthplace of Shaykh gafT al-Dxn (2),

gala^ al-DXn1 s son, Qujb al-Dxn Abu'l-BaqT, was living at Kalkhuran at
the time of the Georgian invasion of Persia and capture of ArdabU (600/
t 1203-4) (3)#

Several thousand Muslims were killed during this attack#

Qujb al-Dilh, with his month-old son Amin al-Dxn Jibra'Tl, took refuge
at ArdabU with his family.

There they concealed themselves in a cellar,

with one of their number on guard above.

The latter, discovered by a

marand-i ng Georgian, succeeded in overcoming him, but the Georgian* s shouts
brought further invaders to the spot*

Before they arrived, the guard con

cealed the entrance to the cellar with a large grain bin (kandu).
Georgians killed the guard and left*

The

The space in the cellar became too

cramped for the number of people, mainly women and children, who were con
fined in it, and Qu$b al-Din was forced to seek another hiding place.

He

was caught by the Georgians, and left for dead with a wound in his neck*
He was later recovered from among the corpses of other victims by a band
of ruffians out for loot, and taken back to the cellar to be looked after
by his relatives (1).

Qufb al-Din was still alive in 650/1252-3, when

Shaykh gafT al-DSTn was b o m , and the Shaykh used to say that when Qujb
al-Dln put him on his shoulder, he could put four fingers into the gash
left by the sword wound (2 ).
According to the "traditional" genealogy, however, Amin al-Dln
Jibra'Tl was not the son, but the grandson, of Qu£b al-EEh (3 );

Qufcb

al-Exh, when the time came for him to die (dar v/aqt-i feulul-i ajal-i
muqaddar), nominated as his heir (wall *ahd) his son gali£, to whose
education he had devoted all his energies when he emerged from hiding
after the withdrawal of the Georgian forces.
son Amin al-Din Jibra’H

On the death of gali£, his

took his place (qayim-maqam shud) (4).

If Y/e

accept the traditional version, Qu$b al-DEn was not still alive at the
4

time of the birth of Shaykh gaff al-Dln, and the story related above is
therefore apocryphal (5 ).

(1) SN» 12-14.

(2) Cf. also Browne IV, 37.

(4) HS. iii/4, 4-5.

(3) See p.1 above.

(5) Hinz, 125, gives the "traditional" genealogy

gaff al-lEn b. Amin al-Dln b. galih b. Qu^b al-Dln.

Amin al-Din JibrPxl was the disciple (murXd) of Mawlana Imim alRabbariX Khwaja Kam&l al-Eln VArabshKh, a man described as being gafrib-i
wilayat (1).

Anon al-DXn engaged in agriculture, and enjoyed great pros

perity (az tamawwulX fragg-i wafir dasht)»

He did not mix at all with the

oanmon people (qa$*an ba mardum-i akhlafc ikhtilafr namXkard), but v/as al
ways silent and at his devotions (paywasta khamush wa bi-' ibadat budX)
(2)*

He married Dawlatl, the daughter of 'Umar Baruql, who bore him

Shaykh gafi al-DXn (3).

Six years later, in 656/1258, AmXn al-DXn

Jibra'Tl died (4)#
Signs of future greatness were stamped upon the brow of Shaykh gafT
at an early age (5)#

He did not mix with other boys, but spent his time

in prayer and fasting, "until God removed the veil from his heart"*

He

experienced visions, seeing angels in the form of birds which in turn
assumed human shape and conversed with him*

Sometimes the awtad and

abdal would approach him and comfort him with the assurance that he would
reach the state of gnosis (gafribdilT) and become the focus for the hopes
of the world (qibla-yi iqbal wa ka'ba-yi amal-i jahan) (6 )*

(1)

See A* A* A*

zee, A ShX* ite Creeds 97 m j

Shaykh

"Wllaya as a rank is

superior to nubuwwa, for the light of nubuwwa is inferior to the light of
wilaya"*

(2) SN. 15*

(3) HS. iii/4, 5*

(4) J3N, 16.

(5) ibid*, 16*

(6 ) The five awtad, "stakes" or "pillars", and the abdal, "substitutes"
(their number is variously given as 7, 40 and 300), take the third and
fifth place respectively in the hierarchy of the rijal al-ghayb or
gufX hierarchy of saints who, "unknown by the masses, participate by
means of their powerful influence in the preservation of the order of the
imiverse" (i.Goldziher, article ABDlL in El2, fasc. ii/L954, 94-5.).
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gafT sought a spiritual leader among the recluses (gusha-nishxnan)
of ArdabU, but none could meet his needs.

Shaykh Najib al-Din

Buzghush, at Shiraz, was recommended to him#
visit him#

Shaykh gafT decided to

He failed to find a satisfactory pir in any of the towns,

such as Abhar and Qazwin, through which he passed#

At the time of this

journey Shaykh gafT was twenty years old (670/1271-2) (1)#
at Shiraz, he learnt that Shaykh Najib al-Din had died#

On arrival

gafT rem

ained in Shiraz for some time, and many dervishes assembled round him
and conversed with him#

He visited Amir •Abd Allah, and related to

him his mystical state (£al wa a£wal), his visions (waqi* at), and his
spiritual stations or grades (maqamat).

AmTr *Abd Allah was unable to

help him, and advised the "Turkish pirH that no one in the world could
analyse his mystical state and vision except Shaykh Zahid OilanT (ay
turk-i pir, az sharq-i *alam ta gharb-i *alam kasT ki l^all-i Th hal wa
waqi* a-yi tu tawanad kardan hichkas hist ghayr az shaykh zahid-i gTlani).
After a protracted search, and after suffering illness and hardship,
Shaykh gafT eventually found Shaykh Zahid at the village of gilya Kirah
on the shores of the Caspian (675/1276-7) (2)#

In the course of his

(1) Shaykh gafT obtained permission from his mother to travel to Shiraz
on the pretext of trying to persuade his brother galag al-Din to return
to ArdabU#

The latter had gone to Shiraz on the death of his brother

Muhammad, a wealthy merchant who traded between Shiraz and Hurmuz, and
had taken over his assets.

He had become a kadkhuda, and a man of

wealth and position (tharwat wa miknat)#

When he heard of his brother*s

arrival, he sent a group of servants to welcome him and offer him hospit
ality, but gafT rejected this offer, and took up his abode at the blessed
tombs (mazarat-i mutabarrika)#

(2) SB. 24#

See Minorsky, A Mongol Decree

of 720/1320 to the Family of Shaykh Zahid, in BSOAS, xvi/3, 1954, 520 ff#

12
travels gafT had experienced visions in which Shaykh Zahid was present*
Shaykh gafT reached Shaykh Zahid1 s dwelling during Ramadan*

Although

it was the practice of Shaykh Zahid not to interview any disciples
until after the fTd, Shaykh gafT was at once suranoned to a private
audience (khalwat-i raz).

That condition which he had experienced

with other (spiritual guides), namely the averting of the face and the
turning of the face away from him, did not materialize, and he remained
face to face with Shaykh Zahid (an £alat ki ba ghayrx waqi* mTshud az
ingiraf-i ruy wa ruy az barabar-i way gardTdan nashud, wa ruy ba ruy-i
shaykh zahid bimahd);

he knew that Shaykh Zahid was the goal of his

aspirations (maqgad-i amanT), and he therefore announced his conversion

(tawba) (1)*
Shaykh gafT was allotted a place in Shaykh Zahid* s private quarters
(khalwat-i khagg), where he remained until the end of Ramadan*

Again

contrary to his usual practice, Shaykh Zahid granted a further audience
to gafT during RamagLan, because gafT was in doubt whether his mystical
states (JpaTat) and visionary powers (waqi* at) were inspired by God or by
Satan (mutaraddid bud ki rafrmariTst ya shay^anT).

Shaykh Zahid resolved

his doubts and answered his questions, saying that there had been no more
than one veil between gafT and God, and that that had now been removed
(miyah-i Th wa fraqq yak frijab bTsh nabud ki an nTz murtafi* shud) (2 )#

(1) SN> 26.7.

See A.J.Arberry, Sufi am, 75: "The first station is stated

to be conversion (tauba), a view commonly held by the Sufis, who mean by
this term not of course the formal profession of Islam but the conscious
resolve of the adult Muslim to abandon the worldly life and to devote
himself to the service of GodH.

(2) SN» 27-8.

- 13 Shaykh gafT reached Shaykh Zahid in 675/1276-7, when he himself
was 25 years of age, and Shaykh Zahid 60 (1)*

He continued to follow

the direction of Shaykh zahid for 25 years, until the latter's death in
Rajah 7OO^arch-April 1301 (2).

As Shaykh Zahid grew older, he became

more and more dependent on gafT who, when Shaykh Zahid* s sight failed
him, used to sit at his side, describe visitors to him, and conduct
interviews for him (3)*

Shaykh gafT allied himself closely to the

family of Shaykh Zahid by his own marriage to BlbX Fajima, the daughter
of Shaykh Zahid, and by giving his own daughter in marriage to JfajjT
Shams al-Din Muhammad b. Shaykh Zahid.

$aj ji Shams al-Din Muhammad

thus became at once the son-in-law and the brother-in-law of Shaykh
gafi.

Shaykh gafi had three sons by BibX Fafima, namely MuhyX al-Din

(d. 724/1323-4), gadr al-Milla wa'l-Dui Musa (d. 794/1391-2), and Abu
Sa*Td (4).
Some of the disciples of Shaykh Zahid grew jealous of Shaykh

gafi's position and influence with Shaykh Zahid, who expressed his
affection and esteem for shaykh gafT in the most forthright terms.

"gafi*s hand", he said, "is my hand;
of his is mine also;

'L

whoever is a convert (tawbakar)

whoever is a convert of mine but not of his, is

wanted neither by me nor by him (mara nabayad wa ura nXz nab ayad).
am gafT and gafi is I".

I

The ArdabHIs present flung themselves into a

joyful samia* at these words, and shouted ecstatically.

Zahid nodded

and said, "You are indeed right to rejoice, because today is your day".

(1) Hina, 13.

(2) SN. 93.

(3) SN. 32.

(4) SN. 36.

Equally unequivocal was Shaykh Zahid* s nomination of Shaykh gafT to
succeed him as head of the order.

When Shaykh Zahid saw that Shaykh

gafT was competent to give spiritual direction (irshad), he granted
him a prayer-mat and the authority to teach (*ard-i sajjaida wa talqTn
dad an namud).
the task.

gafT accepted humbly, but protested his inadequacy for

His only goal, he said, was the threshold of Zahid.

replied, "gafD

God has shown you to the people, and his command is

that you obey his call.

I have broken the polo-stick of all your

adversaries, and cast the ball before you.
the field is yours.
you cannot.

Zahid

Strike it where you will;

I have been able to live the life of a recluse, but

Wherever you are summoned, you must go, to make converts and

to give instruction.

It is God who has given you this task of

instruction and spiritual guidance (tarbiyat wa irshad) (1 ).
Although this passage may have been written in the light of
future events, it is a fact that with the assumption by Shaykh gafT of
the leadership of the Zahidiyya, henceforth termed the gafawid order
(700/1301), there commenced the period of active proselytism which
transformed what had been a giufT order of purely local significance into
a religious movement whose influence was felt throughout Persia, Syria
and Asia Minor.

The succession of Shaykh gafT was not undisputed.

One

of his principal rivals (ham-chashm) was Jamal al-DTn *AlT, Shaykh
Zahid* s son by his first wife, and some short-sighted people assumed that
Shaykh Zahid should appoint him as his successor;

they were ignorant of

the fact that in these matters blood relationship (pidar-farzandT) has

- 15 no importance” (!)•
During the time that Shaykh gafT was head of the gafawid order
(700-55/1301-34), he treated the descendants of Shaykh Zahid with love
and affection (muhabbat wa muwaddat )•

Every year he visited the tomb

of his murshid, and took costly gifts for his children and the attendants
of the shrine,

tfajjT Shams al-DXn, his wife’s brother, was singled out

for special honour (bi-naw*T i^tiram wa i* zaz dashtX ki shar£ natawan
kardan) (2),

At the time of his daughter’s marriage to $ajjT Shams

al-Din, Shaykh gafT conferred on the latter goods (amta* a ), lands (amlak)
and numerous possessions (khwasta-yi farawan) (3).

Year by year Shaykh

increased his gifts to $ajjT Shams al-Din, and, in addition, paid any
debts incurred by the latter (har qar$X ki JajjX shams al-dTn bikardX
u ada fa m u d X ),

He went to such lengths (ta JtaddT mubalagha mXkard)

that his wife BibX Fajima raised with him the question of inheritance,
and suggested that he should make over to g!ajjX Shams al-Din four dangs
(2/3) of his property, and retain only two dangs (1/3) for himself*
Shaykh gafX demurred at this, but agreed to send whatever accrued from
his property to his brother-in-law (amnia harchi Jiagil shawad az bahr-i
u khwaham firistadan) (4)*
Apparently Shaykh gafX’s beneficence did not extend to the desc
endants of Shaykh Zahid’s elder son, Jamal al-Dln 'All* who had chall
enged him for the position of head of the order.

Professor Minorsky

suggests that Shaykh gafT al-Dan was a party to the usurpation by gtajji

(1) V* Minorsky, A Mongol Decree of 720/1520 to the Family of Shaykh
Zahid, in BS0AS, xvi/3, 1954, 517-19,
(4) ibid,, 94,

(2)_SJ£ 93,

(3) ibid,, 95,

- 16 Shams al-DTn Muhammad of the revenue from certain wagfs which should
have been under the control of Badr al-DTn (jamalan), the son of Jamal
al-DTn *All*

A decree of the Tlkhan Abu Sa*Td dated 720/1320 orders

the restoration of the rights of Badr al-DTn.

professor Minorsky

therefore concludes that Mthe rise of Shaykh gafi al-DTn, the ancestor
of the famous dynasty of Persia, was a complicated affair and provoked
the opposition and intervention of the Mongol rulers* (1).

At the same

time the descendants of Shaykh Zahid themselves were not immune from
acts of oppression on the part of the amirs of Abu Sa*Td (regn. 1316-35).
We hear of a certain ChTn Beg, one of the Qipchaq amirs who had taken
up their quarters at KhuribulT (j^ow known as Tjranqad), and who had inflicted
injury on the peasants of the descendants of Shaykh Zahid.

Shaykh gafT

remonstrated with Chin Beg, saying that he must not make KhuribulT into
a yurt (tribal pasture) (2 ), as it was the private property (milk) of
the descendants of Shaykh Shams al-Dln b. Shaykh Zahid (3).

There was

also continual contention (ta*aggubl) between ApTt Mubarak, one of Abu
Sa'Td^ amirs, and the descendants of Shaykh Zahid regarding the limits
and boundaries (dar sar-i samian wa marz) of Nawshahr in the KhuribulT
district.

The dispute was protracted (niza*-i Tshan mumtad! shud) (4)*

Towards the end of his life, Shaykh gafT made a will in favour of
his son Shaykh gadr al-Dln, appointing him his successor and vicegerent

(1) V* Minorsky, A Mongol Decree of 720A520 to the Family of Shaykh
Zahid, in BSQAS, xvi/3, 1954, 519-20.
77-8;

443 s^v.

(3) SN. 98.

(2) See A. K. S. Lamb ton, LP.

(4) ibid., 99*100.

- 17 (khalXfa wa risPib-muriab ), charging him with the administration of the
votive offerings (nudhurat), effects (amta*a) and lands (amlak), and making
him responsible for the continuance, so far as was possible, of the prac
tice of providing sustenance for the poor at God’s gate (sufra-yi fuqarayi bab-i ilahT).

Shaykh gafT died on 12 Muharram 755/12 September 1534*

As the other three brothers of gadr al-Din (1) died soon after their father,
and left no issue, gadr al-Din acquired any waqf property and lands which
they had possessed, and thus became not only the spiritual but also the
sole material heir of Shaykh gafT al-Din (2).

gadr al-Din had been b o m

in 7o4/l3()4-5 (3), and was therefore thirty years of age when he succeeded
his father as head of the gafawid order in 735/1334.
It was under the direction of Shaykh gadr al-lffn that the sacred
enclosure (hagira-yi mutabarrika) (4) of the gafawid family was begun and
completed in ten years,

gadr al-Din organized the establishment of the

mausoleum (rawda) as regards caretakers (huffag) and attendants (khuddam),
supplied candles and torches (shuiriu* wa masha*il), and provided a rashkhana (5), rooms for private meditation (khalwatkhana), and ancillary
buildings (muta* allaqat).

The novices, both men and women, brought fre

quent offerings, which were used by gadr al-Din to defray the expenses
of these pious foundations (biqa*-i khayr) (6 ).
(1) namely, Abu Sa4Td, •Ala* al-Din, and Sharaf al-Din; Mu£yi al-Din had
predeceased his father in 724/L525-4. (2) SN. 36. (3) S&. 39. (4) The
text has khafTra-yi mutabarrika; khafTra does not appear to have a suitable
meaning, and is almost certainly a misreading for hagira, in the sense of
"enclosure*,
and hence "sacred enclosure", flagira occurs in the
Mafia*,-i Sa*dayn, ii/2, 1394, and in the Ahsan al-Tawarikh, 4. Although
the form khafira appears again in
43, the correct form fragxra is found
in SN. 45, and the plural form hag&*ir in SN. 108. SN. 93 even has a form
hajira, which again would seem to be an error. (5) I have been unable to
find a meaning for / j
, which, like
three lines above, is probably
a misprint. I am indebted to professor Minorsky for the suggestion that
I "refectory" is the most likely emendation.
(6 ) jgj. 39.

Shaykh gadr al-DXn, like his father, continued to aim at the
extension of the gafawid da'wa and the expansion of the gafawid movement,
and many of the Tlkhahid amirs and Mongol nobility became disciples of
the gafawid shaykhs (1),

But the close connexions of the gafawid shaykhs

with the house of Chuban 11did not prevent the tyrannous Ohobanid MalikAshraf from imprisoning Shaykh gadr al-rEn," (2),

Malik Ashraf*s action

does not, however, seem to have been part of a specific policy designed
to suppress the gafawid order, but rather occasioned by his antipathy to
shaykhs, 'ulama, and fu$ala in general,

"By fair and specious words”

(la$a*if-i ^yal-anoz), Malik Ashraf enticed gadr al-lSh to TabrXz,
detained him for three months in the RashXdiyya building, and then released
him with profuse apologies ('udhr-khwahx bisyar namuda) as the result of
a terrifying dream (khwab^a. muhxbi).

At the suggestion of malevolent

people (bi-igfrwa-yi badguyah), Malik Ashraf again strayed from the
straight path (az jadda-yi mustaqm bar gasht), and despatched men to
seize the Shaykh by any means possible and bring him to Tabriz,

gadr al-

lEh's spiritual insight forewarned him of the plot, and he fled to GaHan,
abandoning the seat of his authority (markaz-i wilayat-ra khiDX bigudhiasht),

Malik Ashraf pursued a similar policy towards all the shaykhs,

'ulema and fujLala of Trail, with the result that the majority of them
chose exile (jala-yi wafran), abandoning both their place of residence

(1) See The Transition to ShT'ism, p. 99.

(2) TJL 189, n, 5.

Malik

Ashraf beseiged Shaykh gasan Buzurg the Jala? irid at Baghdad in 1347,
and later laid siege to Isfahan; although unsuccessful in these attempts,
he continued to rule tyrannically in Xiharbayjan until his defeat and
death at the hands of JanX Beg, ruler of Dasht-i Qipchaq^ in 1356-7*
(van Loon, Ta* rXkh-i Shaikh Uwais, 11),

- j.y and their source of livelihood (dast az maskan wa mafluf-i khwud dashtand).
(1).

JanT Beg, the khan of Qipchaq (regn* 741-58/1340-57) (2), benefited

by the influx of these important men into his kingdom; •in the days of
his government the great country prospered, for many of the prominent
! VV

of Tabriz, Sarah, ArdabTl, Bailaqan, BardaVa and Nakhohawan went
there owing to the oppression of Malik Ashraf.
perous, his power increased* (3).

The state became pros

After hearing the lament of one of

these learned men, JanT Beg Khan vowed to send an array to Trail to avenge
those who had suffered from the tyranny of Malik Ashraf.

JanT Beg Khan

led a force south through ShTrwan into Eharbayjari, captured Malik
Ashraf near Tabriz, and put him to death.

Shaykh gadr al-Dln was

received in royal fashion at the camp of JanT Beg Khan at Awjari.

In

the course of a private audience, J^uii Beg Khan said that he had heard
that gadr al-Dln had been in exile for a long time, and that the condi
tion of the dervishes living in the sincestral sanctuary (at ArdabTl)
was inglorious (bT-rawnaq).

He advised the Shaykh to return and com

fort the poor, for he was the repository of their hopes and expectations.
He himself, he said, did not intend to remain in Tran, and he instructed
gadr al-lSri to draw up an inventory (tumar) of all the lands (amlak),
crafts (gariayi* ) and estates fagar) belonging to himself and his novices
so that he (jariT Beg) might allot them to the Shaykh as a soyurghal,

/

(1) 3N. 42.

(2) This was Jarii Beg Mahmud, ruler of the Blue Horde of

Western Qipchaq, and a descendant of Batu (Lane-Poole, Mohammedan
Rynasties, 230)•

Rasht formed part of his territory (3N. 42).

For

details of Malik Ashraf1s oppressive rule, see Van Loon, op.cit.,
74 ff.

(3) Van Loon, op. cit., 76.

- 20 protected by a maledictory clause, and that over the ages the profit
accruing from them might be assigned els a pension (to the gafawids)
(bi-ruzgarha naf* bar an mutarattib shawad).

gadr al-Dln then

returned to Ardabil, and gave his novices leave to disperse throughout
the provinces of Ardabil, Dar al-Marz, Mughanat and other districts to
draw up the documents (ashad), which were then to be embellished
(muwashsha£) with the name of the Shaykh and presented to the Khan,
The novices prepared the lists and forwarded them to the attendants
(khadiman) of the lofty threshold (*ataba-yi *ulya), but the Shaykh
was unable to meet the Khan before the latter left Tran, and the
decrees in the form of a soyurghal (afokam bi-'inwan-i soyurghal) promised
by the Khan were never issued (1).
"When the power of the T1 khans declined, Ardabil passed from hand
to hand

els

Jala* irids, Chubanids and Qara Qoyunlu fought for supremacy

in Adharb ayjan.

In 784/1382-3 the JalaT* irid sultan Ajpmad b. Uways

killed his brother ghsayn and ruled at Tabriz, but before that date
he had held Ardabil as a soyurghal from his father (2), who died in
776/1374 (3).

prior to 817/1414, the powerful amir Bis Jam JagTr was

in the habit of quartering his cavalry, retinue and servants for the
summer in the Ardabil area, up to the borders of Gllan, Arran and Mughan
(4).

Muhammad b. Mansur, nephew of Amir Bis}am JagTr, who had been

(1) SN. 42-3.

(2) A.K.S. Lauibton, LP. 104 n. 2.

(3) Van Loon,

op. cit., 13, q. Khwandamilr iii/1, 82, gives the date of the death of
Uways as October 9, 1374.
Turkoman tribe?

see TM. 16.

(4) MS. ii/l> 290.

The Jagirlu were a

-
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given Ardabll and Khalkhal as a soyurghal by Qara Yusuf Qara Qoyunlu,
rebelled against Qara Yusuf in 816/1413, and on 1 Jumada I 816/30
July 1413 seized Khwaja Jamal al-Din gafawi in Ardabll, looted his
horses and livestock (dawabb), appropriated his cash, and imprisoned
the Khwaja in Qal* a-yi parrukh, which was on the borders of Ardabll
(1)*

After the death of Timur, the Qara Qoyunlu and the Timiurids

were the principal contestants for the control of Adharbayjan*

In

823/1420, when the Qara Qoyunlu chiefs dispersed after the death of
Qara Yusuf, Zaynal Beg b*

went to Ardabll;

this may inrply

that Zaynal Beg exercised some sort of control over the Ardabll dist
rict (2)*
The position of the gafawid order was naturally affected by the
political and military administration of the successive rulers of
iiharbayj an*

The gafawid shaykhs were concerned to protect from

usurpation the property belonging to the Ardabll sanctuary, and the
lands in the province of ArdabXl and surrounding districts which belonged
to the gafawid family, and more particularly to render the income from
this property and land immune from the ad hoc exactions of local
officials and military commanders*

In 772/1372 SulJan Ajjmad Jala* ir

issued a farmah forbidding governors and other officials to "make any
demands or write drafts on the places in the hands of his (Shaykh gadr
al-Din* s) disciples*.

Apparently the property of the gafawid order

had enjoyed immunity from taxation for some time already, for the farmah

V
(1) MS* ii/l» 256*
It is not clear who is meant
al-Din gafawi.
(2) M S ii/1, 411*

- 22 refers to Hoertain ancient tax exemptions enjoyed by the estates (amlak) and
ouqaf of his blessed retreat* (1).

The descendants of Shaykh Zahid, though

they continued, after the death of tfajjl Shams al-Dln Muhammad (2), to live \
under the protection of Shaykh gadr al-Dln, experienced varied fortunes
under his successors until the time of Sultan gaydar (3).

^

w

j

Shaykh gadr al-Dxn died in 794/1391-2, and, like his father, was
buried in the ArdabTl sanctuary.

Before his death he had nominated his son

Khwaja 'All as his successor and vicegerent (khalifa wa na*ib-munab)» and
had entrusted to him the *prayer-mat of spiritual guidance* (sajjada-yi
irshad), and charged him with the nurture of God’s servants (tarbiyat-i
*ibad).

Khwaja *All was head of the order from 794/1391-2 until his death

on 18 Rajab 830/15 May 1427 (4).

Under Khwaja *All, the esoteric doctrine
/y

of the gafawid order first assumed an unequivocally Shi* it e character (5).
Khwaja VA1T, inciting Timur to take the field against the Yazldl Kurds of
•f

Syria, attached the usual Shi* I anathema of alayhi* 1-la* na to the name of
Mu’awiya, and said, HWe have donned black robes in mourning for all the
immaculate Imams* (6 ).

Nevertheless Khwaja *All was held in great respect

both by Timur and his son Shahrukh.

According to the Silsilat al-Nasab,

Timur* s respect for Khwaja fAlI derived from a miracle performed by the
latter when Timur, returning in 806/1404 from his campaign in Asia Minor (7),
passed through ArdabTl.

He summoned Khwaja *All, and offered him a cup of

poisoii> jfihich he drank.

A number of the dervishes present began rhythmically

to chant the dhikr la ilaha ilia*llahu.

(1) A-K» S. Lanbton, LP. 104.
(5)vJHinz, 23.

As their fervour increased, Khwaja

(2) see p. 15 above.

(3) SN. 103.

|4r) § &

45.

See also Professor Minorsky* s review of Hinz*s work in

Deutsche Literaturzeitung, 1937, No. 23.

(6 ) SJL| 47.
PM

(7) See

189 n*6.

- 23 ’AlX went into a trance (^auLT payda shud), and rose to join the dance*

The

heat engendered by this performance sweated the poison out of his body.
Tajriur was so overcome with wonder that he seized the hem of Khwaja *All’s
robe, and became his disciple and convinced follower.

He handed over to

Khwaja 4All the prisoners taken in his campaign against the Ottomans.
Khwaja 4AIT freed the men and settled them near the holy shrine of Ganja
bi-Jdul.

Their descendants became known as gufiyan-i Rumlu (1).

The fuller

account of the anonymous history of Shah Isma'Xl (Cambridge Add. MS. 200 *
British Museum Or. MS. 3248) is quoted by Professor Minorsky: HThe Shaykh
begged for the liberation of the prisoners of Bum, and Timur freed them
all (majnaP,) and appointed them to the service of the family of Ardabll*
He also issued an order (raqam) to the rulers (salafrTn) and governors of
Enin to the effect that the men whom he had freed ’and who are the SuifTs
'if
S y fA .i

of the gafawid family’, wherever they be, should not be oppressed (dastandaz) or prevented from visiting (amad-u-shud) their Murshid; they must
/
be exempted from payments to their masters (2 ), as well as from government
taxes (wujuhat-i ra* iyati wa tahmXlat-i dXwanX)*

Out of his own lawful money

Timur bought fields and villages in the neighbourhood of Ardabll and
allotted them as waqf (3) to the resting place (mazar) of Shaykh gafT,
which he recognised as a bast (asylum).

He also made over to the gafawid

family the land taxes (kharaj) of the said wilayat.

To those of the pri

soners who expressed the desire to return to Sim permission was granted to
do so.

Shaykh Sultan-4AlX (jariab-i sulfrariT) appointed his representatives

(1) SN. 48.

(2) or rather, "from payment of peasant dues.”

rather, rtconstituted them into a waqf. "

(3) or

- 24 (khalTfa wa plra) to all the tribes (oymagat) and said?

'let your

comings and goings be not infrequent, for the advent (khuru.j) of the
righteous Duodeciman religion is nigh and you must be ready to sacrifice
your lives

(1)#

According to the Silsilat al-Nasab. the lands

purchased by Timur were not in the Ardabil district alone, but comprised
villages and hamlets (dihat wa aazari' ) in the regions of Talwar, Qizil
( / Uzt^n, Kamara of Isfahan, Hamadan etc. ; he constituted them into a waqf
to the male issue of Khwaja *All, but as the lands thus donated had not
been given into the possession (of the gafawid family) in their entirety
during the lifetime of Timur (chun mawqufat t~a ghayat dar zaman-i tTmur
khan bi-tagarruf nadada budand), the transaction did not come into oper
ation (ma'mul nashuda), and none of the lands are now (i. e., at the time
of the compilation of the Silsilat al-Nasab, c. 1660) in the possession
of the descendants of Khwaja 'All (2).

The document relative to this

waqf is said to have fallen into the hands of the ghazls (qizilbash) of
'Abbas I at Khwaja Ekl Kuha near Balkh in 1011/1602-3.

The latter did

not take cognizance of the acquisition of the lands in question (multafit
bi-jlabj-i amlak namTshawan d ).

He said that it was a royal transaction

(mu'amala-yi padishahq ast);

perhaps the title-deeds (qabalaha) had been

written, but the landowner (gafciib-i milk) had not received payment;

other

wise at least a portion of the land would be in the possession (of the
beneficiary) (agar hamchun namlbud mTbayist ki az an amlak q a l H I dar
ta^arruf mTbud) (3).

4 (l) TM. 189-90.

(2) SN* 48.

(3) ibid., 48-9.

KasrawT, op. cit., 803

ff. , gives his reasons for regarding this document as a forgery;

he also

regards the account of Khwaja 'All's three meetings with Tiraur (SN. 46 ff. )
as legendary, as there is no mention of them in the gafarhama.

As mentioned above, Khwaja 'All was also held in respect by
Timur* s son Shahrukh.

On 28 Dhu’l-Qa'da 823/4 December 1420, in the

course of his campaign against the Qara Qoyunlu, Shahrukh entered
ArdabTl and visited the tomb of shaykh al-mashayikh Shaykh gafT al-Dlh,
and derived help from the blessed company of Shaykh *Ala* al-DTn
Khwaja *AlT (bi-barakat-i guhbat-i.

.istis'ad yaft) (1).

This

pilgrimage was in accordance with Shahrukh* s usual practice of showing
veneration for the holy men and visiting the tombs of the celebrated
shaykhs of the regions through which he passed, but his visit to Khwaja
*AlT is especially interesting;

considerations of the favour shown to

Khwaja *All and the gafawid order by Timur seem to have outweighed any
antipathy Shahrukh may have felt towards the now manifestly ShT'ite
tendencies of the order.

Perhaps an even more potent consideration

was Shahrukh*s desire to demonstrate his sympathy with popular religious
sentiment;

on several occasions, for instance, he visited the shrine of

the ShPite Imam ,+AlT al-Ri^a. (2).
Khwaja- •*<
AlT,died in 830/1427, leaving three sons:

Shaykh Ja'far,

whose learning and knowlecC&e (fajLl wa danish) were not equalled by any
other shaykh of the gafawid order;

*Abd al-RaJnnan, whose descendants

lived either in Gaskar or ArdabTl province;

and Ibrahim, 'who was the

vicegerent (nayib-munab) and successor (jahishlh) of his father (3).
Nothing is recorded in the Silsilat al-Nasab of the progress of the order
(1) Mg* ii/1, 408.

Hinz, 22, q. gasan Rumlu ix, 24b, gives the date of

the meeting as March 1421 (presumably 1412 is a typographical error).
(2) See The Transition to Shi* ism,pl2T.

(3)

SJfc 49-50.

- 26 under Shaykh Ibrahim, known as Shaykh Shah, who was head of the order
from 830-51/1427-47.

With the succession of the letter's son Shaykh

Junayd, the gafawid order, from being a militant, became a military
organization.

professor Dr. Walther Hinz, in his Irans Aufstieg zum

Nationalstaat. has described in detail the history and development of
the gafawid order under Junayd (d. 1460), $aydar (d. 1488), and Suljah
outline, therefore, will be given in
this thesis of the activities of the gafawid3 during this period, and of
their relations with the Qara Qoyunlu and Aq. Qoyunlu rulers of Diyar

(1) 22-49*

72-96.

TM ,

190 gives some additional details from the

Tarikh-i AmThT and t2shiqpasha-zada.
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(ii)

The Struggle for Supremacy in Persia after the death of Timur.

The campaigns of Timur in Persia between the years 783-807/1381-1404
put an end to the minor dynasties which had sprung up in various parts of
the country after the Mongol invasions and especially after the death of
the Tlkhan Abu Sa*Xd (736/1335), when Mongol power in Persia began rapidly
to decline.

The KUrts (643-791/1245-1389), semi-nomads who had estab

lished themselves on the north-eastern borders of Persia at Harat; the
Sarbidarids (737-783/1337-1381), whose centre was Sabzawar in Khurasan;
and the Mujaffarids (713-795/1313-1392), rulers of Pars and Kirman, were
all overwhelmed.

The reigning head of the Jala* irid dynasty of *Iracp-i

‘Arab and Adharb ay jan, Sulfan Aj?mad, in 796/1393 fled from Timur1 s armies
into Turkey (1), and although the dynasty maintained a shadowy existence
until 814/1411, its princes were never again in effective control of their
territories for any considerable period (2 ).
After the death of Timur (February 1405), his son Shahrukh consol
idated the Timurid empire in *Iraq-i •Ajam, Pars, Khurasan and Transoxania.
He rebuilt the cities of Marw and Harat;

(1) Van Loon, Ta’rikh-i Shaikh Uwais, 17*

Marw had been destroyed in 620/

(2) Certain members of the

Jala*irid family continued to rule after 814/1411 at Wasif, Ba^ra and
Shushtar, doing homage to the Tiniurid Shahrukh, until their extinction by
the Qara Qoyunlu in 1432 (Howorth, History of the Mongols, iii, 654-79;
Van Loon, op. cit., 18.

For an account of the origins of the Jala* irs,

see Van Loon, op. cit. , 6 ff. ).

- 28 1223-4 by Tuluy b. Changlz, and was restored by Shahrukh in 812/1409-10
(1)#

Shahrukh, and his son Baysunqur, were patrons of the arts, and

encouraged men of learning and science to congregate at the Timurid
court*

In Adharbayjan, however, the Timurids were unable permanently

to maintain their authority.

Despite a series of expeditions by Shahrukh

and his successors against Adharbayjan, control of that province passed
into the hands first of the Qara Qoyunlu (Black Sheep) and then of the
Aq Qoyunlu (White Sheep) Turkomans.

These nomadic tribesmen moved

eastwards from Armenia, Upper Mesopotamia and Anatolia, where they had
settled in Seljuq times, into west and north-west Persia (2).
The Qara Qoyunlu established themselves in the region of Lake Wan
as dependants of the Jala* irid rulers.

The Qara Qoyunlu chief Bayram

Khwaja (d. 782/1380), head of the Baharlu clan, held a position of
importance at the court of the Jala* irid ruler SulJan Uways (d. 776/1374),
and Bayram Khwaja* s successor Qara Muhammad Turmush (d. 792/1390) entered
the service of the Jala* irid ruler Suljan

A&mad

t>. Uways (3).

Qara

lUsuf b. Qara Muhammad, who succeeded his father in 792/1390, took
possession of Tabriz, the capital of the eastern half of the Jala*irid
dominions, and declared himself an independent ruler by minting his own
coinage, on which he is styled amir yusuf bahadur nuyan, amTr-i a1 jam, or

(1) Shar. ii, 78.

(2) A.K.S. Lambton, LP. 106.

(3) Rabino 113;

Bayrim Khwaja had been defeated by Uways in 767/1366 (Van Loon, op. cit. ,
12);

cf. also the article £AIiX-$0YUNLU in BJ1.

- 29 al-riuyan al-&* ^am (1).

SulJan Ahmad and Qara Yusuf were both repeat

edly driven from their territories by the armies of Tlnur (2 ), but
within a few years of the death of Timur (1405) they had regained control
of *Iraq-i 'Arab and Adharbayjan respectively.

On 1 Jumiada 809/14

October 1406 Qara YUsuf defeated Abu Bakr b. Miranshih b. Tlnur near
Nakhchiwan (3), and on 24 Dhu’l-Qa'da 810/21 April 1408 he defeated him
again at Sardrud near Tabriz.

In the second battle Miranshah was killed.

Qara y^Tsuf is said to have put to death the Turkoman who slew Moranshah,
saying that if Miranshah had been brought before him alive, he would have
treated him with fitting respect (4).

In 810/1407-8 Qara Yusuf made

hi 3 son Fir Budaq, born in captivity in Syria, joint-ruler, and royal
orders commenced with the words suljan pir budaq yarligidan abu’l-na^r
yusuf bahadur huyan s ^ z M z ;

MBy the decree of Suljan Pir Budaq we Abu’l-

Na^r Yusuf Bahadur NUyah ordain that. . . . . . * 1 (5).

Having completed his

reoccupation of Adharbayjan, Qara Yusuf sought to enlarge his territory.
In 812/1410 he subjugated Diyar Bakr, held by the rival dynasty of the Aq
Qoyunlu led by Qara 'Uthman;

in the same year he raided ShakkT and parts

of ShXrwan, but later concluded peace with Ibrahim Shirwanshah (6)*
In 813/1410 SulJan Aj?mad Jala'ir attempted to recover the province
of Adharbayjan which he had lost to Qara YUsuf twenty years previously,
but on 28 RabT1, II 813/31 August 1410 he was defeated outside Tabriz and

(1) Rabino, 114.
(4) MS. 115-6.

(2) Van Loon, op. cit., 17.

(3) TIN. 431b.

(5) Rabino 113. (6) MS. i i A > 172-3.
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put to death by Qara Ylsuf;

Qara Ylsuf also put to death Shah Walad b#

Shaykh 'All b. Uways and *Ala * al-Dawla b. Ahmad (1)*

As a result of

this victory, Qara YUsuf took possession of the rest of the Jala’irid
dominions in 'Iraq-i 'Arab, with the exception of a small area in southern
*Iraq (2), and gave 'Iraq-i 'Arab to his son Shah Muhammad (3) (Ghiyath
al-Dih Muhammad Shah),

Gayumarth b. Ibrahim ShTrwanshah, who had inarched

to the assistance of SulJan. Afcmad Jala*ir, was captured by Qara Yusuf,
who imprisoned him in the fortress of AT jlsh and rejected all offers of
ransom (4),

In 815/1412-3 Qara YUsuf obtained the allegiance of Shams

al-Dln, the ruler of BitlTs, and inflicted a further defeat on Qara
'Uthman Aq Qoyunlu near Snid (5),

In the autumn of 1412 Qara Yusuf

launched an attack on Ibrahim ShXrwanshah and his allies Amir Sayyid
Ajjmad, the ruler of ShakkT, and KustandJl, the ruler of Zagam in Georgia#
Ibrahim and his brother Bahlul were captured and sent to Tabriz, but were
later released for a ransom#

Kustandll was also captured, and was put

to death together with 300 Georgian nobles (aznawuran)(6)»
In 822/1419 Qara YUsuf made further inroads into the Timurid
empire#

He invaded *Iraq-i 'Ajam, wrested from the officers of Shahrukh

Suljahiyya, ■p^runi> Qazwih and Sawa, and annexed them to his own empire
(ba mamalik-i mahrusa munaggam gardanXd) (7).

In the opinion of the

Tiimlrids, ^ars and Isfahan prospered under the rule of Ibrahim b# Shahrukh

(1) MS. ii/1, 195-7.
ii/1, 197-8.

(2) See p. 27, n# 2 above.

(5) ibid., ii/1, 241.

interesting to note that the

(4) MS.

(6) ibid#, 242-3; TIN* 432a.

It is

people of Tabriz interceded with Qara YUsuf

for the Shlrwanshah, and that seme of the landowners (arbaban) of Tabriz
acted as guarantors for the payment of his ransom.

(7) TIN* 432b.

The

date given by this source, 826 A.H., is clearly wrong, since Qara YUsuf
died in 823 A. H#

and Rustam b. 'Umar Shaykh respectively, but 'Iraq-i 'Arab, parts of 'Iraq-i
fAjam, and Adharbayjan, had been laid waste by the oppression and sedition
of Anur Qara Yusuf Turkman, and the people cried out for help against his
tyranny and injustice (1).

In 823/1420 Shahrukh* s ambassador giddjq re

turned from Adharbayjan and reported that Amir Qara Ihsuf aspired to the
highest positions of authority and power, and considered himself an inde
pendent ruler in that kingdom.

The amirs of the neighbouring regions (atraf)

were obedient to his commands, and his farmah was obeyed in those pro
vinces (mamalik);

Qara "tflsuf had built himself strong forts and impreg

nable castles; the practices of the religious law (rusum-i shar*iyya)
were in abeyance (mukhtall), and pious foundations were devoid of splendour
(bX-rawnaq) and were disused (muVaJJal); Qara Yusuf spent his days and nights
in impiety and debauchery (fisq wa fujur), and the fantasy of independence
had disordered (mukhabbaj) his mind (2 ).
At the time of the death of Timur, Shahrukh was governor of Khurasan.
IXiring the next fifteen years he gradually extended his authority beyond
the borders of Khurasan, adding successively to his territories Gurgan and
Mazandaran (809/1406-7) (3), Transoxania (811/1408-9) (4), FSrs (817/1414-5)
(5), and Kirman (819/1416-7) (6 ).

In addition, many rulers whose territories

bordered on those of Shahrukh hastened to proffer their allegiance to him.
For instance, in 815/1410-11 ambassadors arrived at Harat from **the terri
tory of the Uzbegs and the Qipchaq steppe**, from Shirwan, from Hazarjarxb,

(i) MS* ii/1 393.

(2) MS. ii/1, 395.

(3) MS. iiA> 77.

(4) ibid.. 132.

(5) In this campaign Shahrukh* s nephew, Bay qara b. *Umar Shaykh, who had
rebelled against Shahrukh* s authority, was suppressed (Shar. ii, 81).
(6 ) MS. ii/1, 334-6.

Since 811/1408-9 Suljah Uways b. Amir Ydiku Barlas,

who had succeeded his father and brother as ruler of Kirman, had been
independent ruler (padishahX bi-istiqlal) there.

(MS. ii/1, 120-1).

- 32 from Sari, from Elruzkuh, and from GarmsTr and Qandahar (1).

By 823/L420-1

Shahrukh had consolidated his position sufficiently to make the first of
his attempts to reincorporate Xiharbayjan into the Timnrid Bnpire (2)#

On

arrival at Suljaniyya, he learnt that Qara Yusuf had died at Awjan on 7
Shu’l-Qa'da 823/13 November 1420 (3) at the age of sixty-five.

IXiring his

lifetime Qara iGsuf had raised the Qara Qoyunlu from the position of a
group of tribes owing allegiance to the Jala* irids and had made them the
dominant power in western Persia, ruling over Xdharbayjan, •Iraq-i *Arab,
and parts of *Iraq-i \Ajam; in addition, the Shirwanshah and the Aq.
Qoyunlu of Diyar Bakr paid allegiance to the Qara Qoyunlu.
The death of Qara itflsuf before the TTmurid forces reached Idhaibayjan
placed Shahrukh in an extremely favourable position, since it threw the
Qara Qoyunlu into confusion.

None of the sons of QaraT YtTsuf was present

to take command of the situation (Shah Muhammad was at Baghdad, Iskandar
at Kirkuk, Ispand at *Abd al-Jawz, Jahanshah at SuPfaniyya, and Abu Sa'Id
somewhere in Xdharbayjan,). Qara Yusuf’s forces dispersed; a nephew of
Qara Y'usuf absconded with the valuables from the treasury; and even Qara
Yusuf’s body was abandoned, and was looted before being accorded burial by
the nobles of Tabriz (4).

Baysunqur b. Shahrukh entered Tabriz in the

middle of Dhu*l-Qa*da 823/third week in November 1420, and had the khufrba
(1) MS- ii/1, 183.

(2) For this expedition Shahrukh mobilized 15,000 in

fantry and cavalry levied from all the regions of the empire except Transoxania and officered by Persians (ba sardar-i tazlk), in addition to the
regular contingents from each province (ghayr-i lashkarha-yi muqarrarl-yi
wilayat) (MS. ii/1, 398).

Qara Yfrsuf created a precedent by raising a force

of infantry from the province of Tabriz, but this innovation (bid* at) did
not meet with success (baru mubarak nay amad) (MS. ii/1, 409).
410.

(4) M S

ii/1, 410-12.

(3) MS. iiA,
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Shahrukh wintered in

Qarabagh (2), where he received ambassadors from many neighbouring rulers;
Amir Khalil Allah b* Amir Shaykh Ibrahim Shirwanshah, who had succeeded his
father in 820/1417-8 (3), and Sayyidi Ahmad b. SayyidI'*Ali from ShakkT,
visited him in person.
(4).

With Amir Khalil Allah was his brother Amir Manuchihr

Shahrukh left his winter quarters on 19 RabI* I 824/24 March 1421 (5),

and spent the spring and summer of 1421 in overcoming the resistance of
groups of $ara Qoyunlu in the Armenian highlands round Lake Wan.

Local

chiefs and neighbouring rulers or their representatives continued to visit
Shahrukh1 s camp to tender their submission (6 ); among them were 'All b#
Qara 'Uthman and the kalantars of the Xq Qoyunlu (7).

The administration

of Tabriz was in the hands of the TImurid amir 'Ala* al-Dln 'Alika G$nttltash,
who had been sent ahead to Tabriz in November 1420 with Baysunqur Mrrzl and
Khwaja Qujb al-Dln Muhammad Mushrif SimnanI to collect the dlwan revenues
(barayi jLabJ-i amwal wa jihat-i dlwanl) (8 ).

Amir 'Ala* al-Doli administered

the affairs of the people and matters of state in a proper manner (ma^aliJji-i
ra'jyyat wa muhimmat-i mamlikat bi-wajibl sakht).

He revoked the new prac

tices (rusum-i mufodith) which Qara Yusuf had introduced (ikhtira' karda bud),
and devoted himself to ordering the affairs of the religious law (nagn^i
umur-i shar'iyya) and to the administration of affairs in general (dabj—i
ma^aljfo-i kulliyya) (9 ).
By July 1421 two of Qara YUsuf's sons, Ispand (10) and Iskandar, had
rallied the Qara Qoyunlu, and on 27 Rajab 824/28 July 1421 Shahrukh, after
rejecting their peace overtures, fought the hardest battle of his career at
(1) MS. ii/1, 413.

(2) ibid., 408.

(3) TIN. 432b.

(4) MS. ii/1. 430-1.

(5) ibid.. 436.

(6 ) ibid.. 441-450.

(9) ibid. , 415.

(10) The form of this name is variously given; Hinz, 127,

has Aspan.

(7) ibid.. 449.

(8 ) ibid. . 407.

Quruq Qurqaq (1),

After three days of fighting, the Qara Qoyunlu were

defeated, and Shahrukh entered Tabriz in the middle of Sha'ban 824/middle
of August 1421.

Shortly afterwards he began his homeward raaroh, and arrived

at Harat on 19 Shawwal 824/17 October 1421 (2).
After this defeat, Iskandar continued to campaign on the borders of
Xiharbayjan.

Between 827-30/1423-6 he won several victories in Kurdistan:

in 828/1425 he defeated Shams al-Din the ruler of Akhlaf, and in 830/1427
the Kurdish prince Sultan Ahmad.

In 831/1427 he raided Shirwan, and in

832/1428 he recaptured Sul^aniyya firom Shahrukh* s officers (3).

The re

capture of Sul^aniyya caused Shahrukh to organize a second expedition to
Adharbayjan.

Leaving Harat on 5 Rajab 832/10 April 1429 (4), he reached

the outskirts of Tabriz on 1 Ehu,l-Qa*da 832/30 June 1429 (5), and on 17
Dhn*l-£ijja 832/17 September 1429 met Iskandar at Salmas; after the first
dayfs fighting, Iskandar held the advantage, but was defeated the following
day (6 ), and fled to Asia Minor.

He was pursued as far as Erzerum by

Muhammad Juki b. Shahrukh, but succeeded in eluding him (7).

Shahrukh

installed Abu Sa'id, another son of Qara Yusuf, as governor of Tabriz (8 ).
Hitherto the Qara Qoyunlu had been united in their resistance to the Timurids,
but first Abu Safi&, and later Jahanshah, accepted Timirid suzerainty in
order to acquire the governorship of Tabriz.

In 835/1431 Iskandar returned

to Adharbayjan, occupied Tabriz, and put to death Abu Sa*id (9).

In 838/

1434-5, in answer to an appeal from Khalil Allah Shirwanshah, who had been
attacked by Iskandar, Shahrukh made preparations for his third invasion of
Adharbayjan (10)•
— *

Leaving Harat on 2 Rabi*, II, 838/5 November 1434, he

—

(1) Near Hishgird (MS. ii/1, 453).

(2) MS. ii/L, 451-65.

(3) TIN. 433a.

Amir Khwaja Yusuf, governor of Sul^aniyya, Abhar, Qazwin and Zinjan, was
captured by Iskandar. (MS. ii/1, 601).
(6 )ibid. , 606 ff.

(7) Shar. ii, 90*

ii/2, 640; Shar. ii, 91; Hinz, 127.

(4) M2U ii/1, 601.

(8 ) M &

(5) ibid., 606.

ii/2, 622; Hinz, 127.

(10) M2U ii/2, 670-1.

(9) MS.

- oo **
wintered at Rayy (1); from there he inarched on Tabriz (1 Muharram 839/27
July 1435) (2).

Mjrza Muhammad Juki, who had gone as far as Arzinjan in

search of Iskandar, could find no trace of him (3).

Meanwhile Iskandar* s

younger brother, Jahanshah, deserted him and went to the Timurid camp (4),
and his example was followed by AmTrzada Shah *Ali b. AmlrzacLa Shah Muhammad
b. Amir Qara iCsuf (5).

The khu$ba was read in the name of Shahrukh through

out Xiharbayjan, and coinage was minted in his name (6 ).

Before leaving for

Harat on 2 RabTV II, 340/14 October 1436, Shahrukh conferred on Jahanshah
the governorship of Xiharbayjan (7).

In the same year Iskandar attacked

Jahanshah, but was defeated and took refuge in the fortress of Alanjaq near
Nakhchiwan; there he was murdered by his son Shah Qubad, who had fallen in
love with a member of Iskandar* s fraram (8 ).
JXiring the eighteen years of Iskandar* s reign, the Qara Qoyunlu had
been on the defensive, and had striven to keep control of the territories
won by Qara Yfrsuf.

The reign of Jahanshah (cL 872/1467) i3 in several res

pects a significant one in the struggle for supremacy in Persia which
followed the death of Timur.

At first, taking advantage of divisions in

the TTmurid empire, Jahanshah extended Qara Qoyunlu dominion over the whole
of Persia, including for a time Khurasan, the heart of the Tojnurid empire;
during the latter part of his reign, the balance of power between the rival
Turkoman dynasties shifted in favour of the Aq. Qoyunlu; finally, during the
reign of Jahanshah the gafawids, under the leadership of Sultan Junayd, are
for the first time mentioned in the sources as

constituting a threat to the

existing political power (9).
(1) MS. ii/2, 674.
(5) ibid. , 685.

(2) Shar. ii, 93.

(6 ) ibid., 684.

(3) MS. ii/2, 685.

(7) ibid., 690.

on 25 Shawwal 841/21 April 1438; see Hinz, 128.
was later put to death by Jahanshah (TIN. 433b).
3248, 17a ff.

(4) ibid., 675

(8 ) Iskandar was murdered
For this crime Shah Qubad
(9) HS. iii/4, 12; BM. Or.

Jahanshah made no attempt to encroach on TTmilrid territory until
after the death of Shahrukh in 850/1447*

In that year he seized control

of Sulfaniyya and Qazwin, which formed part of the territory governed by
Muhammad b* Baysunqur;

the latter, in order to have his hands free to

contest the succession to the Tiiriurid empire, married Jahanshah* s daughter
Tutuq •igmat and ceded those districts to Jahanshah as the bride*s portion
(shlrbaha) (1)*
The period of stability and reconstruction represented by the reign
of Shahrukh came to an abrupt end on the death of that monarch in 850/1447#
Throughout his reign Shahrukh had tried to maintain peace within the
Timur id empire and to protect the frontiers of the empire by maintaining
friendly relations with neighbouring rulers*

His policy had failed only

in the case of the Qara Qoyunlu, whom he had endeavoured to weaken and
contain within the borders of Xdharbayjah by maintaining alliances with
the Aq Qoyunlu and the ShirwansHahs*

Prom the time when Timur first

invaded Xdharbayjah (787/1585-6), up to the time of Shahrukh*s expedition
of 839/1435, Qara 'Uthman had manifested unswerving devotion and obedience
to the Timurids and had never transgressed the bonds of tribal allegiance
and fealty (az frariq-i TIT wa mutaba*at tajawuz nanamud) (2)*

Similarly,

Amir Khalil Allah ShxrwanT Turkman (the Shirwanshah) considered himself a
—

"T >

personal servant (makhpup) of Timur, and his family had always displayed

(1) Muhammad had first ordered Jahanshah to give back these districts to
the officials of the dXwan-i a* la, and to content himself with the territory
(ulka) which shahrukh had allotted to him, and not to enter the Timurid
empire (mamalik-i ma^irusa);

otherwise he must expect war*

When Jahanshah

ignored this order, Muhammad adopted the course of marrying his daughter
(MS. ii/2, 900-2j

TIN. 435b).

(2) M S

ii/2, 685.

- 37 the utmost loyalty and personal devotion to the house of Timur (1).
In 824/1421 Khalil Allah married the daughter of Abu Bakr b. Mlranshah
(2).

In 838/1434

Muhammad

Juki b. Shahrukh married the daughter of Qara

'Uthmah Aq Qoyunlu (3).
The revolt of Muhammad b* Baysunqur, who took advantage of the
failing health of Shahrukh to rebel against his authority (849/1445-6)
(4), portended the dynastic troubles which followed the death of Shahrukh
the following year.

Muhammad b. Baysunqur imprisoned the darugha of

Isfahan, distributed the revenue which had been collected in the province
as largess to his troops, promising them double, and marched on Shiraz
(5).

Despite his illness, Shahrukh led a force to 'Iraq (6 ), and put

to death all the sayyids and gu* asa
350/November 1446).

who had supported Muhammad

Muhammad retreated to Luristan (7).

Pour months

later, Shahrukh died, and **the dust of discord and tumult rose to the
heavens*1 (8 ).

Muhammad b. Baysunqur emerged from his retreat near

Khurramabad (9), and drove 1 Abd Allah b. Ibrahim b. Shahrukh from Pars
(10);

of the three princes in the royal camp at the time of Shahrukh* s

death, 'Abd al-LaJif b. Ulugh Beg took charge of the camp and lfpaid no
heed to anyone** (parwa-yi kasl nadasht);

Abu’1-Qasim Babur b. Baysunqur

**considered himself firmly established on the throne of the world, and

(1) MS* ii/2, 644.

(2) MS. ii/l> 438.

This woman had formerly been

the wife of Qara YyLsuf Qara Qoyunlu (ibid., 437).
(4) Shar. ii, 98.

(5) M2U ii/2, 860-1.

(3) M &

ii/2, 685-6.

(6 ) ibid.. 861-2.

The

historian Sharaf al-Din 'All YazdX was implicated in this revolt, but
escaped without punishment (ibid. , 866-7).
883.

(9) ibid., 893.

(10) ibid., 898.

(7) ibid. , 866.

(8 ) ibid.,

- 38 put forth his utmost efforts to this end11:

and KhalXl h. Muhammad

Jahangir remained aloof from the struggle.

*Ala' al-Dawla b. Baysunqur,

who had been left at Harat as Shahrukh* s qa* im-maqam when the latter
marched to Isfahan to quell the revolt of Mu^Lammad b. Baysunqur (1),
took possession of the treasuries of the empire, and the ambition *1
and no other11 occupied the recesses of his mind (2).

The legitimate

heir to the empire, Shahrukh* s only surviving son Ulugh Beg, remained
in Transoxania, being forced to postpone any attempt to assert his claim to the
succession by the revolt of Abu Bakr b. Muhammad JUkX;

the latter,

whose soyurghal was Kha^lahat, Arhang and SalX Saray, had seized Balkh,
Shuburghan (5), and Qunduz-i Buqlan up to the frontiers of Badakhshan

After two years of fighting, the Timurid empire had been resolved
into three principal areas; Baysunqur;

*Iraq-i ,Ajam and Pars, held by Muhammad b#

Khurasan, held by Abu'l-Qasim Babur;

and Transoxania, held

by Ulugh Beg, who in 352/1448 had occupied Harat but had failed to consol
idate his victory.

Possession of Khurasan was recognized as the key to

success in this struggle for mastery, and in 853/1449 Muhammad b. Baysunqur
made an unsuccessful attempt to gain control of that province.

In his

view, the people of Khurasan at heart wanted (his brother) *Ala* al-Dawla
as their ruler (5).
In Transoxania, *Abd al-LajXf put to death his father Ulugh Beg
and his brother *Abd al-* AzXz (Ramadan 853/October-November 1449) (6),

(1) MS. ii/2, 863.
in a variety of ways;
426.

(4)

(2) ibid., 882.

(3) The name of this place is spelt

see G. Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate,

M 3* ii/2, 904.

(5) ibid., 1001.

(6) ibid., 991;

993.

A

and was himself assassinated by his amirs on 25 Rabl' I 854/8 May 1450
(1).

On 22 Jumada I 855/22 June 1451 Abu Sa'Id b. Muhammad b. Mlran-

sbah, supported by the troops of the Uzbeg chief Abu*l-Khayr Khan,
marched from Tashkand and defeated and killed *Abd Allah b* Ibrahim at
Samarqand, and was thus left without a rival in Transoxania (2)*
Mujjammad b* Baysunqur, after negotiating an ephemeral agreement
with Abu*l-Qasim Babur whereby certain provinces (ba%$T wilayat) of
Khurasan were to be incorporated in *Iraq-i 'Ajam (dakhil-i diwah-i 'iraq
bash ad), and the coinage and khujba (in those provinces) were to be
adorned (muzayyan wa muwashshafo) with the titles of Muhammad (3), attacked
Khurasan for the second time (4), but was defeated at Chinaran by Abu* 1Qasim and put to death (855/1451-2) (5)*

Abu*l-Q£isim then blinded his

captive brother •Ala* al-Dawla (6), who after the death of his other
brother Muhammad was the most serious threat to his position in Khurasan,
but 'Ala* al-Dawla later recovered his sight (7)*
The death of Muhammad b* Baysunqur opened the way to Qara Qoyunlu
expansion in 'Iraq-i 'Ajam and pars, and Abu* 1-Qasim Babur marched from
Harat to attempt to reassert Tlmuirid authority in those provinces*

He

proceeded to Yazd via Tun, and spent four months at Shiraz, dealing with
administrative matters;

he appointed governors to Qum and Sawa;

then,

hearing that Jahanshah Qara Qoyunlu had occupied Sawa and laid siege to
Qum, he left San jar b* Ahmad b* fUmar Shaykh at Shiraz and marched towards
Isfahan (8)*

(1)

ii/2, 1004-5.

ibid., 1028.
Shar. ii, 107.

(2) ibid., 1019-22.

(5) ibid., 1032.

(5) ibid.. 1027-8.

(6) ibid., 1033.

(8) MS. ii/2, 1036-9.

(4)

(7) ibid.. 1039;

- 40 Two factors had convinced Jahanshah of the v/eakness of the
T^riurid position in Persia*

The decision of Abu*l-Qasim Babur to

approach 'Iraq-i 'Ajam by the desert route to Yazd, a decision based on
the consideration that Muhammad b* Baysunqur had invaded Khurasan via
Rayy and that consequently no supplies of grain would be available on
that route, suggested rather to Jahanshah that the Timurid forces were
not strong enough to march across territory threatened by his own troops*
The manner in which Abu* 1-Qasim announced his victory over Muhammad
convinced Jahanshah that his reasoning was correct (mu* akkid-i istidlal-i
mirza jahanshah amad)»

The news was conveyed in a letter (maktub ) with

the royal seal (muhr-i humayun) on the reverse (bar pusht zada), whereas
it would have been more in keeping with the pomp of sovereignty (munasib-i
franfrana-yi salfranat) to have issued the imperial decree (farman-i jahanriru.fra*,) in the form of a nishah addressed to Jahanshah, requiring him to
forward to the royal treasury the tribute (baj) and taxes (kharaj) due
from the province of Adharbayjan, in accordance with the assessment made
in the time of the khaqan-i sa'Td (Shahrukh), and stipulating that the
khufrba and coinage should be embellished with the royal style and title
(of Abu* 1-Qasim Babur) (1).
On 16 Rajah 856/2 August 1452 Abu* 1-Qasim Babur, who was marching
north from Shiraz to relieve Qum from the Qara Qoyunlu blockade, turned
north-east from KSushk-i Zard, a point on the road between Shiraz and
Isfahan, and returned to Khurasan;

during his absence from HarSt, 'Ala*

al-Dawla had attempted to seize possession of the city;

(1)

MS. ii/2, 1035-6.

he had been

- 41 repelled by Abu* 1-Qasim1s amirs (1), and had taken refuge with Jahanshah
(2), but the amirs reported to Abu*l-Qasim that they still felt some
anxiety about him (* Ala al-Dawla) (khafrir az fraraf-i u tainana jam* hist),
and Abu'l-Qasim decided to return to Harat (3).

In rapid succession

Jahanshah occupied Qum, Isfahan, Abarquh and Shiraz (4);

thus the whole

of *Iraq-i *Ajam and pairs, which had been in Tlmurid possession for nearly
eighty years, was overrun by the Qara Qoyunlu forces under Jahanshah and
his son P i t Budaq in the space of afew months.Shortly afterwards,
the province of Yazd too was abandoned to the Turkomans (5)*
In 858/1454 Abu*l-^asim Babur invaded Transoxania, and in Shawwal
858/October 1454 laid siege to Samarqand (6).

Six weeks later, peace

was concluded; both sides were to return their prisoners, and the Gxus was
to be considered the dividing line between their respective dominions

(7).
On 25 RabT* II 861/22 March 1457 Abu'l-Qasim Babur died (8), and
was succeeded by his son Majjmud (9);

the latter was only eleven years

of age, and AmXr Shir $aj jT was the real power in the kingdom (gajib-i
ikhtiyar-i mamlikat bud) (10).

Two months later, on 7 Rajab 861/31 May

(1) MS. ii/2, 1039-41.

(2) ibid.,1043.

(3)

ibid., 1041.

The real

reason for Abu* 1-Q‘asim's

withdrawal to Khurasan was probably simply his

reluctance to face plr Budaq (see J. Aubin, Deux sayyids de Bam au XVe
sibcle, 434).

(4) ibid. , 1044-5.

(5) ibid. , 1049.

Samarqand was the capital of Abu Sa'Id, ibid. , 1062.
this truce merely restored the status quo ante;

(6) ibid. , 1061;
(7) ibid. , 1077;

Abu’l-Qasim gained

nothing by this expedition, and lost heavily in men and material.
MS. ii/2, 1114-5.
(10) ibid., 1119;

(9)In full, Jalal al-Din Mahmud (ibid., 1119).
1127.

(8)

- 42 1457, Ibrahim b. ‘Ala* al-Dawla entered Harat, and Mahmud fled to
Mashhad (1).
Abu Sa'id, from the time of his accession to the throne of
Transoxania (855/1451), had never ceased to aspire to the conquest of
Khurasan (2).

Ibrahim endeavoured to reach an understanding with him,

but only received the reply, "When j reach Harat, whatever is most
expedient shall be done11 (5).

Abu Sa'Td entered Harat on 26 Sha'ban

861/19 July 1457 (4), and Ibrahim retired to the region of Bahharz and
Khwaf.

Having failed to take the citadel, Abu Sa'Td left Harat on 9

Shawwal 861/30 August 1457, and wintered at Balkh (5)*
In the same year (861/1457), Jahanshah Qara Qoyunlu took advantage
of Tlmurid disunity to attempt further conquests, and marched on fiurgan;
he drove before him Mahmud b. Abu*l-Qasim Babur, and at the battle of
Astarabad, 25 Mu^arram 862/13 December 1457 (6), he utterly defeated
Ibrahim b. •Ala* al-Dawla, who fell back to Harat (7)*
longer any central Timurid authority in Khurasan;

There was no

each of the forts was

in the hands of a Timurid commander (sardar), who rendered allegiance to
no one (8).

On 7 Jumada II 862/22 April 1458 his father 1Ala* al-Dawla

returned to Harat (9) after several years spent in the Qipchaq plain and
Uzbeg territory (10).

Ibrahim viewed the arrival of his father with

displeasure (amadan-i pidar bar khafrir-i pisar giran amad), but greeted

(1) MS. ii/2, 1131. (2) ibid., 1137. (3) ibid., 1136. (4) ibid., 114a
(5) ibid., 1145-6. (6) TIN. 433b. (7) Shar. ii, 110-11.
(8) m . ii/2,
1158.

(9) ibid., 1161.

(IQ) ibid., 1157.

him with apparent warmth (1).

'Ala* al-Dawla imposed a tax on slaves

(' abTd) and flocks (mawashX), but before this money could be collected he
was compelled by the approach of the Turkoman forces to evacuate Harat (2),
and he and Ibrahim withdrew to Ghnr-i pi?In and Ghnr-i Bala respectively
(3).

Jahanshah entered Haralson 15 Sha'ban 862/28 June 1458, and his name

was inserted in the khufrba and stamped on the coinage (4).

His son Plr

Budaq arrived in Harat from Pars on 18 Dhn’l-gijja 862/27 October 1458 (5),
and shortly afterwards news arrived from Tabriz that Jahanshah’s son
JJusayn 'All had escaped frcm imprisonment and had collected an army (6 ).
Jahanshah was therefore forced to negotiate with Abu Sa'Jd, who was ad
vancing on Harat from Balkh, at a disadvantage*

Abu Sa'Xd demanded the

restitution of all the territories except those originally allotted to
Jahanshah by Shahrukh, but eventually agreed that Jahanshah should relin
quish only Khurasan, and a treaty was drawn up to that effect.

Jahanshah

left Ya^ya-abad at the beginning of gafar 863/early December 1458 (7), and
on the 15th gafar/22 December Abu Sa'Xd entered Harat (8 ).

In Jumada II

863/April 1459 Abu Sa'Xd defeated the combined forces of 'Ala* al-Dawla,
his son Ibrahim, and Sanjar b. Afcunad b. 'Umar Shaykh, between Marw and
Sarakhs.

Sanjar was captured and put to death, and 'Ala* al-Dawla and
Ibrahim died on 6 Shawwal 863/6 August 1459

Ibrahim fled to Sabzawar (9)*

near Mashhad (10); Mahmud b. Abu* 1-Qasim Babur was killed in SXstan in
Dhu*l-gijja 863/october 1459 (11); and 'Ala* al-Dawla died the following
year and was brought to Harat for burial (21 gafar 865/6 December 1460)(12).
(1) MS. ii/2, 1160.
(5) ibid., 1176.

(2) ibid., 1163.

(6 ) ibid., 1182.

(5) ibid. 1174.

(7) ibid., 1183-4.

(4) ibid., 1166-7.
HS, quoted in MS

ii/2, 1183 n. 1., says that Jahanshah agreed to give up Gurgan and Mazandaran
in addition to Khurasan.
1205.

(8 )

(11) ibid. , 1210-11.

ii/2, 1187.

(12) ibid., 1231.

(9) ibid. . 1193.

(10) ibid. .

The death of so many of the rival Th m xrid prinoes brought a
measure of stability to KhurasShT affairs.

Mlrza Sultan $usayn b.

Mangur b. Bay qara b. ‘Umar Shaykh, who had been living in exile in
Khwarazm, wrested Gurgen from the hands of the Qara Qoyunlu, but tendered
his submission to Abu Sa'Xd by including the latter* s name in the khnjba
and on the coinage (1).

Abu Sa'Xd was ruler of Transoxania, Turkistan

up to the frontiers of Kashghar, Dasht-i Qipchaq, Kabul, Zawul, Mazandaran, and Khurasen up to the borders of ‘Iraq—i *Ajam.

Sistan was given

as a soyurghal to Malik Shah Yahya Si3tanT (2), who was the hereditary
ruler of SXstan (aban *an .jadd dar mamlikat-i slstan farmahrawan bud)
(5).
Of

jn Dh.u,l-Qa*da 865/August 1461 Mlrza Shah gusayn took advantage

the absence of * u Sa‘Td in Transoxania to invade Khurlsin, but his

attack on Harat was abortive (4).
Jahanshah Qara Qoyunlu continued to rule over Adhaibayjan, {•Iraq-i
*Ajam and *Iraq-i *Arab, Pars, the shores of the 'Uman sea, Kirmah, Sarlr.
Armenia, Georgia, and all the land up to the borders of Syria and Rum.
There were, however, internal threats to the stability of his empire.
After 863/1458 his eldest son Pir Budaq considered himself an independent
ruler at Shiraz, Hon account of the aid which he had rendered his father
in K hurasan" (5).

in 865/1460 Jahanshah marched on Shiraz to reassert

his authority, and pir Budaq agreed to terms negotiated by his mother
whereby he was transferred to the governorship of Baghdad.

piya al-Dln

Yusuf, who replaced him as governor of Shiraz (6 ), is described as the

(1) MS. ii/2, 1195-8.
ibid., 1238 ff.

(2) ibid., 1212-13.

(5) ibid. , 1307.

(3) ibid., 1228-9.

(6 ) ibid. , 1273.

(4)

J. Aubin, Deux

sayyids de Bam au XVe sibcle, 451, gives Yousuf*s laqab as Mu'izz al—DaTn.

- 45 most accomplished and the most perfect of Jahanshah^ sons;

under him

the province, which had fallen into a state of disorder as a result of
the rebellion of pTr Budaq, was restored to prosperity (1).

Fir

Budaq, however, "never forgot Shiraz", and in 869/1465 he again rebelled*
Jahanshah laid siege to the city, and rejected all overtures by 3 &
Budaq.

When famine forced Fir Budaq to surrender, he was handed over to

his brother Mu^ararnadl, who put him to death on Jahanshah1s orders (2)*
The execution of Fir Budaq (2 Dhu*l-Qa*da 870/15 June 1466 (3)) caused
the people of Baghdad to regard Jahanshah with aversion (4)*
In addition to having to contend with his rebellious son, Jahanshah
was faced early in his reign by the problem of the growing power of the
gafawid order, which, he feared, would cause his own power to decline
(jahanshah az zawal-i mulk-i khwud imitawahhim gardTd) (5).

Junayd,

who had succeeded to the leadership of the gafawid order on the death of
his father Khwaja *AlI (851/1447-8) (6), not only actively devoted himself
to the propagation of the gafawid da* wa» but also aspired to material
power in order to strengthen the strong and right religion and to walk
on the straight path (az baravi taqwiyat-i dln-i qawT-yi qawSn wa
tarnshiyat-i girafr-i mustaqim mayl-i salfranat-i gurT farmudand) (7)*
Jahanshah ordered Junayd to disperse his forces (8), depart from Ardabil
(9), and leave his (Jahanshahfs) dominions.

(1) m
1510.

434b.

(2) MS. ii/2, 1308-10.

(5) HI. 516a.

(6) SN. 65.

Should he fail to comply

(3) TIN. 435a.

(7) TIN. 445b.

(4) MS. ii/2,
(8) BM. Or. 3248,
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with these demands, ArdabTl would he destroyed (1).

JUnayd fled,

and after travelling for some years through Asia Minor and Syria,
finally was invited by the Aq. Qoyunlu ruler Uzun gas an to Diyar Bakr, where
/}

'

he spent three whole years (1456-9) (2)*
He married Uzun gasan's sister
7
_
KhadTja Begum (3), and "when this news reached the farthest limits of
Rum and Syria, the khalTfas of the previous shaykhs became inclined to
*

serve him" (4).
After yunayd had fled from ArdabTl, Jahanshah installed Junayd's

I

uncle, Ja* far b. Khwaja 'AlT, as guardian of the shrine of gafT al-Din
(5).

When Junayd Eventually returned to Xdharbayjah from Diyar Bakr,

Jahanshah attempted to seize him, and Junayd, despairing of being able
to recover his position at ArdabTl, led his forces against the Circassians.
While crossing the territory of the ShTfwanshah KhalTl Allah b. Shaykh
IbrahTm, he was attacked and killed at labarsaran on the banks of the
River Kur, on 4 March 1460 (6).
Junayd's successor, gaydar, maintained the close connexion with
the Aq. Qoyunlu established by hi3 father, and married galima BegT Agha
(7) (galTma Begum, known as •Alainshah Begum (8), Marta (9)), the daughter
of Uzun gasan and Despina Khatun.

In all, gaydar had ^ v e n ^ sons, but

it was his three sons by galTma BegT Agha, *AlT, Ibrahim and Isma'Tl
(10), who achieved prominence.

(1) BM# Or. 5248, 19a.
(2) TM» 190, which gives details of Junayd's
movements prior to his arrival in Diyar Bakr; Hinz, 25 ff.
(3) HS.
iii/4, 12.
23-4.

(4) TM. 190, q. TarTkh-i AmTnT, f. 123b.

(6) Hinz, 48.

Ghulam Sarwar, 24 n. 22.

(7) HS. iii/4, 13.
(10) ibid., 24-5.

(5) Ghulam Sarwar

(8) BM.Or.3248, 20b.

(9)

In 872/1468 Jahanshah Qara Qoyunlu attempted to extend his empire
still further "by marching against Uzun gasan.
overtures made by the latter (1).

He rejected all peace

Y/hile the bulk of the Qara Qoyunlu

forces were at ATjTsh and 1Abd al-Jawz, Jahanshah at Mush with only three
jJr
hundred men was surprised by Uzun gasan and killed (2), and his head sent
to Abu Sa4Td (3).

(12 RabT4 II 872/1# November 1467) (4)*

Of the

main Qara Qoyunlu force under Jahanshah* s sons MugammadT and Yusuf, five
thousand fell in battle, including MugammadT himself (5).

The forces

of the remaining sons of Jahanshah were scattered and without effective
leadership, and the Qara Qoyunlu empire was at an end (6)*

Its downfall

upset the existing division of power in Persia between the Qara Qoyunlu
and the Tihiurids, which had remained unchanged for ten years (863-872/
1458-1467).

Abu Sa*Xd, who now saw himself as the true successor of

Shahrukh, if not of Tlniur himself, for Shahrukh had never succeeded in
bringing Adharbayjan permanently under his control, left his winter
quarters at the beginning of Sha4ban 872/end of February 1468 (7), and
marched towards Adharbayjaru

Fars and 4Iraq-i 4Ajam were brought under

Tiniurid control, and Abu Sa4Td appointed officers to administer the
various districts (8).

In Gilan, the name of Abu Sa4Xd was included in

the khufrba and stamped on the coinage (9).

(i) TIN* 435b.

(2) MS. ii/2, 1318-9.

At Miyaha, Abu Sa4Xd was

(3) Shar. ii, 115.

(4) V.

Minorsky, Jinanshah Qara Qoyunlu and his poetry, in BSOAS xvi/2, 1954,
p. 295, q. NJA, 189a.

Hinz, 56, gives 11 November 1467.

(5) Hins, 57.

(6) For the various and conflicting estimates of Jahanshah’s character to
be found in the sources, see Minorsky, in BSOAS xvi/2, 1954, 276-9.
MS. ii/2, 1322.
Hinz, 58 ff.

(7)

For the part played by gasan 4AlX in this campaign, see

(8) MS. ii/2, 1326.

(9) ibid., 1329.

joined "by y'usuf b. Jahanshah, many Qara Qoyunlu amirs, and 50,000
Qara Qoyunlu troops;

shortly afterwards, gasan *Air b. Jahanshah and

his son Amlrsada SulJan 'Air joined Abu Sa*xd (1).

Uzun gasan installed

on the throne of adh arb ayjan, as pretender to the Timur id empire,
ladigar Mugammad b. Muhammad b. Baysunqur b. Shahrukh

(2), whom

Jahanshah had brought from Harat to Tabriz in 863/1458 (3).

Abu Sa*rd

decided to winter in Qarabagh, and await reinforcements from his ally the
ShTrwanshah*
critical;

While Abu Sa'Td was in Qarabagh, his supply position became

several consignments of food were brought by sea from Shlrwan.

Uzun gasan closed the roads to all reinforcements from *Iraq-i *Ajam and
Pairs, and intercepted a supply train (jibakhiana) which was on its way from
Khurasan to join Abu Sa'Td (4);

the Aq Qoyunlu garrisons of forts in

the region of Rayy, which had not been subdued by Abu Sa'Td, constantly
harassed the Tlhiurid lines of comnunication with Khurasan (5).

The

Shlrwahshah had joined the Tlnurid camp on the Aras river, but the
inclement weather and the shortage of supplies caused a steady decline in
Tlmurid morale;

Aq. Qoyunlu patrols continually harried the Tlmiurid camp.

In January 1469 Uzun gas an succeeded in detaching the Shlrwanshah
from his allegiance to Abu Sa'Id by sending him the following message:Mthe Chagatay forces will eventually withdraw;
ship with them will benefit you then".

let us see how your friend

On 4 Rajab 873/18 January 1469

the Shlrwahshah embarked his troops and withdrew, and the Timur id army,
V

1

now thoroughly demoralized, moved towards Ardabil (6);

on 13 Rajab 873/

27 January 1469 the Timurids lost 500 amirs and amlrzadas killed or

1335.

(3) Shar. ii, 11-12*

(6) ibid., 1348-9.

(4) MS. ii/2, 1338-9.

(5) ibid., 1342*

- 49 captured in a clash with the Aq. Qoyunlu forces (1), and on 16 Rajah/
50 January Abu Sa'Xd, deserted by the Khurasanl amirs, was captured by
the Aq Qoyunlu (2)*

According to the Majla'-i Sa'dayn, Uzun gasan did

not wish to harm Abu Sa'Xd, and wanted to send him back to Khurasan with
regal pomp, but the amirs resolved to put Abu Sa'Xd to death, saying that
as long as he was alive he would always be bent on revenge

(8).

Accord

ing to the $abXb al-Siyar, after much deliberation Uzun gasan decided
— ——
—
#
to put Abu Sa'Xd to death at the instigation of Qa§X Shlrwan and with
the approval of the Turkoman amirs (4)*

On 22 Rajab 873/5 February 1469

Abu Sa'Xd was handed over to Yadigar Muhammad, who put him to death in
revenge for the execution of Gawhar Shad by Abu Sa'Xd in 861/1457 (5).
As a result of this victory, the Aq Qoyunlu

occupied 'Iraq-i

'Ajam, pars and Kirman, and strengthened their hold on Adharbayjan;
Uzun JJasan moved his capital from Diyar Bakr to Tabriz, and, claiming
that he was fighting on behalf of Yadigar Muhammad, Hthe rightful heir to
mulk wa khilafat in the Timur id dominions in Khurasan* (6), despatched
Yadigar Muhammad with the Khurasan! amirs who had formed part of Abu
Sa'Xd* s army to take possession of Khurasan (7)*
When the news of the defeat of Abu Sa'Xd reached Harat, Mahmud b.
Abu Sa*Xd left the city and eventually joined his brother Afconad at
Samarkand; (8).

Mirza SulJan £usayn entered the city on 8 RamajLan 873/

22 March 1469, and two days later the khujba was embellished with his name

(1) MS. ii/2, 1349-50.
MS* ii/2, 1353 n. 3.
(7) ibid., 1357;
1377;

1383.

(8) ibid., 1352.

(3) ibid., 1553.

(5) MS. ii/2, 1353 and n* 4*

Shar. ii, 117-8;

TIN. 457a.

(4) q. in

(6) MS* ii/2, 1395*

(8) M S

ii/2, 1364-5;

- 50 and titles (1).

On 8 RabT1,I 874/15 September 1469 Mlrza Sultan gusayn

_ J 2)
met and defeated Yadigar Muhammad at Ohinaran; Uzun gasan sent 2,000
cavalry to reinforce Yadigar Muhammad (3).

Murzl Sullen gusayn refused

Uzun gasan* s request that the Qara Qoyunlu amirs who had fled frcm Kirman
to Harat in Ifovember 1469 should be handed over to him (4); Zaynal b. Uzun
gasan, the governor of Kirman, made a sudden raid into Quhistan with 1,000
men, and killed Shaikh Zahid J'arural, the governor of that province (5), and
Khalil b. Uzun gasan marched from Sari to the aid of Yadigar Mugaramad.
The amirs of Khurasan were daily deserting Mlrza Suljan gusayn and joining
Y'adigar Muhammad (6);

Mlrza Sultan gusayn had no confidence in the loyalty

of his remaining troops (7), and, after Yadigar Mugaramad had defeated the
governor of Astarabad and enrolled him among his own amirs (8), Murza”
Sultan gusayn left Harat on 19 Dhu*l-gijja 874/19 June 1470 to recruit
support among the Arlat tribe near the Oxus (9).

Yadigar Muhammad entered

Harat on 9 Mugarram 875/8 July 1470 (10), and Uzun gasan placed at his dis
posal, should he require them, the Aq Qoyunlu troops led by his own sons
Zaynal and Khalil, who were at that time at Mashhad and in Quhistan respec
tively (11).

The unruly conduct of the Aq Qoyunlu troops already attached

to Yadigar Mugaramad became a source of great embarrassment to him, and he
was eventually obliged to send a contingent of them back to Uzun gasan (12).
He himself celebrated his victory by constant carousals, and allowed his
troops to disperse (13).
(1) MS. ii/2, 1365-6.

1405-6.

Two months later, on 23 gafar 875/21 August 1470 (14),

(2) ibid., 1400-2.

(5) ibid., 1407-8.

1409.

(9) ibid., 1412-4.

1417.

(13) ibid., 1422-3.

(3) ibid., 1407.

(6) ibid., 1409.
(lo) ibid., 1416.

(14) ibid., 1425.

(4) ibid. ,

(7) ibid., 1409-la
(11) ibid., 1418-9.

(8) ibid.,
(12) ibid.,

IdJrza Sultan gusayn, after defeating a coalition formed "by three sans of
Abu Sa*Td, Mabraiud, Abu Bakr and Ulugh (1), entered Harat without opposition;
fadigair Muhammad was caught completely off his guard, and was seized and
put to death (2).

The Aq Qoyunlu troops still remaining in Harat made off

in the direction of Quhistan (3).

This second occupation of Harat by MIrza

Sultan gusayn inaugurated a period of sane thirty-five years of compara
tively stable and prosperous Timurid rule in Khurasan.

The whole of the

rest of Persia, together with •Iraq-i 4Arab, Armenia, and Diyar Bakr, formed
the empire of the Aq. Qoyunlu who, from 1468 until the death of Uzun gasan on
6 January 1478 (4), were at the height of their power (5)*

The aspirations

of Uzun gasan to extend his empire further westwards were checked in 878/
1473, when, after defeating the Ottomans near MsJSfiyya, he himself suffered
a decisive defeat at their hands, and his son Zaynal was killed (6)*
It
The death of Uzun gasan (1 Shawwal 882/6 January 1478) was followed
'^^Jjwenty-five years of constant warfare between rival princes of the Aq
Qoyunlu house, who, in their struggle for the throne, were supported, and
frequently dominated, by ambitious and powerful amirs, themselves often
linked by blood or marriage to the royal house.

In 908/1503 the last

of the Aq Qoyunlu sultans, Murad, was expelled from Persia by Shah Isma4Tl
(7), and during the preceding quarter of a century the power of the gafawids steadily increased, despite such major setbacks sis the death in battle

(1) MS. ii/2, 1422.

(2) ibid., 1426-7.

age (ibid., 1428).

(3) ibid., 1428.

61ff.

(6) Ghulam Sarwar, 106.

He was still only 19 years of
(4) Hinz, 68.

(5) ibid. ,

j*or an account of Uzun gasan*s earlier

relations with the Mamluk and Ottoman empires, and with Georgia, see Hinz,
41 ff.;

52-4.

(7) AT. 73.

of Saydar (20 Rajab 893/1 July 1488) (1), and of Suljan *AlT (899/L494)
(2)*

^aydar was defeated "by a combined force of Aq Qoyunlu and Shir-

wariTs, SulJain *AlT by an army composed solely of Aq Qoyunlu troops*

I
/

These facts reflect a radical change in the relations between the Aq
Qoyunlu and the gafawids;

it will be recalled that during the lifetime

of Uzun £asan the policy of the Aq Qoyunlu toward the gafawids was one of
protection and support based on the close marriage-ties linking the Aq
Qoyunlu royal house and the gafawid leaders Junayd and gaydar (3)#

It

seems likely that Uzun $asan afforded protection to Junayd because the
latter was fleeing from the Qara Qoyunlu, and might prove a useful ally,
in the event of an Aq Qoyunlu drive eastwards into Persia, against the
Qara Qoyunlu*

The decision of the gafawids to ally themselves with the

orthodox SunnT Aq Qoyunlu must similarly have been taken on the grounds
of military and political expediency.

At the time of Junayd, not only

were the Qara Qoyunlu too powerful to admit of any successful gafawid
military coup in Xdharbayjan, but, by "trying to unify their adepts on a
shi* a platform*, (4), they had become serious rivals to the gafawids on
the plane of religious da* wa*

After the overthrow of the Qara Qoyunlu

by the Aq Qoyunlu, it was only a matter of time before the political and
military ambitions of the gafawids came into conflict with those of the
Aq Qoyunlu.

When this happened, the reigning Aq Qoyunlu sultan, Ya'qub,

considered the threat to the Aq Qoyunlu empire so great that he despatched
troops to aid the ShTrwahshah against gaydar.

(1) SN» 68.

(2) See Ghulam Sarwar, 28 n* 4.

(4) Y* Minorsky, in BSOAS xvi/2, 1954, 274.

(3) See p* 46 above.

- 55 Uzun gasan was succeeded by Khalil, his son by Seljuq Shah Begum,
but when Khalil attempted to weaken his mother’s influence in administ
rative affairs, she induced a group of noble3 to rise in favour of her
.
’ n
younger son Ya’qub (1), and Khalil was defeated and killed at Mar and on
14 RabI II 883/15 July 1478 (2), after a reign of only six months*
Ya’qub, who came to the throne at the age of sixteen, suppressed a revolt
by Alwand b* K h a l U

(1479), defeated the rebel governor of Isfahan in 886/

1481-2, and sent an expedition to Georgia (887/1482-3) (3)*
1487-8, gaydar who,

In 893/

instructed in a dream by ’All, had devised for his

followers the distinctive crimson hat with twelve gores (bi-dawazdah tark)
commemorating the twelve Shi* I Imams, led his qizilbash or "redheads'*
against the 'infidels*1 of Charkas and Daghistan (4)*

To reach their

territory he had to cross the territory of the Shlrwanshah Farrukhyasar,
son of the Khalil Allah who had defeated and killed gaydar* s father Junayd
in 1460 (5).
appealed

When gaydar entered his territory, Farrukhyasar at once

to Ya’qub, who was his son-in-law (6).

gaydar had married

’Alamshah bint Uzun gas an, and was therefore Ya’qub’s brother-in-law (7)*
Farrukhyasar represented to Ya’qub that if gaydar conquered Shxrwan he

(1) See V* Minorsky, A Civil and Military Review in Fars in 881/1476, in
BSQS> x/1, 1939, 144-5*

(2) Ghulam Sarwar, 106.

(3) ibid* * 106*

Ghulam Sarwar gives Agmad b. KhalU, but Hinz, 143, Alwand b. Khalil*
(4) BM* Or. 3248, 21a-b*
q* Tarlkh-i Amlnl*

For the composition of his forces, see TM* 190

(5) AT. 55 states that Farrukhyasar had reigned for

37 years, -which would place his accession in 869/1464-5;
died in 868/1463—4 (TIN. 432b )•

his father KhalU

On the other hand, AT* 55 gives Shlrwan

shah as the chronogram of his death, which produces 867/1462-3*
(AT* ii/24) wrongly gives 873/1468-9 as the date of his accession*
TAA» 15.

(7) See p. 46 above*

Seddon
(6)

- 54 he would aspire to other provinces also, and the pillars of the realm
would be disturbed (ikhtilal bi-arkan-i dawlat rah yabad) (1),

In

response to his appeal, Ya'qub sent troops which, in co-operation with
those of the Shirwanshah, defeated and killed gaydar at Jabarsaran near
Darband (1 July 1488) (2).

gaydar was succeeded as head of the gafawid

movement by the eldest of his three sons by 'Alamshah Begum, SulJan 'Air
Padishah (5).

The use of the titles suljan and padishah shows quite

clearly that the gafawid leaders aspired to temporal power.

SulJ ah

'All was the first gafawid leader to assume the title of padishah.

The

first gafawid leader to call himself sultan was probably Junayd (144760);

this would fit in with the fact that Junayd was the first gafawid

leader to attempt to extend gafawid influence by force of arms.

Professor

Minorsky, quoting the anonymous history of Shah Isma'xl (4), refers to
Shaykh gafT* s grandson as guljan-'AIT, but the latter is called Shaykh
Khwaja 'AIT by the gablb al-Siyar (5) and the Matla*-i Sa'dayn (6).

Oni

the other hand, the Afrsan al-^TawarTkh confers the title suljah not only
on Khwaja 'AlT but on his predecessors gadr al-Dxn and Shaykh gafT as
well (7), and the T^xkjf-^L ^XLant-Sra goes so far as to refer to Shaykh
gafT's father/as SulJan Sayyid Jibra*Il (8).

It is more than probable

that the dateh sources ascribed the title suljan to the early gafawid
shaykhs out of pietas, as neither Shaykh gafT nor Shaykh gadr al-Dxn is
ever referred to as suljah in the almost contemporary source gafwat al-

(1) BM.Gr. 3248, 22a.
(4) BM.0T. 3248.
(7) 181.

(8). 8.

(2) See p. 51-2 above.

See TM. 189-90.

(3) HSU. iii/4, 17.

(5) iii/4, 11.

(6) ii/1, 408.

gafa.
According to the anonymous history of Shah Isma'Tl, when gaydar
first showed the "JfufT tajH (the name given to the distinctive qizilbash
headgear designed by JJaydar) to Uzun $asan, the latter kissed it and put it
on his head*

His son Ya'qub, however, refused to wear it, and this was

the origin of the enmity between gaydar and Ya'qub (1)*

According to

the same source, after the death of Suljan gaydar, Ya'qub, because of his
former enmity (kina) against ^aydar, forbade his subjects to wear the
taj-i suljan fraydar, and moreover prohibited the disciples (murTdan) of
Shaykh gafT (i. e., the members of the gafawid order) from wearing the
taj.

These evil actions (af'al-i sayyi»a), comments the anonymous author

of this history, led to the destruction of the Aq Qoyunlu dynasty (2)®
Within a short time after the death of gaydar, a large number of
gufis had gathered round Suljan *AlX at ArdabTl, some to congratulate him
on his accession to the leadership of the gafawid order, and others to
incite him to avenge his father (3).

Ya'qub became apprehensive of this

throng (izdijjam) of gufis, and despatched a force to Ardabxl to arrest
Suljan 1AlT, his younger brothers Ibrahim and Isma'Il, and their mother
$alTma BegX Agha.

They were sent to Fars and confined in the fortress

of Igjakhr under the surveillance of the governor of Fars, Mansur Beg
purnak (4)*

Apparently Ya'qub considered putting Sultan 'AlT to death,

but spared his life out of consideration for 'Alamshah Begum (5), who was
Suljan 'AlT's mother and his own sister.

(1) HM» Or. 3243, 21a.
ibid., 17.

(2) ibid., 21a-b.

(5) BM» Or. 3248, 24a*

The three brothers were

(3) H£U iii/4, 17.

(4)

- 56 imprisoned for four and a half years (1), from about February 1489 to
August 1493 (2).

At the time of his arrest, Isma'il, the youngest of the

'/

three brothers, was less than two years old, having been born on 25 Rajab
892/17 July 1487 (3).
Sultan Ya'qub died on 11 gafar 896/24 December 1490 (4).

His eldest

son, Baysunqur, who was still a minor at the time of his father’s death,
was put on the throne by the amir gufT Khalil Maw^illu, the atabak (guardian)
of Baysunqur,

gufT Khalil eliminated rival claimants to the throne one by

one; he defeated and killed Masih b. Uzun gasan, and at Burujird (5) he
defeated and killed Mahmiud b. Ughurlu Muhammad, who had been proclaimed
padishah at Hamadan by Shah 'Ali P u m a k and had had his name included in
the fchufrba and stamped on the coinage (6)*

Rustam b* Maq§>ud b. Uzun gasan

was imprisoned at Alargaq (7); 'All b. Khalil b« Uzun gasan was put to death
by gufT Khalil (8);
(9).

Ahmad b. Ughurlu Muhammad b. Uzun gasan fled to Turkey

At the end of 896/about October 1491 gufT Khalil was defeated and

killed near Wan by the governor of Diyar Bakr, Sulayman Beg Bizhan-ughli (10),
who became the jumlat al-mulk of the young ruler Baysunqur in succession to
gufl KhalTl (11)*

A few months later Sulayman Beg was overthrown in his

turn by Ibrahim b. Dana Khalil (12), another ambitious noble, who released

(1) Shar, ii, 134; TIN, 446a.

(2) The date of their release was the end

of Shawwal 898/beginning of August 1493 (Ghulam Sawar, 26, n. 11), so they
must have been arrested about the end of RabT1 II 894/end of March 1489,
(3) H &

iii/4, 13,

(4) Ghulam Sarwar, 107.

439 b.; cf. also HS. iii/4, 18.
(9) TIN. 439b.

(7) Rabino, 132.

(lo) Ghulam Sarwar, 107.

known as Ayba Sultan.

(5) Shar. ii, 128.

(8 ) ibid. ,

(11) Shar. ii, 128.

(6) TIN.,

123, n. 26.
(12) Better

He was descended from Qara 'Uthrnan, the progenitor

of the Aq Qoyunlu, through a side branch of the family.

Rustam from confinement at Alapjaq and entered Tabriz at the end of Rajab
897/middle of May 1492 (1).

Sulayman Beg fled to Diyar Bakr, where he was

put to death by NUr *AlT Beg b. Dana Khalil (2)#

In Dhu*l-Qa*da 898/

August 1493, Baysunqur, who had fled to Sbrrwan (3) (the Shirwanshah
Farrukhyasar was his maternal grandfather) (4), invaded Adharbayjan with
an army provided by the Shirwanshah (5)*
Rustam consulted the BayandurX amirs as to the best method of meeting
this threat, and they unanimously recommended that he should release Suljan
*AlX and the princes and become a disciple of their holy race, for under
the blessed auspices of that saintly person it would be an easy matter to
repel the forces allied against them.

Moreover, they added, the adherents

and disciples of the §afawl Sufis were numerous in all parts of the world,
and when they heard of the release of the princes they would soon assemble
in great numbers (6).

Rustam accepted their advice;

Suljan *AlT entered

Tabriz in great pomp, and Rustam said to him, "What has been done to you
is past, and with God*s help I will make amends for it.

You are as a

brother to me, and at my death you shall become king of Iran” (7).

Suljan

‘All* at the head of a force composed of his own supporters and of Aq Qoy
unlu troops led by Ayba Suljah, defeated and killed Baysunqur in the region

ymous history of Shah isma'Xl states that Ayba Suljan was severely wounded
and his troops thrown into confusion, but that *AlX Suljan and his men
turned the day in their favour (10).

(1) Shar. ii, 128;
(4) Shar. ii, 128.
JRAS 1396, 257•
BM. Or. 3248, 27a.

TIN. 440a.

(2) Ghulam Sarwar, 107.

(5) Ghulam Sarwar, 26-7.
(8) H£* iii/4, 19.

(3) ibid., 107.

(6) BM. Or. 3248, 25b.

(9) Ghulam Sarwar, 27 n. 9.

(7)
(10)

Among Suljan *AlT*s men were gusayn Beg Lala Shamlu and Dada Beg
palish (Abdal *All Beg) (1), -who later rose to high office under Shah
Isma'Tl.

At the same time Suljan 'AlT despatched a force under Qara

plrT Beg Qajar against Kusa tfajjT Bayandur, the governor of Isfahan, who
had rebelled in favour of Baysunqur;
and killed (2).

Kusa ®ajjT Bayandur was defeated

Suljan 'AlT returned to TabrXz in triumph, and received

Rustam* s permission to return to ArdabTl with his mother and brothers in
order to resume his work as head of the gafawid order and ^religious guide
to the gufTs and devotees** (3).

**The pious began to assemble in ArdabTl

that they might benefit by attending upon that upholder of the faith, and
the number of gufTs there collected together soon became very great (4).
Towards the end of 899/middle of 1494 (5), Rustam, like his uncle
Ya'qub before him, realized that the political aspirations of the gafawids
constituted a threat to his own position, and he arrested Suljan 'AlT and
his brothers and conveyed them to his own
off firom contact v/ith their followers.

them

Eventually he decided that his position

would only be secure if Suljan 'AlT was put to death;

he also planned to

put to death gafawid adherents at TabrTz and ArdabTl (6).

Suljan 'AlT

was forewarned of Rustam's intentions, and, with his brothers and close
companions (7), escaped from Rustam’s camp and set off towards ArdabTl.
Rustam at once sent Ayba Suljan in pursuit;

**Should Sultan *AlT once enter

ArdabTl**, he said, **(which God forbidj ), the deaths of 10,000 Turkomans
would be of no avail** (8).

(1) BM. Or. 3248, 27a.
ibid. , 261.

On the way to ArdabTl, Suljan 'AlT had a

(2) Ghulam Sarwar, 27.

(5) Ghulam Sarwar, 28 and n. 4.

(3) JRAS 1896, 260.
(6) BM. Or. 3248, 28a.

(4)
(?)

including gusayn Beg Lala, Dada Beg palish, Qara pTrT Beg Qajar, and Ilyas
Beg Aygbnr-ughlT.

(8) See Hinz, 95-6.

- 59 premonition of his approaching death, and he nominated his younger brother
Isma'Tl as his successor as head of the gafawid order, and invested him
with his own gufT taj (l).

,fl desire you", he said, f,to avenge me and

your father and your ancestors upon the children of gasan Padishah*

For

the die of Heaven's choice has been cast in your name, and before long
you will come out of Golan like a burning sun, and with your sword sweep
unbelief from the face of the earth** (2)*
went on ahead;

Isma'Tl, with seven picked men,

shortly afterwards the Aq Qoyunlu forces overtook Sulfan

*AlT at ShamasT near ArdabTl, and Sul fan 'AlT was killed;

his body, on

the instructions of his mother *Alamshah Begiq&, was taken to ArdabTl for
burial (3)*

Isma'Xl reached ArdabTl in safety, and took refuge first in

the holy enclosure (ga^Tra-yi rauqaddasa) of the gafawids.
Ayba Sulfan to institute a house to house search.

Rustam ordered

Isma'Xl was transferred

successively from the house of Qa$T Ahmad KakulX to that of a woman named
Khan Jan, and was then concealed by another woman, Uba-yi Jarraga of the
Dhu* 1-Qadar tribe, first in her own house in the magalla-yi rumiyan, and
then in a vault in the Jaini* Mosque (4).

Isma'Xl's maternal aunt, Shah

J*asha Khatun, alone knew israa'Xl's hiding place (5)*

His mother, *Alam-

shah Begum, was tortured by Ayha Sulfan, but without avail (6).

After

eluding capture in ArdabTl for six weeks, Isma'Tl was taken to the village
of Kargan by Rustam Beg QararoanX, and stayed there in the house of the
khafTb Farrukhzada GurganT (7).

Prom there, aided at every step by

devotees and sympathisers, he was sent to GXlan;

(1)BM* Or. 3248, 28b.
Sarwar, 30-1.
BM.Or.3248, 30b;

(2) ibid., 28b.

(5) BM.Or.3248, 29b.
Hinz, 98.

sheltered successively

(3) ibid. , 28b-29a.
(6) ibid., 29b;

(4) Ghulam

Hinz, 97.

(7)

- 60 "by Amur a Mujaffar, governor of Tul and. N'aw, Amura Siyawush, governor of
Gaskar, and Anara Isjiaq, governor of Rasht, he was finally given sanctuary
at LahTjan by the ruler l(ar Kiya Murza *AlT (1)*

Meanwhile Ayba Suljan

had seized Uba-yi jarralj.a at Ardabil and had extracted from her full
details of the route followed by the gafawid princes (2).

Rustwn executed

Uba, and made the most determined efforts to recapture Isma*ol;

he sent

spies into Golan dressed as gufos of the gafawid order (dar labas wa kiswat-i
gufiyan-i silsila-yi §afawT), and sent three successive envoys to Kar Kiya
Murza *AlX to demand the surrender of Isma'ol#

These demands were refused,

though with considerable trepidation, by Kar Kiya Morza ' All.

Rustam then

sent a force of 300 qurchos to LahTjah, and prepared to invade Golan with
a large force, but internal feuds among the Aq. Qoyunlu prevented him from
doing so (3).
O

In Dhu’l-Qa'da 902/july 1497, Rustam’s oousin Aj?mad b. Ughurlu
Muhammad, who had fled to

Turkey

in

896/1.490 during the dynastic feuds

followed the death of Ya* qub Suljan, and had been granted asylum by the
Ottoman sultan Bayazod II, and had married his daughter (4), invaded
Adharbayjan.

In a battle on the Aras river, Rustam was defeated and

killed, largely as a result of the treachery of Ayba SulJeui (5).

Rustam

had ruled for five and a half years over Adharbayjan, the two *Iraqs, Pars

(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 31; Hinz, 98-9.
(3) BM*0r.3248, 32a-37b.

(2) BM. Or. 3248, 32a;

(4) ibid., 38a.

Hinz, 99.

(5) ibid., 38a;

AT. 14*

- 61 and Diyar Bakr (1)*

Ajjraad was anthroned at Tabrxz.

Five months later,

Ayba Suljan rebelled against him, and was joined by Qasim Beg pumak, the
governor of Shiraz (2);

the rebel forces met A&rnad ax kanxz^Ulang (3)

A e a r 1Isfahan on 18 RabT* II 903/14 December 1497, and Ahmad was defeated

-* A

~*
and killed (4)#

Ayba Suljan had the khujba read at Qum in the name of

Ya'qub (5) who, like his brother Baysunqur, was a cousin of
Isma* ul and a grandson of the ShTrwanshah Farrukhyas ar.

Murad returned

to Persia from Shurwan, but Ayba Suljan quarrelled with him and imprisoned
him in the fort of Ruyindiz (6).

Ayba Suljan married Murad's mother, who

was a daughter of Suljan Khalil Shurwanshah, and then summoned Alwand b.
Yusuf b. Uzun JJasan from Diyar Bakr and placed him on the throne at Tabriz
(7).

At Yazd, the governor Murad Beg Bayandur proclaimed Alwand* s brother,

MuhammadX Mlrza, king (padishah ) 3 and Muhammada rapidly extended his
authority over *Iraq-i *Ajam and Pars (8).

In Shawwal 904/ilay 1499 (9),

Muhammad! Murza defeated Alwand and Ayba Suljan at *Azuz KindT (10).
Suljan was killed (11), and Alwand fled back to Diyar Bakr (12).

Ayba

MuhammadT

Murza entered TabrXz and took over the government of Adharbayjah (13).
Suljan Murad was released from confinement by GPlz:|l Ajjmad, the brother of
Ayba Suljan, and Farrukhshad Beg Bayandur, and went to Pars, where he was

(1) AI?

(-•) HS« iii/4, 21 states that the Turkoman chief ^Jusayn Beg

\AlukhanT had become the most powerful noble after the accession of Afcmad,
and had contrived the execution of Mugaff'ar Beg Pumak;

Ayba Suljan

therefore had little difficulty in persuading Qasim Beg to join him in
order to avenge his brother's death.

(3)

iii/4, 21; NJA. 194b gives

Min the neighbourhood of Khwaja $asan Ma£uM.
iii/4, 21-2.
AT. 17.
HJA. 195a.

(6) AT. 17;

(8) AT. 20-1.

(4) NJA» 194b.

BM. Or. 3248, 39b-40a.
(9) NJA» 195a.

(12) Ghulam Sarwar, 108.

(5) HS.

(7) BM.Gr. 3248, 40a;

(10) BM. Or. 3248, 40a-b.
(13) AT. 21;

Shar. ii, 131.

(ii)

- 62 joined by Qasim Bsg purnak (!)•
Diyar Bakr;

Alwand again advanced on Tabriz from

Mu^ammadT evacuated Tabriz and marched to Suljaniyya (2)

and then towards Isfahan, but wras defeated and killed at Kar^ (kar?)
TJlang by Suljan Murad (5) (Dhu*l-Qa*da 905/kay-June 1500) (4)*
Alwand and Murad, the only two remaining claimants to the Aq. Qoyunlu
empire, decided on an amicable partition of Aq. Qoyunlu territories;

Alwand

retained Adharbayjan, Arran, Mughan and Diyar Bakr, and Murad took 'Iraq.-!
‘Ajam, Kirman and pars.

According to a story narrated in the anonymous

history of Shah isma'Xl, a darwlsh named Baba Khayr Allah from Abhar
visited both Alwand and Murad, and told them that he had received an
intimation from the hidden world that there would shortly come forth from
Gilan a person who would increase the dignity and honour of the religion of
Muhammad, establish the faith of the twelve Imams, and restore law and
order in the land of Iran.

He therefore entreated the two princes to come

to terms, and peace was concluded on the understanding that the Qizil Uzi^n
river should form the boundary between their respective kingdoms (5).
Although this story is probably apocryphal, there is every likelihood that
reports of gafawid activity in G-ilan influenced Alwand and Murad in their
decision to settle their differences.
Isma'xl spent nearly five years (1494-S) at LahTjan.

Kar Kiya

Mxrza *Ali allotted him fine buildings near the madras a of Kiya ParTdun (6),
and appointed Mawlana Shams
Arabic;

al-Din

LahijX to be his teacher in Persian and

instruction in the Qur’an formed a large part of his studies (7).

(1) BM.0r. 3248, 40b;

AT. 24.

(2) AT. 21.

(3) ibid., 24.

22 gives Khwaja $asan Ma§i as the site of the battle.
(5) BM. Or. 3248, 41b.

(6) AT. 8.

HS* iii/4,

(4) TIN# 444a.

(7) BM. Or. 3248, 32a-b.

- 63 As the Aq Qoyunlu were preoccupied with their own feuds, gufTs and
murTds of the gafawid order were able to go to and fro freely
mTnamudand);

(taraddud

some of them remained in Golan, others returned to their own

countries to continue propaganda for the gafawids there*

They called

Isma'Tl murshid-i kamil and p'adishah (1), signifying that they accepted
him both as a religious leader and as a temporal ruler*

Disciples and

single-minded gufis flocked in from all sides, especially from the districts
of Rum, Qaraja-dagh, and Ahar, bringing gifts and offerings for their
murshid-i kamil (2).

In the middle of Mugarram 905/about 22 August 1499

(3) Isma'Xl set out from Lahijah for Ardabll, accompanied by seven men (4),
wto clear the rose-garden of religion of the rubbish
stubborn and contumacious people1* (5).

deposited there by

Kar Kiya Mirza *All had tried to

dissuade lsma*Tl from his intention, in view of his extreme youth (he was
still only 12), and had also reminded him of the fate of hi3 father gaydar
(6)*
I vt

Isma* XI reached Ardabll via Tarum and Khalkhal;

joined by 1,500 men from Syria and Asia Minor (7).

by then he had been

The Aq Qoyunlu governor

of ArdabTl, SulJan *AlT Beg Chakirlu (or rather JagTrlu; cf* below, *All
Beg Jagir) Turkman, ordered him to leave Ardabll (8);

as his forces were

not yet sufficiently numerous to enable himto resist, Isma’Tl left ArdabTl,
^ fA and spent the winter (1499-1500) at Arjuwan near Xstara in palish (9 )•
IXiring the winter, Alwand Aq Qoyunlu, the ShTrwanshah Farrukhyasar,
and *All Beg JagTr, the governor of ArdabTl,

(1) BM* Or* 3248, 37b*
ibid., 33.

(2) JRAS 1896, 268.

made various unsuccessful

(3) Ghulam Sarwar, 33. (4)

The names of his seven companions were:-

gusayn Beg Lala,

Dad a Beg Jalish, Khadim Beg KhalTfa, Rustam Beg QaramanT, Bayram Beg
QararaanI, Ilya3 Beg Aygbur-ughli, and Qara PirT Beg Qajar.
3248, 42a*

(6) TIN. 446b.

BM. Or* 3248, 46a.

(7) AT. 25-6.

(5) BM» Or.

(8) Ghulain Sarwar, 33.

(9)
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attempts to capture or assassinate Isma'Tl (1)*

Xn the spring of 1500

Isma'Tl returned to Ardabil for a reunion with his mother *Alamshah and
the rest of his family.

He despatched heralds (jarchiyan) to the various

gufT bodies of Syria and Asia Minor, instructing them to send reinforce
ments to meet him at AT zin jan, and agreed to the suggestion that he should
send couriers (musri* an) to 'Iraq-i *Ajam and Adharb ay jan to summon his
disciples and auspicious murids (2).
Armenian highlands;

Isma'Tl moved north-west into the

in the region of Chukhur Sa'd he was joined by Qaraja

Ilyas with a force of gufTs from Asia Minor (3).

At Arzinjah, in the late

summer of 1500, Isma'Tl was joined by a force of 7,000 §iufTs from Turkey,
composed of members of the Ustajlu, Shamlu, Bumlu, Takkalu, Dhu*l-Qadar,
Afshar, Qajar and Warsaw tribes (4);

such tribesmen, who came from tribes

long converted to the gafawid cause (az frawa*if-i muridan wa mu'taqidan-i
gufiyya-yi qadlm) (5), formed the backbone of the gafawid forces*

Accord

ing to the Jawahir al-Akhbar, gamza Beg Fath-ughlT Ustajlu went among the
(Ustajlu) tribe and gave the joyful tidings (khabar-i bihjat wa basharat)
and made the people eager to serve the padishah*

This tribe with one

accord came with their wives and children, and they were 1,000 families*.•••
and when people from other districts (afraf) heard that the Ustajlu tribe
had come in this manner everyone became inclined(to follow their example^;
they came company by company (qushun qusbuh) until their numbers reached
7,000 (6)*

(1) BM.0r.3248, 46b-49a*

( 2 ) TIN* 446b;

cf. BM*0r*S248, 49b.

(3) AT. 35.

JA* 283a states that Qaraja Ilyas was of the Bayburtlu tribe, and this is
confirmed by AT. 59,

(4) BM. Or. 3248, 53b.

(5) m

446b.

(6)

283a^b*

- 65 In Jumada I 906/December 1500 Isma* II crossed the river Kur and
marched on ShamakbX, the capital of ShXrwan?

in a battle near fort Gulistan,

the ShXrwanshah Farrukhyasar was defeated and killed (1).
for 32 years, from 873/1468.

He had reigned

Isma*Tl, after capturing Baku (2), wintered

at Ma^dudabad (906/1500-1) (3).
Alwand, hearing of Isma* XI* s victories in ShXrwan, and fearing that
he would be the next to be attacked, decided to anticipate a gafawid invasion
of Xdharbayjan by marching to Nakhchiwan.

The gafawid advance guard under

pXrX Beg Qajar defeated the Aq Qoyunlu advance guard near Nakhchiwan, and
Isma* XI, following up with the main force, routed Alwand
Isma*XI is reported to have had only 7,000 men against Alwand1s 30,000 (5),
and of the latter, 8,000 fell in the battle (6).

Alwand is said to have

attempted to appease Isma*XI by offering him the governorship of ShXrwan (7).
After the battle Isma* all entered TabrXz, and became ruler of Adharbayjan;
coins were issued in his name, the khujba was read in the name of the twelve
Imams, and the Ja*farX rite was proclaimed the true religion (8).

Ghulam

Sarwar, after comparing the various sources, comes to the conclusion that
the date of Isma*XI1s accession was the beginning of 907/middle of 1501 (9),
but Nagr Allah FalsafT thinks that Ramadan 907/ilarch- April 1502 is the
correct date (10).

Although Alwand was collecting another force at Arzinjan

and Murad was still in possession of Fars and *Iraq-i *Ajam, the battle
the gafawids had captured the capital of the Aq

(1) BM. Or.3248, 59a-b.
(4) Ghulam Sarwar, 38.
3248, 67b-68a.

(2) Ghulam Sarwar, 37.
(5) AT. 59.

(8) HS. iii/4, 34.

(3) Shar. ii, 135.

(6) Shar. ii, 135.

(7) BM. Or.

(9) Ghulam Sarwar, 38 and n. 18.

(10)

Nagr Allah FalsafT, Jang-i Qhaldiran, in Majalla-yi Danishkada-yi Adabiyyat-i
Tihran, vol. i/2, 1332/1953-4, 5a

(11) BM. Or. 3248, 79b.
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Qoyunlu empire, and, with the Timurids concerned only to defend Khurasan
against the attacks of the Uzbegs, had in fact won the struggle for
supremacy in Persia which had continued for nearly a century after the
death of Timur.

67 -

iii)

The Consolidation of gafawid power in Persia

The reign of Shah Isma4il I has been the object of a detailed study
by Dr. Ghulam Sarwar entitled History of Shah Isma*Xl gafawT.

My object

in giving this brief account of the establishment of the gafawid empire
is to provide the necessary historical baokgroond.,to the reign of Israa*il I
in as small a ccmpass as possible.

Wherever possible, I have referred to

the relevant pages of Dr. Ghulam Sarwar* s work; additional material is
given from sources not utilised by Dr. Ghulam Sarwar.
On 24 Shawwal 907/2 May 1502 Isma*Tl left Tabriz for Arzinjan, where
Alwand had collected a fresh army after his defeat the previous year at
Shurur; Alwand fled, without offering battle, to Baghdad; he then seized
possession of Diyar Bakr from Qasim Beg b. Jahangir, and continued to rule
that province until his death in 910/1504 (1).

Ismafil returned to TabrXz

for the winter of 307-8/1502-3, and opened negotiations with Sultan Murad (2).
According to the Tarukh-i jfchT-yi Ni^smshah, Sulfan Murad’s authority over
#ars in 908/1503 was slight, and most of the provincial governors ruled as
they pleased.

rtIn short the greatest imaginable turmoil and confusion

reigned in 'Iraq and E*arsH ... H the havoe and destruction wrought in the
provinces of *lraq and #ars were extremely severe, and the position of the
inhabitants of these regions became grievous, and many people died from
hunger or the plague*1 (3).

MBeoause of the appearance of discord and strife,

and the occurrence of such calamities as famine and plague, and because of
the seizure of power (istila) by evil and corrupt men, and the insecurity
(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 43-4.

(2) BM. Or. 3248, 82a.

(3) TIN. 445a.
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of the highways, the provinces of •Iraq and Fars had fallen into confusion.
Men died daily from starvation and plague.

Rirthermore the Aq Qoyunlu

amirs extended the hand of tyranny and oppression in all directions, and
did not obey the commands of Suljan Murad’* (1).

Isir^H recalled the bonds

*

of kinship between the gafawTs and the l[q Qoyunlu, and offered Murad part
of *Iraq-i *Ajam in return for his submission; the alternative was war (2).
Some of Murad’s amirs counselled peace, but those who urged him to fight
prevailed (3).

Murad marched north with an army of 70,000 men, and met

Isma'il, Those army numbered only 12,000, at Ulma Qulaghi (4) near Hamadan,
on 24 Bhu* 1-rgijja 903/21 June 1503 (5).

Murad was defeated, with the loss

of 10,000 men and his amir al-umara, GRlz^L Ahmad Bayandun (6).

Later the

same year (1503), Isma*Tl invaded Fars (7); Murad fled to Baghdad, There
he was received by the governor, BarTk Beg Pumak; from Baghdad he went to
Aleppo, where he was accorded protection by the Burjl Mamluk ruler of
Egypt and Syria, Suljan Ashraf Qangu GhurT, and from Aleppo to Mar* ash, where
he was given sanctuary by *Ala* al-Dawla Dhu’l-Qadar (8).

Like Alwand,

Murad took no further part in events in Persia; he tfras eventually killed in
Diyar Bakr by a detachment of gafawid troops, twelve years later (end of
920/1515) (9).

Ismafil entered Shiraz on 2 Rabi* II 909/24 September 1503,(10 ’

he gave the governorship of Shiraz to Ilyas Beg Dhu*l Qadar as an u,jaqli^,(11)
and this office remained in the possession of his family for nearly fifty
years.
41 ) TIN. 449a-b.
Xlrna Qulaq.

(2) ibid. , 449a-b.

(5) Ghulam Sarwar, 44-5.

(3) ibid. , 449b.

(4) or XLa Qulaqi or

(6) Shar., ii, 135.

(7) According to

A Narrative of Italian Travels, 199-200, the morale of the Aq Qoyunlu troops
was extremely low, and many of them donned the **red caftan’*.
Sarwar, 46.

(9) TIN* 461b.

(10) Ghulam Sarwar, 46.

(8) Ghulam

(11) Shar. ii, 136;

under the Ottomans, the ocaklik was a type of holding partaking t t the nature
of a fiefj see Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society and the West, i, 48 n*l.
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of *Iraq-i 'Ajam.

The Timnrid ruler of Astarabad, Muhammad gusayn illrza,

had rebelled against Suljan gusayn Mirza and allied himself to Isma'Tl (l).
IsmatXl,s next task was to defeat Amir gusayn Kiya GhulawT, ruler of BXruzkuh
and Damawand, who had taken advantage of the disintegration of the Aq
Qoyunlu empire to seize possession of Khwar and Simnan, occupy Rayy (2), and
raid the borders of 4Iraq-i 4Ajam (3); he had also inflicted a defeat on
Muhammad gusayn Miraa (4).

Not only was Amir gusayn Kiya a formidable op

ponent militarily, but the fact that he was a ShX4X made him a danger to
the gafawids on the religious plane; he always boasted of his devotion to
the house of the immaculate Imams and of the Brophet,

After Isma4Xl*s

defeat of Suljan Murad in Dhu* 1-gij ja 908/june 1503, Amir gusayn Kiya gave
sanctuary to a large number of Aq Qoyunlu troops; he was seduced by the
words of the Turkomans and deviated from the path, and, displaying hos
tility towards Isma4Il, set out along the path of rebellion (5).

Ilyas

Beg Ayghnth-ughli, the governor of Idharbayjan (6), whom Isma4Xl had
ordered to proceed against Amir gusayn Kiya (7), was besieged in WararaXn,
lured out of the fort, and put to death with his men.

Isma4Xl, who had

wintered at Qum, set out on 9 Ramadan 909/25 February 1504.

He stormed the

fort of Gul-i Khandan, held by Kiya Ashraf, on 29 Ramadan 909/17 March 1504;
and reached jXruzkuh on 11 Shawwal 909/29 March 1504.

After heavy fighting

the ccmmander, Amir Kiya 4A1X pamandar, surrendered; his life was spared at
the request of Najm Beg, but the rest of the garrison was massacred (8).
Amir gusayn Kiya himself had taken refuge in the fort of Usta, the largest

(1) AT. 75.
450b.
47-8.

(2) TIN. 450b.

(6) BM. Or. 3248, 90b.

(3) BM. Or. 3248, 96b.
(7) Ghulam Sarwar, 45.

(4) AT. 75.

(5) TIN.

(8) Cf. Ghulam Sarwar,
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Isma'Tl cut off the fort*s water

supply (2), and the citadel surrendered, after a month* s siege, on 27 Dhu,lQa*da 909/13 May 1504 (3).

Amir $usayn Kiya was captured and confined in

an iron cage (4), v/hich he had himself devised with the object of confining
therein rtany of the Sultans of tran who might be taken prisoner by him in
battle1*.

On the return march, Amir gusayn Kiya managed to commit suicide

at Kabud Guribad; his corpse was burnt in the maydan at Isfahan (5).

Two

_
_
n
(s )
of his officers, Murad Beg Jahanshahl and Saylatmish Beg, were roasted alive

and the remainder of the garrison, said to number 10,000, were put to the
sword.

Only a few learned men were pardoned at the request of the Shah*s

officers (7).

The ferocity of this campaign was such that the gafawids

killed in all 30,000 men (8).

The burning of the body of Amir gusayn Kiya

recalls the practice of burning heretics in order to convince their
followers of their death, and this together with the unusually savage treat
ment of prisoners, suggests that Isma*Il saw in Amir ^usayn Kiya a possible
rival to his own position as leader of the Shi*Is in Persia.

After the

defeat of AmIr £usayn Kiya, the local princes of Mazandaran and Gurgan
hastened to send embassies to Isma4Il*s court (9).
IsmafH

left the region of Usta on 3 Ehu*l-gljja 909/19 May 1504, and

marched to Yazd, which had been captured by Muhammad Karra (10), the darugha
of Abarquh, a former Aq Qoyunlu official who had been confirmed in his post
(l)im

450b.

(2) BM. Or. 3248, 104a.

(5) Ghulam Sarwar, 48-9.

(3) AT. 79.

(4) BM. Or. 3248, I02a-b.

(6) BM. Or. 3248, l04bj **the ghazis placed them on

spits and roasted them**; Shar. ii, 136 states that they were eaten as kabab
by the gufls as a warning to others; this is supported by TIN. 451a, which
alleges that lsma4Il gave the order **whoever is a believer (az jumla-yi mu*
taqidan ast), let him eat a morsel of this kabab**. Such was the zeal of the
ghazls that neither flesh nor bones remained. (7) GhulSn Sarwar, 48. (8)
TIN. 451a, q. Lubb al-Tawarlkh. (9) BM. Or. 3248, 105b. (10) GhulSn Sarwar 49.
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Isma*H recaptured Yazd after k two months1 siege, but

Muhammad Karra held out in the citadel for a further month.

Isma*H sent

a force to subdue Abarquh, held by Muhammad Karra’s lieutenant Ra’Is Ghaybl, £
and both rebels were executed in the maydan at Isfahan (2).

V/hile at Yazd,

Isma*Tl received a letter from Suljan gusayn Mlrza, the Txraurid ruler of
Khurasan; since Isma* II did not consider the tone of the letter sufficiently
submissive he attacked £abas, and put to death 7, OCX) people (3).
In 911/1505-6, having consolidated his position throughout *Iraq-i
‘Ajam, Isma* II undertook the first of a series of campaigns designed to
pacify and render secure the frontiers of Persia with Kurdistan and Diyar
Bakr, which were being raided by Shir garim Kurd and *Ala* al-Dawla Dhu*lQ&dar respectively.
Uz

Isma*!! plundered Shir garim’s camp near the Qizil

river, but Shir garim escaped; Ami? gusam al-Dln, the ruler of Rasht,

who had shown signs of disaffection, returned to his allegiance, and was
pardoned through the intercession of the wakll al-saljana Amir Najm (4).
In 912/1506-7 a gafawid force which had been despatched in pursuit of
garim Kurd fought a hard battle with the Kurds in which both sides suffered
heavy casualties; two high-ranking qizilbash amirs were killed, *Abdl Beg
Shamlu, who was I s m a * H ’s brother-in-law (5) and one of the inner circle of
his companions (ahl-i ikhti§a§) (6), and Saru *A1X Muhrdar Takkalu (7).
Shir garim’s son and brother were captured and taken to Khuy, where they
were put to death (8).
’Ala* alrpawla, the ruler of Mar*ash and Albistan, had granted asylum

(1) HS. iii/4, 40;

he had been invested by Isma*II with drum and banner

(Jabl wa *alam) (TIN* 451b).

(2) Ghulam Sarwar, 49-51.

(3) AT. 84-5.

Isma*II is said to have repented of this massacre later (TIN* 432a).
(4)
TIN* 452b; cf. BM. Or.3248, 118b and AT. 87.
(5) AT* ii, 263.
Ghulam,
Sarwar, 52, wrongly states that *Ab&T Beg Shamlu was Isma’Tl’s father-in-law.
(6) Jg. iii/4, 24,

(7) ^

go.

(®) Ghulam Sarwar, 52.

(lj~

to the fugitive Suljan Murad in 909/1503.

The latter had married 4Ala* al-

Dawla^ daughter, by whom he had two sons, gasan and Xa4qub (2).

On the

death of Alwand Aq Qoyunlu in Diyar Bakr in 910/1504 (3), Amir Beg Maw^illu
had assumed control of the province (4); soon afterwards 4Ala* al-Dawla
began a series of incursions into Diyar Bakr, and seized possession of
some of the foifcs.

At the beginning of 913/kay 1507, Isma4il marched against

4Ala* al-Dawla, who retreated to Albistan and Mt. D i m a (5).

gusayn Beg

Lai a was surprised near Albistan by Qasim Beg Saru Qapian (!,the yellow
panther*1) tw 4Ala* al-Dawla, and lost 300 men.

Amir Beg Maw^illu tendered

his submission to lsma4Tl, and was appointed muhrdar, but his brother,
* I Qaytmas Beg, commander of the fort Qara gannd, resisted Muhammad Beg

jVftv*

_

_

#vlvv

Ustajlu, who had been sent to subjugate Diyar Bakf^(6). Isma4il defeated
!Ss
4Ala* al-Dawla*s troops near Albistan (7), and stomed KharburJ (8).
Mugammad Khan captured and put to deqth Saru Qaplan; occupied Imid and
Mar din; defeated two other sons of 4Ala* al-Dawla, Kin: Shahrukh Beg and
Agmad Beg, who were on their way to relieve Qaytmas Beg at Qara gamid
(both were killed in the battle), and finally stormed Qara gamid despite
the harassing raids of the Kurds, and killed Qaytmas Beg (9).

Diyar Bakr

was annexed to the gafawid empire (ba mamalik-i magrusa muntazim gasht),
and Mugammad Khan Ustajlu was rewarded for his outstanding services in
(1) See p. 68 above.
(2) BM. Or. 3248, 256a-^b.
(3) See p.
67 above.
His father, GulabX Beg, had been a great amir of Ya4qub Aq Qoyunlu, and

his

grandfather, Amir Beg, had been a trusted officer of Uzun gasan (HS. iii/4>9i)
(5) Ghulam Sarwar, 52.

(6) ibid., 53.

(7) ibid., 52.

(9) BM. Or. 3248, 13Ca-134a; AT. 94ff., lQ4ff.

(8) Shar. ii, 143.

(10) TIN. 453a.
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province.

He held the post for seven years (1).

0
Isma'Il spent the winter of 913/1507-8 at Kh^y, and received the

submission of Sharaf al-Din Beg, the ruler of Bidlls (2).

In the spring

of 914/1508 Isma'Il invaded 'Iraq-i '.Arab which, like Diyar Bekr, had
continued to be ruled by Aq Qoyunlu amirs after the capture of the Aq
Qoyunlu capital by the giafawids.

Barlk Beg Puraak, the governor of *Iraq-i

'Arab, fled at the approach of the gafawid advance guard under $usayn Beg
Lala (3).

The latter entered Baghdad, and minted coins and had the khufba

read in Isma'Il* s name (4).

The troops of Dlw Sulfan massacred those

Turkomans who, encumbered with families, had been unable to escape in time
(5).

Isma'Il entered Baghdad on 25 Jumada II 914/21 October 1508;

of Barlk Beg's followers were executed (6).
shrines at Karbala and Najaf (7);

some

Isma'Il visited the SbX'I

Sayyid Muhammad Kamuna was invested with

'•drum and banner" (fabl wa *alam) (8), and made mutawalll of Najaf (9) and
governor of certain towns in *Iraq-i 'Arab.

Khadim Beg palish, an

of

the dlwan, was made governor of Baghdad with the title of khalifat adkhulafa (10).

j

The occupation of 'Iraq-i 'Arab represented the final stagel

in the conquest of the former Aq Qoyunlu empire by the gafawids.
After the capture of Baghdad, Isma'Il occupied $awlza, Dizful and
Shushtar, which formed the territory of Sulfan Fayyad of the Musha* sha*
dynasty, and received the submission of Hurmuz and Lar.
■

While Isma'Il was
-—

(1) TIN* 453a.
(2) Ghulam Sarwar, 53.
(3) ibid. , 54.
(4) Shar. ii,
144.
(5) TIN* 453a.
(6) Ghulam Sarwar, 55.
(7) ibid. , 55.
(8)
TIN* 453b.
(9) Ghulam Sarwar, 55.
(10) AT* 103.

•

in winter quarters at Shiraz (914/1508-9), Malik Shah Rustam, the ruler
of Khurramabad, against whom he had sent a large force of 10,000 men under
gusayn Beg Lala, Bayram Beg Qaramanl, and Najm al-Dln Mas’ud, was brought
before him as a captive; Isma’H

pardoned him, and reinstated him as ruler

of Khurramabad(l),
Learning that Shah Kaldl 5qa, the gafawid governor of Shxrwan, had
been expelled by Shaykh Shah b. Farrukhyasar, Isma*II crossed the River Kur
by a bridge of boats early in the winter of 915/L509-1Q.

Shaykh Shah fled

to Blghurd, and Isma'H reoccupied Darband and Shamakhl and restored Baku
—
and Shabigran to their allegiance.

IXiring this campaign Isma M l recovered

the body of his father gaydar from fabarsarah, and had it reinterred at
Ardabil (2).
Within a period of ten years from the date of his accession at
Tabriz, Isma’H

had conquered the -whole of Persia with the exception of

Khurasan, together with *Iraq-i ’Arab and Diyar Bakr.

The spirit of the

qizilbash troops during the early years of Isma*Ilfs reign is vividly
illustrated by an anecdote related by the author of the jawahir al-Akhbar
on the authority of Shahqull Khalifa the muhrdar.

The farman of the padi-

shah (isma'Tl) was brought to the Bhu'l-Qadar tribe, stating that he needed
their help and was marching against *Ala* al-^awla Dhu’l-Qadar (913/1507);
if they wished to demonstrate true devotion (agar ikhlag mlwarzand), let
them heed the order (gukra) the moment they received it.
in the late afternoon (waqt-i *a$r).

By sunset 5,000 men of this tribe

had mounted (3).

(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 55-6.

The hukm arrived

(2) ibid. , 56-7.

(3) JA- 285b.

Isma'Xl spent the summer of 916/1510 organising an army to invade
Khurasan (1), which was no longer ruled by the Timurids.

The Uzbegs, under

their leader Mugammad ShaybanX Khan, a descendant of Shayban b. JujX b.
Changlz, had brought to an end 130 years of Timurid rule in Transoxiana by
capturing Samarqand and Bukhara in 906/1500-1 (2), and the death of Murza
Suljah gusayn on 11 Dhu* 1-gijja 911/5 May 1505 (3) opened the way for an
Uzbeg invasion of Khurasan.

Seven of MXrza Suljan gusayn*s fourteen sons

survived him, and all were willing to give their allegiance to BadX* al-Zaman
MXrza if the latter ruled independently (mustaqillan); but when Mu^affar
gusayn MXrza became joint ruler through the influence of his mother Khadqfja
Beg Aqa, they did not consider that they were obliged to obey either of them
(4).

Consequently Khurasan was split up into independent princedoms, and

effective Tiiaurid rule was at and end.

On 1 Mugarram 913/13 May 1507

Mugammad ShaybanX Khan invaded Khurasan (5).

He defeated the army of BadX*

al-Zaman MXrza and Mujaffar gusayn MXrza at BahghXs, and entered Harat
unopposed (6).

Another Uzbeg force under his nephew *Ubayd Khan b. Magmud

land Timur Suljan defeated Kupuk MXrza and Abu* 1-Mugsin Murza near Mashhad;
the two Tumurid princes were taken prisoner and put to death by tUbayd (7).
Shortly afterwards Muhammad Qasim MXrza was defeated by 'Ubayd at Mashhad,
and was also captured and put to death (8).

The following year (914/1508-9)

BadX* al-Zaman MXrza was driven out of Astarabad, and fled to India (9).

In

915/1509-10 he went to IsmaiXl*s court, where he was received with honour (10).

(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 57.
ibid., 89.

(2) Shar. ii, 132.

(3) AT. 88-9 (aet. 69).

(5) Shar. ii, 142.(6) ibid., 142-3;

(3) AT. 100-1.

(9) BM. Or. 3248, 176a.

AT. 98.

(10) Shar. ii, 146.

(4)

(7) AT. 99.
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In the same year Muhammad. ShaybanX Khan raided Kirman, and killed the
kalantar Shaykh Muhammad (1).

Isma* XI sent two embassies to the Uzbeg

leader to protest against this action, hut the latter sent a derisive reply,
bidding Isma*XI return to his ancestral calling of darwTsh (2).

Shortly

afterwards, however, Muhammad ShaybanX Khan*s position was weakened by the
disastrous failure of two expeditions, one against Qasim, the khan of the
Qazaqs, and the other against the Hazara (3)*
Isma* XI advanced rapidly into Khurasan.

Apmad SulJan, the son-in-law

of ShaybanX Khan, and Ahmad Qunqurat, the Uzbeg governors of Damghan and
Astarabad respectively, fell back as he approached, and he had almost reached
Mashhad before iiuhammad ShaybanX Khan was aware of the fact*

Miduanmad

ShaybanX Khan withdrew to Marw to mobilise his forces, which had been dis
persed at the end of the campaign against the Hazara (4), and from Marw
(end of Rajab 916/beginning of November 1510) (5), summoned aid from his
nephew *Ubayd Allah at Bukhara, and from TXmur Suljah at Samarqand.
Isma*XI commenced the siege of Marw on 20 Sha'ban 916/22 November 1510;
a week later, hoping to tempt Muhammad ShaybanX Khan to commit his forces to
a pitched battle before the arrival of the reinforcements from Transoxania,
Isma*XI feinted to withdraw from Marw.

On 30 Sha*ban 916/2 December 1510

Muhammad ShaybanX Khan, with 15,000 cavalry, marched out from Marw to
attack AmXr Beg Maw^illu who, with 300 horse, had been stationed at Pul-i
Ma^mudX to cover Isma*XI*s supposed retreat.

Isma*XI swiftly brought up

(6)

the main gafawid amy, and routed the Uzbegs.

(1) Bki.Or.3248, 176b;
Tarxkh-i RashxdT, 230-1.
(6) Ghulam Sarwar, 61-2*

Ghulaaa Sarwar, 58.

Muhamnad ShaybanX Khan was

(2) Ghulam Sarwar, 58 ff.

(4) Ghulam Sarwar, 60-1.

(5) Shar. ii, 147.

(3)

• - 77 among the 10,000 Uzbeg dead;

Qaribar Bey, and Jan Wafa Mlrza, the Uzbeg

governor of Harat, were captured and put to death (1),

Khwaja Mahmud

$agharcbX, the wazir of Muhammad Shaybam Khan and a Shi* 1 by origin, handed
over to Isma’11 the keys of Marw, and was enrolled in the ranks of the
amirs

Isma’il sent the head of Muhammad ShaybahT Khan to the Ottoman

Emperor BayazXd. (3)
The gafawid advance guard entered Harat on 7 Ramadan 915/8 December
151o, and isma’H

himself arrived there on 20 Ramadan/21 December.

To con

solidate the gafawid conquest of Khurasan, Isma* 11 appointed gusayn Beg
Lala Shamlu governor of Harat, Bayram Beg Qaramanlu governor of Balkh,
Andikhud, Shuburghan, Ohichiktu, Maymana, paryab, Murghab and Ghar jistan (4)*
and Dada Beg palish governor of Marw (5).

After the death of Muhammad

ShaybahT Khan, the Uzbeg confederacy for a time lacked an effective head,
and various members of his family ruled independently at Bukhara and
Samarqand, and in other parts of the Uzbeg empire.
*(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 62.

Isma‘Tl agreed not to

(2) Shar. ii, 148; HS. iii/4, 60 states that he

was mushrif-i diwan at the court of Mugaramad ShaybahT Khan; after joining
Isma'Tl, he occupied the office of wazlr and gahib-diwan, and acquired great
)Ower and dignity; he gained admission to Isma’il’s private audiences, and
became more eminent that the other wazlrs.

(3) BM.Or.3248, 190a.

The story

goes that the hand of Muhammad ShaybahT Khan was sent to Iqa Rustam RuzAfzun, the ruler of Sari, and that the courier threw it into Rustam’s lap
with the grim jest; ta imruz dast-i tu bud wa daman-i u ; aknun da3t-i ust
wa daman-i tu.
(TIN. 457b).

The shock is said to have caused Rustam’s illness and death
Isma'll’s treatment of Muhammad ShaybahT Khan is said to have

aroused a strong desire for revenge in Salim b* Bayazld II (see Na^r Allah
FalsafT, Jang-i Qhaldiran, 58).

(4) Ghulam Sarwar, 64-5.

(5) ibid. 63.

invade Transoxiana on condition that the Uzbegs refrained from attacking
Khurasan (1).

Less that a year later, however, Isma'Il was drawn into an

attack on Sajoarqand through the ambition of the Timurid gahlr al-Dln BibuJ;
b. 'Umar Shaykh b. Abu Sa'Id to recover his Transoxanian dominions, from
which he had been driven by Muhammad ShaybanX Khan.

In 917/1511-12 Babur

marched on ^igar Shadman from Kabul, defeated the Uzbeg governors ffamza
Suljan and MahdX Suljan, and put them to death.

He appealed to Isma'Xl to

send him troops for an attack on Samarqand, promising in return to have
coins struck and the khujba read in the name of Isma'Il.
Ahmad Beg gufX-^

A qizilbash force

and Shahrukh Beg Afshar was despatched to 5i$ar

Shadman, and Babin?, reinforced by these troops, captured Samarqand in Rajab
917/Ootober 1511 (2).

Babur had lsmaiXlls name inserted in the khujba and

the coinage was stamped with the names of the twelve Imams (5).

This was

the first and last occasion on which a gafawid force entered Samarqand.
Babur occupied Bukhara, and sent the qizilbash troops home, but shortly
afterwards, in gafar 918/foay 1512 the Uzbegs defeated him near Bukhara and
drove him back to Bi^ar Shadman, to which they laid siege.

Bayram Beg

Qaramanlu, the gafawid governor of Balkh, sent a force to the support of
Babur, and the Uzbegs withdrew (4).
In the summer of 918/1512 Isma'Il despatched a large army to Khurasan
under the command of the wakxl Amir Yar Ahmad Isfahan!, known as AmXr Najm,
Najm Beg, or Najm-i ThanI (5).

On his arrival in Khurasan, Amir Najm was

joined by gafawid contingents from Harat, Marw and Balkh, and by a force led
by Babur.

Amir Najm captured the fort of Khuzar (6), where he put to death

(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 65.
(S) AT. 127-8; H &

(2) ibid., 66-7.

iii/4, 52-3.

(3) AT. 127.

(6) Ghulam Sarwar, 68.

(4) Ghulam Sarwar 67.

- 79 the garrison after promising them quarter, stormed QarshI, where a general
massacre took place (1), and laid siege to Ghdjpduwan.

Little progress was

made with the siege, and Babur and some of the qizilbash chiefs suggested
that, as they were running short of supplies, they should retire to QarshI
for the winter and renew their offensive in the spring*
to agree to this (2)*

Amir Najm refused

On 3 Ramadan 918/12 November 1512 a strong Uzbeg

force under *Ubayd Khan and Janl Beg SulJan reached Ghujduwan from Bukhara,
and at once gave battle to the ^afawids;

the qizilbash amirs, because of

their hostility to Amir Najm, struck camp and marched back to Khurasan, and
only Bayram Beg Qaramanl remained loyal to the wakll;

the gafawid army

was utterly routed, Bayram Beg Qaramanl was killed, and Amir Najm was taken
prisoner and executed by 'tfbayd (3)*
After their victory, the uzbegs swept into Khurasan*

Jahl Beg laid

siege to Harat in Dhu*l-Qa*da 918/january 1513, but two months later, as
the result of a dispute with 'Ubayd, he returned to his ulka at Karmlna
(3 Muharram 919/11 March 1513) (4)*
Timur SulJan.

‘Ubayd, however, was reinforced by

The §afawid garrison of Harat, commanded by Jiusayn Beg Lai a

and Aj?mad Beg §ufl-^lghll, abandoned the city, and retreated*
occupied Harat, and put many Shi*Is to death (5)*

Timur Suljan

'Jus and Mashhad fell to

the uzbegs.

\
On receiving the news of the disaster at Ghujduwan, Isma'Il at once
marched to Khurasan.
■

r
At Ulang-i Racnkan near Mashhad he met Dad a Beg falidi,
—

.....

(1) AT* 131-2.
(2) ibid*, 132-33.
(3) &T. 133; H & iii/4, 69 states that
when Bayram Beg Qaraiaani was killed in the first Uzbeg charge, the qizilbash
amirs, because of their hostility to Amir Najm, turned and fled without
using their^weapons.
Babur, who had been stationed in reserve, withdrew to
yi^ar Shadman "broken and crestfallen" (Tarlkh-i Rashldl, 261, q. in Seddon
AT* ii» 244 n* 9 and Ghulam Sarwar, 69 n* 2); this defeat meant the end of
his hopes of reconquering Transoxania.
(a \
^ ) AT. 137-8.
(5) ibid*, 138.

- 80 and subjected him to public ignominy for his defection at Ghujduv/an.

The

Usbegs withdrew from Khurasan without risking an engagement, and Isma'Tl
sent a series of punitive expeditions to restore order in the Badghls,
Balkh, Qandahar, Nioa and Ablward regions (1).

This campaign was followed

by a lull of eight years in the unending struggle between the gafawids and
the Uzbegs on tHe eastern marches of Persia*

During Isma’H ’s absence in

Khurasan, his half brother Sulayman rebelled at Tabriz, but was captured
and put to death by Mugjafa Beg Ustajlu, who was rewarded by being made
governor of Tabriz with the title of Mantasha Suljan (919/1513) (2)*
In the spring of 920/1514 the Ottoman sultan Salim I, who had succeeded
I

\ his father Bayazld II on 7 gafar 918/24 April 1512 (3), invaded Persia with

an army of 200,000 men (4).
step (5)*

Several factors had led Salim to take this

In the first'place, Isma4!! had refused to recognize the

legality of Salim’s accession, and supported first the
Bayazld, Ahmad, and then the latter*s son Murad (6)*

legal heir of

Murad b* Ahmad,

after

his father had been killed by Salim, contested the succession with the
latter, but was defeated and fled to Persia*
by lsma4H ,

There, he was granted asylum

who assigned to him lands in pars (7)*

(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 70-1.

(2) ibid., 71*

According to the

The populace of Tabriz, variously

referred to as tabrlziyan-i awbash, ”ruffianly Tabrlzls”, chapaniyan,
♦’knaves**, and yatlman-i tabrlz, ’’robbers of Tabriz”, seem to have been
largely instrumental in Sulaynish’s defeat (AT* 140)*
(4) AT* 144.

(3) Ghulam Sarwar, 73*

(5) According to Nagr Allah PalsafT, Isma411’s action in

sending the head of Muhammad Shaybanl Khan to Bayazld in 916/1510 is regarded
by many Ottoman historians as being one of the fundamental reasons for the
battle of Chaldiran (jang-i Chaldirah. 58).
(6) Nagr Allah Falsafl, op. cit.,
61s 66*
(7) Ghulam Sarwar 73; Murad fell ill anddied at Kashan while
on his way to pars,

and was buried at Isfahan.

- 81 TarXkh-i XlchX-yi Ni^amshah, Isma'Xl planned to use Murad to provoke a
rebellion against Salim;

DXw Suljan, accompanied by Muhammad Khan Ustajlu,

the governor of Diyar Bakr, escorted Murad to sXwas, but no support for the

d)

Ottoman prince materialized, and the scheme was abandoned.

*

.

Secondly,

Isma'Xl sent NUr *AlX Khalifa Rumlu, the governor of Arzinjan (X), into
Ottoman territory ,fto gather together the faithful gufXs* (bi-wasiJa-yi
jam1 awardan-i gufiyan-i iklag-shi* ar).

When NUr *AlX KhalXfa reached

Qara gigar, some three or four thousand horsemen from amongst the gufXs
of Rum and the disciples (murXdan) of that region joined him with their
families (ba khana-kuch).

Nur *AlX KhalXfa defeated Fa* iq Pasha, the

governor of Malajiyya, near Tuqat, and the khujba was read at Tuqat in the
name of isma'Xl (3).

At Qaz ChayirX NUr *All KhalXfa met the fugitive

Murad b. Ajimad, who was on his way to the Persian court (4).

The gafawid

troops set fire to Tuqat, which had rebelled, and Nur *AlX KhalXfa defeated
an army of 15,000 men under Sinan Pasha at AyuyazX; Sinan pXsha and 1,500
-— p
Ottoman troops were killed in the battle.
Nur *AlX KhalXfa then returned
to his fief (toyul) at Arzinjan (5).

Thirdly, the success of gafawid arms

in Diyar Bakr, which brought the gaf*wids into closer contact with their
I
followers in Ottoman territory, made it strategically desirable
that1 the
*
Ottomans should annex that province (6).
'

(1) TIN* 460a-b.
(5) ibid. , 135.

'

J..----- r-i" ;---- 1
\,r/
(2) Ghulam Sarwar, 73.
(3) AT. 134.
(4) ibid. , 135.
(6) Nagr Allah FalsaiX, Jang-i Chaldiran. 64, states

that Isma4Xl had concluded a defensive alliance with Suljah al-Malik alAshraf Qansu GhurX of Egypt, and even with his former enemy 1Ala' al-Dawla
Dhu*1-^lrtar ; these alliances would only enhance the strategic importance
of Diyar Bakr in Ottoman eyes*
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a
oausd of the outbreak of

These were the casus belli; the

war between the Ottomans and the gafawids was the establishment of the
gafawid state itself.

HIn 1502, only a few years before the battles of

Chaldiran and Mar j Dabiq, a new and vigorous state was set up in Persia,
headed by a great leader (isma*Tl a^-gafawl) and imbued with the ideal of
promoting the cause of the Shi*a and fighting the Sunna both within and
without its borders.

Such a state in itself constituted a grave challenge

to the Sunni Ottoman Einpire; and the menace was greatly increased by the
fact that Eastern Anatolia was infested with ShT*a adherents.

More than

was very greatly venerated and even idolised amongst many Turcoman tribes
men who flocked in their thousands to his standard.

Had the Ottomans not

put an abrupt and decisive end to this process their hold on vast areas in
the Eastern parts of their realm would have been greatly jeopardised, and
the Shi* a doctrine would have registered one of its most resounding suocesses.H (!)•

Some indication of the numbers of gafawid adherents who were

Ottoman subjects may be gained from the report that Salim, before he set out
for Persia, put to death 40,000 Shi*Is, the majority of whom were giufTs and
gafawid adherents, in Asia Minor (2).

Those who were not put to death were

branded and sent to the Ottoman dominions in Europe (3).
Salim reached Slwas on 8 Jumada I 920/1 July 1514, and advanced slowly
along the highroad to Arzinjan (4), a distance of some seven stages (5); the
whole area had been systematically devastated by Muhammad Khan Ustajlu (6).
(1)

Ayalon, Gunpowder and Eire arms in the Mamluk Kingdom. 109.

Ghulam Sarwar, 74.
76.

(3) Na$>r Allah PalsafI, op. cit. , 66.

(5) Huzhat al—'ftilub, 161 • 163; 164: 199#

(2)

(4) Ghulam Sarwar,

(6) Ghulam Sarwar, 76.
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On 1 Rajah 920/22 August 1514 Salim reached Chaldiran (1), N.W. of
and on the following day the gafawid army attacked (2).

Conflicting accounts

are given of the size of the opposing armies and the details of the actual
battle.

Isma'Il was not able to call upon such chiefs as Dlw Sultan,

Zaynal Khan Shamlu, and Amir Sultan Maw^illu, who remained at their posts
at Balkh, Harat and Qayin respectively lest the Uzbegs should seize the
opportunity to invade Khurasan while Isma'Il was engaging the Ottomans in
the west.

Salim had detached various contingents from his main army to

protect his lines of communication, and it is probable that the Ottoman
army was roughly twice as large as that of the gafawids (5).

Isma'Il

possessed two commanders, Muhammad Khan Ustajlu and Nur 'All Khaltfa, who
had first-hand experience of Ottoman methods of warfare, but at Chaldiran
their advice, namely to attack at once before the Ottomans had completed
their dispositions, was
(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 78-9.

by Isma'Il (4).
(2) ibid., 80*

The Ottomans were

(3) ffaklm al-Din Idris BitllsI

(Sallm-aima., 84a) gives the Ottoman army as 100,000, the gafawid as 40,000;
(Sy£e^?ii, 245 gives 120,000 and 60,000; HS. iii/4, 77-8, BM. Or. 3248, 247a
and TAA. 31 give other figures.

Na$r Allah PalsafI op. cit., 92-3, gives

the size of the Ottoman army as 120,000 (including 80,000 cavalry) and that
of the gafawid army as 20,000*

Ottoman historians place the numbers of the

gafawid forces as high as 150,000.

(4) AT. 145 states that Duirralsh Khan

rudely rebuffed Muhammad Khan Ustajlu with the words kaclkhud'a*I-yi tu dar
diyar bakr gjlgudharad (Myour authority operates in Diyar Bakr11), and made
the extraordinary proposal that, instead of attacking immediately, they
should wait until the Ottomans had done everything within their power to
place themselves in a position of defence (makth mlkurmn ta wag tiki anohi
maqdur-i Ishan ast as cuwwat bi-fi'l awarand dar rauhafazat-i khwlsh). In
later years Jahmasp is said to have cursed the name of Durmlsh Khan when
ever the battle of Chaldiran was mentioned, and to have alleged that most
of the gafawid amirs were drunk on the day of the battle - at a time when
sobriety and full possession of one's faculties were particularly important
(TIN* 473a).

A drunken boast v^ould indeed seem to be the only explanation

of Durmlsh Khan* s proposal.

- 84 therefore able to follow their usual practice of stationing their
musketeers behind, a barrier of gun carriages (*araba), linked together by
chains, and of placing mortars of various sizes on the gun carriages*

This

barrier presented an insuperable obstacle to the gafawid army, which was
composed mainly or entirely of cavalry, and was the major factor in the
gafawid defeat*

**At Chaldiran (August, 1514) Ottoman artillery and

arquebuses wrought havoc among the ranks of the §afawos who had no similar
arms with which to reply.•••*• * ;

HHad the Ottomans not employed firearms

on such a large scale in the battle of Chaldiran and in the battles which
followed it, it is reasonably certain that their victory - even if they had
been able to win - would have been far less decisive*

In other words, the

Ottomans would have acquired far less gafawid territory in that event and a
much stronger gafawid army would have been left intact to prepare for a war
of revenge** (1)*
execution*

The muskets of the janissaries also caused considerable

The gafawids, at the time of Isma* II I, thought the use of

firearms (asiiha-yi atishTn) unmanly and cowardly (khilaf-i jawarmiard! wa
dalTrx) (2)*

The Mamluks of Egypt and Syria held similar views, and were

similarly defeated by the Ottomans a few years later (3)*

Ismatn*s'

initial, and fatal, mistake of not attacking the Ottoman forces at once,
before they had had time to position their artillery and station their
musketeers, has already been noted*

Isma1!! has also been criticized for

selecting the plain of Chaldiran as the site of the battle, on the grounds
that v/hile the Ottomans were able to deploy all their forces in the wide

(1) D. Ayalon, Gunpowder and Firearms in the Mamluk Kingdom, 109-10*
Na$r Allah palsafT, op* cit* , 93*
especially 88 ff*

(5) D* Ayalon, op* cit*, passim and

(2)

- 85 (1)
plain, the gafawids had no protection from the Ottoman artillery.
On the
other hand, lsma*Tl needed just such a plain in order to use his cavalry to
the best advantage;

it was his delay in attacking the Ottomans which made

the terrain advantageous to the latter instead of to himself.
As regards the actual course of the battle, the gafawids gained an
initial advantage on the Ottoman left, which was routed, and its commander,
gasan Pasha, killed.

Isma^Il, apparently carried away by this success,

passed right through the Ottoman lines, leaving the Ottoman centre, composed
principally of janissaries, intact.

Sinan Pasha, in command of the Ottoman

right, held firm, and was able to bring the Ottoman artillery (2) into
action, with devastating effect.

Muhammad Khan Ust'ajlu, commanding the

gafawid left, was killed, together with many of his men, and the gafawid
left wing fell back in disorder.

Isma'Tl rallied his men, and led them in

repeated charges against the Ottoman guns, but was finally compelled to
retreat.

The Agsan al-Tawarikh gives the number of casualties on both

sides at Ghaldiran as ^000, of whom >3)000 were Ottomans (5);

the Sharaf

nama, however, gives the gafawid losses alone as 5,000 oavalry, and this
seems a much more probable figure (4).

Many other figures are given by the

Ottoman historians, for instance, Ottoman casualties alone 30-40,000,
gafawid losses double that number;

total Ottoman casualties 8,216, of whom

2,933 were killed; etc* (5).
In addition to Muhammad Khan Ustajlu, many other leading gafawid amirs were
killed, including gusayn Beg Lai a Shamlu, Saru Prra Ustajlu the gurchTbashT,

(1) Nagr Allah PalsafT, op.cit., 94.

(2) idem, op.cit., 79, gives the

strength of the Ottoman artillery as 200 cannon and 100 mortars.
AT* 149.

(4) Shar. ii, 158.

(5) Na$r Allah, op.cit., 105*

(3)

- 86 WalT Khan Beg Qazaqlu TurJonah, Suljan 'All Mlrza Afshar, Khulafa Beg,
governor of Baghdad, £amza Beg Rasa, Sardar Beg, governor of Barda'a and
Ganja, and plr 'Umar Beg shxrajlbashT;

three prominent sayyids were killed,

namely, Amir Nig am al-Din *Abd al-Baqi Yazd! the gadr, Sayyid Muhammad
K a m a , warden of the shrine at Najaf, and Sayyid SharTf ShlrazT, a former
gadr (1)*

Salim, thinking that I s m a ' H ’s withdrawal was a ruse, did not

at once pursue the gafawids;

when he was assured that there were no

gafawid troops left in the area, he marched to Tabriz (2), which he entered
on 15 Rajab 920/5 September 1514 (3).
war;

At Tabriz Salim held a council of

he himself wished to winter there and to advance further into Persia

the following spring, but his officers rejected this proposal*

Accordingly

Salim left Tabriz on 23 Rajab 920/13 ’September 1514, only eight days after
he had occupied the city, and wintered at Amasiyya (4).
The immediate effect of the gafawid defeat at Ohaldiran was the loss
of Diyar Bakr, which was annexed to the Ottoman empire after Mugjafa Pasha
had completed the subjugation of the province in 922/1516-7 (5).

An

Ottoman force under Sinan Pasha defeated and killed 'Ala* al-Dawla near
Mar* ash, thus putting an end to the Dhu* 1-Qadar dynasty of Mar* ash and
Albistan, and those regions also were annexed to the Ottoman empire (6)*
More far-reaching in its consequences was the effect of the defeat at
Chaldirah - the first defeat Isma'H had suffered - on Isrna'H himself,
]>iring the last ten years of his life (920-30/1514-24), Isma‘11 never once

(1) For descriptions of the battle, see AT* 144 ff;

HS* iii/4, 78-9;

BM* Or. 3248, 250a-253a;

Nagr Allah FalsafI, op* cit* , 98 ff*

(3) Ghulam Sarwar, 82.

(4) ibid* , 83*

(5) ibid* , 34-5*

(2) AT* 149*
(6) ibid* ,

83-4; *Ala* al-Dawla had raided Salim’s supply trains during the Ottoman
invasion of Persia in 920/1514*

- 87 led his troops into action in person, despite the fact that during that
period the gafawids lost Balkh (captured in 922/1516-7 by Mu£anmad Zaman
Mirza, and in 923/1517-8 by Babur, who installed Muhammad Zaman Mirza

as

governor (1) ), and Qandahar, taken in 928/1522 after a three-year siege by
Babur, who made his son Kamran Mirza governor (2), and that the Uzbegs twice
besieged Harat (in 927/1520 and 930/1523) (3).

After Chaldiran, too, there

are signs of a certain decline in Isma'Il1s personal, authority as the ruling
institution, and of a corresponding increase in the power^ not only of the
Turkoman tribal chiefs, but also of the w a k H Mirza Shah gusayn Isfahan!,
a Persian, who held office from 920-929/1514-1523.

Thus, although Isma'Il

had by the time of his death on 19 Rajab 930/23 May 1524 (4)
gafawid power in Persia, the future stability of the gafawid state depended
on the ability of his son and successor ^ahi&asp not only to protect the
frontiers of Persia in the west and east from attack by the Ottomans and
Uzbegs respectively, but also to deal with the internal stresses which,
arising from the

i the gafawid state between Turk and

Persian, and between the religious institution and the political institution,
threatened in the early years of Jahmasp's reign to reduce Persia to a state
of anarchy.

(1) AT* 162s

167-8.

BM. Or. 3248, 504a.

(2) ibid., 169-70.

(3) ibid., 171:

185.

(4)

He was 37 years of age, and had reigned for 22 years*
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Professor Lambton has pointed out that it seems probable that the
gafawids imposed Shi* ism as the state religion "partially, if not primarily,
in order to differentiate their domains from the Ottoman Empire and to
create a sense of unity among their subjects" (1).

The function of the

religious institution in general, and of the §adr in particular, in the
period immediately following the establishment of the gafawid state, was
therefore of the utmost importance (2)*

The Ottomans themselves clearly

understood that the propagation of Shi* ism by the gafawids was inspired by
political motives.

Sulfah Bayazld II, in a letter to Shah Isma*H, said

that it was not proper that he (isma*11) should use the dissemination and
propagation of a religious order (frarTqa) which was contrary to (the
beliefs of) Muslims as a whole (*amma-yi rauslimln) as a means of promoting
the affairs of the ephemeral sovereignty of this world, and (thereby)
create discord among the Islamic community (ummat-i khayr al-bashar) (5).
The Persian spurces give the following accounts of the actual pro
clamation of Shi* ism as the state religion by Isma*Tl on his accession at
Tabriz in 907/1501-2 (4).

The A&san al-Tawarlkh states that when Isma*H

(1) A. K. S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamica vi/1956, 126.
(2) por the vital part played by the ^adr in the imposition of doctrinal
uniformity, see A.K.S. Lambton, op. cit., 155 ff; cf. also the chapter on
the gadarat below, p. 295 ff.

(5) Na§r Allah Palsafl, Jang-i Chaldiran, in

Majalla-yi Danishkada-yi Adabiyyat-i Tihran, vol. i/2, 1332/1953-4, 54.
(4)
There is some doubt as to the exact date of Ismat<£3:ts accession; see p. 65
above.

- 89 entered Tabriz, one of his first acts was to order the khafrTbs to introduce
into the khufrba the names of the twelve imams of the Ithna 'Asharl rite,
and to use the Shi'I formulae inna 'aliyyan wall allah and fcayya ila
khayri*1-' amal, which had not been employed in the lands of Islam since the
coming of Tughril Beg (451/1059) (1).

Isma'Il further ordained the

cursing of the Caliphs Abu Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman in the bazaars ( aswao);
the penalty for disobedience was death*

But

no knowledge of the precepts(masa* il) of the

Hat that time the people had
true Ja'farl creed (i* e*,

which was the repository of truth) (madhhab-i haqq-i ja'farl), or of the
m l e s and observances of the Ithna 'Asharl rite (millat), for no books of
Shi'I jurisprudence were availableH(kutub-i fiqh-i imamiyya chizi dar miyah
nabud)*

Qa^.1 Nagr Allah ZaytunI produced a copy of the Qawa' id-i Islam of

Jamal al-Din (b. ?) MuJJahir £illl, which served as a basis for instruction
on religious problems,until the Ithna 'Asharl faith was spread to all parts

(2).
According to the Tarlkh-i TlchX-yi Nigamshah, the sadat, quflat,
'ulamia, and mashayikh, together with the rest of the inhabitants of Tabriz
and the province of Jiharbayjan, from far and near, both Turk and Tajik,
flocked to the foot of (Isma'Il*s) throne*

The populace adopted the true

religion of the immaculate imams (mardum bi-madhhab-i £aqq-i a* imma-yi
ma'^umln dar amadand), and abandoned the false creeds of their ancestors
(madhahib-i bafila-yi aba wa ajdad-i khwish-ra bigudhashtand) (3)*

This

source makes no mention of opposition from the people*

(i) jai. 61* in 451/0.059 Tughril Beg had put to flight and slain al-BasasIrl,
the Commander-in-Chief of the Buwayhid al-Malik al-Rahim* Al-BasasIrl had
supported the pajimid Caliph al-Mustangir and attempted to depose the
the 'Abbasid Caliph al-Qa*im (Browne, iv, 54 and n* 2).
(2) AT. 61*
See
Browne, iv, 54 n* 3.
(3) f. 448b-449a*

- 90 The gabXb al-Siyar gives virtually the same account as the Ahsan alTawarXkh;

the words ashhadu anna *aliyyan wall allah were to he incorpor

eall^ted in the idhan, and the ghazXs (i.e., $ufXs of the gafawid order) were
ordered summarily to execute anyone who committed any act against the pure
religion (amrT mukhalif-i millat-i bayda) (1)*

The anonymous history of

Shah Isma'Xl states that the amirs and the few ShX'X *ulama who were with
Isma*Xl (*ulama-yi shX* a yak du naf ar ki hamrikab-i shah-i wala-guhar
budand) were worried about the possibility of a revolt in Tabriz when the
ShX'T formula was pronounced;
thirds are Sunnis;

11of the 200-300,000 people in Tabriz, two-

from the time of the ^agLarat (i. e., the Imams themselves)

until now no one has publicly recited this khujba, and we fear that the
people may say that they do not want a ShX'X sovereign (padishah-i shi *a ),
and if, which God forbidj, the people renounce (ShX* ism) (agar ra’iyyat
bar garaand), to what remedy can recourse be had?M (chi tadaruk dar in bab
tawan kard).

Isma'Xl replied that he had been commissioned to perform this

task (mara bi-Xn kar baz dashta and), that God and the immaculate Imams were
his companions, and that he feared no one;

’♦by God’s help, if the people

utter one word of protest, I will draw the sword and leave not one of them
alive.

On Friday I will go and prescribe (the form of) the khujba, so

that it may be read (in that form) (khujba muqarrar mXdaram ta bikhwanand)H.
But the Shah himself was concerned about this, because he knew that the
qizilbash were right.

That night *AlX appeared to him in a dream, and

said, Mo son, do not let anxiety trouble your mind.

let all the qizil

bash be present in the mosque fully armed, and let them surround the people;
if, when the khujba is read, the people make any movement, the qizilbash

(1)iS*
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- 91 will be able to deal with (the situation), since they surround the people;
then give the order for the khufba to be read*1,

When the khujba was read,

uproar (ghulqula) broke out, and one-third of the city gave thanks to
Almighty God, and it was ordained that all the khajibs in the provinces
(khutgba-yi mamalik) should read the khu£ba of the twelve imams (l).
The gafwat al-gafa states that Isma*Tl, while still a youth, came out
of the province of G^lan with a few followers, and, despite the depravity of
the age and the strength of his enemies, he placed his trust in Godfs help
and in the aid of Muhammad and all the immaculate Imams, and delivered us
from the tyranny of the infidels of that time;

within a short time he

cleansed Adharbayjan, ShTrwan, Diyar Bakr, *Iraq-i ‘Arab, *Iraq-i *AJam,
Fars and Khurasan of the oppression and corruption of seditious and
contumacious people, and from the minbars he read the khufba extolling the
virtues of the immaculate Imams and the pure family of the Prophet Muhammad
(bar sar—i manabir khu^ba-yi raada'ih wa manaqib-i a*imraa—yi ma* gumin wa ahl-i
bayt-i frahirXn khwand);

after seven or eight hundred years during which the

true ImamT faith (madhhab-i ^aqq-i imajniyya) had lain in concealment (mukhtafT
bu d), he revealed and manifested it (i^Kar wa i'la*-i an namud), and gave
currency to and made effective the articles (of that faith) (tarwTj wa
tanfidh-i qawa*id farnfud), and published and made known to the people of the
world the cursing and vilifying of the enemies of the prophet*s house (wa
la* n wa £a*n-i a* da-yi ahl al-bayt-ra dar miyan-i *alamiyan mashhur wa
ma* ruf gardanXd);

it is also clear that ah3p.adrat (lsma*Tl) was the manifest

ation of the ^adith of the prophet which is included in some of the (collections
of) traditions (wa raz gahir chunah ast ki anfrajrat maghar-i

(1) EM, Or# 3248, 75b-74b,

£adXth-i
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Jaliqan la min dhahabin wa la fiddatin bali’thna *ashar alfa rajulin
yaquduhum shabbun min banX hashimin *ala baghlatin

*ala

ra* sihi 'i^abatun, that is, in truth I have a treasure in the province of
^aliqah which is not of gold or silver but (consists of) twelve thousand
men led by a youth, one of the sayyids of the BanX Hashim, mounted on a
black mule and with a red taj on his head (1)*
The imposition of ShX'ism in Persia was inevitably accompanied by a
certain amount of religious persecution.

Professor Lambton has noted that

’•the old assumption that the stability of the state was bound up with right
religion was also taken over (by the §afawids), and it was accompanied by
the same uncompromising attitude towards unorthodoxy” (2),
Unorthodoxy,
~rz
*
\ 41e'krw/
ffc.
as far as the §afawids were concerned, was Sunnism, and Isma*XI*s measures
to impose ShX*ism on the people of Adharbayjan caused a considerable,/exodug)
of SunnX *ulama from that province.

AnXr *Abd al-Wahhab, an eminent sayyid

of Adharbayjan and formerly the 3haykh al-islam of Ya*qub Aq. Qoyunlu, fled
to Harat, where he was treated with honour by SulJan ^usayn MXrza;

greater

favour was shown to him than to most of the sayyids of Khurasan, and he
A
—»
_
’V
was given a worthy soyurghal (3).
Khwaja Mawlaha IgfahanX (author of a
history of Ya* qub MXrza), a bigoted SunnX, migrated from Adharbayjan to
Harat at the time of the guhur (manifestation) of Isma*XI, and was honoured
by Suljan #usayn MXrza and his sons*

He entered the service of Muhammad

Khan ShaybanX when the latter conquered Khurasan in 1507, but the Uzbeg
leader, though he occasionally treated him with favour, more often accused

(1) Jafwat, 811a-b.
I have been unable to determine the words in brackets.
(2) A. K. S. Lamb ton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamic a vi/1956, 126*
(3) HS. iii/4, 113.
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When Isma'Xl conquered Khurasan

in' 151#* Khwaja Mawlaha IgfahanX again had to flee; he retreated to
l
. ' ' z mj XT)
»*sr*t
1i
$
' .1* ■
Transoxania, and died at Bukhara on 5 JUmada I 927/3 April 1521 (1)*
After the gafawid conquest of Khurasan, great efforts were made to
extend the practice of the Ithna *AsharX creed throughout Khurasan.

The

khajXbs throughout the province read the names of the twelve Imams in the
khufrba, and were required to commence the ritual cursing of Abu Bakr, fUmar
and *Uthman*

The shaykh al-Islam (2), who was the leader and exemplar of

the SunnXs, refused to comply with these orders, and wan put to death as a
warning to others.

Those sayyids and *ulama who were known to be ShX'Xs

(bi-tashayyu* ma*ruf wa mashhur budand), were highly favoured by the Shah
and accorded a specially privileged status (bi-marahim-i khnsrawana sarafraz gashta mazXd-i ikhtigag yaftand)(3).

Sayyid Qiwain al-Din gusayn

was sent to Balkh, and settled the sharX* a affairs of that region in
accordance with the tenets of the ImamX creed (muhainai-i shar*iyya-yi an
a-ra bar nahj-i millat-i <aliyya-yi imamiyya qarar dad) (4).
Two years previously, in 914/1503, Isma'XL had led his army to *Iraq-i
*Arab and Khuzistan, and, despite the dominant position of SunnXs there

t
ba wujud-i istXla-yi sunniyan), had manifested the yadd-i bay$a, in order
to promote and magnify the creed of the twelve Imams (5).

Isma'Xl visited

Karbala- and N&jaf, where he provided further charitable foundations for and
augmented the pensions (idrarat) of the sayyids, *ulama, mutawallXs and
khadiman (attendants) of the exalted thresholds (catabat-i *aliyyat).

(1) HS. iii/4, 113.

Gold

(2) His name was Mawlana Sayf al-DXn Ahmad b. Yagya

b. Mawlaha Sa*d al-Milla wa’l— DXn Mas*ud al-Taft*azanX (Shar. ii, 148).
(3) TIN. 458a.
(4) HS. iii/4, 113.
(5) TIN. 453b.

and silver candlesticks, carpets, and chests (ganadXq) were provided for
the adornment and embellishment of the shrines*

Arrangements were made

for the organization of the huffag, mu* adhdhina and attendants, and, in
order to facilitate the orderly administration of the shrines (barayi
tarwTj wa tanslq-i muhamm-i anja), Isma* II assigned (musallam dasht) to
the illustrious and pure shrines certain places (ba*$X az ma£all) in ‘Irac^-i
'Arab*

A canal was cut from the Euphrates to Najaf to supply the shrine

with water, and Qauja Jahan (1) was placed in charge of this work.

This

canal, known as the nahr-i sharTf, provided an annual income of 2-3,000
tumahs for the Imams*

2,000 tumans were spent on the completion of the

work, which had been begun by *AJa Malik Isfara’inT, brother of Shams alDan Muhammad the gahib-dlwan (2).

Before leaving *Iraq-i ‘Arab, Isma* II

destroyed the dome of the tomb of Abu ^anlfa (3), and desecrated his grave
(4).
In 909/1503-4 Isma* II, after occupying ShTraz, x^ut to death the
khujaba of Kazirun because they were Sunnis, and plundered their houses
(5).

in the same year he put tcHleath QajLl Mir gusayn Yazdl (6).

It is

significant that in all the cases of persecution of SunnTs by the gafawids
recorded in the sources, the victims of persecution were members of the
religious classes, and in many instances holders of religious offices.
There is no eviaence of any widespread religious persecution under Isma*H,

(1) This is Qa$I Jahan QazwTnl, who became joint wazlr in 920/1514, and
later was for many years w a k H of ^ahmasp*
(2) JA* 287b*
*A£a Malik
was appointed governor of Baghdad by Iplagu in 657/1259, and held the post
for 24 years (Browne i, 20 and n. )•
(3) At Baghdad;
Schachtfs article Abu gtenlfa, in EI^> fasc* ii, 123*
Shar* ii, 136*
(6) AT* 82*

see Professor J.
(4) TIN* 453b*
(5)
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necessary to suppress opposition to his religious measures:

Hif the people

utter a word, I Y/ill draw my sword and not leave one person alive11 (agar
ra*iyyat harfl biguy and shamshXr nokasham wa yak kas-ra zinda namigudha g ^ )
(i)-

A passage in the article Jang-i Chaldiran by Na§r Allah FalsafX

presupposes that some force was, in fact, employed*

Na^r Allah FalsafX

states that after the battle of Chaldiran (920/1514), Isma*XL, with regard
to the propagation of the ShX* ite religion (tarwXj-i madhhab-i shX* a ),
refrained from severity, harshness and killing (az sakhtgXrX wa khushunat
wa kushtar khwuddarX kard), and gave orders to the governors of the prov
inces that they should not molest God!s people for abandoning or changing
their religion (khalq-i khuda-ra barayi tark wa tabdXl-i madhhab naranjanand ^(2} in a state in which loyalty to the ruling institution was construed
as belief in the right religion, Isma*XI could not, in fact, have counten
anced any apostasy from ShX*ism.

It is possible that Isma*Xlfs tendency

to leniency after Chaldiran may have reflected the fear that the defeat,
the psychological effects of which were even greater than the material
losses inflicted on the §afawids, might cause unrest among the people, and
the consideration that in view of this danger it might be wiser temporarily
to relax the vigour of the campaign against ShX* ism*

It may be objected,

on the other hand, that after Chaldiran a reaffirmation of belief in
ShX* ism, and hence of loyalty to the Shah, was more than ever necessary*
It seems, hov/ever, that the principal opposition to the establishment of
Shi* ism as the state religion by the gjafawids came not from the people but
—

(1) BM* Or. 3248, 73b.

-

■

—

(2) Na$r Allah Falsafx, Jang-i Chaldiran, 121.
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In other words, it seems likely

that, as far as the majority of the ordinary people were concerned, the
proclamation of Shi* ism as the orthodox religion of the gafawid state
reflected a religious climate which already existed (1), whereas the
official classes, who were in general still staunchly Sunni, were naturally
hostile to the new regime.

In order to test the validity of this theory,

an attempt must be made to assess the effect of gafawid propaganda in
Persia, and to determine the part played by various other heterodox
religious movements in preparing the ground for the gafawids*
Of the various dynasties which assumed local sovereignty in different
parts of Persia as the power of the Ilkhans declined, the Sarbidarids of
Sabzawar held views of a markedly Shi' ite flavour, and the Jala* irids, who
ruled over 'Iraq-i 'Arab from 736/1336 and in 759/1358 added Adharbayjan
to their dominions, were imbued with Shi'ite beliefs.

Dr* J. B* van Loon,

in the foreword to his edition of the Ta* rikh—i shaikh Uwais (2), suggests
that Hthe fact that gasan (i*e* * Shaykh gasan Buzurg the Jala* irid, who
died in 1356) chose the town (Najaf) with this sanctuary of the Shl'ites
as his last resting-place, indicates that the Jalayirs had been completely
iranicised by this time and had taken the side of the religion that was
i

prevalent in their domains,viz. the Shi'ite form of Islam.

This is also

evident from the choice of names, such as 'All, gasan and gusain, so common
to the Shl'ites because they were borne by 'All and his sons11.

Dr* van

Loon also asks, "Does the title 'Shaikh* perhaps imply leadership, nr«ninal
or real, of a dervish order?

The combination of political and religious

(1) This does not ignore the passage from the anonymous history of Shah
Isma'Il quoted on p. 90 f. above*

(2) The Hague, 1954*
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dynasty*1 (1)*

These, and other local dynasties, were destroyed by the

tide of Tximlrid invasion, but what evidence we have suggests that strong
undercurrent of ShX* ism persisted, despite the official SunnX orthodoxy of
the Timur id rulers, not only in *Iraq-i 'Ajam, where there were strong
Shl'I groups at Qum and Isfahan, but also in Adharbayjan and Khurasan#
Jean Aubin has indicated the existence at Qum of a family of Bi^awX
sayyids who enjoyed various immunities from the time of Timur down to the
time of Ifahmasp, and cites documents to prove that dynastic changes did not
interrupt their enjoyment of these privileges.

In this family were vested

the offices of naqXb al-aadat and imitawalli of the awqaf of the shrine of
Fajima at Qum, and a document of Ya'qub Aq Qoyunlu refers to members of this
family also holding the posts of khajlb, mutawallX, and imam of the mosque
of the Imam £asan 'AskarX (2).
Further evidence that families of ShX'X dignitaries were able to
continue relatively undisturbed in the possession of their hereditary
offices and in the enjoyment of their hereditary privileges, despite the
fact that they passed successively under the rule of SunnX

T i m u r ids,

shX'X

i7 f> Qara Qoyunlu, and SunnX Aq Qoyunlu, is provided by a series of documents
relating to a waqf of the Buq* a-yi $usayniyya at Isfahan, which have been
studied by Jean Aubin (3)#

The Buq'a-yi ^usayniyya is the mausoleum of

Shah 'Ala* al-DXn Muhammad NaqXb gusaynX, a supporter of Suljan Miiframm«a b.
Baysunqur b. Shahrukh, who in 849/1445—6 rebelled in 'Iraq—i *Ajam against

(1) J.B. van Loon, op. cit., 11 and n. 51*

(2) J. Aubin, Note sur quelques

documents Aq Qoyunlu, in Melanges Louis fcassignon, 1956, 125 ff.
cit., 133 ff.

(3) op.
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Shah •Ala* al-Din Muhammad was executed by Shahrukh in

350/1446 for his part in the revolt at Isfahan*

By the terms of the waqf,

the office of mutawallT was vested in the descendants of Shah 'Ala* al-Dih
Muhammad, and the first mutawallT was his son, Shah Qujb al-Din,

The

existence of the waqf and the rights of the descendants of Shah 'Ala* alDin were recognized successively by the Tlmurid Abu*1-Qasim Babur, and by
the Aq Qoyunlu rulers Uzun $asan (document dated 879/1474), and Ya'qub
document dated 884/1479), and Rustam Beg (farman dated 900/1495)*
prom this evidence Jean Aubin infers, I think rightly, that the
problem confronting the Turkoman rulers of the Qara Qoyunlu and Aq Qoyunlu
dynasties was not whether to adopt a hostile or a favourable attitude to
ShT'ism, but how to Mcanalize this force** and follow a policy which would
win them the support of large numbers of their subjects (2)*

Por this

reason, the Turkoman rulers avoided taking anti-ShT'T measures unless they
themselves felt threatened by the political activities of the ShT'Ts under
their rule.

It was, for instance, the growing military strength and

increasing political activity of Junayd which moved Jahanshah Qara Qoyunlu
to banish him from his dominions about the year 1448 (5),

Similarly,

^

junayd* s successor gaydar lived on amicable terms with the Aq Qoyunlu ruler
Uzun $asan, but, after the death of Uzun $asan, his son Ya'qub was persuaded
by the ShTrwanshah to send troops against #aydar, on the grounds that rtif
he (^aydar) conquered ShTrwan, he would aspire to other provinces also* (4),
In the words of J, Aubin, Mthe Aq Qoyunlu were soon troubled by the growing

(1) See p. 37 above,
(2) J. Aubin, op, cit,, 132,
above,
(4) See pp, 53-4 above.

(3) See pp, 45-6
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for this reason the relations of the

shaykhs of Ardabll with the Aq. Qoyunlu were more strained than their
relations with the Qara Qoyunlu had beenH(l).
Txmuirid rule continued in Persia, though over a steadily decreasing
area, for exactly a century (1405-1505) after the death of Timur*

It is

difficult to say to what extent gafawid propaganda was successful in making
converts in Persia during this period*

Before the death of Shaykh gadr al-

Dln (794/1391), the gafawids had secured a considerable number of adherents
in *Iraq-i *Ajam and Khurasan*

The Silsilat al-Nasab states that large

numbers of devotees travelled from the provinces of *Iraq-i 4Ajam and
Khurasan in the time of gadr al- dn (1334-91 A* D* ), to visit his disciple
Sayyid-i 'Ushshaq Qasim-i Anwar and to derive benefit from his inner grace
(fayjL-i bajin) (2)*

In Persia, support of heterodox religious movements

often represented an expression of popular discontent*

The adherents of

the gafawid shaykhs in the 14th century, however, derived not only from the
mass of the people, but apparently included among their number high-ranking
officers of state*

The Sharafnama states that during the time of the

salafrln-i changlziyya (i. e., the Tlkhans), the Mongol amirs, and particularly
Amir Chuban, became the disciples (imirld wa

mu*taqid) of Shaykh gafi*

For

this reason (the conversion of Amir chuban) all the Mongol nobility became
sincere devotees of the Shaykh (az an .jihat a*yan-i mughul bi’l-tamam murld
wa mukhlig-i shaykh gashta and) (3)*
especially in Iran*

Great numbers of disciples appeared,

One day, in the course of conversation with shaykh

gaH, Am ir Chuban asked him whether the royal army (lasnkariyan-i padishah),
or his disciples, were the more numerous*

(1) op* cit*, 133*

(2) Si^ 41.

In reply Shaykh gafi alleged

(3) For the great veneration paid to

Shaykh gafi by the minister Rashid al-Dlh FajJL Allah, (d* 1318), see Browne,
iv, 33-4*
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Tran murXdan-i ma du barabar-i *askar-i padishah ast) (1).
According to another version, gafT replied that in Tran alone, for
every soldier there were a hundred gufTs (dar Iran tanha barabar-i har yak
az a§£ab-i jaladat gad nafar az arbab-i iraaa buda bashand) (2)#

This

follows the version of the gafwat al-gafa, which states that AnXr Chub an,
at the time when he was amir al-uraara of Tran, asked the Shaykh whether his
disciples numbered more than the men in his own (i. e., the Tlkhanid)
forces*

The Shaykh replied that his disciples were more numerous, repres

enting a hundred disciples for every Turk in the Amir1s army*

Amir

Chub an said, wYou speak truly, for I have travelled from the Oxns to the
frontiers of Egypt, and from the shores of Hunmiz to Bab al-Abwab (Darband),
which are the furthest limits of this kingdom, and I have seen the disciples
of the Shaykh embellished and adorned with the ornaments (frilya) and
apparel (zX) of the Shaykh, and they have spread the sound of the dhikr to
those part s'*(3).
It seems clear that already in the 14th century there were consider
able numbers of people in Trail who accounted themselves disciples of the
gafawid shaykhs*

It may reasonably be assumed that contact was maintained

between AfdabXl and these gafawid proselytes#

Most of the available

information deals with the way in which the gafawid organization in
Anatolia and Syria was steadily built up under Shaykh gafi al-Din and his
successors, and indicates that the devotees visited their spiritual leaders
at ArdabTl at regular intervals*

The statement of Mawlana Shams al-DXn

Barmqi, quoted in the Silsilat al-hasab, affords evidence of this*

(1) Shar. ii, 132-3.

(2) HI. 515b.

(3) 745b-746a.
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fcaliban wa mushtagan) who visited Shaykh gafX al-DXn via the Maragha and
Tabriz road alone was 13,000.

They were received by Shaykh gafT al-DXh

and converted (tawba (1) kardand^ (2).

Browne remarks, Hmany if not most

of these must have come from Asia Minor, so that even at this early date
the Order was establishing and consolidating itself in regions where it
was afterwards destined to cause the greatest anxiety to the Ottoman
■t

Sultans11 (3).

professor Minorsky states that, *•although the shaykhs of

Ardabil were supported by the local elements of Talish and Qaraja—dagh,
their most fanatic supporters were recruited among the Turcomans of Rum
(Asia Minor) and Sham (Siyria)**(4).

The most significant part of Mawlaha

BamXqX's statement, however, is his assertion that Hthe number of novices
(scil» who visited Shaykh gafT al-Din) from other areas was on a comparable
scale** (az barayi baqT-yi afrraf barin qiyas) (5).

The presence of

considerable numbers of gafawid converts in 'Iraq and Khurasan must have
facilitated the gafawid occupation of those territories and, by familiar
izing people with gafawid religious and political ideas, have promoted the
eventual acceptance of the new regime by the populace*
The transfer of large numbers of Turkomans from Adharbayjan and 'Iraq
to Khurasan between the years 823/1420 and 370/1465 was a further factor
which contributed to the introduction of ShX'X beliefs into that area.

(1) See A.J.ATberry, Sufism, 75:

"The first station is stated to be

conversion (tauba), a view commonly held by the Sufis, who mean by this
term not of course the formal profession of Islam but the conscious resolve
of the aault Muslim to abandon the worldly life and to devote himself to the
service of God**.
(2) SN. 38.
(3) iv, 44.
(4) TM. 190-1: the dialectal
poems of Shaykh gafX may be in mediaeval TalishX (ibid., 191, n.1).
(5)
SN. 38*
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to Harat before the year 836/1432-3 (1)*

As Shahrukh was not in a position

to invade Adharbayjan until 823/1420-1, this transfer must have taken place
between 823 and 836 A.H*

These tribesmen presumably belonged to the

Qara Qoyunlu confederacy, and the transfer of so large a number can only
have been dictated by the desire to weaken Qara Qoyunlu power in Adharbayjan*
The presence of this large colony of Qara Qoyunlu at Harat was a source of
embarrassment to the Tlmurid ruler.

The Matla*-i Sa*dayn states, MShahrukh

had transferred to Harat many families (khana-kuch) from, the Turkoman
tribes ( H wa ulus) of Adharbayjan*

At the same time (836/1432-3) Sayyid

Ghiyath al-Din Yazdl, at the royal command (bi-mujib-i fcukm), undertook a
check (tafcaXq) of the government hostels (saraha-yi dlwanl) and other
places where that community (an .jama*at) was living.

More than 10,000

households (khanawar) were registered (qalamT shud)- (2)*

Shahrukh had

reason to suspect revolt (mafrall-i tagawwur-i fitna bud) on the part of
these Turkoman tribesmen (3)*

As was frequently the case, the Shi* ite

elements became the focal point for popular discontent, ana in this case
the presence of the Qara Qoyunlu prince Yar 4All b* Iskandar at Harat
rendered the position one of potential danger to the Tiinurids*
Yar *All had taken refuge from his father with Khalil Allah, the
ruler of Shlrwan, and the latter had sent him to Harat, where Shahrukh gave
him access to the princes1 circle*

But he frequented rtscoundrels and riff

raff, both Turks and Persians'* (ajamira wa ajlaf wa runud wa awbash-i turk
wa tajlk), and thus fell from favour;

eventually Shahrukh banished him

from Harat to Samarqand because he feared that the Turkoman elements of the

(1) Shar. ii, 91.

(2) MS» ii/2, 644.

(3) ibid*, 644-5.
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revolt (1).

The event -which finally caused Shahrukh to take the step of

exiling Yar 'AlT from Harat is described by the Majla'-i Sa'aayn;

"One

day Shahrukh rode off to inspect a cannon (kaman-i ra'd) which Us tad Faraj
had cast, and which was claimed to be capable of firing a ball 400 man in
weight*

An enormous crowd had collected to the north of KUh-i Bawull-gah,

which was the firing range (mafrall-i sang andakhtan hud), and Shahrukh was
watching from an eminence.

Suddenly Amirzada Yar 'All appeared.

He was

a most handsome, graceful and elegant youth (dar kamal-i £usn wa lajafat wa
ghayat-i khrubX wa malafrat).

Then the people saw him, with one accord, and

involuntarily (bi-yak bar bX ikhtiyar), they ran towards him, and followed
him so blindly (bi-naw*X sar dar pay-i u dashtand) that the
completely forgotten11.

cannon was

Shahrukh was enraged, and when he returned to the

audience chamber (bargah) he ordered yar 'All to be fettered;

at daybreak

he despatched him to Samarqand (2).
Sixteen years later, in 852/1448-9, Ulugh Beg b. Shahrukh led an
expedition to Khurasan, and brought Amirzada Yar 'All to Harat.

As a

result of observing signs of revolt on the part of Yar 'All, Ulugh Beg
arrested him and confined him in the fortress of Nayra Tu, where he had a
fellow-prieoner in Amir Suljan Abu Sa'Td, the darugha, who had been arrested
earlier (3).

Ulugh pressed on towards Mashhad, but, later the same year,

was forced to returnto Harat to deal with a revolt on the part of Yar'All,
who, with the aid of

Amir Suljan Abu Sa'Td, had escaped and had seized

possession of the fort.

(1) Shar. ii, 91-2*

Yar

(2) M S

'All made use of the large supplies of

ii/2, 645. (3) ibid., 945-6.

the fort is also given as Nayza Tu*

The name of
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enlisting an army;

he gained possession of places in the vicinity of the

fort, and then marched on Harat*

The governor of Harat, Amir Bayazld

ParwanachI, ordered everyone who had a horse (? or donkey? (ulagh)) to go
out and fight Yar 'All.

"This ill-equipped force of Persians" (mardum-i

tazlk bl yaraq wa silafc) was routed by Yar 'All, and its equipment plunder
ed;

Yar 'All granted quarter to the peasants (ra'aya), and advanced on

Harat*

Mfaen he came in sight of the city, he was joined by riff-raff

(jam*! awbash wa li* am) and a body of retainers belonging to the great
amirs (fawjl nawkaran-i umara-yi 'igam), who at that time were neither
trusted nor respected (dar In ayyam bl i'tibar wa ifrtiram budand)*

He

conmenced the siege of Harat, and plundered the surrounding districts*
whole city turned to defence*

The

All citizens of note (jumhur-i namdaran),

noteworthy artisans (mashhur-i plshakaran), and everyone from skilled men
and craftsmen (mufrtarifa wa arbab-i gahayi* ) to gufTs and recluses (mutagawwifa wa agjkab-i gawaini* ), rose in defence of the city (naflr-i 'Amm bar
awardand) (1), and held out until the arrival of Ulugh Beg from Mashhad*
Yar 'All retreated into the fortress of Nayra Tu, and the riff-raff (aid)ash
wa lifam) who had gathered round him dispersed in all directions (2 )*
Ulugh Beg instituted an inquiry into the circumstances of Yar 'All’s
revolt.

Aflilr Bayazld reported to him that those living outside the city

(blruniyan) must have aided the rebel, otherwise he would not have had
either the opportunity or ability (to rebel) (wa agar na u-ra chi mahall wa
yara-yi an bud)*

Ulugh at once ordered that the environs of the city

should be devastated (blrun-i shahr gharat kunand), and a considerable

(1) MS* ii/2, 954*

(2) ibid., 957.
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#
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were put to death*
For three days looting continued unchecked (gharat-i
<anha kardand), and the troops acted with complete licence (lashkar az
shTsha-yi jiabfr bTrun jast) (1 ).

Everyone who crossed their path was

seized, and they were continually searching for gold and silver (2)*

They

smashed the mosque candles, hanged the imams, and insulted and humiliated
illustrious men (ab-ru-yi *azTzah bar khak-i khwarX mTrTkhtand);

madras as

became cavalry posts (madaris ribafr al-khayl), and in place of instruction
(c*‘ars)

i^e recitation of the Qur*an (tilawat) was heard

talk (kalam al-layl);

ribald (idle?)

instead of prayer and supplication came the sound of

singing, and in the abode of learning and wisdom were heard the strains of
musical instruments (5)*

Everyone was stripped of his clothes (4)*

These events took place at the end of Kama^an 852/November 1448;
after three days Ulugh Beg called a halt to the looting, and shortly after
wards an Uzbeg raid on Samarqand caused him to leave Harat (5).
Qasim Babur at once emerged from Gurgan and marched on Harat (6 ).

Abu* 1*Abd

al-LajTf b* Ulugh Beg, who had been left in charge of Harat by his father
(7), was also uneasy about yar 'All (az janib-i amTrzada yar *all nlz
bi-ghayat andlshariak bud), evacuated Harat without resistance and marched
towards the Qxus (8 ).

tar «AlX again left Nayra Tu and besieged Harat*

Three days previously, some of Abu* 1-Qasim Babur*s amTrs had entered Harat,

(1)

ii/2, 957*

(2) nargia-war hama chashm bar zar dashtand, wa slm-ra

qurrat al-* ayn mxpindashtand*

(3) zXr wa bam mlnawakhtand (lit# 11they

played both high and low notes**)#

(4) hama kas-ra chun sir pust baz

kardand wa az lib^s tu—b-»r—tu chun. piyaz bi—niyaz sakhtand^ (MS# ii/2, 958)#
(5) M &

ii/2, 959-60.

(6 ) ibid*, 961.

(7) ibid., 960.

(8 ) ibid., 964#
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wa bidad bunyad nihadand), and the leading men (akabir wa a*yan) of Harat
decided to admit Yar 'ALT to the city (1).

Yar *AlT blockaded the Amvr«

in the citadel of Ikhtiyar al-Din, ana. spent same twenty days in the abode
of sovereignty (mustaqarr-i salfranat);

most of his time was devoted to

carousal, and in truth no further injury was inflicted on the people by
him (al-fcaqq ra* aya-ra azu ziyadat asTbi narasid)*

Towards the end of

Dhu* 1-^ijja 852/February 1449, Abu* 1-Qasim Babur entered Harat, captured
Yar 'All by a ruse, and put him to death (2)*

It is difficult not to

suppose that the repeated successes of this Qara Qoyunlu prince in the
heart of the Tlmurid empire had been due, at least in part, to the support
of the Turkomans whom Shahrukh had settled in Khurasan#
In 870/1465-6 15,000 families of nomadic tribesmen (khana-kuoh-i
rtfoham wa ^ajjra-nishlnan) migrated from various part3 of 4Iraq (afrraf-i
mamalik-i 1 iraq) to Khurasan, because they had been reauced to desperate
straits by Turkoman (i*e., Qara Qoyunlu) tyranny (az guim wa jawr-i tarakima
bi-jan amada budand)*

They had seized the opportunity while Jahanshah was

besieging his rebel son Pxr Budaq in Baghdad (1465-6) to take this step*
Abu Sa*Td received them with great favour, and allotted them yurt in
various parts of Khurasan (dar afrraf-i mamalik-i khurasan) (3)*

It is not )

clear whether these 15,000 families belonged to tribes which were members of
the Qara Qoyunlu federation, or whether they were merely subject to Qara
Qoyunlu rule*

In either case, it is probable that they had been affected

(1) MS* ii/2, 964, and n. 5 quoting the ffablb al-Siyar*
964-5.

(3) ibid*, 1296#

(2)

MS* ii/2f

ft
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#

by the heterodox opinions of the Qara Qoyunlu;

their migration to Khurasan

thus increased the already considerable strength of the ShT'i elements
^ — - ■*

there, and the presence of these elements must in seme degree have helped
to prepare the ground for gafawid propaganda.

Professor Minorsky states

that "the evidence is clear that they (the Qara Qoyunlu) pretended to some
thing more than domination based on sheer force and that, in trying to unify
their adepts on a shi* a platform, they can be regarded as the forerunners of
the gafawids" (1 ).
The contemporary sources also disclose the important fact that
elements, and a prominent member of the gafawid order, Qasim al-Anwar, were
present at Harat during the reign of Shahrukh, and indicate that the latter
was implicated with the former in an attempt on the life of Shahrukh in 830/
1426-7.
The Sharafnama says briefly that a certain Lur named Afemad, described
as a disciple of Fa^l Allah Astarabadx, made an unsuccessful attempt to
assassinate Shahrukh in the Masjid-i Jami* at Harat.

An inquiry which was

held established a connexion between the Lur Aj?mad and the drapers (bazzazan)
of Harat.

This fact caused the ruin of many of the latter.

Amir Qasim

al-Anwar also fell under suspicion, and was expelled frcm Harat by Shahrukh;
his life was spared because of his intimacy with Mirza Baysunqur (2).

The

latter was renowned for his patronage of the arts, and it was presumably as
a poet that Qasim al-Anwar had attracted his attention.

In Browne’s view,

although his poetry contains unmistakeable traces of gurufi influence, "it
cannot on such evidence alone be proved that Qasimu*1-Anwar was actually a

(1) V. Minorsky, Jihan-shah Qara Qoyunlu and his poetry, in BSOAS 1954, xvi/
2, 274.

(2) Shar. ii, 88-9.
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Fajlu*llah of Astarabad and the suspicion which he thereby incurred afford
strong corroboration of this conjectureM(l).
A detailed account of the incident at Harat is given by the Majla*-i
Sa* dayn; -

on 23 RabX* II 830/21 February 1427, Shahrukh, as he was leaving

the Mas jid-i Jami*, was stabbed by a certain namad-push named Abroad the
Lur, who had approached him on the pretext of presenting a petition (bigurat-i dadkhwahan), and had suddenly rushed at him and stabbed him in the
stomach*

The wound was not serious, and the household guards (Xchikiyan)

killed the Lur*

shahrukh managed to ride back to his palace in the Bagh-i

Zaghin, and thus allayed rumours (that he had been assassinated).

MXrza

Baysunqur and the amirs investigated the case, and regretted the killing of
the Lur (az kushtan-i u pashXmah shudand), who alone could have provided
them with a clue to the motive for the attack*
was a key.

Among the Lur*s belongings

Three days elapsed before the night-watch (* asasan) discovered

that this key belonged to a house in one of the bazaars (tlmcha*X)*

The

inmates of this house recognized the description of the Lur as corresponding
to a Jaqiya-duz (a maker of the Jaqiya, a cotton under-cap) resident in the
bazaar, who had been frequented by numerous people, including, they asserted,
Mawlana Ma*ruf the khajjaj (calligraphist) of Baghdad.

The latter was a

most distinguished and talented man (saramad-i must a* iddan-i jahan wa
nadira-yi dawran), skilled in many arts in addition to calligraphy (ghayr az
khaJJ anwa'-i funun wa agnaf-i kamalat £agil dasht).

He had left the

employment of Suljan Afrmad Jala'ir, the ruler of Baghdad, and had gone to

(1) iii, 479;
Anwar.

see ibid*, 475-9 for extracts from the poetry of Qasim al-

Iskandar Mirza b. 'Umar Shaykh, the Timur id ruler of Isfahan, and obtained
a post in the latter1s library.

Iskandar required him to transcribe 500

bayt (couplets) a day, but the Mawlaria*s facility as a copyist was such that
he used to write 1,500 bayt in one day, thus giving himself two days1
leisure.

This, however, was contrary to Iskandar*s orders, and he inquired

why the Mawlaria was not working.

The calligraphist replied that he

preferred to do three days* stint in one day.

Having proved to his satis

faction that the Mawlaria was not making an idle boast, Iskandar gave him
abundant in'ams.

At the time of Shahrukh*s conquest of 'Iraq and Adharbay

jan (825/1420), the Mawlaria was transferred to Harat, where he became katib-i
khapp.

He was a good conversationalist (khwush-mu^awara) and an eloquent

speaker (shlrTn-kalam).
He used to wear honey-coloured felt (namad-i agall^
s
v .4 j/)£ ^
with a tall fraqiya of the same material on his head and an alif (strip?) of
felt twisted round the -faqiya.

Talented young men of Harat like Mawlana

Taj al-A* imma Khwarazmx frequently visited him - some for his calligraphy,
others for his conversation.
The Mawlaria was extremely reserved, and of a
,k
_
noble bearing (buzurg-manish).
Mirza Baysunqur wanted him to write a copy
of the Khamsa of Nizami, and sent him good-quality paper for the purpose.
The Mawlaria kept the paper for more than a year, and finally returned it
without having written anything.

Baysunqur was highly annoyed.

In 350/

1427, on the basis of the evidence they had obtained, the commission of
inquiry accused Mawlana Ma'ruf of complicity in the attempted murder of
Shahrukh, and arrested him.

Most of the talented young men who had enjoyed

his society became alarmed, and blackmailers (aghab-i $ama*) extracted
considerable sums from them (az Ishari zarha giriftand).

The Mawlaria was

several times taken to the foot of the scaffold, and was finally
imprisoned in a dungeon (chah) in the citadel of Harat (ikhtiyar al-Din).
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Khwaja *A£ud al-Din, nephew of Mawlaha FagLl Allah, and others who had been
connected (ittifag karda budand) with Ajjmad the Lur, were put to death and
their bodies burned*

An.Tr Sayyid Qasim Tabrxzi was expelled from Harat

because Baysunqur had a personal grudge against him (su» al-miza.il), and
the Sayyid departed to Samarqand.

(Some of his poetry contains complaints

about his treatment on this occasion) (1 )*
The account given by the Zubdat al-Tawarxkh differs in certain
respects;-

(f* 434b)

On Friday 23 RabX I 830/22 January 1427 Shahrukh set

out for the kasjid-i Jami* at Harat*

His wife (mahd-i a* la ), as the result

of divine inspiration and feminine intuition (tafarrus-i mu’minat) had tried
to dissuade him from going, on the grounds that he might be in some danger
from the collapse of walls affected by the recent heavy rains*
replied that fate was unavoidable;

vjhahrukh

one could only do one’s duty and return

humble thanks to the Maker for his Grace.

(f* 435b)

Shahrukh, in view of

the saying that Mall believers are brethren** (al-mu’miriun ikhwatun), did not
(as was the custom of former princes) debar the populace from the entrance
to the mosque (az rahgudhar man* nafarmuda)*

The amTrs, ministers of

state (arkan-i dawlat) a$d attendants (mulaziman wa nawkarah), left the
mosque quickly to avoid the throng, no one giving a thought to the possibil
ity of an attempt on the monarch*

Suddenly a reprobate (mardudl), dagger

in hand, ran forward, and without hesitation made for Shahrukh and wounded
him, though not severely.

A page (chuhra) seized the attacker’s collar

from behind, and received a wound in the shoulder.
domo) seized his knife, and was also wounded*

(1) MS. ii/1, 584-93.

A khwaja-sara (major-

The guards (yasawulan) then

\

1
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arrived and despatched him with numerous blows, and Shahrukh was treated by
his surgeons.

(436b)

Shahrukh then left the mosque and mounted.

knew the identity of his assailant.

No one

By the time that Shahrukh got outside

the gateway (darwaza) his strength was insufficient to enable him to grip
the reins, and he was taken back to the palace in a litter*
An inquiry was set on foot*

(f, 437a)

After three days1 fruitless

inquiry a proprietor of a caravanseray confessed that a man answering to the
assailant*s description had had a room (£ujra) in his caravanseray, but that
he had left on Friday and had not returned.

Questioned as to the man’s

companions, he replied that Mawlaha Ma'ruf KhaJJaJ frequently visited him
fcidu taraddudX dasht),

Ma'ruf was summoned before a council of amirs and

leaders of the state.

At first he denied all knowledge of the matter, but

after torture confessed that the would-be assassin was named Ajpnad Lur, and
that the man behind the attack was *A£ud b. Mawlaha Majd al-DTn AstarabadX,
(who was in league) with a band of adherents to the religious principles of
Mawlaha Fa£l Allah AstarabadX (jam*! dXgar ki madhhaban wa mas hr ab an biiradat wa qawa *id wa maqa*id-i mawlaha fajd allah astarabadX. ... mashhur wa
madhkur), who night and day engaged in private meetings (dar khalwat-khana)
and in impious and heretical discussion (mubaj^Latha-yi kufr wa zandaqa)*
Those men accursed with devils (maTa’Xn bi-shayafrXn) and those wrong-doing
infidels (kafara-yi fajara) were summoned before the court of inquiry (majlistajassus wa dXwan-i tafajg^iugi) without delay.

questioning failed to elicit

any reply except a denial, and they supported (taqwiyat wa tamshiyat mXdadand) their much-embellished story (kalam-i mumawwah) and unacceptable
answer (jawab-i ha muwajjah) with a tissue of lies (takhllqat-i durugh) and
dark labyrinths of words (maghlabat-i bX-furugh).

(f. 438a)

Alien

pressure was applied, they confessed to conspiracy against the life of
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Shahrukh, but said that Aftmad J ja r had anticipated their design (dar Tn
andTsha bar ma sabqat n»™ffd).
all executed*

(f# 438b)

Aft or this confession they were

Shahruldi performed a general almsgiving in gratitude for his

escape, and exempted the people from 1/3 of their taxes (du dang-i mal bar
juinhur-i ra* iyyat musallam dasht) (1 )*
At least forty years before Qasim al-Anwar was expelled from. Harat as
a result of his alleged complicity with the purufTs in the attempt on the
life of shahrukh (830/1427), he had been one of the novices of the gafawid
order who pursued their training with great zeal and enthusiasm (ba dhawq
wa shawq-i tamam) under the guidance of Shaykh gadr al-Dxn (died 794/1391).
The latter told Sayyid-i *Ushshaq Qasim al-Anwar that his spiritual cure
could only be effected by a fast of forty days, during which he was
to remain standing (except for the obligatory tashahhud and sujud) and
constantly to recite the dhikr*

Sayyid-i ‘Ushshaq successfully performed

this task, by dint of tying his long forelock to a rope secured to the roof
of the khalwat;

towards the end of his fast, he had a vision in which he

saw himself standing in the Masjid-i Jami* at ArdabTl, holding a great
candle in his hand from which the congregation lit their own candles, the
light of which illumined the whole mosque.

Shaykh gadr al-pXn interpreted

this vision to mean that Sayyid-i ‘Ushshaq was destined to share out among
the novices the divine light with which he was endowed, and he bestowed on
hirn the laqab of Qasim al-Anwar or HDistributor of the Lights** (2).

It is

clear that the Shaykh recognized the peculiar intensity of the devotional
powers of Qasim al—Anwar.

It has already been noted that during the time of

(1) Dhayl-i Zubdat, q. in footnotes to M S

ii/1, 584-90;

592.

(2)’ SN.

40—1.
The kajalis al—*Ushshaq^ f. 120a—b, has a detailed account of the
vision of Qasim al-Anwar.

Shaykh gadr al-Etui large numbers of devotees travelled from *Iraq-i *Ajam
and Khurasan to visit his disciple Sayyid-i ‘Ushshaq Qasim-i Anwar and to
derive benefit from his inner grace (1).

This testifies not only to the

high regard in which he was held by Shaykh gadr al-Dln, who apparently
allowed him virtually to act as a murshid at a time when he himself was
head of the gafawid order, but also to the extent of the penetration of
gafawid propaganda.

This is important evidence to the effect that by the

second half of the 14th century the adherents of the gafawid order, far
from being aonfined to north-west Persia, Syria and Asia Minor, were to
be found in large numbers in *Iraq-i *Ajam and Khurasan also.

The presence

of Qasim al-Anwar at Harat in 830/1427 is particularly significant, as it
suggests that, after completing his period of spiritual training, he had
proceeded to work among devotees with whom he had established personal
contact at Ardabil.

It would naturally be of the utmost importance to the

gafawids to gain converts at Harat, the capital of the Tunurid empire in
Persia and, therefore, a stronghold of Sunnism.
The $abTb al-Siyar has the following notice on Amir Qasim-i Anwar:
the greatness of the rank (*azm-i sha’n ) of that leader of the ahalT-yi
naqabat wa <irfan (i. e. sayyids and mystics) and that refuge of the posses
sors of miraculous powers and sure knowledge (a^Hab-i karamat wa Tqan)
cannot adequately be described by the pen.

In the beginning Amir Qasim-i

Anwar became the disciple of Shaykh gadr al-Dln ArdabUI; after some time
he entered the society of Shaykh gadr al-Dln 'All Yamanl. for whom he demon
strated a sincere attachment.

Amir Qasim, after perfecting (his) spiritual

and material accomplishments (ba*d az takmll-i kamalat—i gurl wa ma'nawl),

(1) See p. 99 above,

went from Adharbayjan, where he had been b o m and brought up (ki mawlid wa
mansha* -i khuddam-i <allmaqamash bud), to Harat, and applied himself to
giving spiritual guidance (irshad) to the sects of the servants of God
(firaq-i tibad).

Within a short time the majority of the nobles and great

men of Khurasan were numbered among the disciples of his threshold, the
abode of guidance (akthar-i akabir wa a*yan-i khurasan dar silk-i murTdah-i
astan-i hidayat-ashiyanash intigam yaftand); they, considering his aiblalike court their retreat and refuge, morning and evening as suppliants (biiqdam-i niyaz) hastened diligently to serve his attendants (bi-mulazamat-i,
khadimanash mishit aft and) (1).

Since Amir Qasim used to meet Shahrukh and

his puissant sons (awlad-i *izamash) with complete freedom (dar ghayat-i
istighna), and, because of the exalted nature of his position (az kamal-i
yiuww-i sha*n), did not show them the honour and respect which they expected
(ohurianohi frama* midashtand ishanra ta*^Im wa ifrtiram namifarmud), for this
reason vexation entered the heart of Mirza Baysunqur who, resolving to expel
Amir Qasim, devoted his efforts to that end; but he could not reveal the
secrets of his heart without grasping a pretext (p«mTtawanist ki bi tamassuk-i
bahana maknun-i damir-i khwud-ra bi-guhur rasanad).

When in the year 830

Aj?mad the Lur stabbed His Majesty (Shahrukh), it came to light (bi-wujuh
paywast) that the former had sometimes waited upon that sun of the heaven of
beneficence and star of the constellation of the imamate; Mirza Baysunqur
informed his father (Shahrukh) of the circumstances, obtained permission to
expel Amir Qasim-i Anwar, and communicated this decisipn to the latter (ihma*ni-ra bi-khuddam-i *ataba-yi *aliyya-ash paygham dad); as a result, Amir
Qasim set out for Transoxania*

When he neared Samarqand, the umara and

(1) For the office of khadim-bashi, see TM. , 55*
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(naqabat-manqabat) to go to the royal audience-hall (bargah-i salfranat) to
meet the King (padishah) of auspicious attribute (khujasta-gifat), o r
whether to take Ulugh Beg to meet that exalted seat of the imamate*

AmIr

Qasim solved their problem by apprehending, as he passed by the citadel (argj
that Ulugh Beg was within, and by entering without ceremony (bl-takalluf)
to meet him,

Ulugh Beg, after hearing from the lips of Amir Qasim the

words of a darwlsh and the speech of a imihaqqiq (sukhanan-i darwlshana wa
kalamat-i muhaqqiqana), at that same meeting (dar haman ma.jlis) became a
devotee (lit., halqa-yi iradat dar gush kashld) and a loyal follower (lit.,
ghashiya-i husn-i *aqldat bar dush afkand)*

Amir Qasim lived for some

years in those parts with the greatest honour and distinction (dar kamal-i
jah wa jalal), and towards the end of his life returned to Khurasan;
in 837/1433-4 in Kharjird in the province of Jam;

he died

among his poetical works

are a dlwan of ghazals and a short mathnawl poem entitled Anls al-* Ashiqln

©

The above account in the yablb al-Siyar is based on the Nafahat alUns, which gives the following additional information:

Shaykh §>adr al-Biln

YamanI, to whom Qasim al-Anwar turned for guidance after Shaykh gadr al-Dln
Ardablll, was a companion (az a^hab-i) Shaykh Awhad al-Din Kirmanl.

JamI

states that he saw the ’‘devotional lineage1* (nisbat-i iradat) of Amir Qasim
in the handwriting of some of the latter's followers (bi-khaJJ-i ba*d-i
mu* taqidan-i way), and that Shaykh gadr al-Dln *All YamanI was mentioned
in it, not Shaykh gadr al-Dln Ardablll*

JamI goes on to say that Amir Qasim

is reputed to have thought highly of Shaykh gadr al-L)In YamanI, and
to have displayed great devotion towards him*

People, says JamI, are

divided on the question of accepting or rejecting Amir Qasim (ahl-i ruz(1) HS. iii/3, 145.

~

-----

gar dar qabul wa inkar-i way du firqa and); his legacy is twofold; a dlwan
of poetry, consisting of eternal truths and mysteries, in which are visible
the lights of revelation and knowledge (anwar-j kashf wa *irfan) and vestigies of divine grace and ecstasy (athar-i dhawq wa wajdan), and a commu
nity (jama* ati) of people who consider themselves connected to him (khwudra mansub bi-way midar and) and account themselves his disciples (murld).
HI have seen some of them”, says Jam, "and have heard of their affairs
(ahwal-i ba* dl-ra shanida); most of them were beyond the pale of the Islamic
faith (az rabqa-yi din-i islam kharij budand), and had entered the orbit of
and contempt for the shar* and sunna (dar dayira-yi ibahat wa
tanawon bi-shar* wa sunnat dakhil); it is possible that the origin of this was
that the nature of the Divine Unity dominated tne Sayyid (Amir Qasim) (alshayad ki mansha-yi in an buda bashad ki mashrab-i tawhid bar khidmat-i sayyid
ghalib buda), and that in his consideration of all matters he went back to
original principles (wa na^ar dar jamP-i umnr bar mabda' dashta), and the
whole field of dissent and criticism was covered (bisaf-i i*ra£ wa i*tira£ra bi» 1 -kulliyya fray karda budand), and as a result of his natural genero
sity he spent on the hospice all the donations and votive offerings which
were received (bi-muqta$a-yi karam-i dhati ki dashta ast futufcat wa nudhurT
ki rairasida hama garf-i langar inibuda); therein men of carnal passions
achieved their object, and there was no obstacle (to this) (agfrab-i nafs wa
hawas-ra maqgud anja foagil buda wa mahi’-i na); a group of men of genius
(jama*ati az ahl-i Jab*) had come together (mujtami* shuda buda and) and,
having heard instances of his esoteric knowledge (az ma*arif-i way sukhanan
mashanTda and), on account of their carnal passions made use of it (for
their own ends) (az sar-i nafs wa hawa daran ta^arruf mikarda), and made it
the preliminary to preoccupation with the appetites of the carnal soul and
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bi-mushtahhiyyat-i nafs wa i* rajL az mukhalafat-i hawa mlsakhta);

they

lapsed into communism and contempt for the sharl* a and the sunna (dar wadl-yi
iba^iat wa tahawwun bi-sharl* at wa sunnat uftada), but he (i*e., Amir Qasim)
was undefiled by all this (wa way azln hama pak)*

I saw one of his dervishes

an old, wise man, who performed the duties of obedience and was constant in
(the performance of) dhikr and in vigilance, and asked him about Amir Qasim*
He replied, **I met him twice, at Harat and Balkh, and on each occasion, when
I had been with him for a few days, he told me to go back to my native
province, and not to remain among those people, because their company would
corrupt meM (dar miyan-i Irian mabash ki gujpbat-i Irian tu-ra £arar mlkunad)*
Certain pious men used to recount how they had met the Sayyid (Amir Qasim)
in Samarqand;

in the course of his mystical discourse (dar athna-vi an

ma*arifl ki mlguft) he (Amir Qasim) used to speak at length of giddlq-i Akbar
(Abu Bakr);

every time he said **giddlq-i Akbar11 he felt great compassion

(riqqat-i bisyar mlkard), and tears fell in great white drops from his eyes
qafrarat-i ashk-i buzurg-i safld az chashm-i way mlrlkht);

his disciples and

followers used to say, HHe is now in the station of Abu Bakr** (way aknun dar
maqam-i abu bakrlst) (1)*

Other pious men who had enjoyed his society used

to say that they had never seen his equal in natural generosity (karam-i
dhatl).

Some of the people

(1) A*J. Arberry, Sufism, 75,

of Kharjird(in the province of) Jam, who were

states that M a fundamental distinction is drawn

between maqam (station) and ftal (state); briefly, the maqam is a stage of
spiritual attainment on the pilgrim* s progress to God which is the result of
the mystic* s personal effort and endeavour, whereas the fral is a spiritual
mood depending not upon the mystic but upon God*
**The states1*, says alQushairl, »fare gifts; the stations are earnings****•
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shaykh) (dar qabul wa inkar ghaliban az ta*a§gub khalT), used to recount
certain miracles appertaining to this party (ba* ja karamatha ki In fraFifa-ra
mXbashad naql raXkard).

A pious man (* azXzX) whose word is trusted by all,

relates on the authority of certain trustworthy travellers that, as they
were on their way from the holy tomb (turbat) at Jam to the sacred shrine
at !fus, travelling between midnight and dawn (shabglr pagah kard), in the
direction of Kharjird they saw a light rising from the ground and reaching
the sky;

amazed, they wondered what light it was.

The same night they

reached Khar jird, and saw that the light was in the direction of the hospice
(langar) of the Sayyid (Amir Qasim);

when they came to the hospice and

prepared to make the pilgrimage to his tomb (qagd-i ziyarat-i way karda and),
it became apparent that the light was shining from the building housing his
illuminated tomb (marqad-i munawwar-i way), and I have heard from certain
dervishes that turning towards his illuminated tomb brings complete tranquil
lity (tawajjuh bi--marqad-i munawwar-i way mujib-i jam* iyyat-i tarnam ast),
and God knoweth bestJ

Khwaja Nagir al-Don *Ubayd Allah said that Sayyid

Qasim saw Khwaja Baha al-Din near AbXward and associated with him (gu£bat
dashta) and was a follower of his JarXqa (gufT order), and (Sayyid Qasim)
himself was understood to consider himself (a follower) of that frariqa (wa
az way fahm mXshud ki khwud-ra bar an frarTqa mT dasht) (l).

Khwaja Nagir

al-Din ‘Ubayd Allah also reported that Sayyid Qasim used to say that whenever
he arrived at a place, he enquired about the mystics (majdhuban) (2 ) (who

(1) The reference is to the NaqshbandX order, founded by Mu^amnad b. Muhamm
ad Baha al-Din al-BukharX (717-9/1317-89).
Khwaja fUbayd Allah (Khwaja
Aj£Sr)> ^he great Naqshbandi shaykh, died in 893/1488 (see article Nafcshband
in
(2) Majdhub; rtGhez les Soufis, celui que Dieu a Slu et qui
obtient sans aucune peine tous les beinfaitsrt (Dozy, Supp. ar., s. v. ).

lived, there), and. joined their society;

when he arrived at Constantinople,

he asked whether there was a majdhhb there;
Mawlana Janl#

(they replied), a certain

Sayyid Qasim said, that when he went to see him, he recog

nized him, as he had met him during his (Sayyid Qasim*s) period of study
(tah$Il) at Tabriz.

Sayyid Qasim asked him what had happened to him#

He

replied in Turkish (zaban-i rumi ) that every morning when he arose, he was
a man distracted (dar tafraqa uftada), pulled alternately this way and that;
one morning when he arose, something seized hold of him, with the result
that he obtained deliverance fran everything (that had been troubling him)
(mara chXzT furu girift ki az hama khalas shudam).

(Khwaja Na^ir al-Din

‘Ubayd Allah) said that he had heard this story several times from Sayyid
Qasim, and each time he heard it, he was considerably disturbed (mutaghayjrlr);

tears would fall from the Sayyid* s eyes, and it was clear that the

recital of that story greatly affected the Sayyid#••••In 830/1428 someone
wounded the king of the age (padishah-i waqt) in the Masjid-i Jami* at
Harat, and it became known that he (the assailant) had a locked (muqaffal)
house in the hospice (langar) of the Sayyid (Amir Qasim);

on the suspicion

that it was with his (Amir Qasim* s) knowledge (bi-tawahhum-i anki bi-wuquf-i
way buda), they expelled him from the city (i.©#, Amir Qasim) (1);

Amir

Qasim went towards Samarqand and Balkh, and returned from there and lived
at Kharjird-i Jam;

he died in 837/1433-4, and his tomb is situated there

( 2 ).
haft Iqllm also has a notice on Qasim al-Anwar;-

HQadI Ahmad

(Jhaffari in the Tarlkh-i Jahan-Ara relates that he (Qasim-i Anwar) was the

(1) Taking the alternative (and clearly correct) reading az shahr ikhra.j
karaand instead of az shahr *udhr khwastand.
(2) Nafahat al-Uns of Jami
(ed# Nassau Lees, Calcutta 1858), 689-693#
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disciple (murid) of* qu£b al-awliya gadr al-Dln Musa b. Shaykh gafT al—Din,
and that his original name (riam-i a$l-i u ) was MufXn al-Dln *All.

Jami

in the Nafaj^at describes him as a disciple (murid) of Shaykh gadr al-Dxn
•All YamanI; at all events (har taqdxr), in the reign of klrza Shahrukh
he devoted some years to the guidance (irshad) of the sects of God*s ser
vants (firaq-i *ibad) at Harat, and, as a result of the hostility of Mlrza
Baysunqur, went to Transoxiania and spent some time at Samarqand; after
his return he settled in Kharkhiz and Jim and died in 837 A.H. (1433-4)(l).
Although the above accounts are fairly detailed, they do not^ present
a clear picture of events.

The reference to bazzazan (2) and Jaqiya-duz (3)

is interesting as an indication of the class of society in which ££urufl
propaganda was active in Persia.

The ^urufTs were clearly heretics hold

ing antinomian views; they were accused of kufr and zandaqa (4).

The con

nexion of Ahmad the Lur with the £urufls is not proved; Mawlana Ma'ruf
only implicated the #urufTs under torture, and the members of the ^urufT
sect who were arrested, although under torture they admitted to conspiring
against the life of Shahrukh, asserted that Aj?mad Lur had anticipated
their design (5).

The position of Mawlana Ma^ruf himself is obscure.

According to the Majalis al-*Ushshaq, however, three years after the attack
on Shahrukh (i. e., in 823/1429), klrzat Juki amd Mir £Truzshah were sent to
Kharjird to tender an apology to Qasim al-Anwar, as it had been discovered
that the disciples of Mawlana Fa<jil Allah £EurufX had been responsible for

(1) BM. Add. 16734, 502a-b.
(2) p. 107 above.

Kharkhiz is apparently an error for Kharjird.

(3) p. 108 above.

(4) For a discussion of the signifi

cance of these terms see B. Lewis, Some observations on the significance of
Heresy in the History of Islam, in Studia Islamica 1953, i, 54 ff.
(5) p. 112 above.

the attempt on Shahrukh1 s life (chun ma*lum shud ki kard zadan az pTsfr-i
murldan-i mawlana fadl allah hurufl buda) (1 ).
As regards Qasim-i Anwar, it has been established with some certainty
that he obtained his early spiritual training first at the hands of the
gafawid shaykh §adr al-Don Musa b. §afT al-Doh, and then under Shaykh §>adr
al-Din Yamani; he then went from Sdharbayjan to Harat, where he engaged in
irshad (the spiritual guidance of his disciples); his disciples included
Hthe majority of the nobles and great men of Khurasan" (2), and the great
power which he rapidly acquired was undoubtedly the principal cause of the
hostility of Mlrza Baysunqur b. Shahrukh, who welcomed the events of 850 A»H.
as an opportunity to expel him from Harat (3).

According to the Majalis

al-'Ushshaq, when Qasim al-Anwar left Harat for Samarqand, people lined
the route all the way from the Darb-i 'Iraq to the end of the khiyaban (4 )^
Qasim al-Anwar was received with great honour at Samarqand by Ulugh Beg b.
Shahrukh, who professed himself to be his disciple3 and he held a position
of great honour and influence during his stay in that region (5 )*
The nature of his religious teaching is less clear.

Browne observes

that Hthere is therefore good reason to suspect that Qasimu*1-Anwar was at
any rate something of an antinomian, even if he had not some quasi-political
relation witn the Shl'ite partisans of the still uncrowned §afaw!s, or with
the still more irreconcilable £urufT heretics" (6 ).
_

It is difficult to

_

believe, hov/ever, that if Qasim al-Anwar had openly preached "coranunism and
contempt for the Holy Law and the Sunna" (7), he would have been held in
(1) f. 123a.

(2) See p. 114 above.

(5) See pp. 114-5 above.

(3) See p. 114 above.

(6 ) Browne, iii, 475.
v
y

(4) f. 122b.

(7) See pp. 115-6 above.
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such high esteem by Shahrukh and Ulugh Beg*

For a professing Muslim to

hold beliefs contrary to the central dogmas of Islam would be to place
himself beyond the pale of Islam and to lay himself open to a charge of
zandaqa (1)*

To follow communistic practices (ibaj^at) would, moreover, be

a threat to the existing political institution, and would invite repression
(2)#

professor B. Lewis, referring to Ottoman Turkey and gafawid Persia,

states, "the followers of the doctrines and practices which threatened the
state, the dynasty or the fabric of society were outlawed rnd repressed#
Others - be they as remote from Islam as the Nusairis, Druzes and Yazidis -

>vw • ' ■
»

n

c were accorded tolerance, and even allowed the name and status of Muslims”

(3)*

On the other hand, we have Jaml’s statement that most of the people

he had met who professed to be disciples of Qasim al-Anwar "were beyond the
pale of the Islamic faith" (4)*

In explanation of this, Jam! expresses the

opinion that Qasim al-Anwar* s excessive absorption with the nature of the
Divine Unity, and his readiness to range over the field of speculation and
enquiry, enabled unscrupulous people to pervert his esoteric teachings for
their own purposes and to lapse into communistic practices and contempt for
the sharl* a and the sunna*

Qasim al-Anwar himself was not only innocent of

these practices, but was aware of the corrupting influence exercised by his

(1) See Professor B* Lewis, op* cit*, 56. (2) cf. in pre-Islamic times the
history of the Mazdakite movement during the reigns of Qubad b* Flruz (48798 and. 501—31) and Anushirwan (551—78)*
The movement was savagely suppress
ed not only because Mazdak was a zindxq, i* e*, a heretic who disavowed the
basic tenets of the orthodox religion, but more particularly because he
preached the doctrine of ibaj^at, and therefore constituted a threat to the
security of the state (see the Farshama of Ibn al-Balkhi (G%jtf*S* ), 23:
84ff*
(3) op* cit* , 61^2* (4 ) see p* 116 above*

followers on •*orthodox1* giufTs (1 )*
In addition to being suspected of having a connexion with the $urufTs,
Qasim al-Anwar is Ulso alleged

to have been a

farTqa or giufT order (2)*

appears to have been a regular practice of

It

follower of theNaqshbandX

Qasim al-Anwar to establish contact with §ufl circlesin any town which he
happened to be visiting (3)* <^

i;

'

I

*

9j /
L b

During the same period that Qasim al-Anwar was actively engaged in
I
_
irshad at Harat, Khwaja *All, head of the gafawid order from 1391 to 1427,
visited Dizful and converted the people of that town to ShX*ite beliefs.
Khwaja *Ali was advised in a dream by the Imam Muhammad Taqi that the con
gregation of Dizful had fallen into error (jama*at-i dizful az rah-i hidayat
munfoarif gashta bi-jLalalat uftada and), and was ordered to direct them on to
the path of divine guidance (tu-ra farmah dadam ki Xshan-ra bi-rah-i
hidgyat dalalat kun).

At first the people of Dizful scoffed at Khwaja

•All’s direction (az dalalat-i man bazicha amad), but the latter again saw
the Imam in a dream, and was empowered by God and by the prayers of dervish
es (bi-farmah-i ilahX wa bi-du4a-yi darwxshan) to cause a miraculous stop
page of the source of Dizful* s water supply.

The water remained cut off

for eleven days, and the people of Dizful then believed in the Shaykh (
Khwaja 4All) (Tman awardand) and accepted the precepts of the shari4at and,
being absolved from their unbelief and heresy (az kufr wa zandaqa tabarra
namuda), affirmed their belief in the wilayat, khilafat wa wigayat of 4All
(4 ).
The visit of Khwaja 4All to Dizful appears to have been an isolate
instance of gafawid propaganda in southern Persia;
a stronghold of Sunnism.

Pars was traditionally

In Khuzistan, however, on the borders of 4Iraq-i

(The footnotes to this page will be found on p. 124).
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(1) See p. 117 above.
(2) See p. 118 and n. 1.
(3) See pp. 118-9 above.
(4) SN* 46.
The NizarX Isma'XIXs hold that "wilaya as a rank, is
superior to nubuwwa. for the light of nubuwwa, is inferior to the light of
wilaya" (A. A. A. Fyzee, A ShX'ite Creed, 97 ru ). "The word wa^X is
untranslateable in English, except in a legal context, where "executor"
is an exact rendering.
"plenipotentiary" or "vicegerent" may also be
used in certain cases.
It has in ShX'itic works the following chief
attributes; (1)
wa$X is a person who is, by the command of Allah,
specially instructed and authorized by the nabX to perform certain acts.
These are considered to be the commands of the nabX and the duties of the
wagX.

(2)

During the lifetime of the nabX, the wa§X holds a position

next after him as vicegerent (W. Iwanow; A Greed of the Fatimids, Bombay
1936, para 31); and for particular religious and political functions, he a
acts as his plenipotentiary.

(3)

After the death of the nabX, the

wa$X is his khalXfa (successor), his executor and the leader of the
community, being the most excellent of men after the prophet (iwanow,
op. cit. , para 31).
The distinction between him and the Imam is that
the latter has not had the advantage of personal intimacy and direct
instruction from the nabX (Kalam-i pXr (ed. Iwanow), Bombay 1935, 20);
although in the absence of the nabX, the wagX and the Imam have similar
powers.
Thus wagX is superior to imam, 'All* being superior to all
Imams (iwanow, A Creed of the Fatimids, paras. 35-6". (Fyzee, A ShX'ite
Creed, 92 n. ).
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extreme Shi* ite - flavour.

The yabib al-Siyar states that a community

(jama* atX) of the Arabs of JazXra, known as Musha* sha*, assert the divinity (
uluhiwat ) of *AlX (shah-i wiiayat);

it is related that, after the rapid

performance of a form of religious worship which is usual to them (baVd az
mubadarat bi-*IbadatT ki ma*hud-i an qawm ast), they enter such an (ecstatic)
state that in that condition swords and arrows have absolutely no effect on
them, so that they bury the hilt of a sword in the ground, place the point
against their stomach, and press forcibly upon it, uttering the words *All
Allah* until the sword is either bent like a bow or breaks.
(foakim) of that tribe (frayifa) is generally a sayyid (1).

The governor
At the time of

the conquest of Baghdad by Ismael I (914/1508), $awxza was the capital
(dar al-mulk) of the Musha* sha* rulers (2)*

"Their activities can be

traced from A.D. 1436 down to our own'times" (3).

Thus the establishment

of the Musha* sha* family at £awXza occurred during the period when Khwaja
*AlX was head of the gafawid order (1427-47).
The founder of the dynasty, Sayyid Muhammad b. Fala^, was the author
of a book entitled Kalam-i Mahdi, which "confirms his Mahdism, aixl uses the
regular terminology of the esoteric sects.
more extreme than those of his father.

The ideas of Sayyid *AlX were

According to the Madjalis he

claimed to be the incarnation of *AlX and the Divinity himself (da* wll-yi
khuda’X ).

After the capture of Baghdad by Isma*II in 914/1508-9, the

Musha*sha* sayyids presented themselves before him, but Isma*XI had them
executed on the denunciation of their rivals of Dizful (the Ra*nashX shaykhs),
who accused them of following the heresy of their uncle *AlX.

(1) HS. iii/4, 50.

(2) ibid., 50.

(3) TM. 112.

Fala^ b. Mu£sii

regained ^awiza after the departure of Isma'Tl, and he and his successors
remained loyal to the gafawids during the reigns of Isma'Tl and !J!ahmasp.
Sayyid Mubarak, who succeeded at £LawIza in 999/1590, introduced Ithna
*AsharT teaching, and assumed the rank of khan, with the title of wall-yi
4arabistan-i

hawXza.

"The part played by £awxza in the south of Persia

is like that of Ardabil in the north.

The gafawids reduced this rival

centre and reaped the benefit of its earlier successes."

Professor

Minorsky also states that Musha'sha* coins (called hawXza) play an impor
tant part in the rites of the Ahl-i £iaqq, and this indirect^ suggests hands
linxing the esoteric mystic sects.

It is possible, he says, that the old

heresy of the Musha'sha*, though officially condemned, persisted among the
limited circle of the ’faithful* (2 ).
^\ !

-■ihe Tlmurid rulers were accounted champions of orthodox Islam.

Under Shahrukh there was an attempt to return to orthodoxy after the period
of Turco—Mongo 1 occupation, during which the yas~a and customary laws con
trary to Qur*anic practice had been superimposed on Islamic law.

An

attempt was made to exalt Shahrukh as an "Islamic ruler", and to subordi
nate the secular power to the dictates of the religious class (3).

In

344/1440-1 Shahrukh placed an interdict on the drinking of wine by princes
of the royal house, and personally superintended the destruction of taverns
(sujX-khana), the pouring away of wine and all kinds of intoxicating liquor
(aqsam-i khamr), and the demolition of places of entertainment prohibited
by divine law (4).

In 85o/l446 Shaykh 4Abd al-Wahhab giddlqx arrived at

£fcahrukh*s camp to claim the revenue of the awqaf of those blessed abodes
(Mecca and Medina) (mufralaba-yi wujuh-i awqaf-i an biqa'-i mubarak minamud)
(5).

In 325/1421 Ibrahim b. Shahrukh invaded Khuzistan, after the rulers

(1) See Article MUSEiA*3HA 4 by professor Minorsky in El 1.
loc. cit.
ii, 95-6.

(2) Minorsky,

(5) J. Aubin, Deux sayyids de Bam au XVe sitecle, 483-4.
(5) MS. ii/2 , 868 .

(4) Shar.

(£ukkam) of that province had failed to discharge their obligation to pay
taxes and famish contingents to the army of Pars*

*

Ibrahim conquered the

province, and the practices of (religious) innovation (rusum-i bid*at) and
evil institutions ( qawa* id-i fasad) ceased (bar uftad), and Ibrahim streng
thened the foundations of religion and the state (asas-i din wa dawlat
istihkam dad) (1).

;

This points to the existence of heterodox elements in

Khusistan even before the Musha* sha* rulers established themselves there.
Of the fTmurid rulers, Shahrukh particularly took great pains to be
in accord with popular sentiment in matters of religion.

Before every

campaign he communed with local holy men throughout Khurasan, and visited
the tombs of saints to invoke their blessings on his actions.

On several

occasions he made the pilgrimage to the shrine of the ShX*ite Imam Ri^La
at Mashhad (2).

Gawhar Shad, the wife of Shahrukh, "provided the money

for building adjacent to the 3hrine a magnificent mosque, which is known
by her name still, the Masjid-i Gauhar Shad, and has been called ’the
noblest mosque in Central Asia,w (3).

At Harat Shahrukh constructed a

splendid building over the tomb (margad) of the lfplr of HaratH, Khwaja
*Abd Allah Angari (4).
Abu* 1-Qasim Babur b. Baysunqur b. Shahrukh, although professing to be
a follower of the orthodox Sunni school of Abu $anifa (5), showed great
interest in gufT teaching and practice.

In 861/1456-7, while Abu*1-Qasim

Babur was at Mashhad, he was visited from Sabs awar by Baba *AlX Khwush Mardan,
who was a darwish clothed
(1)

ii/^-* 471.

in piety (taqwa-shi*ar), versed in the stages

(2) His pilgrimage from Harat to Mashhad in 842/1438-9

was one such occasion (Shar. ii, 95).
175.

(4) Shar. ii, 87.

(3) Donaldson, The ShT*ite Religion,

(5) MS. ii/2, 1118; man bar frarxq-i sunnat w a

jama* at basham, w a madhhab-i imam-i a*£am abu hanifa dar am.

of gnosis (waqif-i mawaqif-i 4irfan), a traveller on the path of certitude
(salik-i masalik-i Xqan); Abu*1-Qasim Babur treated him with great favcur
and respect, and granted all his requests (janT4-i multamasat-i ura bar
waqf-i dilkhwah foukm farmud).

Abu' 1-Qasim Babur was also visited by Shaykh

Sadr al-Dan Muhainmad al-RawasI (1), and from Khwarazm by Uzun gufT* who
for years had lived in the society (gu]?bat) of Khwaja Abu* l-Wafiu

Abu'l-

Qasim bestowed on the latter his patronage, favour, and protection, and
granted him an in4aim

Uzun §>ufT was included among the guests at a banquet

given by A m r Shaykh Abu Sa*id for Abu* 1-Qasim Babur; the latter seated
Uzun §>ufl near the royal seat (masnad), and questioned him on various topics
(sukhanan pursTd); he perceived him to be well-versed (gahib-i wuquf ) in
the esoteric discourse and anecdotes (lit,, kalamat-i shawq-angXz wa
hikayat-i muwaddat-amlz) of the men of God (ahl Allah), and his belief
(i 4tiqad) in him was increased (2).

That year rustics from all parts of

the world (&z a^raf-i 4alam) were assembled at Mashhad, and the gadr-i mu 4aggam Shaykhzada Pir Qiwam had full and privileged access to the royal presence
(dar hajrat-i salfranat rah wa rasm-i tamam dasht), manifested a desire for
the company of the mystics (majdhnban), and urged Abu'l Qasim Babur (janab-i
padishahX) (to follow suit); on several occasions he presented this commu
nity (jama1 at) in the royal assembly (dar majlis-i humayun), and Abu* 1-Qasim
(hajrat-i sal^anat) took a proper part in their religious exercises (chunanchi bayad bi-hal-i Tshan pardakht); but as king and beggar are as one in
the eyes of that community (jama4at), what can they know of the etiquette
governing intercourse "with princes, and how can they carry out its formalities?
Although Shaykhzada pXr Qiwam was anxious that the candle of the illuminated
intellect of those (devotees) consumed by their intimacy (with God)

(1) Died 371/1466-7; see HS. iii/3, 197.

(2) MS. ii/2, 1110-11.

(sukhtagah-i guhbat) should he kindled (dar gxrad), and that the tone of
the meeting should become more agreeable (gurat-i an majlis naqsh-i
mulayimx padhxrad), he was not successful (1).

Abu* 1-Qasim1 s interest in

gufism did not cause him to deviate from the strict path of Sunnism.

Al

though he had received into his heart and soul the he art-soothing words
of dervishes, he did not depart one iota from the fundamental beliefs and
essential law of the faith of his exalted ancestors (bli anki sukhanan-i dilnishan-i darwishan-ra bi-jarian qabul karda bud aglan wa qafr'an az 'aqXdayi fi-frx wa rawish-i jibillx wa madhhab-i aba*-i *igam wa ajdad-i kiram
'udul nanamud) (2 ).
There seems to have been marked gufT activity in Khurasan during the
reign of Abu* 1-Qasim Babur;

in addition to the events at Mashhad recounted

above, there was also religious ferment at Harat.

At Mashhad the gufTs

seem to have tried to acquire a position of influence over Abu* 1-Qasim Babur
through the medium of the gadr, who was sympathetic towards the gufxs;

at

Harat gufTs engaged in activities which were even more clearly of a political
nature.
Harat;

In 860/1455-6 Mawlana Shams al-Dxn Muhammad 'Arab was expelled from
he was a dervish of excellent character, who kept his reputation

relatively unsullied by worldly interests, but he was ambitious for power.
(riyasat-juy), and had a seductive tongue (sukhan-i farxbanda dasht).

The

people of Harat had considerable faith in him (dar bara-yi u i*tiqadx dashtand);

he was constantly walking round the streets and bazaars;

he asked

questions of and made himself agreeable to everyone whom he met (bi-har kas
mxrasxd dar maqam—i pursish wa dil—ju*T mxbud), and his ambition was to make

(1) MS. ii/2, 1111.

(2)ibid», 1118.

the great men of the world and the eminent men of the age his followers andB
obedient to him (khwahan-i anki akabir-i jahan wa mafakhir-i zaman muttaqidB
wa munqad-i u bashand);

he followed this course for sane time during the

reign of Shahrukh, and continued to do so under the princes (i. e# , the

|f
1

various Tunurid princes -vdio disputed with one another about the succession I
to Shahrukh*s empire), and made day alternate with night (ruzT bi-shab ml
award).

I

When J^Crza Abu* 1-Qasim Babur became established on the throne, thel

Mawlana thought that that monarch would turn his attention to his (the

I

Mawlana* g) affairs to an ever increasing degree (ziyadat az ziyadat multafita^iwal-i u khwahad bud), but he (Abu* 1-Qasim) did not show the slightest
desire for the Mawlana* s company (aglan wa qaf'an mayl-i §u£bat-i mawlawl
nafarmud).

The Mawlana, moved by the evil suggestions of Satan, and pranpt«

ed by the lusts of the flesh, determined to make great efforts to bring
about a change of ruler (dar taghyxr-i dawlat sa*y-i baJLlgh namayad) and to
make people averse (to the existing ruler) (laardum-ra mutanaffir sazad), in
the hopes that ‘Ala* al-Dawla would return to Khurasan.

He called men

towards Mirza ’Ala* al-Dawla, and instilled in them a desire far his rule,
and turned them away from the dominion of Abu* 1-Qasim (mardum-ra bi-.janib-i
mirza *ala* al-dawla da* wat manamud wa bi-salfranat-i u targhTb mTfarnnld wa
az dawlat-i abu* 1 -qasim mutanaffir mlsakht), and spread lying rumours in
every direction (az har Jaraf awaza-yi durughl dar mT andakht).

Meanwhile

a certain Sayyid •Abd Allah arrived in Khurasan from Luristan in the guise
of a soldier (dar shTwa-yi sipahiyan), and became an accomplice (hamdastan)
of the Mawlana.

At this juncture a man who had come as a spy from Mirza

•Ala* al-Dawla, with letters for the Sayyid and the Mawlana, was seized;
when an account of these events reached Mirza Abu*l-Qasim, and &e ascer
tained the true position after investigation and inquiry, Mawlana Muhammad
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hanged (1).
Despite the Sunnism of the TiU^rih rulers themselves, the growth of
Shi* ism in Khurasan, particularly at Harat, during the 14th and 15th cent
uries, has already been noted (2)*

The principal factors contributing to

this growth were the activities of gafawid propagandists in Khurasan, and
the transfer to Khurasan by the Timurids themselves of Turkoman tribesmen
who were probably imbued with the ShX'ite beliefs of the Qara Qoyunlu.

On

several occasions the fervour of individual Shi*is provoked reprisals on the
part of the Timurid rulers.

For instance, in 860/1455-6 a certain g[asan

Siparbaf, who was actually an Isma*TIT (sab*i shT*X)> was executed at Harat
for reviling the caliphs Abu Bakr and *Umar (sabb-i shaykhayn) (3).

A

person wishing to settle a personal grudge could secure the discomfiture or
removal of his enemy by accusi. ng him of Shi* ite practices.

For instance,

in 342/1438 Khwaja Sayyid *AlX Mihna’i, who was at enmity with Sayyid Zayn
al-*Abidin, got the latter scourged on a charge of having openly (bar sabXIi *alaniyya) cursed Abu Bakr and *Umar (4).

In 873/1468-9 Miraa Suljan

gusayn established himself firmly on the throne of Khurasan;

since he had

for some time moved around in the outlying districts of the kingdom (i. e.,
Khurasan) (chun..». chandgah dar ajraf-i mamlikat Jawaf namud), and the
excellence of his faith was not apparent to the people, a group of persons of
distorted vision (kaj-na^aran) came to believe that he would have a strong
predilection and excessive inclination for Shi*ism (nayl wa ghuluww-i *agim
dar madhhab-i rafj. wa tashayyu* khwahad dasht), and would wholly abandon the
approved path of the ahl-i sunna and the jama* at.

(1) iuS. ii/2, 1093-9.
(4) ibid., 715-6.

(2) See p. 99 ff. above.

To begin with, they made

(3) MS. ii/2, 1101.
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great efforts (sa*y-i ballgh namudand) to have the khujba (read) from the
pulpits of Islam embellished with the names of the twelve Imams, and the
revered names of the Horthodox" caliphs (khulafa-yi rashidln) omitted*
When MXrza Suljan gusayn became aware of this desire (da*iya), and this
subject was one of the greatest religious importance (In ma*nT az *agayim-i
umur-i din! bud), he sent a group of amirs and gadrs to the assembly (majlis) of Mawlana Nur al-Milla wa* 1-Din *Abd al-Ragman al-Jaml (1) to discover
the truth of it (jihat-i istikshaf-i ^aqlqat-i an), because he (Mlrza
Suljan gusayn) did not have the same devoted attachment to and faith in any
of the distinguished noblemen (khawa^g-i kuramal) and mu£aqqiqs of the age
that he had in that exemplar of men of knowledge (arbab-i danish) and people
of insight (agjiab-i banish).

Jam! emphatically (bi-mubalagha) forbade the

alteration of the ancient rite (taghylr-i qa* ida-yi qadlm) or contravention
of the former (religious) path (mukhalafat-i farlqa-yi salaf).

Mlrza

Sul fan gusayn showed his displeasure towards that community which was
endeavouring (to secure the introduction of Shi* I practices) (bar an .jama*at
ki sa*I budand qahr karda), and instituted the khujba in accordance with the
usual practice (khufba-ra bi-dastur-i ma*hua ta*yln namud).

Sayyid ‘All

Waj^id al-*Ayn from Qayin in Quhistan, who used to engage in preaching (biwa* g ishtighal ralnamud), and was an extreme Shi*I (dar janib-i rafd bi-ghiyat ghall bud), entered the pulpit of Islam in the oratory (namazgah) on the
*Td-i A$?-a, and began to speak in support of the ShT*I creed and to abuse the
ahl-i sunnat (dar taqwiyat-i madhhab-i shl* a wa manqa§at-i ahl-i sunnat
sukhanan aghaz kard).

Zealots (muta* aggib an) among the ahl-i sunnat and

jama* at, seething with anger (dar jush araada), shouted out, and rushed out

(1) Browne, iii, 507, quotes Babur’s observation that "in exoteric and eso
teric learning there was none equal to him in that time"*
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n*of the oratory to inform Mirza Sulfan ^usayru

The latter flew into a rage,

and despatched men to pull Sayyid *AlX down from the pulpit with the great
est ignominy (b i-khwarX-yi harchi tamamtar) (1 )•
The ffabTb al-Siyar states that after his accession to the throne on
10 Ramadan 873/24 March 1469, Mirza Sulfan ^usayn1 caused to be put into
effect orders, which were of necessity obeyed, concerning the strengthening
of the pillars of the luminous sharX* at and the canons of the pure faith
(dar taqwiyat-i arkan-i sharXtat-i gharra wa istifokara-i qawatid-i afrkam-i
millat-i bayja faramXn-i raufa* a bi-nifadh anjaraXd), and made great efforts
and displayed great zeal in the matter of the welfare of sadat, qu£at,
fu£ala, and arbab-i dars wa fatwi-i

and since the victorious khaqan (Mjfza

Sulfan §usayn) always committed himself unreservedly to love of the ahl-i
bayt of the Lord of Mankind (i.e. , Muhammad) and of the chosen ones of,
"Surely Allah1 s wish is but to remove uncleanness far from you, 0 Polk of
the Household, and cleanse you with a thorough cleansing" (2), and no other
thought but love and affection for the pure family of the Seal of the
prophets ever imprinted itself upon his mind, at the time when he became
established on the throne of Khurasan, and the light of his religious zeal
shone over the confines of the kingdom, his sharX* at-illuminating judgement
decreed that the khufba and the coinage should be embellished with the
names and titles of the immaculate Imams;

he published the report and fame

of this to the farthest horizons, and caused the rumour of the renewal of
the institutions of the law of the B & m Hashim (awaza—yi tajdXd—i qawa* id—i
sharx* at-i b a m hashimi) to surpass the seventh heaven;

but a group of

#anafX zealots, who at that time at Harat were the subject of great honour

(1) MS* ii/2, 1391—2*

33, 33*
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throne and spoke (to Mlrza Suljan gusayn) on "the subject of attaching
greater weight to the practices of the ahl-i sunnat (dar bab-i tarjlh-i
rusum-i ahl-i sunnat sukhanan gufta), and forbade him to make changes in
the khujbg.

Since the occasion did not permit of a rejection of their re

quest (chun mahall muqtada-yi *adam-qabul-i iltimas-i ahjama* at nabud), on
the day of the *ld-i FLJr the

khajlb read the khujba in the old way (khajTb

bi-dastur-i plshtar zaban bi-qara* at-i khujba gusEud). (1 ).
These incidents at Harat are of the utmost significance; according to
the account of the Majla*-i Sa'dayn, Mlrza Suljan gusayn was suspected of
ShTite sympathies, and this alone is an indication of the religious climate
then prevailing in Khurasan.

The fact that he did not at once refuse to

entertain the idea of including the names of the twelve Imams in the khujba,
but thought it necessary to take advice on the subject, shows that there
was some justification for the belief that he was sympathetic towards the
ShT*Ts, and probably indicates a desire on the part of Mlrza Suljan gusayn
to accommodate popular religious opinion.

According to the gabTb al-Siyar,

kTrza Suljan gusayn actually issued the decrees requiring the inclusion of
the names of the Imams in the

khujba, and only reversed his decision in

face of the opposition of the Sunni (ganafT) *ulama>
The available evidence suggests that the conflict between Sunni and
Shi*I at Harat during the Tlrnurid period was more bitter than in other towns
in Persia (2), and the continuance of this conflict under the early gafawids
found expression in persecution and counter-persecution.

On the establish

ment of the gafawid regime in Adharbayjan, many irreconcilable Sunni *ulama

(1) HS* iii/3, 216.

(2) See p. 131 above.
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at Harat a quarter of a century after the gafawid occupation of Khurasan
was no doubt due in considerable measure to the support and encouragement
given to the Sunnis by the Uzbegs, who on numerous occasions occupied the
city*

IXiring the persecution of ShI*Is which attended Uzbeg occupation,

not only do Sunnis seem frequently to have preferred a charge of Shi*ism as
a means of securing the downfall of a personal enemy, but many of the Sunnis
themselves fell victim to the Uzbeg greed for loot and were put to death
after being falsely accused of Shiism*

For instance, in 935/1528-9 the

wicked Uzbegs and Samarqandl exiles (ashrar-i uzbeuiiyya wa khgwarij-i
Samarq&fidiyya) stretched forth the hand of oppression and tyranny against
Turk and Persian, against (men) both far and near, and (an example of) the
acts committed at that time by that imperfect body of men (qawm-i n at amam)
is that if they suspected any of the people of Harat of possessing a little
wealth (andak jihatl), they seized him and hauled him before a qa$I, and
said, ,fthis man in the time of the qizilbash cursed the Companions of the
prophet’*, and that wretch (badbakht) (i.e., the qajX), without investigating
the case, as soon as he heard the glgha-yi shahadat (formula used in the
attestation of evidence) from those two lying miscreants, gave the command for
his execution, and the muhtasibs dragged him, though innocent, to the maycian
of Harat, and put him to death after the manner of thieves;

many zealous

Sunnis, who on account of their money were declared to be Shi* Is, were put to
death at that time, and many indigent Shi*Is and hatless mullas (mawaliyan-i
-taj) were saved by their lack of riches (2).

Again, in 942/1535-6* *Ubayd

Khan conquered Khurasan, and killed any ghazls and tabarra1 iyan whom he found;

(1) See p. 92 above*

(2) AT. 222.

after the capture of Harat, at the command of that irreligious khan (khan-i
bX-iman). every-day in the market-place at Harat five or six people were
put to death for Shi* ism on the word of ignorant men (bi-aqwal-i juhhal),
and impious villagers (rusta* iyan-i bX-diyanat) and treacherous townsmen
seized anyone with whom they were at enmity, and took him before a qajX,
saying, Hthis man in the time of the qizilbash cursed Abu Bakr and ‘Umar
and *UthmanH.

On the word of two ignorant witnesses, the qa$X gave the

command for the execution of that victim of persecution (ma^lum), and the
latter was dragged to the market-place and put to death (1).
In 934/1527-8, when ‘Ubayd Allah Khan laid siege to Harat, gusayn
Khan (who commanded the qizilbash garrison) and the arbab and kalantars (of
Harat) had no course but to expel from the city, without their families and
children, and without money or food (* arX az jihat wa ghallat), members of
the middle classes (awsafr al-rias) and persons who were not publicly known
to be ShX'Ts (anani ki bi tashayyu* shuhrat nadarand), and to add their
supplies of food to the (general) store of provisions (adhuq-i Xshan-ra
j.amXma-yi dhakhXra sazand);

for this purpose stem ghazXs were appointed,

and they expelled them all;

the result was that the interior of the city

was so emptied of its population that in the bazaar no member of the populace
was to be seen (az ra* aya wa shahrX kasX bi-nagar dar namx amad) (2)#
The proclamation at TabrXz in 907/1501-2 of the ShX'X formula wa *alX
wall allah, which at first sight seemed to constitute an abrupt and revolut
ionary transition from Sunnism to ShX'ism, may in fact not have been the
arbitrary action it is generally supposed to have been*

On the contrary,

in areas in which gafawid propagandists had been active for over a century,
and in which the presence of Qara Qoyunlu Turkomans had ensured the

(1) AT. 272.

(2) ibid. , 207*
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creed may to some extent have represented a formal recognition of a situation
which already existed.

At Harat, the presence of Qasim al-Anwar is an

indication of the dissemination of antinomian ideas, whether or not these
were related to the establishment of the gafawid dynasty;

the activity of

the disciples of Fagl Allah AstarabadX is evidence of the propagation of the
even more unorthodox gurufT doctrines.

gufi organizations flourished in

Khurasan under the Timurids, and in 861/1457 gufTs from all parts assembled
at Mashhad.

Here again is evidence of the prevalence of heterodoxy, though

not necessarily tinged with Shi* ism.

It has already been noted that the

gadr of Abu* 1-Qasim Babur was a gufT (1).

There is evidence that Shi* is

were active at Harat under Suljan gusayn Mirza, but the most illuminating
indication of the religious climate prevailing in Khurasan is contained in
the account of that ruler* s struggle with Yadigar Muhammad for control of
the province.

In spite of the fact that the Timurid rulers were renowned

as champions of orthodoxy - even Abu* 1-Qasim Babur, who dabbled in r^ystioism,
was not deflected from the path of orthodoxy - it was apparently possible
for a group of Shi* is at Harat to command credence for their assertion that
Mlrza Suljan gusayn was not only sympathetic towards the Shi* a but would be
found to be deeply committed to their doctrines.

Further, according to one

source, Suljan gusayn Mlrza actually introduced the names of the Imama into
the khujba (2).
The religious climate of Persia in 1500, though doubtless still
predominantly Sunni as far as the official religious classes were concerned,
must as regards the bulk of the population have been affected to a consider
able degree by the heterodox influences mentioned above.

(1) See pp. 128-9 above.

(2) See p. 133 above.

Hence the
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necessitate, as regards a considerable proportion of the population, a
outlook.

If this contention is correct, the

statement by gasan Rumlu that **at that time the people had no knowledge of
the precepts of the Ja*farT creed*1, clearly requires considerable qualific
ation.

His further observation, that there was a dearth of books on ShPX

jurisprudence, is more understandable.

The gafawid da* wa, like the prop

aganda of other heterodox movements, was doubtless to a large extent dis
seminated orally, and, in territory in which Sunnism was still the official
creed, it would have been rash to have harboured or distributed books or
other material of a ShX'ite flavour*

On the other hand, it is impossible

to believe that the people ofv"Adharbayjan **had no knowledge*1 of the Ithna
*AsharX creed*

Professor Minorsky quotes Suljan Qull, the grandson of

Alwand b. Iskandar Qara Qoyunlu, who went to India and founded the ShX'X
dynasty of the Qujbshahs of the Golconda (1), as saying that **the Duodeciman
creed was not inaugurated by the gafawids, but that his family had professed
it even at the time of Qara-MujjLaznmad and Qara iHsuf**.

Professor Minorsky

goes so far as to say that **even if the Ahl-i gaqq doctrines were not a kind
of state-religion under the Qara Qoyunlu, they may have developed in the
favourable climate of unorthodoxy which prevailed under the sultans of the
Black Sheep (2).

On the other hand, Rabino, commenting on the religious

formulae found on Qara Qoyunlu coins, states:-

Hon the obverse appear, as

a rule, the kalima (rarely the ShX* a formula, which is found only on the
coins of Jahanshah struck at Damavand, Shiraz and £azvXn, and always with

(1) Tavemier, 161.
xvi/1954, 276.

(2) Jihan-shah Qara Qoyunlu and his poetry, in BSOAS.

- 139 the names of the caliphs) and the names of the caliphs with or without
titles:

(for instance)

j

(or)

.(i)

J s

It is clear, however, that the Qara Qoyunlu at least sympathised with
V,
the ShX*a, and ShT'X doctrines, therefore, could not have been completely
unknown in Adharbayjan, which was the seat of Qara Qoyunlu power*

Perhaps

£asan Rumlu*s statement should be understood to mean that the people, though
familiar with the general ideas of the Ithna *Ashariyya and other heterodox
sects, had no knowledge of the formal doctrines of Horthodox" ShT* ism as
expounded by the mujtahids of the later gafwwid period*

As far as Isrna'H

was concerned, the devotion of his followers to him as their imirshid was
simply extended to embrace reverence for him as their ruler and imam*
In 856/1452-3, Jahanshah opened his campaign for the conquest of 'Iraq
and pars by occupying Sawa, "which is the key to *Iraq-i 'Ajam*, and Qum;
there is evidence that the Qara Qoyunlu were welcomed by some elements at
least of the population of *Iraq-i •Ajam, and that the Tlmurids were
unpopular governors*

At Sawa, the Timurid governor Shaykh 'All Bahadur had

extorted large sums (mufralabat-i *anlf) from the people, and the latter
appealed for help to the Qara Qoyunlu forces which were in the district (2).
Similarly, at Qum, the Timurid governor DarwXsh ‘All had abused his position
and had not conducted himself in a proper manner (ma<ash bi-qa* ida panamujj),
although he had been bora and brought up at Qum (3).

(1) Rabino, 110*

At Qum, certain

(2) Sawa was taken by AmXr Shahsawar, the Qara Qoyunlu

governor of Suljahiyya (j. Aubin, Deux sayyids etc* , 431 and n* 3)*
MS. ii/2, 1038.

(3)
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after the latter had

met with sane resistance, a Hgroup of traitors" (jam*X ghaddar) sided with
the Turkomans (ba tarakima yar shuda) and admitted them to the city (1)#
Qum was handed over to the Turkomans by Khwaja Nipam al-Dxn Ya^ya QumT on
1 Jumada II 856/19 June 1452*

Jurbadaqan fell on 25th July (2)#

At

(3)
Isfahan, two citizens of note, Ra*Ts Qufb al-Din Warzana’i and Khwaja
Mahmud gaydar, together with certain notables (akabir ) of Chahar Danga and
Du Danga, handed over the city to Jahanshah, "thereby opening upon themselves
the gates of affliction and calamity" (4)*

Abu’l-Qasim Babur had apparently

tried, without success, to render himself persona grata with the Shi* ite
nobility of Isfahan by confirming an order of Sultan Muhammad b, Baysunqur in
favour of the ^usayni sayyids of Isfahan, who constituted one of the leading
Shi* ite families there (5).

Abarquh had to be taken by siege, but the

whole of *Iraq-i *Ajam and Fairs, which had been in Timur id possession for
nearly eighty years, was overrun in the space of a few months by the Qara
Qoyunlu forces under Jahanshah and his son F ± r Budaq.

Certain hostile

elements at Isfahan were executed by Jahanshah (6), but in general the Thuurids received virtually no support from the local population, and the

*»

sympathy of the people for the Qara Qoyunlu, noticed
^ have sprung from sympathy with their ShT*T views#
that the Thmrid Abu* 1-Qasim Babur was ill-advised to instal in the key
positions of Qum and Sawa governors of local origin, in view of the fact that
there was a trend of opinion, favourable to Jahanshah and the Qara Qoyunlu,
in ‘Iraq among certain amirs and in the urban centres (7)#

(1) MS# ii/2, 1044.

(2) J. Aubin, op# cit#, 432#

(3) He had taken part in

the abortive revolt at Isfahan against Shahrukh in 1446, and had later become
the wazxr of Sulfan Muhammad b# Baysunqur (Aubin, op. cit#, 432)#
(4) MS. ii/

the Muslim world were at the height of their influence, and in Anatolia, the
teachings of the gufT shaykhs, which, often imbued with heterodox ideas,
permeated large sections of the population, must clearly have assisted the
spread of the gafawid da* wa there*

Further, there is an undoubted inter

relation, which still cannot be defined) in precise terms, between the
gafawid order and the gufT orders of Asia Minor*

In the view of Dr. H. J*

Kissling, the Badr al-DTniyya, the Khalwatiyya, the Bayramiyya and the
gafawiyya are gufT communities obviously forming a homogeneous group*

Ard

abTl was the focal point of the Shi* ite world, and the most important der
vish movements in the Ottoman empire in the 15th-17th centuries derived theii
spiritual impulses from there (1)

The Badr al-Dlhiyya assimilated $urufX

elements, representing the survivors of Ottoman persecution, and various

$urufT doctrines thus became incorporated in the teachings of the Badr alDiniyya (2)*

After the execution of Badr al-DTn b. Qa£T Samawna on 18

December 1416, Mmany of his followers turned to the by now politically
active gafawiyya, while others merged into sundry sects, especially the
(3).
also*

By this means fcftirufT doctrines were transmitted to the
Dr. Kissling gives further evidence of the inter-connex

ion between the Badr al-Dlhiyya and the gafawiyya*

Badr al-DTn, who was

originally an orthodox theologian, was converted to gufism and became a
wandering preacher in Anatolia and Rumelia*

At Aq Saray he converted the

aged tfamid b* Musa al-Qaygarl, the principal Anatolian disciple of the
gafos/dd shaykh Khwaja *AlT, and the teacher of the founder of the Bayramiyya,

(1) H. J. Kissling, zur Geschichte des Derwischordens der Bajr&nijja, im gttdostforschungen xvA956. 249*
(2) ibid*, 242*
(3) idem, article Badr alDin due to appear in 1958 in KI^*
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The prince of Qariuaian became a follower of both Badr

ai-Dxn and gamid, which was only possible because of the close ideological
affinity between the two shaykhs*

On the basis of this evidence, states

Dr* Kissling, the close esoteric association between the Badr al-Dlniyya and
the gafawiyya can no longer be doubted (1)*

Similarly, Dr* Kissling deduces

the existence of close links between the gafawiyya and the Khalwatiyya*
Shaykh Ibrahim Zahid-i GTlahl, the plr or spiritual guide of Shaykh gafT
al-Dln, the founder of the gafawid order, appears in the KhalwatT silsila as
the second fore-runner of the patron saint of the order *Umar KhalwatT, who
lived an ascetic* s life in the region from which the gafawids arose.

The

gafawids thus had, up to a point, blood-ties with the Khalwatls, and a
spiritual affinity also probably existed between them.

The gafawid sphere

of influence was a favourite refuge of the KhalwatT shaykhs who were expell
ed from Ottoman territory (2).

It is perhaps worth noting that in 779/

1377-8, when the gafawid murTd Sayyid Qasim al-Anwar was living in a new
hospice (khanaqah), his khalwat was close to that of Mawlaha gahlr al-Dlh

KhalwatT, (3).
In Persia the most important of the gufT orders, apart, of course,
from the gafawids themselves, were the NaqshbandTs, the Ni'mat Allahls, and
the NUrbakhshls.

The Ni'mat Allahls in particular were closely connected

with the gafswid dynasty.

pounded by Shah Nur al-Dln Ni'mat Allah WalT

(730-834/1329-1431), who was b o m at Aleppo but spent the last twenty-five

years of his life in the Kirman district, the order had numerous adherents
in all parts of Persia.

For much of his life Shah Nur al-Dm Ni'mat Allah

travelled extensively in Persia, *Iraq-i ‘Arab, Arabia, Egypt, and Transoxania.

He was received by Timur at Samarqand, and founded a khanaqah

(1) H. J. Kissling, op* cit* , 243-5.
693.

(2) ibid* , 247-8.

(3) Nafafrat al-Uns.
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there.

He was subsequently expelled from Transoxania by Timur, who feared

that his influence with the nomads then in the process of being converted
to Islam might adversely affect his own position.

Timir also relied on the

support of the NaqshbandT f arlqa, and did not wish to alienate the Naqshbandls by showing undue favour to Shah Ni'mat Allah (1).

In 790/1388, at

the age of 60 (lunar), Shah Ni'mat Allah arrived at Harat, and held converse
with the ahlri &al and gusha-nishlnan;

from Harat he went to Murghab.

After a year at Murghab, he moved to the Kirman district, where he spent
seven years.

During that time many dervishes from all parts of Iran (az

afraf-i bilad-i Tran) came to enter the service of that huma of the highest
angelic heaven, and placed the hand of discipleship on the hem of obedience
to him,

and bounds their souls to his service (bi-* aqd-i mulazamat-i an

huma-yi aw.j-i malaknt amada dast-i nmrldT dar daman-i mat aba* atash zada
fralqa-yi farmi^ardarx dar gush-i jah kashldand).

Among these new muiTda

were Mawlaria Sa*d al-Dxn *All and Sayyid Nijam al-Dxn Aj^mad, a mud arris and
faqxh respectively of Shiraz, who had come from Shiraz to see him, and
desired to submit to his authority and receive instruction in dhiirp ( jltimas-i bay4 at wa talqxn-i dhikr namudand) (2).

From Kirman, Shah NUr al-Dih

Ni*mat Allah went to Yazd, where he was welcomed by the sadat, quj.at, akabir,
and ahaH, who observed the rite of devotion and discipleship (farlqa—yi
xkhlag wa nairxdx mar*I dashtand);

here, too, he founded a khanaqah, and,

on his return to Mahan, he founded the kharacph-i khayrabad (5).

The

Timurid Iskandar b. *Umar Shaykh b. Timur was on excellent texms with Shah
Ni*mat Allah Wall, and allowed four years* revenue of the Taft district for
the construction of the Ni*mat Allahx khanaqah there (4)*

His next visit

(1) See J. Aubin, Mat&riaux pour la biographie de Shah Ni*matullah Wall
KeananT, Introduction, 11 ff.
(2) Jlfc 5a-22b.
(3) ibid., 23a-25b.
(4)
J. Awbin, MatSriaux etc., intro*, 18 and text, 48*
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ulace#

A local pir, Sayyid Sharif, who numbered among his disciples (sha-

gird) gafig R&zl, the gadr (and wazlr) (2) of the ruler of Shiraz Iskandar
b. 'Umar Shaykh b# Timur, was nearly trampled to death by the throng of
people trying to reach the sajjada of Shah NUr al-Dorn. Ni*mat Allah*

Some

30,000 people in Shiraz gave their allegiance (bay* at) to Shah Ni'mat Allah*
Fakhr al-Dxn, a disciple of Khwaja *Abd Allah Imamx Igfahanl, a Naqsbbandx
murshid, was among the converts, and, through him, Khwaja *Abd Allah himself
elected to become a murid of Shah Ni*piat Allah (murldl-yi anjahab ikhtiyaf
namuday

on leaving Shiraz, Shah Ni'mat Allah returned to Kirman;

there,

or at neighbouring Mahan, he lived for twenty-five years, giving spiritual
guidance to seekers (after religious truth) (irshad-i galibln) (3)*

Among

his converts was Bab a gaj jl Mlfam al-Dxn Kxjl, who was engaged in a raid on
the Mahan area*

The latter disbanded his men, and Shah Ni*mat Allah exalted

him by converting him, instructing him in dhikr, and investing him with the
gufx taj (taj-i faqr), and conferred on him the position of khalifat alkhulafa of the Ni'mat Allah! order (mangab-i khalifat al-khulafa*I-yi
silsila-yi khwud-ra bi-u ruju* namud)*

12,000 sayyids of pure descent

(gafrxfr al-nasab) are said to have sworn allegiance to him (bi-sharaf-i bay* at
-i ahhajrat raslda), and innumerable people, young and old, from all parts of
the world (haft iqlxm), followed their example*

Rulers and nobles used to

send him presents, and when his devoted followers in India sent

gifts,

the official who governed Kirman on behalf of Shahrukh became worried (andxshamand), because if he remitted the amount of the tamgha (import and customs
duty) on the gifts, the padishah (i*e#, Shahrukh) might still demand it from

(l) The visit of Shah Ni*mat Allah Wall to Shiraz took place between 1409 and
1414 (j. Aubin, Mat&riaux etc*, Intro*, 18.)*
(2) ibid,, 128a*
(3) Jlfc
26a-27b.
One of the poems contained in the dlwan of Shah Ni'mat Allah is
said to foretold the advent of Shah Isma* 11 (mbin,
cit, , 6-7; 8 n. 27).

him, -whereas if he demanded the tamgha from the Sayyid, the latter would
feel resentment (ghubarX bi-khajir-i an^ia^rat khwahad rasXd)*

The governor

decided to report the matter to Shahrukh, who deliberated at length whether
to collect the money or not*

His wife Gawhar Shad eventually persuaded him

not to collect it, and he sent an order to that effect to the governor of
Kirmah*

Another and more valuable consignment arrived from India*

Allah divided the gifts into three equal portions;
to be spent on the army;

one to Khalil Allah;
M

expenses of the Mahan astaha*

Ni'mat

one he sent to Shahrukh

and one he

’— -------__

set towards the

Towards the end of his life he summoned his

khulafa^ darwTshan and mukhligan, and conferred on his son Shah Khalil Allah
the position of walX of the age and murshid of the families of God's servants
(man$ab-i wilayat-i tahd wa irshad-i Jawa’if-i 1ibad);

"whoever", he said,

Vashes my body after my death, will be numbered among the awtad, and whoever
prays for me, among the aqjab" (1).
t Shiah Ni'mat Allah
Mahian (2)*

d on 22 Rajab 854/5 April li

and was buried at

His son Khalil Allah succeeded him and devoted himself to giving

spiritual direction and guidance (hidayat wa irshiad) (3)*

He was summoned

to Harat from Mahan by Shahrukh, who treated him with such distinction that
the envy of Amir fXruzshah was aroused (4)*

Amir pXruzshah complained of

the presumption of Shiah Khalil Allah in sitting at Shahrukh'a side, and
alleged that he did not pay to the agents (wukala) of Shahrukh the diwan taxes
and dues*

Shi
ah Khalil Allah said that he guaranteed (musallam dasht am) what

ever amount might be demanded by AmXr jjXruzshiah by way of taxes (5)*

While

Shiah Khalil Allah was at Harat, he was constantly visited by Baysunqur b*
Shiaihrukh (6)*

Shiah Khalil Allah returned to Kirmiah, but shortly afterwards

(1) JM» 28a—53a*
(2) ibid* , 53a—b*
(5) ibid*, 37b. (6) ibid*, 58a.

(3) ibid* , 36b*

(4) ibid* , 37a*

went to the Deccan, where he established a branch of the Ni'mat AllahT
silsila;

the astana at Mahan was left in charge of his son Shah Shams al-Dih

Muhammad (1)#
The fame of the great-grandson of Shah Khalil Allah* Shah Na* Tin al-Dih
Ni'mat Allah ThariT, reached the ears of Jahanshah Qara Qoyunlu, the ruler of
Xdharbayjah, the two *iraqs, Pars and Kirman, and Jahanshah wished to give
his daughter Khanum in marriage to Shah Ni'mat Allah and to become his disc
iple*

Shah Ni'mat Allah* on his return from the pilgrimage, visited

Jahanshah and married his daughter (2)*

The Aq Qoyunlu ruler Uzun gasan,

after his defeat of Jahanshah, summoned Shah Ni'mat Allah to Shiraz, ostens
ibly to show him honour but in reality to ascertain the wheareabouts of
Jahanshah1 s treasuries and to wrest them from Shah Ni'mat Allah's possession
(batinan dar maqam-i tafaggug wa tajassus-i khaza»in-i jahanshah wa intizaV
namudan az yadd-i tagarruf-i shah-i karamat-dastgah mlbud)*

Uzun gasan was

dissuaded from this action by a vision in which he was upbraided by Shah
Ni'mat Allah Wall, the founder of the Ni'mat AllahT order (5)*

The Qara

Qoyunlu seem definitely to have accepted Shah Ni'mat Allah Thanl as their
murshid*

One of the sons of Qara Yusuf, some time after the victory of the

Aq Qoyunlu, visited Shah Ni'mat Allah Than! at Yazd, as there was both a pir/
murTd relationship and kinship between them (jarTqa-yi pir muridi wa khwishi
dar miyan bud) (4 )*
After the gafawid conquest of Persia, the Ni'mat AllahTs were held in
the highest respect.

Shah NUr al-Din Ni'mat Allah Baqi, the son of Amir «Abc

al-Baqi the §adr, married Khanish Begum, the sister (hamshlra) of Shah
Jahmasp*

^ahmasp placed full authority over the province of Yazd in the

( 1 ) JU* 38b-59b*

( 2 ) ib id * , 45a-b*

( 3 ) i b i d . , 44b-4 5 a*

( 4 ) i b i d . , 46a*
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bi-kaff-i kifayat-i wukala-yi an dawfoa-yi chaman-i risalat nihad), and the
amirs. wazxrs. 3 ayyids and people were ordered to obey him (1)*

His son,

Amir Ghiyath al-Dxn Muhammad Mxrmxran, was appointed by Shah Jahmasp to the
rank of niqabat wa sarwaiT-yi mamalik-i mahrusa, and later became gadr (2 ).
One of his sons, Shah Ni'mat Allah, married a daughter of Shah fahmasp, (3$,
and another, Shah Khalil Allah, married a daughter of Shah Isma* II II (4)*
The daughter of Shah Ni*mat Allah eventually married Isma*xl Murza (later
Shah Isma'xl II (5)*

After the death of Jabmasp, Amur Ghiyath al-Dxn was

honoured by Suljan Muhammad Shah (6 )*

Amur Ghiyath al-Dxn* s power became

so great that it surpassed that of all the gadrs and high-ranking amTrs, and
even that of the majority of sultans of effective command (jamx'-i gudur wa
umara-yi *aglm al-sha* n balki akthar-i 3 alatxn-i nafidh-faraan);

the

abundance of his wealth and lands and villages was so great that it could not
be calculated (7)*
gafawids.

His descendants continued to be honoured by the later

His fourth son Shiah Sulayman Mxrza, and the latter*s sans Shiah

Abu' 1-Baqa and Shah Abu'l-Mahdx, were granted soyurghals and allowances
(musallamx, muqarrarp by both Shah gafT and Shiah ♦Abbas II, and were
variously appointed kalantars of yazd or promoted to the rank of naqxb and
sarwar.

Murza Shiah Abu*l-Walx, the son of Shiah Abu'l-Mahdl, was appointed

kalantar of Tazd in succession to his uncle Shiah Abu* 1-Baqa, and discharged
the duties of niqabat wa sarwarx as his father* s deputy (bi-niyabat-i walid-i

(1) JJL 49b.

(2) A.K.S.Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia

ica, vi/1956, 150, and 131 n.1; cf. JM. 52b-53a.
(3) A.K.S. Lanbton, QjP»
cit., 130.
(4) jjjU 54a.
(5) A.K.S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in
Studia Islamica, vi/1956, 130.
(6 ) JJL 55b. (7) ibid., 55a-b.
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«alXsha*n)(l)*
The close and continuing relationship between the gafawids and the
Ni*mat AllahXs is of the utmost significance;

it suggests that the Ni'mat

Allahis were at least in sympathy with ShX'X views, and this is also implied
by their former connexion, in the role of murshids, with the heterodox Qara
Qoyunlu, and by the fact that Shah Ni'mat Allah WalX was a friend of Qasim
al-Anwar (2).

The descendants of Shah Ni'mat Allah WalX were not only

treated with the greatest honour and respect throughout the gafawid period,
but the concrete expression of this esteem, in the form of grants, allow
ances, and appointments to various offices, was on a scale rivalling that
accorded to the descendants of the murshid of the gafawids themselves,

The ShX'X proclivities of the NurbakhshX order are even more certain*
The founder of the order, Muhammad b* Muhammad b* *Abd Allah tfurbakhsh (795869/1392-1464), claimed descent from the Imam MUsa al-^ayim, and was twice
arrested by the Timurid authorities for proclaiming himself caliph*
Extrac
)
ts from his treatise on law, al-Fiqh al-AgwaJ, quoted in the Majalis alMu’minXn, are ShX'X in character*
son Shah Qasim Payjbakhsh*

He had two khalifas, one of whan was his

The latter was allowed to go from 'Iraq to

V

Khurasan by la* qub Aq Qoyunlu to cure the ruler, Suljah gusayn MXrza, by
virtue of his barakat*

Shah Qasim* s religious opinions won him the favour

of Shah Isma'Xl I, who distinguished him from all other sayyids by his favour
and munificence (3)*

His elder brother, Sayyid Ja* far, also went to Harat

uAlah Wall KermanX, Introduction, 15-16*
HI* 436a-b.

(3) Article NUrbakhshiyya in EX^;
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Sayyid Ja' far,

because of his overweening ambition, was not satisfied with that sum, and
departed in anger to 'Arabist an (az ghayat-i *uluww-i himmat sar bid an
mablagh

wa miqdar furud nayaward wa dar khashm shuda *azlmat-i diyar-i

*arabistan kard) (1).

A son of Shah Qasim b. Sayyid Mufcanmad Ntrrbakhsh,

Shah Baha al-Dawla, went to Harat towards the end of the reign of Suljah
gusayn MXrza;

after the death of the latter, Shah Baha al-Dawla returned to

'Iraq and Adharbayjan. and joined the court of Isma'Il I (2)*

Shah Qasim

NUrbakhsh was revered by Shah Jahmasp, and was the refuge of the murlds of
the exalted order of the NUrbakhshiyya;

he possessed a large number of

excellent estates (j.iya' wa mazari* -i marghub-i bl-shumar) in the Rayy and
1

Shahryar districts (3)*

1

1

r

Shah Qiwain al-Din NUrbakhsh b. Shah Shams al-Din

b. Shah Qasim, who in 929/1522-3 had arranged the murder of the poet UmTdT
(4), was arrested by Jahmasp in 944/1537 because he had abandoned the ragged
garments of a darwTsh and had risen above his station (pa az fradd-i khwud
blrun nihada), and was living in the manner of a high-born king or a powerful
kbian;

night and day he hunted with dogs and cheetahs;

after the manner of

the Khosroes and the Caesars he placed a curtain before the doors of his
apartments, and no one was allowed to enter his assemblies;

if anyone did

anything in the least displeasing to him, he would execute him, sending a
number of people by night to put him to death.

At this moment, when the

royal camp was in the neighbourhood of the hallowed shrine of 'Abd al-'Aglm,
Shah Qiwam al—Dun NUrbakhsh entered the court, and took precedence over all
the amirs, sayyids, nmllas and people;

and the people of Rayy, since for

years they had been the victims of his oppression, and were at the end of

(1) JM» 87a.
(2) ibid., 88 a—b.
(3) ibid., 89a.
of the incident, see HE. 436b-437a.

(4) For a full account

- 150 their endurance, laid a complaint against him*

Shah Qiwam al-Din Nurbakhsh

was addressed first by Qa$x Muhammad b® Qa^Lx Shukr All ah> who said, ”0 Shah
Qiwam al-Din, are you a king or a dervish?*1

He replied, ”Dervish”.

”What

then”, said the Qajx, ”is the reason for your building ^forts and amassing
armour (juba wa jawshan)?”

He remained silent®

”Xou”, said the Qajjjx, have

shed so much blood that people have forgotten 'Ubayd Khan Uzbeg and Qasim the
\I

I \ executioner”,

and he began to enumerate the names of those who had been

slain by his sword®
When he came to the name of Mawlana (Umxdx), he (Qiwam
II
al-Dxn Nurbakhsh) denied (the charge)®
Shah yahmasp said, HIf you did not
kill him, why have you appropriated his estates?”

At this juncture Mxr

FayjLx, the court chamberlain, (mu* arrif-i urdu-yi humayun), said, ”What right
have you to take precedence over the son of Sayyid Muhammad Kanuna?”
•Jahmasp said, ”He speaks truly.

Rise, for it is not your place”.

Shah
After

much debate and dispute it became abundantly clear to the Shah that his
(Qiwam al-Dxh Nurbakhsh* s) pretensions were false, and his claim to be a
sayyid unfounded (da* wa-yi u kadhib wa siyadat ash ghayr-i waqi* )♦

fahmasp

therefore issued the order for his arrest, and he wan confined for several
days in the house of Qa$x Jahan, (1), and after that was taken to the fort of
,,

Aianjaq. (2).
Although the evidence is as yet insufficient for any precise idea to be
formed of the nature of the relationship between the gafawids and the other
major gufx orders in Persia like the Ni'mat Allahxs and Nurbakhshxs, it is
clear that the gafawids treated the murshids of both orders with the

(1) It will be recalled that there was a hereditary enmity between Qa^LX Jahan
and the Nurbakhshxs®
Mugaffar Sultan, the ruler of western Gxlan, accounted
himself a disciple of the N^rbakhshiyya, and consequently, when QaJ.x Jahan fel3
into his hands during the civil war between the qizilbash tribes which follow*the death of IsmA\xl, he treated him with contumely (See AT® 374-5).
(2)
AT. 279-80.
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members of the gafawid royal house and the Ni'mat Allah! family indicate the
importance attached by the gafawids to the maintenance of good relations
with the Ni'mat AllahX order.

According to the Haft I glim, Amir Nijam al-

Din *Abd al-Baqi, himself a descendant of Shah Ni'mat Allah, was nominated
by the wakil Amir Najm-i Thani as his deputy (bi-niyabat-i khwTsh), as &
result of the abundant faith which Amir Najm-i Thani had in that exalted
order (i. e., the Ni'mat Allahis) (banabar-i wufur-i i4tigadT ki «tnT-r najm-i

1 s AjS /; i f \
• c/ / y i i
j
It is difficult to judge to what extent the gufT orders of Persia may

thani-ra bidan silsila-yi *aliyya bud) (1).

have prepared the ground for the transition to Shi4ism under the gafawids,
by the transmission of ShX'T ideas.

Some authorities assert that Isma'HX

propaganda continued to be disseminated in Persia, after the destruction of
the Isma'TIT organisation there by the Mongols, under the cloak of giufism
(2).

gufT works were adopted by the Isma* ilTs, and the gufT poet Farid al-

Din *A^far was regarded by them as one of their own number.

’^Moreover,

throughout Persian gufi literature and also in the great Shi* ite philosoph
ical works produced during the gafawid era, Isma* TIT philosophical ideas are
discovered** (3).

On the same theme, W. Ivanow states that the new, popular

of lan^Xlisn evolved at Alamut at the time cf the **Great Resurrection1* (559/1164),
**instead of following the policy of compromise with orthodoxy, tended rather
to join hands with a popular development, the darwish movements** (4 );

the

Alamut period, from the beginning of the 6th/l2th century to the end of the

(1) 1939 Calcutta edition, 175-6.
(2) See H. Corbin, Introduction to the
Jami* -i ffikmatayn of Nagir-i Khusraw, 7.
(3) ibid., 13.
(4) W. Ivanow,
Brief Survey of the Evolution of Isma'Ilism, 36.
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were made to the popular tendencies, and to some extent coalescence with
gufism was achieved" (1);

Isma'Tlism, by the time of the rise of the

gafawids, had recovered to some extent from the disasters of the Mongol
period:

"the (isma*TIT) da*wat itself, with regard to its methods, most

probably assumed the darwish garb, as did to a great extent the doctrine
itself.

It is therefore quite possible that the Isma*TIT dignitaries and

missionaries, no longer bearing the title da*T but known as plrs, adopted a
considerable proportion of practice developed by the less educated strata of
the gufTs, now brought under ShT'ite influence.

It may be possible that the

gufic-like tone which pervaded Persian Isma* TIT poetry under the gafawids,
and later, was not merely the result of the new fashion, but an expression
of the sweeping process of gufT-fication which spread in sectarian circles.
If we possess no definite, documental, references to the da*wat in its new
gufic-like garb, it may be attributed to the fact of the loss or destruction
of the meagre literature which could arise among predominantly illiterate
peasants" (2).

For precisely the same reasons, it is difficult accurately

to assess the extent to which gafawid or "Twelver" ShT*T da* wat was
disseminated under the guise of gufism.

(1) W. Ivanow, op. cit., 29.

(2) ibid., 69-70.
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I N S T I T U T I O N

IXiring the early gafawid period, there was ho clear definition of
the functions and powers of the principal officers of state, namely the
wakH, the wazlr, the amir al-umara, the gadr (l), and the qurchTbashT.
Consequently, there was considerable overlapping of authority, and the
relative importance of these offices constantly varied.

The religious

institution and the political institution were not rigidly separated
compartments.

On the contrary, there was no formal boundary between the

two, or any precise definition of the function of either.

In dealing

with the early gafawid period, therefore, such terms as “civil*, “mili
tary*, “religious*1 and “political* cannot be regarded as absolute, but
must be construed within the context of the actual powers, so far as
these can be determined, of the official concerned.

This confusion of

function was due partly to the circumstances attending the rise of the
gafawids to power, and partly to the predominantly military character
of the newly-established gafawid state.
The wakD., under Isma'Xl I, was termed wakll-i nafs-i nafls-i
humayun (2 ), that is, the vicegerent, deputy, or representative of the
Shah (3).

isma'Tl I, like the early caliphs, was in his own person both

(1) The gadarat is discussed separately in the following chapter.

(2) See

TM. 114*
(3) It is interesting to note that under the Ottoman sultan
Mu&ammad n (1451-81), the chief minister was referred to as the sultan’s
“absolute representative*1 (VekHi Mu$la£) (G-ibb and Bowen, 108-9 and 109,
n. 1 . y

&

- 154 the religious institution and the political institution;
the temporal ruler of the state;

as shah, he was

as murshid-i kamil, he was the spiritual

father of his gufT followers in Persia, Syria and Anatolia.

It would

seem, therefore, that the wakXl represented the Shah both in his religious
and in his political capacity.

He was, in fact, the alter ego of the

Shah, and was responsible for the orderly arrangement of the affairs of
religion and the state (nazim-i manazim-i din wa dawlat) (1).
The term wakXl had previously been in use under the Aq Qoyunlu.
903/1497-8 Qasim Beg

In

urnak, the governor of Shiraz, conspired with Ayba

Suljan to sumnon Suljan Murad from Shlrwan, so that they might puthim on
the throne and jointly be his waklls (bidan qarar dad and ki suljan
murad b. ya'qub padishah-ra az shlrwan awarda bi-saljanat binishanand wa
har du bi-ittifaq wakXl bashand) (2).

In 900/1494-5 kanpur Beg Purnak,

the governor of Pars, fell ill and was unable to perform his duties;
(during his illness) Shah Quli Beg the wakil managed affairs (shah quli beg
wakll rauhimmat-ra fay^al midad) (3).

This seems to suggest that the wakil

existed under the Aq Qoyunlu at the provincial level also, as the deputy or
representative of the provincial governor.

The Ahsan al-Tawarikh also

refers to Sayyid 'All Beg P u m a k as rukn al-salJana (4), and this probably
refers to the central wakil, i* e., the wakil who was an organ of the central,
administration.

In 904/1498-9 Alwand Mlrza occupied Tabriz, and made

Lajlf Beg his wakil (5).
Although the Tlniurids do not appear to have used the term wakil, other
rulers apart from the Aq Qoyunlu sultans possessed waklls.

(1) HS. iii/4, 107.
(5) ibid., 2 1 .

(2) AT. 16.

(3) ibid., 11.

For example,

(4) ibid., 11.

- 155 in 945/1538-9 the ShTrwanshah Shahrukh sent his wakll gusayn Beg with an
army against the gafawid invaders (1).

Among the great amirs of the Uzbeg

ruler *Ubayd captured by Dun Muhammad in 945/1538-9 was Qaraja Bahadur
wakll (2).

The Kar Kiya dynasty of G-Ilan had waklls.

In 943/1536-7 Kar

Kiya Sulfan gasan, the walT of Gulan, died, and his wakll, Kiya Khwur Kiya
TaliqanT, visited the Persian court and instilled in Jahmasp the desire to
rule Golan (3)*

In 997/1588 Khan Afcmad, the son of Kar Kiya Sulfan gasan,

sent his wakll Khwaja gusam al-Don on a mission to the Ottoman sultan Murad
III (4>
In India, the term wakll was used by the Nigamshahs of Afemadnagar
(1490-1595), and later by the Mughal s.

For instance, Qa$T Beg b. Qa^o

Mas*ud, who had been honoured by Takniasp, later went to Agmadnagar in the
Deccan and became wakll (bi-mangab-i wikalat rasTda) (5).

A certain Shah

Tahir, who came from a well-known family at Sulfaniyya, after completing his
objective and subjective studies at Kashan, attracted the notice of Shah
Isma* II I, who wished to appoint him gadr;

the detractors of Shah Tahir,

however, succeeded in influencing Isma*II against him to such an extent that
the wakll al-salfana, Mlrz"a Shah gusayn, advised him for his own safety to
go elsewhere, with the result that in 923/1517 Shah Tahir went to Hindustan#
There, he made rapid progress in the service of the Nigamshah, and was
appointed wakll, entrusted with the management of all important affairs
(mangab-i wikalat yafta gagib-i ratq wa fatq-i jamT* -i muhimrnat gardud);
"and it is apparent to all that the propagation of the ImamT faith in the
Deccan was due to his spiritual guidance" (wa bar hama kas gahir gashta ki
shuyu*-i madhhab-i imiamiyya dar dakan bi-irshad-i way buda) (6 ).

(1) AT. 287.
442a-b.

(2) ibid., 292.

(6 ) ibid., 496b-497a.

(3) JA. 314a.

(4) Bellan, 44.

It is

(5) Hi;
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worth noting that in both the instances quoted above, members of the
Persian religious classes were appointed to political offices in India,
which suggests that in the administrative systems of the Muslim dynasties
administration
__________

-he function of the religious institution and that

of the political institution*
Under the Mughal emperors, the office of wakil was an organ of the
central administration*

According to Ibn Hasan, the wikalat was establish

ed during the reign of Akbar (1556-1605), and the first holder of this
office, Bayram Khan, Macted as a tutor (atalTq) of the minor king and the
prime minister of the kingdom (vakil-i saltanat)*

He exercised sovereign

powers in the name of the king, and controlled the affairs of the state*
The king was ,behind the veil*, and the rule was that of the vakil" (1)#
Akbar later took steps to curtail the powers of the wakil (2), and under
Akbar1s successors Jahangir (1605-28), and Shah Jahan (1628-59), none of
the w a k H s acquired the power and influence of their predecessors who held
office during the early part of Akbar* s reign (3).

In fact, during the

reigns of Akbar, Jahangir, and Shah Jahan, the post of wakil of the central
administration remained vacant for long periods (4)*

Under Jahangir and

Shah Jahan, the wakil, though remaining in theory the highest officer of
state, was deprived of effective power and was supplanted to an increasing
degree by an official called the dlwan (5) or wazlr (6 ).

There is,

however, no suggestion that the wakils of these rulers were anything more

(1) Ibn Hasan, The Central Structure of the Mughal Bnpire, 121*
(2) ibid*,
124 ff.
(3) ibid* , 132.
(4) ibid., 130-4.
(5) ibid., 137-9.
(6 ) See
C* Collin Davies, article Akbar in El2, vol. I, fasc. v/L956, 316.

- 157 than the representatives or vicegerents of their masters in the political
and military sphere*

It is with the gafawids that there appears the

conception of the wakH-i nafs-i nafTs-i humayun as a person exercising
delegated power in both the temporal and the spiritual sphere, a conception
arising from the
r*"1AaQa+

Dciation between the murshid-i kamil and his
ikhtigag) in the gafawid order from which the

During the reigns of Isma'H I and ^ahmasp I, the wazlr, traditionally
the first minister of state and head of the bureaucracy, was in general of
lesser importance than the wakil*

Under the early gafawids, the post of

wazlr was often filled by members of the religious classes, especially
qajas.

This had previously been the case under the Tlmurids also*

For

instance, in 819/1416 Amir Sayyid Fakhr al-Dln was sole ^a^b-dlwan and
without a partner in the administration of affairs (»mvr sayyid fakhr aldin bi-infirad ga^Lib-dlwan bud wa dar akhdh wa radd wa foall wa faqd
mutafarrid) (1),

in 852/1448 Amir Sayyid *Imad. al-Dln was nominated to

the wizarat-i dlwan-i a* la by Ulugh Beg, at Harat (2)*

There is also

evidence that dlwan posts under the Qara Qoyunlu were sometimes held by
members of the religious classes*

For example, in 862/1458 Amir Nijam al-

Dln Sayyid •Xshur, who was entrusted with the prerogatives of the wizarat
in the dlwan-i a* la (ki rah wa rasm-i wizarat dar dlwan-i a* la bi-janib-i u
mufawwa^L bud), was sent on a mission by Jahanshah to Abu Sa'Id (3)*

The

term ga^iib-dlwan was used by the Tlkhans as' the equivalent of wazlr*
the Tlmurids both terms are found, and are apparently synonymous;
dlwan also seems to have the same meaning*

(1) MS. ii/1, 346*

(2) MS. ii/2, 945.

Undex

mTr-

The term gahib-dlwan is used

(3) ibid*, 1177.

I

- 158 in connexion with the appointment of the first gafawid wazxr, Amir
Muhammad lakariyya Tabrxzx, in 907/1501-2 (1);

in this case its use seems

to he an echo of the past, and a further indication of the affinity between
certain gafawid practices and institutions and those of the earlier
0/
Turkoman dynasties; its use by the gafawids is ralre*
In Seljuq times the wazxr had been the deputy (ria’ib) of the
sultan (2).

In the political theory of Ni^am al-Mulk, Najm al-lXh Razx,

and others, the wazxr was considered the keystone of the administration (3 ),
In her work, Contributions to the Study of Seljuq Institutions (4),
Lambton has stressed the immense importance of the personal
factor in the wazxr ate during the Seljuq period; when the wazxr was strong,
the administrative system worked fairly well*

The wazxr was "in charge

of virtually all aspects of the administration over which the central
government had control, including finance and justice*

He was also pay

master of the army in so far as this was paid in cash, and took part him
self in military campaigns.

He was in addition a court official, and

lastly, to seme extent, he was charged with the supervision of religious
matters" (5).

Owing to the decline in the powers of the sharp a courts,

the wazTr1 s jurisdiction "as a judicial official extended over an extremely
wide field" (6 ).

"Lastly the wazxr exercised a general supervision over

the religious institution.

In so far as he was concerned with religious

matters, it was firstly no doubt to prevent any tendency towards
(1) See p*182

below,

(2) A.K.S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in

Studia islamica v/l956, 135. (3) A. K. S* Lambton, on* cit*, 144.
(4)
Thesis, London 1939.
(5) JLK.S. Lanfcton, Contributions to the Study of
Seljuq Institutions, 54*

(6 ) ibid*, 63.

unorthodoxy, and secondly to supervise practical matters such as the
administration of endowments" (1).

Under the early gafawids, the creation

of the office of wakll, and the part played in political affairs by the
amir al-umara, greatly reduced the political importance of the wazir, and
the creation of the office of §adr deprived the wazir of the power, which
he had exercised under the Seljuqs, of general supervision over the
religious institution.
Under the Turkoman rulers, as formerly under the Txmnrids and later
under the gafawids, Persians continued to fill the ranks of the bureaucracy
For instance, in 1478 *Imad al-Din Salman Day1ami was the wazlr of the Aq.
Qoyunlu sultan Khalil (2).

The gabib al-Siyar states that Khwaja Shams

al-Dih Mupaimnad b. Khwaja Sayyid Ahmad, Khwaja Burhan al-Dih *Abd al-gamid
KirinanI, and Khwaja Majd al-Din Isma'Il ShirazI were numbered among the
wazirs of Amir gasan Beg (dar silk-i wuzara-yi amTr hasan beg intiffam
dashtand), and in accordance with the dictates of that great man constantly
sowed the seeds of justice and beneficence in the hearts of the nations of

V- fF 5 St

mankind (3).
In addition

C

! -

to the wazir who was an organ of the central administrat

ion, wazirs of lesser rank were appointed to the courts of the provincial
governors.

The Timur ids, the Qara Qoyunlu, the Aq Qoyunlu, and the

gafawids, all followed the practice of appointing provincial wazirs.

The

fact that most, if not all, of these wazirs were Persians, points to the
continuity of the Persian bureaucratic tradition under a succession of
Turkish and Turkoman rulers.

The Jaini* -i Mufldl gives numerous instances

(1) 4. K. 3 Lambton, Contributions to the Study of Seljuq Institutions, 71*
(2) Hinz, 101, q. Tarikh-i «£Lam-Xra«-yi Amlnl, 64a.

(3) HS* iii/4, 14.

Amir gasan Beg died in 882/1477-8,
\, H \

-
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- 160 of the appointment of such wazxrs to Yazd, the province with which the
author was principally concerned (1).
When the provincial governor ruled more than one province, his wazxr
was naturally a person of considerable importance.

For instance, under

Iskandar b. 'Umar Shaykh b.rTxmur, the ruler of •Iraq, Fars and Kirman,
Khwaja Ghiyath al-Dxn Muhammad yafiz Razx was entrusted with the control
of dlwan affairs and the conduct of matters of state;

he progressed to the

highest stage of trust and authority, and entered upon the wizarat-i dxwan-i
a* la, and his authority in the administration of affairs throughout the
territories of Iskandar became great (dast-i ta$addx-yi u dar ratq wa fatq

wa qabg. wa basj; wa frail wa *aqd-i muhimmat-i mamalik-i iskandar qawx gardjd]
He displayed great goodwill and sincere friendship towards shaykhs and
*ulama, and devoted his energies to the welfare of all the people (2)*

In

817/1414 Iskandar rebelled against Shahrukh and was put to death (3), and
Khwaja Ghiyath al-Dxh Muhammad said farewell (wada* namiud^ to the wizarat-i
kull (4).

The term wizarat-i kull suggests that where, as in this case,

the provincial governor ruled over several provinces, the provincial wazxr
in his turn became an organ of the provincial governor* s central administr
ation, with additional wazxrs of lesser importance again in the large
provincial centres which were not the seat of the governor#

The provincial wazxrs were in genera}, appointed directly by the centr
al ruler, and were therefore responsible directly to him and not to the
central wazxr.

The Afrsan al-Tawarxkh twice mentions the wazxr of the Aq

Qoyunlu governor of Fairs, Qasim Beg Purnak, during the reign of Rustam Beg
b* Maqgud b. Uzun frasan (1492-97)*
■

In 900/1494-5 the agents (wukala) of

JT X I

(1) JM. f. 132a ff.
JM. 128b.

(2 ) ibid., 127b-128a.

(3)M& ii/1, 250 ff.

(4)

- 161 Qasim Beg stretched out the hand of oppression, particularly Khwaja Rug
Allah Qazwlnl, who was wazlr (1).

The following year, after disturbances

at Shiraz, Qasim Beg visited Rustam's court and succeeded in getting him
self reappointed governor, through the influence of the P u m a k chiefs in th<
dlwan;

Khwaja Rug Allah, however, was put to death by Rustam (2).

Although under the Tlmurids there are instances of provincial wazlrs being
appointed on a hereditary basis (3), the hereditary tendency in such
appointments does not seem to have been as strong as in the case of the
provincial qajls (4).

Under the gafawids, there is evidence that the

provincial wazlrs were transferred freely from one provincial centre to
another.

For instance, Khwaja Muhammad Sharif Tihranl was wazlr to

Muhammad Takkalu the governor of Khurasan under Tahmasp, and later became
wazlr of Yazd, and finally wazlr at Isfahan (5).
In the Jawahir al-Akhbar there is abundant evidence of the existence
of the provincial wazlr under the early gafawids.

In 937/1530-1 gusayn

Khan Shamlu, governor of Harat, sent a mission (risalat) to court consisting
of his wazlr, Agmad Beg Nur Kamal I^fahanl, his wakil (6 ), gusayn Quli
Beg, and Khwaja ga'idl and Xqa Kamall Kirmanl, the wazlrs of Agmad Sultan
(probably Agmad Suljan gufT-ughll Ustajlu, governor of Kirman (7)) (8 ).
In 940/1533-4 the pleasure-loving governor of Adharbayjan, Musa Suljan, had
left the management of affairs to his wazlr Khwaja Shah Quli (9).

Shaykh

(1) AT. 11.
(2) ibid., 13.
(3) See Jit 134a.
(4) See A.K.S. Lambton,
Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamica, vi/1956, 139.
(5) Jit 138a*
(6 ) See p. 237 below. (7_) Jjt 299b.
(8 ) ibid., 3 0 2 ^
(9) ibid., 507a;
AT. 247 also refers toKhwaja Shah Q u H as wazir-i musa suljan.
Khwaja
Shah Quli had formerly been wazlr-i qurchiyan.
In addition to the provin
cial wazlrs, wazlrs existed at all levels of the gafawid administrative sys
tem (see Tit, index, s. v. ). Under the later gafawids each of the principal
corps of the army (qurchls, ghulams, tufangchls and tupchls) had, its own
wazlr (see TM» 91; 142), and there are many references in the sources to
the wazlr-i qurchiyan under the early gafawids.

- 162 Majd Kirmanl was the wazXr of the governor of Baghdad, Muhammad Khan
Takkalu (1), who evacuated the city in 941/1534— 5 in face of the Ottoman
advance.

There is a reference to Aqa K a m a H during the reign of ^hmasp

as wazXr-i kull-i khurasan - a term which recalls the wizarat-i kull
mentioned above in connexion with the Tlmiurids (2).

In 966/1558-9 Xqa

Mulla, the wazXr of QazwXn, was sent on an embassy to Bayazld b. Sulayman
(3).
wazir,

provincial wazirs were occasionally appointed to the post of central
por example, Mir Ja' far, the wazir of Shah !Jahmasp, who was

executed in 937/1530-1 (4), had formerly been the wazir of Zayn al-Din
Suljan Shainlu at Baghdad (5),

Ahmad Beg NXr Kamal Isfahan!, referred to

above as the wazir of the governor of Harat, ^usayn Khan Shamlu, afterwards
became wazXr-i dlwan-i a* la (6),

In 942/1535-6 Kachal •Inayat I^fahahl

Khuzanl, who had formerly been the wazir of Kupuk SulJan (7), was appointed
wazir of the central administration jointly with Qa$I Jahan Qazwlnl (8),
There appear also to have been wazirs who were attached to the wak&l
or the amir al-umara, even though these officials were not at the time
governors of any specific province.

For example, the Jawahir al-Akhbar

refers to Aqa Mulla Qazwlnl as the wazir of Dlw SulJan, and to Khwaja Xru^
SawajI as the wazir of Chiuha SulJan, in 931/1524-5 (9),

At that time Drw

SulJan was amir al-umara and wakXI, and Chuha SulJan was also wakll, and
amir al-umara either then or shortly afterwards (10),

Finally, in

addition to the classes of wazir mentioned in the Tadhkirat al-Muluk, the
dawatdar (11) seems to have had a wazir;

the Jawahir al-Akhbar refers to a

(1) JA» 310b.
(2) ibid., 315b, Xqa Kamall is probably the Aqa KamalX
mentioned above as being wazir at Kirman.
(3) JA# 327a.
(4) See below
p. 224 ; 231.
(5) J £ 303b,
(6) AT. 244.
(7J JA. 312a.
(8) See p.
235 below.
(9) 298b.
(10)See below, p. 213 ff*
( H ) P°r the various
grades of dawatdar, see TM» 63.

certain Mu 11 a Beg, who had formerly Been the wazir of *All Beg Takkalu
dawatdar and of Aj?mad Beg dawatdar (1).
The post of amir al-umara was created in the 4th/l0th century by the
*Abbas id caliphs;

"this title, apparently intended to assert the primacy

of the military commander of Baghdad over his colleagues elsewhere, served
at the time to give formal recognition to the existence of a supreme
temporal authority, exercising effective political and military power, and
leaving the caliph only as formal head of the state and the faith and
representative of the religious unity of Islam" (2).

Later, the title

sulfran was used to signify the supreme temporal ruler, and under the
gafawids the amir al-umara was primarily the commander-in-chief of the
qizilbash tribal forces which formed the military basis of gafawid power.
Under the gafawids, however, as previously under the

Timurids

and Aq

Qoyunlu, the amir al-umara exercised political authority in addition to his
authority as a military commander.
The sources contain many instances of the exercise of political as
well as military authority by the amir al-umaras of the Timurids and the
Aq Qoyunlu.

For instance, in 808/1405 Amir Sayyid Khwaja was honoured by

Shahrukh for his victories against Pirak Padishah and the Sarbidarids, for
his administration of Khurasariat, and for his services at fort Kalat.
Amir Sayyid Khwaj a, the son of Amir Shaykh *All Bahadur, whose bravery and
valour need no description, acquired absolute authority in all administrat

ive and financial matters and became amir al-umara (dar kulliyat-i rmihinmat-a
mulkT wa mall gafrib-i ikhtiyar-i rauflaq wa amir al-umara shud) (3).

When

he had gained access to the amir al-umara* i, all matters, both important
and trivial, were dependent on his word and pen, and he considered himself

(1) JiU 307a.
(2) See Professor B. Lewis fs article *Abbas ids in Bl2, vol. I
fasc. i/1954, 19.
(3) MS. ii/1, 57.

- 164 independent (of other authority) (rah-i amir al-umara*I yafta majmiu'-i
muhiramat-i kulll wa juzwl bi-qawl-i u marbuj bud wa u khwud-ra mustaghnl
dlda) (1).

The career of Amir Sayyid Khwaja is also interesting as

evidence that under the Tlmurids, as later under the gafawids, members of
the religious classes could hold important administrative positions and rise
to the highest political and military offices.
The Majla*-i Sa'dayn records a further instance of the intrusion of
the amir al-umara into matters falling within the province of the /Civil ^
administration.

In 845/1441-2 the amir al-umara, Amir Jalal al-Dln

jlruzshah, was appointed by Shahrukh to investigate the cause of serious
errors which had been discovered concerning the revenues of the province of
Jam.

The amir al-umara was a personal enemy of the wazlr Khwaja Ghiyath

al-Daui pir Agmad, who was always making difficulties over trivial matters
(hamlsha dar juzwiyyat mujayaqa nnnamud) and boasting about it at court (In
ma* nl-ra bi-iftikhar dar majalii ^gliar df ar mn d), and forcefully rejecting
the opinions of Amir Blruzshah, which were extremely sound on administrative
and financial matters (nisbat ba tadblrat-i amir ki dar muhimmat-i mulkl wa
mall dar ghayat-i matanat bud khidmat-i khwa.ja inkar-i ballgh naiflSd) (2).
Jean Aubin mentions that under Timur the office of «mvr

was

vested in the Barlas family on a hereditary basis, and was held successively
by Chaku Barlas, his son Jahanshah (3), Jahanshah1s brother Amir Mi^rab, (4)
and Ibrahim Suljan b. Jahanshah, at one time governor of Isfahan.

After

the accession of Shahrukh, the Barlas family lost favour, and its members

(1) MS. i i / 1 , ^63.
(2) i b i d . , ii/2, 754-5.
(3) JahSnshih was in Adharbay
jan and Qarabagh with 'Umar b. Miranshah; on receiving the news of the
death of Timur, he put to death certain of 'Umar's officers, but was pursued
by other amirs of 'Umar and put to death (MS. ii/1, 22-3).
(4) Amir Mi^rab
died soon after his appointment as governor of Fars in 817/1414 (MS. ii/1,
285).
—

- 165 were gradually removed from important posts;

the office of amir al-umara

was transferred to the Tarkhan family, to which

G-awhar

shad belonged (1),

Referring to Chaku Barlas, Jean Aubin says, "According to the Mu'izzu-’lAnsab he was the holder of the title, apparently a purely honorary one, of
amaru-* 1-umara" (2).
a purely honorary one.

Jean Aubin does not say why he thinks the title was
On the other hand, Amour Mijrab would presumably

have succeeded to the title after the death of Jahanshah in 807/1405,
whereas, from the passage in the Majla* -i Sa'dayn quoted above, we know tha
in 808/1405 Shahrukh appointed Amir Sayyid Khwaja amir al-umara, and it is
clear that in the case of the latter at least, the title was not an honora
ry one.
Under the Tlmurids, the office of amir al-umara, like that of wazir,
existed at the provincial level also,

Qaydu b. Pir Muhammad had been

appointed governor of Qandahar, Kabul and Ghazna by Shahrukh in 812/1409-10
(3),

When Shahrukh made the provinces of Qandahar and Afghanistan up to

the borders of Hindustan the soyurghal of Mirza Qaydu Bahadur, he nominated
Amir Bahlul Barlas az his attendant (mulazim) in the administration of the
affairs of those provinces (bi-j.abj-i mapalih-i an mamialik) (4),

The

Zubdat al-Tawarlkh states that Amir Bahlul Barlas was made the attendant,
companion and deputy (mulazim wa mu^ajdb wa na’ib) of Qaydu (5);

he became

his amir al-umara, but the intoxication of government (mastl-yi frukiumat)
caused him to forget his obligations and tread the path of disloyalty.

In

819/1416-7 he conspired against Qaydu, but was later pardoned by Shahrukh
(6),

in 819/1416-7 Amir Shaykh pasan was amir al-umara of Kirman under

Suljan Uways b, Amir Idiku Barlas, who had succeeded his father and brother

(1) J* Aubin, Deux sayyids de Bam au XVe sifecle, 391-2 and 392 n. 2.
op. cit. , 391.
(3) MSW ii/1, 149.
340, n, 2.
(6) ibid., 340-1.

(4) ibid., 34a

(2)

(5) q. in MS. ii/1,

- 166 as governor of Klrmah (1)*

The Mafrla*-i Sa*dayn refers to Amir Shaykh

gasan as jumlat al-mulk-i an mamlikat (Kirman), and quotes the Zubdat alTawarlkh as adding wa gagib-i ikhtiyar-i kulll wa juzwl wa amir al-umara-yi
darkhana-yi ust (2).

Jean Aubin, quoting gafij Abrufs Geography, calls

Amir Shaykh gasan "amTru-* 1-umara and de facto absolute master of KirmanH
(3).
I have not met any evidence of the use of the title amir al-umara
under the Qara^Qoyunlu, with the exception of a reference to a certain
Jalal al-Din Nigam Beg Khan, who appears to have been amir al-umara to the
Qara Qoyunlu prince yusuf b. Jahanshah when the latter was governor of
Kirman in 858/1454 (4).
Under the Aq Qoyunlu, the term amir al-umara occurs frequently*

In

886/1481-2 Bayandur Beg, the amir al-umara of Ya* qub b* gasan Beg, rebelled,
and expelled all Ya’q u b ^ officers from *Iraq (5).

Sulayman Beg Bljanlu

was the amir al-umara and lala of Ya*qub (6), and later held the office of
wakil for nine months under Baysunqur b. Ya* qub (7), who reigned only from
gafar 896

to Rajab 897/December 1490-January 1491 to May-June 1491*

The

Sharafnama states that Sulayman Beg Bljanlu (Blzhan-ughll) defeated gufl
Khalil and became jumlat al-mulk of Baysunqur in his place (8)*

In view

of the passage from the Mafla*-i Sa*dayn quoted above with reference to
Amir Shaykh gasan, jumlat al-mulk may well have been a title of the amir
than of the wakil.

When Qasim Beg Purhak returned to

Shiraz after the defeat of Agmad b* Ughourlu Mugammad in Jumada I 903/
December 1497-January 1498, he took with him the mTrmlran Amir Ghiyath alDin Mlrza (9).

The title mTrmlran is presumably equivalent to amlral-

(1) MS* ii/1, 120.
(2) ibid*, 336 and n. 2.
(3) J# Aubin, Deux sayyids
etc., 417 and n. 4.
(4) ibid., 457.
(5) TIN* 439a.
(6) ibid. , 439b.
(7)_ibid., 440a(8) shar. ii, 128.
(9) t hj . 442b.
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Jpffr Ghiyath al-Dln returned to Isfahan in 903/1497-8 with

Mugammadl Mlrza.

After the defeat of the latter by Ayba Sultan, the

_
a
rnTrmTran seems to have been attached to Ayba Suljan* s brother Gttzil Agmad.

He returned to Mugammadl Mlrza in the spring of 904/1499, and held Isfahan
for four months against Gttzil Agmad and Suljan Murad b. Ya'qub*
Agmad was the amir al-umara of Suljan Murad (1).

GSlzil

In Shawwal 898/August

1493, when Rustam b. Maqgud b. gasan Beg released Suljan 'All b. gaydar to
aid him against Baysunqur Mlrza, he gave him the title, in addition to that
of padishah, of amir al-juyush (ki), presumably to distinguish him from his
own amir al-umara.
It is clear that the gafawids inherited many administrative practices
and institutions from the various Turkish and Turkoman dynasties which had
ruled in Persia before them, namely, the Tiniurids, the Qara Qoyunlu, and
the Aq Qoyunlu (3).

Such institutions as were taken over by the gafawids

were, in general, affected by the lack of clear demarcation between the
various offices of state which existed during the early gafawid period, and
which was largely due jbo the theocratic and primarily military character of
/

~

the gafawid state*

\

'

In the early gafawid state there was, in practice, a

rigid separation between the Turkish military aristocracy (qizilbaah) and
the Tajik elements, and the qizilbash were constantly concerned to prevent
the infiltration of Tajiks into positions which they considered their own
prerogative, particularly the wikalat and amir al-umara*I*
Under the Tlmurids, on the other hand, there was no clear frontier
between the Turkish and Tajik elements in the administration.

Persians

(1) Shar. ii, 135.
(2) TIN* 440b.
(3) In the field of financial admin
istration and practice the dastur—i gasan-beg or qariun-i gasan padshah was
still applied **at least down to the time of Shah fahmasp gafawl1*. (See V*
Minorsky, The
Qoyunlu and Land Reforms, in BSQAS xvii/1955, 449-50.
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and responsibility.

The highest officials of the dlwan were regularly

Persians, and often members of the religious classes.

For instance,

during the reign of Shahrukh, Khwaja Mu'izz al-Din Malik Simnahl was one oi
the great amirs of the dlwan (dar jarga-yi umara-yi *ugam-i dlwan bud) at
Shiraz.

On the death of the Khwaja in 847/1443-4, Shaykh Mu^ibb al-Dxn

Abu* 1-Khayr was nominated to replace him.

The latter became so powerful

that Shahrukh, in orders (ahkam wa amthala) which he despatched to Fars,
mentioned by name no one but the governor of the province, Mirza SulJan
*Abd Allah, and Shaykh Abu* 1-Khayr.
nuwwab-i shlraz (1).

The other amlrfl were referred to as

The post of chief qajl was of the greatest import

ance, and the authority of the qa£Is was far greater than under the early
gafawids, when they were subordinate to the gadr.

Like the gadr under the

early gafawids, the qajx under the Txmurids frequently played a military
role.

For instance, Mawlana Qujb al-Dxn

Afcunad al-Imaml, who was made

qajx of Harat by Ulugh Beg in 852/1448 (mangab-i a* la-yi qajLa) (2), on
numerous occasions took part in the defence of the city (3).
/ V \
Under the Tlmurids, the authority of the wazir was much greater than
was the authority of the gafawid wazirs during the reign of Isma*!! I.
Txmurid rulers often appointed more than one wazir;

The

for instance, in 861/

1457 Ibrahim b. *Ala* al-Dawla appointed Khwaja Shams al—Din Muhammad
Bukharx gaj^b-dlwan jointly with (bi-ehirkat-i) Khwaja Sa'd al-Dxn Muhammad.
(4).

In 865/1460-1 Abu Sa'Id appointed Khwaja Mugaffar (b. ) Khwaja Mukhtar

Sabzawarx, Mawlana Na'Im al-Din Ni'mat Allah QuhistanI, and Khwaja Kamal al-

(1) MS. ii/2, 795-6.
(2) ibid., 945.
(3) In 861/1457 against Ibrahim
(MS. ii/2, 1130); in 864/1460 against the rebel amir K h alU (ibid., 1222-3)
in 861/1457 he was among those placed in charge of Harat by Abu Sa'Id (ibid.
----1U5).
(4) MS. ii/2, 1133.
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Din Mawlana Ajnxr Samar qandX ^aj^b-dXwan;

on 4 RabX* II 865/17 January 146

Khwaja Mu* izz al-DXn ShXrazT and Khwaja Mawlana AmXr were sent to administ<
the provinces (bi-jihat-i jabfr-i mamalik) of Transoxania# (!)•
Under the later gafawids, the wazXr had final responsibility in all
\

financial matters?

Hwithout his (i#e#, the *alX-jah Grand VazXr of the

Supreme Divan* s) ta*lXqa no operation is possible with any Divan revenues
(maliyat-i dXvan) or with the sums sent to the Treasury and other Buyutat
(vujuhiat-i infadhX-yi khazana va ghayra-yi (sic) buyutat) from the whole ol
the provinces of Iran or from the capital, Isfahan" (2)*

Under the

Tlraurids, too, final responsibility for the collection and administration
of the revenue had rested with the wazXr, as is shown by the charges of
misappropriation of the dXwan revenue which were from time to time levelled
at the wazXr.

The Mafrla* -j Sa*aayn gives several instances of such charge

One involved Khwaj a Ghiyath al-DXn pXr Aftmad al-KhwafX, who was wazXr "with
full independence" (bi-kamal-i istiqlal) for 30 years#

Although he did

deal with important affairs (of state) in partnership with others, in the
(public) imagination there was no other wazXr but he (har chand bi-musharak
at-i dXgaran hall wa *aqd-i muhimmat mXfarnnld amma ba wujud-i u ^urat-i
wazXr-i dXgar dar ayina-yi khiyal ruy namlnaimld) (3).

In 845/1441, Khwaja

Shams al-DXh *AlX, who stood high in Shahrukh* s favour, accused AmXr *Ala*
al-DXn 1AlX ShaqqanX, for some years a colleague of Khwaja Ghiyath al-Dln
At®aad in the wizarat (chand sal bar nasnad-i wizarat ba u hamnishXn bud),
of complicity in embezzling part of the revenue of the province of Jam, as
serious errors had occurred in that province in regard to the dXwan
revenues (dar an wilayat nisbat bi-amwal-i dXwan khabj-i *a^Im waqi* bud).
The nomination of AznXr Jalal al-DXn pXruzshah, who was a personal enemy of

(1) MS. ii/2, 1234.

(2) nfc 44.

(3) MS. ii/2, 752-3.
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latter into a state of panic (bisyar raujjarr wa mugjarib shud wa az gu'ubat-i an galat bX-Jaqat gasht).

His consternation was increased when the

first few sittings of the court revealed grave irregularities in the conduc
of the dXwan (bi-yak du majlis anwa* -i qugur wa futur ki dar umur-i dXwan
waqi' bud wagig shud).

As a result of these disclosures, his colleague

Anux *Ala* al-Din 'All ShaqqanX was dismissed, and replaced by Khwaja Shams
al-Din 'All, who had initiated the proceedings against him.

Khwaja Ghiyat

al-Dan Agmad absented himself from the dlwan for three days, but when
Khwaja Shams al-Din ‘All sent some documents to him which required his seal
fear of Shahrukh* s wrath overcame his personal mortification, and he
resumed his work in the dlwan (2).
A similar inquiry into the conduct of high officials of the dlwan was
ordered by Abu Sa'Td in 869^ 1464-5, because the statement of the transact
ions in Khurasan (gurat-i mu'amalat-i khurasanat) carried out during his
absence in Transoxania was not clear to his luminous mind (bar ra*y-i anwar
rawshan nabud).

The great lords (gawagib-i 'igam) Khwaja Qujb al-Dun yiT'uj

SimhanT, Khwaja Shihab al-Din Isma'Tl, Khwaja Na'Im al-Dln Mi'mat Allah,
and Khwaja Kamal al-Din Mawlana Anar Samarqand!, closed the account books
and presented them to Abu Sa'Td (daftar mnkflmmftl karda bi-muqif-i *arg
rasanXdand).

Khwaja T^'us resigned at his own wish (bi-iltjjnpTs-i khwud

(1) See p. 164 above.
(2) MS. ii/2, 753-5.
Khwaja Ghiyath al-Dan left
Harat after the death of Shahrukh, and joined Mugammad Mlrza in 'Iraq;
he was made amXr-i dTwan-i a* la (853/1449).
After Mugammad* s death, he
joined Abu*l-Qasim Babur, but incurred the latter*s displeasure, was fined,
and died soon afterwards.

mu* af shud) (1);

Khwaja Isma* XI was found guilty and arrested (bi-taqglr

mugayyad gasht).

When the case of Khwaja Ni'niat Allah was under consider

ation, he made certain allegations against Khwaja Shams al-DXn Mu^amnad
(taqrXr guna’X kard).

Abu Sa'Xd investigated the matter.

Khwaja Shams

al-Din stated that he had accepted many gifts (khidmatX bisyar) from
people (2), but not in money (az mal nabuda), and that he had not been
responsible for any loss in the dXwan revenue (wa nXz mal-i dJwan fawt
nakarda-am )♦

For the rest, he said, the matter lay in the hands of Abu

Sa'Xd (baqX mirza £akim ast)*

Abu Sa'Xd replied that he freely granted t<

Khwaja Muhammad what he had taken and consumed.

He then exempted him froo

attendance in the dXwan (tu-ra az dXwan mu* af dashtam), saying that he was
a good servant of his , and that his anger was kindled against the dXwan
officials;

he did not want any harm to befall him (Khwaja Shams al-DSi)

(nawkar-i nXk-i manX wa mar a bar dXwan qahr waqi* shud namXkhwaham ki asXbl
bi-tu rasad)*

The Khwaja bowed, took out a ring, and, going forward, pla

ced it on a corner of the throne.
jarga (3).

He then returned and stood in the

"Never had a ga^ib-dXwan been pardoned with greater magnanim

ity" (chunXn bi-'inayat mu'af dadand) (4).
The fact that members of the religious classes frequently held the
post of wazXr under the TXmilrids has already been noted.

One such officia

AwXr Sayyid Fakhr al-DXn, acquired great power in the wizarat.

Shahrukh,

through the endeavours of MXrza Baysunghur, placed Khwaja Nigam al-Din
Ajjmad b. Khwaja Da*ud in the dXwan as colleague to the Sayyid (bi-shi r»kat—i

(1) The JJabib al-Siyar, q. in
ii/2, 1279 ru 5, says that Khwaja X&’us
was dismissed (raqm-i *azl bar waraq-i £al-i u kashXd).
(2) HS., q* in MS.
ii/2, 1279 ru 8," has man az ira/aya wa "ashraf wa a1*yan-i khurXsan bi-rasm-i
khidmatana^chXzX girifta-arru
( 3 ) See MS.-Ti/if, 1536-7 s.V. jargaf ^mufrlaq*
an bi-ma*m.-yi gaff wa fralqa ast; guruET* zumra; dhayl; qitar; ja* i ki
dar darbar-i padishah muqarrar bashad".
(4)
ii/2, 1278-9*
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The Sayyid resented this (bi-tang mT amaj, but

had no option but to accept the position (juz tahammul chara nadasht).

In

810/1407-8 Khwaja Ghiyath al-Din Salar SiimanX made a deposition to the
effect that the Sayyid owed money to the dTwan (bar sayyid taqrTr kard).
The Sayyid was dismissed, and Khwaja Ghiyath al-Din became mTr-dTwan for a
year in his place.

Then the Sayyid in his turn imputed a debt to the

dTwan of 300 tumans to Khwaja Ghiyath al-Din.

The latter devoted himself

to the welfare of the people (ri*ayat-i ra*iyyat mXnannld), but did not
conduct the affairs of the ainxrs in a satisfactory manner (muhimmat-i
umara bi-mujib-i dilkhwah saranjam namXfarnpId).

Khwaja Ghiyath al-DXh,

together with his tax-collectors (*ummal), was summoned to a court of
inquiry (*ardgah-i foisab), and their errors and misappropriations were
confirmed (khabj wa takhlTf-i Tshan bi-tahqXq paywast).

They were all

imprisoned, and AmXr Sayyid Pakhr al-DXn again became ^a^ib-dTwan with
independent authority (bi-istiqlal).

By constraint (bi-taklXf-i *anXf)

he extracted (bar kar nishand) from those who had slandered him (az an
jama* at ki dar bara-yi u sa*y karda budand) the sum of 300 tumans, and he
behaved with the utmost depravity in his efforts to destroy them (dar
istihlak wa istXgal-i an {a* ifa ghayat-i shararat bija award).

The Sayyid

was at the height of his power, and his orders were obeyed throughout the
empire "like the bidding of fate" (farman-i u dar a^raf-i jahan chiun qa^.a
wa qadar nafidh shud).

But pride and arrogance caused him to "place his

foot on the necks of the officials of the dXwan and the nobles".

No one,

whoever he might be, was granted audience when he first presented himself
(dar wahla-yi ula hXch afarXda-ra bad* nabud);

when, through several

intermediaries, permission was granted (chiun bi-chand wasija iMkhgat shudX),
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admittance was denied to all but a few illustrious men (ghayr az ma'dudX
namburda digarT-ra majal-i dukhul mugal bud);

the majority went away

without an audience (akthar mulaqat riakarda baz gashtX).
In 819/1416, when Amir Sayyid Pakhr al-DXn was sole pagib-dXwan, and
was alone in the conduct and management (of affairs) (bi-infirad gagibdXwan bud wa dar akhdh wa radd wa gall wa *aqd mutafarrid), Mxrza Baysunghu;
b. Shahrukh took over control of the dXwan (masnad-i dXwan-ra bi-sharaf-i
julus bi.yarast )•

The Sayyid* s unseemly conduct and improper behaviour,

his greed to acquire the property of Muslims, his appropriation of dXwan
funds, and his perfidy and guilt, soon became apparent.

Although the tax-

collectors ('urnmal) had been aware of these activities, they had considered
any opposition or resistance to the Sayyid impracticable in view of his
severity (siyasat).

Y/hen Baysunghur showed that he was displeased with

the Sayyid, AmXr *AlX ShaqqanX, whom the Sayyid had disgraced (u-ra rnankub
sakhta bud), proposed that the Sayyid should be asked to account for the
sum of 200 tumahs ('arga dasht ki mablagh-i diwXst tuhiah rawshan sazad).
Baysunghur ordered an inquiry into the Sayyid* s transactions.

Anar *AlX

first made a deposition regarding the taking possession of the treasury
(sukhan-i tagarruf-i khazana guft), and Baysunghur ordered a review of the
treasuries (' arg-i khaza* in kunand).

The treasurer (khazana-d.ar) advised

those who had taken sums on behalf of the Sayyid (jam'X-ra ki mablaghha
barayi sayyid burda budand) to return the treasury funds (wu.juh-i khazana
baz arXd).

One of these was Khwaja pTr 'AlX b. Mugansnad BayazXd, the

confidant of the Sayyid, who had knowledge of all confidential matters (bar
qagaya-yi nihanX ijjila* dasht).

The khazana-dar held prtxnissory notes

(tamassukat) signed by the Khwaja and by the Khwaja* s father.

These two
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mXguft), until hard words were used, negotiations were indefinitely protra
cted, and an open breach occurred between the Sayyid and Khwaja pXr ‘AlX.
Shahrukh summoned the parties concerned, and conducted an inquiry in their
presence (bi-muwajaha tafa^jjug namnd).
*AlX had taken gold from the treasury;
the money to the Sayyid;

The khazana-dar stated that Pxr
pXr *AlX asserted that he had given

the Sayyid denied this*

Shahrukh showed leniency

towards the Sayyid, and ordered that all sums which had been taken from the
treasury, and for which liability had been acknowledged, should be returned
(anchi az khazana burda and wa muqirr and bi-khazana furud awarand), and
that anything due from anyone should be paid back (bar har kas chXzT rawshar
shawad baz dihad)«

Shahrukh further ordered the arrest, as a result of

this breach of trust (bidXn khiyanat), of all those who had had a hand in
the affair (har ki-ra dar miyan-i an mu* amala bud)*

The Sayyid, however,

retained his seat and his authority in the dXwan (bar masnad-i dXwan
nafidh-farman bud), and the restitution (istirdad) of the treasury funds
(wujuh-i khazana) was left to his discretion (mufawwaj bi-ra*y-i u bud)*
Although informers did not dare to say anything aloud even to them
selves (harchi az wahm b~a khwud nXz naraXtawanistand guft bi-aiwaz-i buland),
they privately spread rumours around (dil-parwag mXkardand), with the
result that Shahrukh ordered a further inquiry into the Sayyid1s transact
ions*

Statements (kha^Jha) were taken from the majority of those who had

given money to the Sayyid, and the Sayyid realized that

whether he liked it

or not (sha*a 9am aba), he was confronted with a difficult situation and an
alarming position (waqita-yi mushkil wa mahlaka-yi ha’il)*

He considered

his best plan was to undertake to pay the amount claimed by his enemies
(mudda* a-yi khagman qabul karda), so that that sum should be his protection
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undertook to answer for the sum of 200 kopeki tumans within a year;

He

this

sura represented a daily instalment of 3,333 dXnars and 2 dangs of *IraqX
gold*

The Sayyid was arrested and handed over to the mu^aggil (tax-

collector.

Baysunghur rejected an appeal;

a second appeal, to Baysungh

ur *s mother Gawhar Shad, was successful, and the Sayyid was released, hut
he was still required to pay the daily instalment (amma furud awardan-i
qisf-i har ruza har qarar hud).
The Sayyid, however, still coveted the wizarat, and his ambition to
hold this office gave him no rest night or day.
money which he repaid to the dlwan from

He obtained most of the

ayyarat (1) (akthar-i wujuh ki hi-

dXwan furud mT award az frayyarat mix angXkht);

from some he took cash, from

others, title deeds (gab ala), and he was constantly collecting a few tumans
here and there hy plausible talk and specious promises (dahan-gushada wa
zaban bi-kam nihada), even when he was confined to his bed.

But the strair.

proved too much for him, and he died (2).
Under the Tlmurids, the wazXr was also responsible for the organiz
ation of supplies for military expeditions.

In 810/1408 Shahrukh, who was

in Mazandaran (3), had given orders for the organization of an expedition to
SXstan, and for a levy of troops (ihdar-i lashkarha) for that purpose.

The

gafcib-i dTwan-i mamalik, Khwaja Ghiyath al-Din Salar, had been fitting out
an equipage (?) (majradX pardakhta), and preparing a register (daftarX
sakhta), and had repeatedly collected goods (daf*a daf*a jam* karda) in the

(1) rtExtraordinary levies4* (see A.K.S. Lambton, LP. 441 s. v. ). ( 2 ) MS. ii/1,
346-51.
(5) Shahrukh annexed Mazandaran to his original territory of
Khurasan in 809/1406-7.

names of the amirs and chief officers of state (arkan-i dawlat);

he had

written down on his inventory (bar nuskha-yi tagrXr) a hen for every egg, a
sheep for every man of meat, 10 man for every man of barley, a kharwrr for
every nose-bag (tubra) of straw.
gaymatT tamam dasht).

Prices were high that year (a.jnas

Khwaja Ghiyath al-Din entered this articifially

inflated list of items in his register at cost price (In gashwiyyat-ra dar
daftar-i khwud bi-arz kard), and depreciated the toyuls of the Turks by
25$ by manipulating the conversion rate (toyulat-i atrak-ra yak! dar
chahar bi-tas'Ir girift);

by these means he caused offence to all (hama-ra

az khwud ranjahld), and indeed provoked them to rebel against those in
authority (balki ba ulu,l-amr 1agT gardanTd), for the result of this account
would be (fadhalik-i Tn^gisab bi-ah mufgl shud) that when the register was
presented to Shahrukh, and the Court had drafts to issue and no money to
back them (gagrat hawala darad wa mal nabashad), it would inevitably be
disgraced (bT-'irgT bayad kashld) (1).
The above detailed, accounts of the working of the Tunurid dlwin are
of the greatest value.

The bureaucratic system does not appear to have

functioned particularly smoothly under the TiJnurids.

If a sole wazTr was

in office, he tended to become over-powerful and to abuse this power by
indulging in corrupt practices.

If two or more wazlrs shared the office

jointly, there existed between them an atmosphere of distrust and of plot and
counter-plot.

Of especial interest are the indications that there was a

measure of conflict between the Turkish and Persian elements in the state,
as when the gagib-i dlwah-i mamalik Khwaja Ghiyath al-Din Salar deliberately
depreciated the value of the toyuls of the Turks in 810/1408, and between

(1) MS. ii/1, 107-8.

the civil officials and the amirs, as witness the fact that the mlr-dTwan
Khwaja Ghiyath al-Din Salar SimnanT fell from power because, although "he
devoted himself to the welfare of the people, he did not conduct the affairs
of the amirs in a satisfactory manner" (l)f the implication being that he
was not sufficiently sympathetic towards the interests of the amirs*
V
J
The other point of particular interest in the above account of the
wizarat under Shahrukh is Baysunghur b* Shahrukh* s personal intervention
in dTwan affairs in 819/1416 (2)f apparently in order to discover the
irregularities committed by the ^ajjib-dTwan*

This supervision of the day

to day affairs of the dTwan by a member of the royal house in person seems
to have been sufficiently unprecedented to call for particular comment on
the part of the author of the gat la* -i Sa* dayn, and clearly implies a much
greater measure of control over the conduct of dTwan affairs than would be
achieved by the ordinary routine attendances of the monarch at meetings of
the dXwan*

It is for this reason that I have taken the liberty of render

ing masnad-i dTwan-ra bi-sharaf-i julus biyarast, lit*, "graced the seat of
the dTwan by his presence", as "took control of the dTwan"*

Baysunghur

seems actually to have taken over the functions of the gafc-ib-dTwan (i* e* ,
wazlr) for a period*
The early years of the reign of Isma*Tl I witnessed the first steps
in the establishment of the gafawid political institution, and the develop
ment of the organization of the militant gufT order of which he was the head
into the administrative system of the gafawid state.

Iflhen Isma*H became

head of the gafawid order in 1494, his closest companions were the officers
who had served his brother Suljan *AlT with such devotion.

(1) See p. 172 above.

(2) See p. 173 above,

They farmed the
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abdal, a dada, a

kKflri-imj and a lala (1), and they constituted the "little court" which was
in attendance on Isma'Tl during his period of concealment in Grllan (14941499), and through which he kept in touch with the members of the order at
ArdabTl (2).

These men, together with a few others, made up the inner

circle of his trusted companions, and were known as the ahl-i ikhtipag*
Their names are given as gusayn Beg Lala (Shamlu), Abdal 'AlT Beg Dada
(Dhu* 1-Qadar ) = Dada Beg Jalish, Khadim Beg Khalifa (-t al-Khulafa), Rustam
Beg Qaramanlu, Bayram Beg Qaramanlu, Ilyas Beg Ayghuth (Ayghur, Ayghiut)
-ughlT (Usta.jlu, or Khinislu'), Qara PxrT Beg Qajar (3), and 'AbdT Beg
Shamlu tawachl (4).

It was through the efforts of these ahl-i ikhtigag

that Isma'Tl avoided capture by the officers of Rustam Beg Aq Qoyunlu;

at

the time of his flight to Gll&n, Isma'Tl was only seven years of age, and
his death, even if it had not led to the disruption of the gafawid organiz
ation throughout Syria and Asia Minor, would inevitably have postponed and
perhaps destroyed the chances of gafawid success in Persia.

It is natural,

therefore, that Isma'Tl, after his accession at Tabriz in 907/1501-2, should
have conferred the highest honours on one of the ahl-i ikhtigag, nanely,
yusayn Beg Lala Shamlu.

The latter had fought at the battle of Jabarsarah

in 893/1488, when ^aydar was killed by a combined force of Aq Qoyunlu and
Shlrwanls (5), and had fought on the right wing of Suljan 'All's army at the

(1) m
125, and n. 4.
(2) ibid., 191.
(3) BM. Or. 3248, 44b.
(4) H &
iii/4, 24.
For the Khinislu (Kbunuslu), connected with the town of Khinis
(Khnus) in Armenia, see TM» 14, n. 3.
The tawachls, according to the
glossary of the Majla*-i Sa'dayn (ii/2, 1535-6), were a local infantry force
iyada-yi qagabat), liable for service under the command of the local goveror and for employment on duties of any kind (ki dar khidmat-i £ukkam £a$.ir
bashad wa barayi har kar ta'ayyun karda shawad).
(5) TAA. 15.

battle of iShar against Baysunqur b. Ya‘qub in 898/1493 (1); with Qara

JXrX Beg Qajar and Dada Beg palish, he had taken Isma*XI to Ardabll in
899/1494 (2), and had later remained with Isma*XI in Gxlan.
Husayn Beg Shamlu was the lala of Isma*XI*

The term lala, signi

fying "mentor, tutor, guardian*1, seems to have been adopted from the Aq
Qoyunlu; the latter, in addition to the word lala, used the term atabeg,
and it is olear that there are marked similarities between the lala of the
gafawids and Aq Qoyunlu and the atabeg of the {Seljuq Turks.

Under the Aq

Qoyunlu and the gafawids, as formerly under the Seljuqs, the guardians of
the young princes acquired great power, and used their wards without
scruple to further their own ambitions.

For instance Baysunqur b. Ya'qub

ascended the throne in 896/1490 through the efforts of $ufX KhalXl Mawgillu;
the latter held the rank of atabeg to Baysunqur, who was still a minor (3).
Ya*qub himself, who had ascended the throne at the age of sixteen (4), had
a lala, Sulayman Beg (5).

The infant £asan b. Ya*qub was put to death in

898/1493 by the lala of Rustam Beg (6).

fahmasp Mxrza, appointed governor

of Khurasan from the borders of Simnan to the banks of the Oxus in 922/
1516, (when he was only two years old), was placed in the care of a lala,
Amxr Khan Turkman (7).

Sam Mxrza, bora in 923/1517, was committed to the

care of the lala DurmXsh Khan Shamlu (8).

In 927/1521 Sam Mirza replaced

his brother !Jahmasp as governor of Khurasan; Dunnlsh Khan at once proceeded
to Harat to take over the administration of the province, and arrived there
in Dhu’l-^ijja 927/November 1521 (9); Son Mxrza himself did not reach Harat
(1) Ghulam Sarwar, 27.

(2) BM. Or. 3248, 28b.

438b. (5) ibid. , 439b.

(6) ibid., 440b.

(9) ibid., 100-1.

(3) TIN. 439b.

(7) AT. 154.

(4) ibid. ,

(8) HS. iii/4, 83.
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On the accession of £ahmasp (950/

1524), Dlw Sultan Ifimlu became his atabeg by virtue of a testamentary dis
position of the late Shah (bi-hukm-i wa^iyyat-i shah-i firdaws-makan) (2).
Bahram Mxrza was appointed governor of Khurasan in 936/1529-30, with GhazT
Khan Takkalu as his lala (3).

In 939/1532 Sam Mxirza was reinstated at

Harat, with Aghziwar Khan Shamlu as his lala (4).

In 942/1536, after the

rebellion of Xghziwar Khan and Sam Mlrza, Muhammad Khudabanda was appointed
governor of Khurasan, with Muhammad Khan Sharaf al-DTn-ughlX Takkalu as
his lala (5)* the latter retained this post until 963/1555-6, when he be
came lala to lsma*Tl b. 'fahmasp (6).

In 931/1524-5 Husayn Khan Shamlu

succeeded his brother Durmish Khan as governor of Harat and atabeg to
Sim MXrza (7); he later became amir al-umara
Khudabanda, who was born in 938/1531 (8).
him as lala to Muhammad Khudabanda (9).

and lala of Muhammad Mlrzai

Manjasha Sultan Ustajlu succeeded
Muhammad Khudabanda was again

ruler of Khurasan in 974/1566, this time with ShahqulT Suljan Xakan Ustajlu
as his lala (*)•

The latter later became amir al-umara of Khurasan (11)#

In 991/1583 •Abbas Mlrza was captured by a rival amir, Murshid QulT Khan
Ustajlu, during the course of a battle between the latter and •All QulT
Khan Shamlu, 7/ho had been the lala of •Abbas MXrza since 985/1577 (12).
Murshid QulT Khan, having seized possession of •Abbas MXrza, "reclined on
the throne of wikalat and XalagT

in complete independence*1 (min frayth al-

istiqlal bar masnad-i wikalat wa

lalagX

tilcya zada) (13).

Tenureof

0-)
463315 §§r ii1/4* x04. (2) TIN. 465a. (3) Shar. ii, 178. (4)
AT. 246. (5) ibid., 496. (6) Shar. ii/208. (7) AT. 220: TIN* 469a.
AT. 496.
Bellan 4:

(9) ibid., 496.
(10) Shar. ii, 232,
12*
(13) TAA* 223.

V'A-

(11) AT^ 485.

(12)

(3)
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during the

disturbed period between the death of Jahmasp and the accession of 'Abbas
I, when the shah was ruler in name only, and the country was rent by the
intrigues of the qizilbash amirs, the political importance of the lala
became even greater (1).

For instance, Murta^a QulX Khan Purnak, governor

of Mashhad, joined the faction hostile to 'All QulX Khan Shamlu, the
governor of Harat, because he did not wish tenure of the office of lala by
'All QulX Khan Shamlu to be the cause of his (the latter* s) taking
precedence over and assuming a position of ascendancy and superiority with
regard to the rest of the amirs of Khurasan (mu.jib-i taqaddum wa buzurgX wa
i'tila—yi shan wa tafawwuq wa bartarX-yi u nisbat bi-sayir-i mnara* -i

» *

* -

9

jr

-it

<

The office of lala seems to have been distinct from that of mu' allim;
the lala, who was usually a qizilbash amir, controlled the political and
military activities of the prince committed to his care, whereas the
mu'allim was responsible for the prince’s education, and moral and spirit
ual welfare.

The mu' allim was usually a Persian, and sometimes the gadr

was appointed to this post.

For instance, in 924/1518 the gadr Amir

Ghiyath al-Din Muhammad was appointed mu' allim to ‘
Jahmasp Mirza in success
ion to Mawlana Ajuaad 'JabasX (5).
The evidence regarding the early appointments made by Isma'Il is

}
,
‘

(1) Under 'Abbas I and his successors, the term lala was also used for the
tutors of the ghulams of the private Household; these lalas were "officers
of considerable standing" (See m
127-8, and also 57).
(2) TAA. 178.
\ (3)HS. iii/4, 96. Cf. the Tlmurid practice*- Mawlana *Igam al—Din Da*ud
Khwafl was the gadr and ustad of SulJan Mahmud Mirza (HS. iii/3, 348), and
Mawlana Hur al-Din Muhammad GhuriyanX was for some years the gadr and ustad
of Abu Turab Mirza (ibid., 349).
Hinz, 102, states that Qa£X gafi al-Din
'Tsa, the tutor of Ya'qub Aq Qoyunlu, was promoted to the gadarat after the
accession of Ya'qub.

- JU5Z /confused and conflicting, except as regards Qa£T Shams al-Dln G-TlahT, who
was appointed gadr (1)*

In the same year (907/1501—2), gusayn Beg Lala

Shamlu became the first holder of the office of wakil (mangab-i wikalat-i
nafs-i nafTs-i humayun bar lyusayn beg lala qarar girift) (2).

We have

that the Shah, in his dual role of murshid and padishah,
embodied in his own person both the religious and the political institution,
and that the wakTl, by virtue of being his vicegerent, represented both
aspects of the Shah's authority.

Hence there was from the beginning an

inherent source of friction between the wakil and the gadr, who supervised
the religious institution on behalf of the political institution*

This

friction soon became manifest, and continued to exist under yahmasp.
At the same time that gusayn Beg Lala was appointed wakil, Amir
Muhammad Zakariyya Tabriz! was entrusted with the important office of the
wizarat and gafeib-dTwarX (3).
Aq Qoyunlu rulers;

The latter had for years been wazlr to the

he joined Isma'Tl at Ma^mndabad in 906/1500, after the

gafawid victory over the ShxrwansKah (4), and the following year was raised
to the office of wizarat-i dTwah-i a'IT (5).
Nigamshah states that he
Qoyunlu sultans;

he

was a former

was appointed to

The Tarlkh-i XlchX-yi

wazTr of the Qara Qoyunlu and Aq
thewizarat-i dTwan-i a'la, and

Isma'Tl dubbed him "the key of Adharbayjan" (6).

In 909/1503-4 Mafcmud

Khan DaylamT QazwThT was appointed to hold the post of wazTr jointly with
AmTr (Shams al-Dln Muhammad) Zakariyya (dar wizarat sharTk-i amir zakariyya
kujchT gardanTd) (7).

Mahnnld Khan Day 1ami (8) came from one of the noble

families (buzurgzadaha) of QazwTn, and had formerly been wazlr under the

(1) HS* iii/4, 35.
(2) ibid., 35. (3) ibid., 35.
See pp. 157-8 above.
(4) NJA. 200b.
(5)
Al. 54.
He died in918/1512 (AT. 136).
(6) TIN*
448a.
(7) AT. 81.
(8) AT* 81 gives Mahmud Khan DaylamT QazwTnT; AT. 152
gives Malik Majpnud Jan DaylamT.
Jan appears to be an error.
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Aq. Qoyunlu ruler Ya'qub (1478-1490) (1)#

The Majali3 al-Mu*ininIh, in its

list of Shx'T tribes, has the following notice under the heading Daylamiyya
this eminent tribe are nobles of Qazwln, and consider themselves to be of
the lineage of Malik Ashtar (may God be pleased with himJ );

among their

great men of recent times (az akabir-i nruta’a&lfajnm-i Ishan) is Majjmud Khan
DaylamI, who was at first employed as the wazxr of Suljan Ya'qub Bayandurl,
and later was honoured by being admitted to the service of Isma'xl, and

w sls

invested with the priceless robe of the above-mentioned lofty office (2)*
Thus both wazxrs appointed by Isma'xl were former Aq. Qoyunlu officials*
It is especially interesting to note that one of them, Mahmud Khan Daylamx,
was appointed to the wizarat by a Sunnx ruler (Suljan Ya'qub), although
^ springing from a reputedly Shi11 family.
At this stage, during the early years of Isma'xl's reign,

v was definitely of secondary importance compared with the wakil, aixl was
almost certainly less important than the ^adr also.

The wazxr was the head

of the bureaucracy, and had no immediate connexion with the religious
institution.

The early gafawid state was a theocracy, and it is therefore

natural that the wakil, as the vicegerent of the Shah, who was the religious
institution, and the §adr, as the head of the religious classes, should have
had precedence over the wazxr.

Later, under 'Abbas I, when the religious

institution was dominated by the political institution, the term wakil
gradually fell into disuse, and the wazxr became the most powerful official
in the state.

Minorsky states that "under 'Abbas I, the title of vakil is

no longer recorded, and the promotion of the vazlir to the first place
indicates the tendency of the Kings to eliminate any reference to the
excessive prerogatives of a Vice-Roy" (3).

C1 ) AT. 152*

(2) 64b.

(3) TM. 113.

The promotion of the wazlr was
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which 'Abbas X gave definitive egression*
X, the wazir became even more powerful.

Under the successors of 'Abbas
Chardin, referring to the positior

under Shah Sulayman (1667-1694), states that Hnul acte du roi, a quelque
sceau qufil soit pass£, n*est valide qu*avec le contre seel du visir" (1).
He further asserts that "the kings of Persia are only for show, -whereas the
real kings are the Grand Vazirs" (2).

This suggests that the wazir of the

later gafawid period wielded as much power as the wakll of earlier times.
o

h

prom the first, the wizarat was in the hands of Persians, as was the
gadarat.

The Ahsan al-Tawarikh states that in 909/1503-4 Qa$I Mu^anmad

V
Kashi was appointed wazir (3).

If this statement is correct, it means that

not only was a third wazXr appointed in 909 A.H., in addition to Amir Shams
al-Din Muhammad Zakariyya, (who had been wazXr since 907 A.H. ) and Mahmud
Khan Day 1ami (appointed joint wazir in 909 A.H. ), but also that Qajjl
Muhammad Kashi was at the same time wazXr» gadr, and an

amir

of the dXwan-i

'all, for the Afrsan al-Tawarikh also states that in the diwan-i 'all Qa^X
Muhammad had combined the position of gadr with that of amir (dar dXwan-i
*all HBngab-i gadarat bi-imarat jam' karda bud) (4).

On the other hand,

none of the other sources mentions the appointment of Qa$i Muhammad to the
wizarat.

It is possible that wizarat in the Ahsan al-Tawarikh, 81, is an

error for gadarat, although the British Museum MS* of the A&san al-Tawarikh
(Or. 4134) confirms the reading wizarat.
In 913-4/1508 Isma'Il took a very significant step;

he dismissed

JJusayn Beg Lala Shamlu from the wikalat, and appointed in his place a

(1) Quoted by Minorsky, in m
115, n. 4.
(2) Quoted by Minorsky, in T1U
115.
(3) AT. 81.
(4) AT. 110.
HS. iii/4, 38, confirms that QagLl
Muhammad was appointed gadr.
TIN. 450b asserts that he became joint gadr
with Qa$I Shams al-Din Galana, but this is not corroborated by any other
source.
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Persian, Amir Najm al-Dm Mas'ud Gllanl.
noble of Rasht (1)#

Amir Najm, a goldsmith, was a

He had attended Isma'Tl when the latter was a

fugitive in the White Mosque at Rasht under the protection of Amlra Isfc.aq>
the ruler of Blya Pas, in 899/1494 (2).
stay at LahTJan (3).

He had visited Isma'Tl during his

Later, because of the hostility of Kusa 'Abbas, the

sip ahsalar of Afl&Tra Is£aq, he had fled from Rasht and had joined Isma'H's
ShTrwah expedition of 906/1500-1 (4).
The appointment of a Persian to the wikalat suggests that Isma'Tl
had already begun to be apprehensive of the power of the qizilbash amirs
who had raised him to the throne only six years previously.

The fact that

gusayn Beg Lala apparently had not committed any action which would justify
his dismissal, and that in 914/1508 he led the vanguard of the gafawid army
in the successful campaign which culminated in the capture of Baghdad,
suggests even more strongly that his replacement was simply a question of
vv * \ A

policy.

If an official was dismissed for some demeanour, or as the result

of hostile intrigue, the circumstances are usually stated in the sources;
none of the sources gives a reason for the dismissal of gusayn Beg Lala
Shamlu.
The dismissal of gusayn Beg Lala Shamlu, and the appointment of AmTr
Najm al—D m Mas'ud GTlariT raises the whole question of the function and
position of the wakTl and the amTr al-umara in the early gafawid at ate.

The

difficulties arise from the different terminology employed by the various
sources.

For instance, the gabTb al-Siyar states that within a short time

AjnTr Najm al-Dln acquired a position of trust and authority, and that during
the above-mentioned events (i.e. , of 913—4/1508), he was promoted to the

(1) HS* iii/4, 47*
BM. Or. 3248, 31b.

dar silk-i ashraf wa a'yan-i rasht.... muntag am bud.
(3) ibid., 32b.
(4) HS. iii/4, 47.

(2)
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administrative and financial affairs with full independence;

his power and

position surpassed that of all the great amTrs and muqarrabs (1) of the
court of heavenly magnificence (bi-andak zamahT i'tibar wa ikhtiyar-i
bisyar payda kard wa dar khilal-i afowal-i madhkura bi-mangab-i wikalat-i
nafs-i nafTs-i humayun sarafraz gashta min hayth al-istiqlal ruy bi-t amshiy«
at-i muhimmat-i mulk wa mal award paya-yi qadr wa manzilatash az tamamT-yi
umara-yi 'ijam wa muqarraban-i bargah-i falak-ihtisham dar gudhasht).

That

pure-minded amTr devoted all his efforts to remedying the disorders which
had occurred in some provinces at the beginning of Isma'Tl's reign (an amTri gafT-j.amTr dar tadairuk-i ikhtilalT ki dar awayil-i ayyam-i jahangXrX dar
ba'jX az wilayat wuqu* yafta bud bi-qadr-i imkan sa'y namud), and, stri
ving to promote the welfare of men of learning and excellence, he opened
the gates of generosity with the fingers of justice (dar tarflh-i £al-i a
afffoab-i fajl wa kamal kushxda bi-aniunil-i ma'dalat abwab-i makramat bar
gusKud) (2).
The Afosan al-Tav/arTkh states that in 914/1508-9 Isma'Tl conferred
. %

the office of amTr al-umara on Shaykh Na.lm Zargar, and that his seal in
-

„
-T
the dxwan-i a'la was placed above all other seals (3).

The Tarlkh-i

Xlchx-yi Ni^amshah gives a similar account (man^ab-i amir al-umara*T wa
ratq wa fatq-i jamT'-i muhimmat-i mamalik-i mahrusa bar shaykh najm aldan gTIqnT muqarrar shud wa muhr-i u dar dTwan bar bala-yi muhr-i j«mT*-i
ahl-i dTwan zadand), and adds the following statement; he (Shaykh Najm alDln) rendered impotent the Turks, and caused affairs to be conducted in an
orderly manner (anjanab dast-i turkan bar chub-i 'ajz basta madar-i karha

(1) For the various muqarrabs of the court, see Minorsky, TM» 55 ff.
HS. iii/4, 47.
(3) AT. 107.

(2)

- 187 bar gisab nihad) (1).

This suggests that although Shaykh Na jo. al-Dln held

office for only a short period, he did enough to arouse the hostility of
the qizilbash;

their resentment was increased by the appointment of

another Persian to the wikalat in succession to Shaykh Najm al-Dm, and
found its expression in the revolt against the authority of the wakXl at
Ghujduwan (918/1512).

The Jawahir al-Akhbar, although it introduces a

further difficulty by stating that Mir Najm Zargar became wazlr and wakil
in 914/1508-9, corroborates the account of the TarXkh-i TlchT-yi Nigamshah
by stating clearly that (during Mir Najm* s period of office) the amirs were
totally excluded from dXwan affairs (umara-ra dar muhimmat-i diwani
mujlaqan dakhl nabud) (2).
The Sharafnama states that the office of wakil was conferred on Amir
Najm, but goes on to say that in 915/1509-10 gusayn Beg Lala Shamlu, who
was the foremost of the qizilbash amirs, was dismissed, and his post given
to Mugammad Beg Sufrachi Ustajlu, who was later known as Chayan Suljan
(gusayn beg lala shamlu ki muqaddem-i umara-yi qizilb’ashiyya bud ma'zul
gashta mangab-i ora bi-mugammad beg sufrachi ustajlu ki akhir bi-chayan
suljan mulaqqab bud ruju* naniud) (3).
under the year 915/1509-10;

The Age an al-Tawarlkh confirms this,

at Tabriz Isma'Tl dismissed gusayn Beg Lala,

who was amir al-umara, and gave his post to Mugammad Beg Sufrachi Ustajlu,
who assumed the title of Chayan Suljan (dar tabrlz gusayn beg lala-ra ki
amir al-umara bud *azl farmuda man§ab-i ura bi-mugammad beg sufrachi ustajlu
arzanl farmud wa mulaqqab bi-chayan suljan gardld) (4).

The Tarlkh-i

TlchT-yi Nigamshah also states that gusayn Beg, who held the office of mlr-i
diwan, was dismissed from the amirate, and that his office, district (ulka)
and retainers (nawkaran) were given to Mugammad Beg Sufrachi Ustajlu, who

(1) TIN* 453b.

(2) JA. 287b.

(3) Shar. ii, 145.

(4) AT. 110.

assumed the title of Chayan Suljan (frusayn beg lala-ra ki mangab-i mxr-i
dTwanT dasht az imarat *azl karda mangab wa ulka wa nawkaran-i u-ra himuhammad "beg sufrachl ustajlu arzaril dasht and) (1).

Chayan SulJan was alsc

made an amir of the dlwan (2).
In 915/1509-10 Najm al-Din M&s'ud, who was the wakll of Isma'Il,
_
a/
^
died of pleurisy (maraj.-i dhat al-jarib) at Khamria near Tabriz, and his "body
V

was taken to Najaf;

his office was conferred on Amir Yar Muhammad from

Khuzan, a district of Isfahan, who received the title of Najm-i Than! (3).
The latter had been appointed wazir the previous year (914/1508-9) (4).
The UabTb al-Siyar confirms that Isma'Il conferred on Najm-i Than! the
office of wakll, raised the banner of his esteem and authority to the
height of the farqadan (the two bright stars in the constellation Ursa
Minor), made all the amirs, wazirs and arkan-i dawlat obey him, entrusted
the conduct of administrative and financial affairs to his unerring judge
ment, and treated him with the greatest favour and esteem;

Najm Beg Thahl

was a shrewd and zealous amir, and during his period of authority he treat
ed both high and low with justice (5).
power and authority

The Haft Iqllm describes his

in the most extravagant terms (6),

The picture presented by the sources is not entirely clear.

For

instance, all the sources are agreed that in 915/1509-10 #usayn Beg Lala
Shamlu was dismissed from the amir al-umara*I and replaced by Chayan Sultan,
yet neither the Afcsan al~Tawarlkh nor the JJablb al-Siyar records his
appointment to this important office.

We know that gusayn Beg Lala was

made wakll in 907/1501-2, on the accession of Isma'Il, and dismissed from

(1) TIN* 454a#
(2) JA» 288a,
(3) AT* 110-11,
Yar Muhammad appears to
be an error, as HS# iii/4, followed by most of the sources, hasYar Ahmad.
(4) Shar, ii, 145.
(5) HS, iii/4, 53. (6 ) 359a*
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hut it is not clear whether he was appointed amir al-

umara simultaneously with his nomination to the wikalat, or later*

A

passage in the Tarlkh-i Tlchl-yi Ni^amshah, which is in itself semewhat
obscure, suggests the former;
I—

referring to the year 907/1501-2, it states;

,- — —

gusayn beg lala wa ahdal beg (wa) dada beg amTr al-umara wa §ahib-i
ikhtiyar shudand) (1)*

This statement, if taken at its face value,

establishes the fact that gusayn Beg Lala was made amir al-umara in 1501-2,
and a passage in the anonymous history of Shah Isma'Tl states clearly that
Isma'Tl made gusayn Beg Lala wakTl-i nafs-i nafTs-i khwud and amir alumara in 907/1501-2* (2)*

It seems likely, therefore, that gusayn Beg

Lala was appointed both wakil and amir al-umara in 907/1501-2*

The

passage quoted above from the Tarlkh-i Tlchl-yi Ni^amshah, by coupling the
name of Abdal Beg Dada with that of gusayn Beg Lala, introduces a further
complication*

Abdal fAlI Beg, known as Dada Beg, was one of the ahl-i

ikhtigag, and his record of service to the gafawid cause was as meritorious
as that of gusayn Beg Lala (3)*

He was an obvious candidate for office at

the time of isma'Xl’s first administrative appointments, but none of the
other sources mentions him in 907/1501-2*
as holding the rank of qurchabashl* •

He is referred to in 911/1505-6

Isma'H gave orders that all those who

had fought on the side of the enemy against Suljan gaydar should be put to
death;

the investigation was placed in the hands of Abdal Beg Dada, who

was the qurchTbashT, and many people were put to death for this reason
(khaqan-i iskandar-shah gukm kard ki harki ba-inukhalifan bi-jang-i suljan
gaydar rafta bashand bi-qatl awarand wa pursish-i an-ra bi-abdal beg dada ki

(1) TIN. 448a*
(2) BM. Or. 3248, 76b*
(3) See BM* Or. 3248, 119a, which
describes him as §ufl pak-i*tiqa&*
He had been present at the battle of
yabarsaran in which gaydar was killed (893/1488).

- 190 qurchT-bashx bud ruju* farmud wa bidxn sabab bisyaf kas bi-qatl amadand)
(1)*

The anonymous history of Shah Isma* xl states that Abdal Beg Dada put

to death a large number of the Turkomans and people of Jabarsaran and
Shxrwan who had leagued themselves with the enemy in the martyrdom of

Sulfan gaydar (2).

^,j

1-.

f j

professor Minorsky says that **in earlier times, when Persia possessed
no regular troops, the Qurchx-b ashx was practically the Minister of War in
Persia, and his usual title seems to have been amxr al-umara** (3).
It
■L
seems clear, however, that the office of qurchxhashx was in fact distinct
from that of amxr al-umara, and I have been unable to find any evidence that
the qurchxbashx was ever styled amxr al-umara*

In 915/1509-10 Yak an Beg

Takkalu was qurchib'ash.T (4), while Chayan Sultan was amxr al-umara (5)*
In 940/1533-4 Qghlan Khalxfa was qurchxbashx (6), but was certainly not
amxr al-umara (7)*

In 920/1514-15 Saru Pxra Ustajlu was qurchxbashx (8),

when Chayan Sul Jan was probably still amxr

al-umara*

According to the

Sharafnama Chayan Sul Jen died in 929/1522-3 (9), and was succeeded as amxr
al-umara by his son Bayasxd SulJan;

the latter died after the death of
Ir-'t? t 5-

Shah Isma*xl (930/1524), and his paternal uncle Mu^Jafa Beg, known as KupUk
Sul Jan, managed the affairs of the wikalat jointly with Dxw SulJan Bumlu
(ba* d az fawt-i shah ismatxl bayazxd suljan b. chayan suljah ki bi-ja-yi
pidar amxr al-umara bud wafat karda *ainmash mugjafa beg ki bi-kupuk suljah
ishtihar dar ad dar amr-i wikalat ba dxw suljah ruinlu sharxk kardand) (10)*
Another passage from the Sharafnama asserts that Amxr *Abd al-Baqx became

(1) AT* 88*^ (2)^BM» Or* 3248, 119a*
This is the earliest mention of the
office of qurchxbashx*
(3) TM* 116-7.
(4) Shar. i, 411.
(5) AT. 110.
(6) AT. 248; JA. 308a.
(7) See p.230 ff. below.
(8) Shar. ii, 158;
AT. 149.
See TM. 125, n. 6, for a note on pxra.
(9) Shar. ii, 167.
(10) ibid., 169.
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umara* I-ra bi-khuddam-i amir *abd al-baqi mufawwad namud) (1)*

If this

is so, though none of the other sources mentions his appointment to the
amir al-umara* I, he must either have held the post of amir al-umara jointly
with Chayan Sultan, or the latter must have been temporarily superseded,
and restored to office in 920/1514, after the death of *,Abd al-Baqi at
_
_
Chaldiran.

In either event, it is clear that /in 920/1514 the holder of

the office of amir al-umara was distinct from the holder of the office
of qurchibashi.
The passage already quoted frcm the Tarlkh-i Ilohl-yi Nigamshah
suggests that Abdal Beg Dada became joint amir al-umara with gusayn Beg
Lala in 15ol-2, and he may therefore have still held this position in
911/1505 when he was qurchibashi, but too much reliance should not be
placed on this rather loosely-worded passage.

It is, of course, possible

that the offices of amir al-umara and qurchibashi were originally _Q&e, but
if so, it seems clear that they had become distinct by 915/1509-10, if not
before.

There is no other evidence to suggest that there was ever any con

nexion between the amir al-umara* I and the office of qurchibashi, whereas
there is abundant evidence of the close connexion between the wikalat and
the amir al-umara*I.

In general, as the importance of the amir al-umara

declined, during the second half of the reign of 'fahmasp, that of the qur
chibashi increased,

it is perhaps significant that little is heard of the

amir al-umara during the first decade of lsma*iifs reign (1501-10), when
relations between the qizilbash and the flhah were harmonious; during the
civil war between the qizilbash tribes at the beginning of the reign of
Tahmasp, the amir al-umara was prominent not only by virtue of his military
(1) Shar. ii, 157.

- j.yz office, but also because he played an active part in political affairs.

A further difficulty arises from the statement by the Afrsan alTawarlkh already quoted, which is supported by the Tarlkh-i UchT-yi
Ni^amshah, to the effect that Shaykh Najm Zargar was made amTr al-umara
in 914/1508-9.

professor Minorsky considers this statement of the Ahsan

al-Tawarlkh to be a mistake, as the same source also refers to Shaykh
Najm al-Din as wakTl (1).

In view of the apparent confusion in other

sources between the terms amTr al-umara and wakil, it is probable that
this is so.

On the other hand, as the date of Shaykh Najm al-DLn*s ap

pointment to the wikalat is not absolutely certain - the $abxb al-Siyar
only says that Isma'Tl spent that spring and summer (i. e., of 913-4/L508)
at Hamadan, and that dar khilal-i an afrwal AmTr Najm al-Dln Zargar raised
the banner of honour and authority (2) - the question may perhaps be left
open until the precise significance of the terms wakil and amir al-umara
can be more clearly established*

We have seen that Najm-i Than! was made wakTl/in succession to Amor
Najm al-Elh in 915/1509-10 (3)*

On this occasion all the sources agree

that Najm-i ThanT was appointed wakil and none asserts that he was made
amir al-umara; professor Minorsky* s statement that **Najm-i Than! united
the ranks of wakil and amTr al-umara* appears to be based on a confusion
between the two **Najms** (4)*
I
\

refers to Najm-i Than!

It is interesting to note that on£ source (5)

as wakil al-salfana, "vicegerent of the realm1*,

instead of the intensely personal wakTl-i nafs-i nafTs-i humayun, or
•Viceroy1*.

As the gafawid state became less theocratic and the status of

the {^TfTs declined, what Minorsky calls **the excessive prerogatives of a
Vice-Roy** were modified (6).
(1) See TM. 115 n.1.
^1N. 452b.

*Abd al-Baql, appointed wakil in 918/1513,

(2) HS. iii/4, 47.

(6) rpitf<

(3) AT. 111.

(4) m

115.
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is stiUL termed wakil-i nafs-i naiTs-i humayun (1), but Mlrza Shah gusayn,
appointed in 920/1514, is termed walcTl al-salfcana and i'timad al-dawla (2).
It has been suggested above that Isma'Tl dismissed gusayn Beg Lala
Shamlu from the wikalat (913-4/1508), and replaced him by a Persian, be
cause he was apprehensive of the power of the qizilbash.

Certain other

facts tend to support this contention; for instance, on the death of Najm
al-Ean Mas'ud in 915/1509-10, Isma'Tl again appointed a Persian, namely
Najm-i Thani, to the wikalat»

In the same year, when Isma'Tl dismissed

gusayn Beg Lala Shamlu from his other important post, that of amTr alumara, he did not replace him by one of the other leading qizilbash amirs,
but by an unknown officer, Muhammad Beg Ustajlu, who held the comparatively
lowly rank of sufrachi (MsewerM ), and who was promoted to the rank of
sulfran to give him the status befitting the holder of the rank of amir
al-umara; although he was amir al-umara from 915/1509-10 until his death
in 929/1522-3, he does not figure largely in the events of that period,
and it is probable that Isma'Tl deliberately selected a man who was not
a chief of one of the principal qizilbash tribes, backed by a powerful
military force drawn from the tribes in his ulka, in order to prevent the
amir al-umara from acquiring excessive power.

The fact that Chayan SuTfcan

was apparently given not only the man^ab but also the ulka and nawkaran
of gusayn Beg Shamlu, does not invalidate this theory, for the loyalty of
the qizilbash to their own officers was such that an Ustajlu would not

(1) HS* iii/4, 71. (2) ibid., 106. Thus Minorsky, TM» 114, although right
in saying that Hunder the early gafawids the highest dignitary of state is
usually called wakil,11 is wrong in stating that these titles (viz., wazTr-i
a'^am-i dxwan-i a'la and iVtiniad al-dawla) do not occur.

command from Shamlu tribesmen support in any way comparable to that which
he would receive from members of his own tribe.
In the same year that ^usayn Beg Lala Shamlu was deprived of his
ulka (915/1509), another powerful qizilbash amir suffered a similar
experience.

In gafar 915/m ay-June 1509, Isma*XI dismissed Abdal Beg Dada,

who possessed the ulka of QazwXn, Sawj Bulagh and Rayy, and conferred his
ulka on Zaynal Beg Shamlu, who was given the title of khan (1).

In this

case too, the ulka was transferred to an amir of another tribe, for Abdal
.

Beg Dada was a Dhu* 1-Qadar.

.. . «

.,

A3 in the case of ^usayn Beg Lala Shamlu, no

reason is given for the dismissal.

Both men were members of the ahl-i

ikhtigag and had long records of loyal service to Isma* XI himself and to
his father gaydar;

neither seems to have been disgraced, for gusayn Beg

Lala went with the expedition to ShXrwan (915/1509-10), and was appointed
A*
*
governor of Baku and sHabiran (2).
The following year he was made governor
of Harat after its recapture from the Uzbegs in December 1510.

At the

same time Abdal Beg Dada was made governor of Marw (3).
It seems, therefore, that Isma*XI took these measures in order to
reduce the power of two of the principal qizilbash amirs.

This is

suggested also by a significant remark in the Jawahir al-Akhbar, which,
after stating that QazwXn, Sawj Bulagh and Rayy were given to Zaynal Khan
Shamlu, continues, wa lala beg wa dada beg-ra i* tibar namahd, Hconfidence
was no longer placed in Lala Beg and Dada BegH (4).

The action taken by

Isma* XI in regard to ^usayn Beg Lala Shamlu and Abdal Beg Dada thus fore
shadows the methods later employed by 'Abbas I to restrict the power of the

(1) AT* 110*
HS* iii/4, 74, says that Zaynal Beg Shamlu was made khan on
his appointment to the governorship of Harat in 918/1512-13.
JA. 288a
states that Zaynal Khan Shamlu became »mTr buzurg.
Shar. ii, 145 adds
Khwar to the territories governed by Abdal Beg Dada.
^2) Shar. ii, 146.
(3) ibid. , 148.
(4) j a . 288a.
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'Hfriereas ^ahmasp was unable, fear the greater part of his reign, to

keep the amirs in check, 'Abbas adopted and extended the policy initiated by
Isma'Tl;

he separated the tribal chiefs from their own tribe by appointing

them to governorships remote from their own ulka, and weakened the solidarity
of the qizilbash by transferring groups of tribesmen from their own ulka to
another district (1)

The serious losses suffered by the qizilbash, and the

heavy casualties among the high-ranking amirs, at Chaldiran (920/1514), made
it unnecessary for Isma'Tl to take further measures against the amirs for some
years;

when, in the latter years of his reign, there was an ope# revolt

against his authority, he had so far withdrawn from active participation in
fliilitary operations, and from the direction of administrative affairs, that
the steps necessary to restore the authority of the ruling institution were
not taken.
Before the battle of Chaldiran, however, there occurred a revolt by the
qizilbash amirs against the authority of the Persian wakil Najm-i Thani.
professor Minorsky has pointed out that Mthey (the Turkomans) were no party
to the national Persian tradition.

Like oil and water, the Turcomans and

Persians did not mix freely and the dual character of the population profound
ly affected the military and civil administration of Persia.

It is true that

the gafawids had converted their Turcoman adherents to their creed, but with
their help, Persia as a whole had to be conquered.

For some time to come the

Shah's henchmen formed the privileged class of aristocracy and the long and
painful process of their assimilation and absorption is the very nerve of the
political evolution from Isma'Tl I to 'Abbas Irt (2).

In 918/1512 Najm-i

Thani, at his own suggestion, was placed in command of an expedition against

(1) In addition, 'Abbas I appointed non-Turkoman ghulams to be amirs of
qizilbash tribes ; cf. m
17.
(2) t m . 188.

the Uzbegs (1)*

It was the first major campaign in which Isma'Tl person

ally took no part, and, without his controlling influence, Turkoman
resentment against the wakil, which was inflamed by the arrogant behaviour
of the wakil himself, resulted in open friction between the wakil and the
amirs*
* \
According to the Tarikh-i UchT-yi Nigamshah, Najm-i Thani wielded
L \
^
greater power as wakil than any of his predecessors*
When Najm-i Thani
left for Khurasan, Isma'Tl sent farmans to the governors (frukkam) and
darughas of that province instructing them to obey Najm-i Thani as they
would himself (2)*

The wakil was accordingly joined by gusayn Beg Lala,

governor of Harat, Bayram Beg Qaramanl, governor of Balkh, and Abdal Beg
Dada, governor of Marw;

in addition, Babur Padishah was requested to join

the amirs from §igar Shadman, so that they might follow his advice in the
conduct of the campaign (dar saranjam-i muhamro-i kishwargusha*X bi-dujib-i
iqtida-yi ra*y-i £awabnama-yi way *amal kunlm) (3)*

The gafawid army

captured Khuzar and QarshX, and laid siege to Ghujduwan;

supplies began to

get short, and Babur padishah proposed that the gafawid army should retire
to QarshX for the winter, replenish its supplies from Balkh, and resume the
offensive against the Uzbegs the following spring.

Najm-i ThanX refused

to accept this advice, saying, “tomorrow we shall fight a royal battle**
(farda jang-i sulJanT ml andazlm).

On 3 Ramadan 918/12 November 1512

Timur Sultan b. Shaybak Khan and .Abu Sa* Xd Suljan b. Kuchum Khan, the
defenders of Ghujduwan, were joined by the main Uzbeg army from Bukhara,
led by 'Ubayd Khan and JanT Beg Suljan, and the combined Uzbeg forces made

(1) AT. 127; najmyi thani ki wakil bud tadbXr anglkht ki u-ra rawaha-yi
mawara* 1-nahr gardanad khaqan-i iskandar-shli* n iltimas-i u-ra qabul karda. ••
(2) TIN. 458b.
(3) AT. 131.

- 197 their preparations for battle*

At that juncture the qizilbash amirs,

because of their hostility towards Amir Najm, decamped in the direction of
KhurHsan (umar a-yi qizilbash banabar-i *adawatl ki bi-amxr najm dasht and
hamanruz kuch karda mutawaj jih-i khuraaan shudand).

Bayram Beg Qaramanl,

who remained loyal, and the wakll Najm-i ThanI, faced the Uzbegs with the
few men left to them (ba mardum-i andak). but were defeated;
was captured, taken before 'Ubayd, and put to death.

the wakll

Bayram Beg Qaramanl

was killed in battle a). as was Zayn al-*AbidTn Beg gafawi (2).

Large

numbers of qizilbash troops were drowned in trying to cross the Qxus (3).
JJusayn Beg Lala and Afcmad Beg §ufT-ughlT took refuge at Harat, but
evacuated the city in 919/^Iarch 1513, and marched back to 'Iraq, and Adhar
bayjan via 'fabas (4).

Abdal Beg Dada abandoned Marw without a fight (5),

and v/as subsequently treated with ignominy by Isma'Il (6).
retired again to $i§ar shadman •

Babur Padishah

Slightly different versions are given by

other sources, which allege that the qizilbash amirs fled from the battle
field after Bayram Beg Qaramanl had fallen (7);

the amirs considered it a

of the disastrous defeat at Ghujduwan and of the death of the wakll.
Najm-i Tharil.

Isma'Il does not seem to have meted out any punishment to

(1) AT. 133.
(2) HS. iii/4, 69.
(3) AT. 133.
(4) AT. 138.
(5) AT.
138; Shar. ii, 157.
(6) AT. 138-9; Dada Beg had his beard shaved off,
a woman1s veil (mi' jar) placed on his head, and his face smeared with
cosmetics, and was paraded round the camp seated backwards (mun* akas) on an
ass.
(7) BM. Or. 3248, 216b; Shar. ii, 153.
(8) Shar. ii, 153.

the amirs for their treachery;

Abdal Beg Dada seems to have "been disgraced

for abandoning Marw rather than for his defection at Ghujduwan.

It is

interesting to note that, unlike his successors, Isma*II seems to have been
averse to putting to death members of the Turkoman aristocracy;

the only

high-ranking amirs to have been so punished seem to have been Ilyas Beg
Dhu* 1-Qadar (Kachal Beg), the governor of Shiraz, who was executed c. 910/
1504-5 (1), Khalil Suljan Dhu* 1-Qadar, another governor of Shiraz, who was
executed in 920/1514 for failing in his duty during the war against the
Ottomans (2), and Julbah Beg Khalkhall, governor of Jarum, who was put to
death in 911/1505-6 (3).

Ilyas Beg and Julban Beg were put to death for

oppressing their subjects (4).

In view of the external threats to the

gafawid state in its early years, Isma*H naturally wished to avoid intern
al unrest, and his severity in these cases may have reflected this desire.
His disinclination to put qizilbash amirs to death for other offences may
also have been due in part to his attachment to them, and even more perhaps
to considerations of e:xpediency.

He needed all his available officers to

defend Persia* s north-western and north-eastern frontiers.

But although

he was lenient to the amirs after their defection at Ghujduwan, he persev
ered in his attempt to restrict their power, by appointing another Persian
to the wikalat in succession to Najm-i Thani.

Amir Ni^am al-Dln *Abd al-

Baqi had been appointed deputy-wakil when Najm-i Than! led the gafawid army
to Transoxania, and it had been arranged that he should devote himself to
the conduct of affairs with full independence;

when the news of the death

of Najm-i Thani was confirmed, Isma*II placed the wikalat-i nafs-i nafls-i

(1) Ghulam Sarwar,_50.
(2) AT._152.
(3) BM. Or. 3248, 119a.
(4) Cf.
the execution of QadT Muhammad KashanI on similar grounds in 915/1509-10.

- 199 humayun in the hands of AmTr 1Abd al-BaqX, and exalted his rank and station
to the seventh heaven (1)»
The battle of Chaldiran in 920/1514 decimated the ranks of the
qizilbash amirs;

gusayn Beg Lala Shamlu, the former wakil and amir al-

umara, and Saru lira Ustajlu the gurchlbashl, were among the killed.

Three

eminent sayyids lost their lives, including Amir *Abd al-Baql the wakil,
and Ajnlr Sayyid Sharif ShlrazI the ^adr (2),
of state thus became vacant,

Most of the highest offices

Mlrza Shah gusayn Isfahan! was appointed

wakil (3), and Qagl Jahan Qazwlnl and Khwaja Jalal al-Dan Mugammad Tabrl*!
were jointly his wazlrs (4).
The year 920/1514 is in many ways a significant one.

The defeat at

Chaldiran was a severe blow to Isma'H^s personal prestige, and destroyed
the faith of the qizilbash in him as an invincible leader.

According to

Nagr Allah palsafl, Isma*H went into mourning for the defeat at Chaldiran,
He wore black clothes and a black turban, and ordered all sayyids to do the
same.

The military standards were dyed black, and on them was written in

white the word al-qigag (*retribution*),

Some have even seen a connexion

between al-qigag and the name Alqa$ which Isma* H

gave to his second son,

who was born not long after the battle of Chaldiran,
'Isma’H ’s first defeat.

Chaldiran was

Since in his experience he had always been

victorious, and his enemies defeated and conquered, he considered no
adversary his equal, and thought himself invincible (shikast na-padh.Tr);

(1) HS# iii/4, 71.
(2) AT* 149.
Other notable qizilbash amirs who were
killed were* Mugammad Khan Ustajlu, governor of Diyar Baler, Wall Khan Beg
Qazaqlu Turkman, Suljah 'All Mlrzl Afshar (who was taken prisoner by the
Ottomans under the impression that he was the Shah, and was put to death
when the mistake was discovered), and plr *Umar Beg Shlrajlbashl.
(3)
HS# iii/4, 79-80.
(4) AT. 374.
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the defeat at Chaldiran had a marked effect on Isma'Il* s character and
behaviour (dar akhlaq. wa raftar-i u ta* thlr-i farawan kard);

his egotism

and arrogance were changed to despair and dejection (khwud-khwahl wa
ghururash bi-nawmldl wa raalal mubaddal shud (l )•
Isma*H*s loss of prestige was reflected in a deterioration in his
relations with the qizilbash, and powerful amirs, such as Amir Khan Turkman,
the governor of Khurasan, openly defied his authority.

Isma*11 himself

seems to have spent much of his time in drunken debauches, and the effective
control of affairs passed more and more into the hands of the wakll, Mirza
Shah ^usayn.

For some five or six years in succession, Isma'Il wintered

at Tabriz or Nakhchiwan;

most of his time was spent in hunting, or in the

company of rosy-cheeked youths, quaffing goblets of purple wine, and listen
ing to the strains of music and song.

Affairs of state and of finance

were in the hands and at the discretion of Mirza Shah $usayn Igfahanl;

the

latter acquitted himself of these duties in a fitting manner, and the
people were satisfied with and grateful for his impeccable conduct (husn-i
ma* ash).

The Shah too made every effort to gratify him (tara$1-yi khajir-i

ii), and placed the management of affairs so completely in his hands that he
was envied by all the amirs and officers of state (2).
The Jawahir al-Akhbar states that this MKhusraw of religion* (i.e.,
Isma'Il) had absolutely no knowledge of his own affairs and for a consider
able period was in the hands of the waklls and wazirs (muflaq az muhimmat-i
khwud khabar nadasht wa muddatl bi-dast-i wukala wa wuzara bud) (3).
Although this can refer only to the period after Chaldiran, the statement
is none the less uncompromising in its severity*

It is clear that both

Khwurshah and Budaq Munshl Qazwlnl, who completed their chronicles in 970/
,

v

(1) Na$r Allah Falsafl, Jang-i Chaldiran, 121.
JAm 294a.

(2) TIN. 462a.

(3)

- 201 1562-3 and 984/1576-7 respectively, considered that the authority of the
Shah had been profoundly weakened during the latter part of Isma'Tl’s
reign.

It is also clear that, although the fundamental dichotomy between

Turk and Persian had been a source of friction in the gafawid state since
its establishment, the fact that it so soon constituted a serious threat to
the very existence of the gafawid state must be attributed to the decline
in the authority of the ruling institution during the second half of
Isma*rl,s reign - a decline for whioh Isma*H himself was responsible.
Jahmasp, in fact, inherited a situation v/hich was the product of Isma,rl,s
indifference to state affairs from Chaldiran onwards.
Turkoman resentment at the appointment of Persians to the wikalata
already manifested during the wikalat of Najm-i Than!, was increased by the
fact that Mlrza Shah gusayn exercised undue influence over the Shah.

H

When the sun of the dignity and grandeur of the wakil al-saljana and i* timad al-dawla Mlrza Shah gusayn reached the zenith of perfection, and the
authority of the amirs and pillars of the state in the conduct of the
affairs of state was reduced (dast-i ikhtiyar-i sayir-i umara wa arkan-i
dawlat as saranjam-i muhamm-i salJan at kutah gardld), the flames of envy,
(an emotion) which is inherent in amir and wazlr, great and small, consumed
the minds of those who stood close to the throne which is the repository of
the caliphate,and, the fire of jealousy being kindled by the breeze of
fanaticism in the hearts of most of the nobles of the court (a*yah-i
gajrat), the sparks of guile and deceit glowed on the cheeks of their
fortunes;

but through awe of the king, who protects his servants (az

shukuh-i padishah-i banda-nawaz), they did not have the temerity to offer
any opposition to the wakil" (qudrat nadashtand ki dast-i ta*arrud bidaman-i *ar^L-i anjanab r as anand) (1).
—

—

— ----------------------------------------------------------------

(1) HS^ iii/4, 106.

According to Nagr Allah FalsafT, two members of Isma'TUs £aram,
Tajlu Khanum, his inamorata (ma* shnga), and Bihruza Khanum, his wife by
O'

legal contract (zan-i *aqdT), were captured by Salim at the battle of
Chaldiran and taken to Istanbul.
^

Tajlu Khanum obtained her ransom with a

pair of ruby ear-rings which she gave to her captor MasT^ Pasha, and set off
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in the direction of TabrTz.

Nagr Allah FalsafT quotes the Tarlkh-i *Adaia-

Ara as saying that Kirza Shah gusayn, then the wazir of DumTsh Khan, came

vKV3k

_ _

_

_

__

_

across Tajlu Khanum as she wandered blindly through Adharbayjan, ignorant

of the whereabouts of the Shah* s camp, and took her to Isma'Tl;

for this

action he was rewarded by being appointed to the wizarat wa nigarat-i
dTwan-i shah!.

Jr

Na§r Allah FalsafT further quotes the Tarxkh-i Jahan-AT a,

attributed to Mulla Abu Bakr Tihranx (MS* in the Kitabkhana-yi MillT), which
states that Isma'xl conferred the man^ab-i wizarat v/a nijarat-i diw'an-i a*Ta
on Mxrza gusayn Mi* mar I^fahanT, who was one of the retainers (mnlaziman) of
Durmxsh Khan, for his devotion (jansiparT) in conveying one or two of the
virtuous women of the pavilion of magnificence and glory (mukhaddarat-i
—

_

\

suradiq-i jah wa jalal) to Darguzin, and it was decreed that that eminent
person (Mirza Shah gusayn) should undertake the conduct of the affairs of
state (muta* ahhid-i saranjam-i umur-i saltan at gashta), and that all the
amirs and pillars of the state should undertake to obey him and not enter
into any affair, large or small, without his prior knowledge (bT wuquf-i u
dar hich muhimmx az muhimmat-i juz»x wa kullT dakhl nanamayand) (1).
The terminology employed by the sources throws some light on the way
in which the original conception of the wikalat was changing as the original
organization of the §ufT order developed into the administrative system of

(1) Nagr Allah Palsafl, Jang-i Chaldiran. 106-9,
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The emphasis is no longer on the wakll as the

representative of the person of the Shah, wakll-i nafs-i nafls-i humayun;
this title was used in respect of Amir *Abd al-B*aqX on his appointment to
the wikalat in 918/1512, hut does not seem to have been used again after
that date.
\
» I

The emphasis i3 rather on the wakll as head of the bureaucracy,

as the representative of the temporal administration, and as the trustworthy support of the state;

hence Mlrza Shah $usayn*s office is termed,

not only wikalat (1), but the nigarat-i dlwan-i a*la (2), and nigarat-i
dqwah (3), and he is entitled wakll al-salfrana and i'timad al-dawla (4).
The ffablb al-Siyar does

use the term wakll-i nafs-i naiTs-i humayun in

respect of Mirza Shah $usayn, but, after stating that Isma*!! wished to
place the administration of affairs and matters of state and kingship in the
skilful and competent hands of a knowledgeable person (mutawwa.iih-i an
gasht ki zimam-i ratq wa fatq wa qabjL wa bast wa frail wa *aqd wa dafr wa
sitad-i umur wa muhimmat-i sarkar-i saljanat wa padishahT-ra dar qabfra-yi
dirayat wa kaff-i kifayat-i gafrib-i kiyasatl nihad), goes on to say that
after consultation and questioning (istishara wa istikhara), the khal* at of
this exalted office (mangab-i jalllat al-maratib) fitted the figure (bar
qamat....... chust amad) of Mirza Shah §Usayn, who was formerly enrolled in
the ranks of the great ha* ibs of Durmlsh Khan (5).
Burmlsh Khan b. *Abdl Beg Shamlu, who was the Tshik-aqasl of the
diwan-i a* la, had been appointed governor of Isfahan in 909/1503-4;

he had

appointed Mirza Shah $usayn Isfahan! the architect (mi*mar) his wazir and
na* ib, and had entrusted to him all the duties appertaining to himself (bi—
khadamatl ki bi-u mut a* alliq bud bi-u ruju* nanrud), and had himself

(1) AT. 374.
(2) ibid., 150.
106.
(5) ibid. , 79-80.

(3) Shar. ii, 159.

(4) HS. iii/4, 88;

- 204 remained in the royal retinue (1).

Durmish Khan had been appointed lala

to Sain Mlrza on the latter* s birth in 925/1517,

Durmish Khan was

distinguished among ail the loyal amirs by his close relationship and
intimacy (with the Shah) (az janu'-i umara*-i dhawi* 1-ikhlag bi-mazid-i
taqarrub wa ikhti$a§ imtiyaz dasht) (2),

He had conducted a successful

campaign in Ma zander an in 924/1518 (3),
i

^
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By virtue of his appointment to the wikalat, Mlrza Shah gusayn had

■
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risen above his former superior;

ail the amirs and pillars of the state,

and all the wazTrs and nobles of the court, were ordered to obey him (i. e.,
Mlrza Shah gusayn), and, putting the saddle-cloth of obedience on their
shoulders, not to enter upon any affair, whether important or trivial,
without informing him and obtaining his advice (4),

Mlrza Shah gusayn

was nevertheless embarrassed by the continued presence of Durmish Khan at
court, ana irritated by his intervention in important state affairs, and in
927/1521 the wakil was instrumental in getting Durmish Khan appointed
governor of Harat and despatched to Khurasan (5)*
- When Durmish Khan arrived at Harat in November 1521, he learnt that
the retiring governor, Amir Khan Turkman, who had been recalled by Isma'Tl
to account for his execution of Amir Sayyid Ghiyath al-Din Mukanmad, the
$adr of Tahmasp Mirza, had left Harat and gone to Sabzawar.

Durmish Khan

followed Amir Khan Turkman there, but was persuaded, by means of liberal
hospitality, to neglect to carry out his orders, and Amir Khan returned to
Harat convinced that he would retain the governorship of Harat (yaqin gasht
ki bi—dastur-i s*abiq iyalat—i harat muta'allig bi—u khwahad bud) (6)•

(1) BM. Or. 3248, 92a.
(2) HS. iii/4, 83.
(3) AT. 167-8.
iii/4, 80.
(5) TIN. 462b.
(6) AT. 174-5.

(4) HS.

At
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Durmlsh that he had brought several dossiers (parwanoha) concerning the
punishment (mu* akhadha) of the wazirs and muqarrabs of Amir Khan in res
pect of the murder of Amir Muhammad b. Yusuf (i. e. Amir Sayyid Ghiyath alDin Muhammad); if he (Durmlsh Khan) thought fit, he (Khwaja ^tehTb Allah)
would meet Amir Khan and show him the orders (ahkam) mentioned above.
Durmlsh Khan replied that he did not wish Amir Khan to receive injury at
his hands, and instructed the Khwaja to conceal the orders .(man rad!
nTstam ki amir khan az man azar yabald ahkam-i ma*hud-ra ikhfa Jam).

The

next day Khwaja yablb Allah intercepted Amir Khan, who asked with acerbity
(az ruyi i*rad wa i*tirad) what injury he had done to Khwaja Shah $usayn
(i. e. , the wakll) to make the latter want to harm him.

The Khwaja replied
%
*
that Amir Khan had killed without cause Amir Muhammad b. Amir Yusuf, a
descendant of the prophet, and that Mlrzsi Shah £usayn was devoted to the
Prophet* 3 house (as muhibban-i an khan adan ast).
his face, and the Khwaja returned to Harat (1).

Amir Khan turned away
Prom this account it

appears that it was in fact the wakll, Mirza Shah ^usayn, who had been
principally concerned to bring to justice those responsible for the death
of Amir Ghiyath al-Din Muhammad.
The position held by Khwaja #ablb Allah is not clear.

Durmlsh Khan

was the governor of Khurasan, with Sam Mirza as his ward; Durmlsh Khan
received Khwaja $abji Allah and in the customary manner (bi-dastur ma*hud)
t
entrusted to him the great seal (muhr-i *ali), and gave him full and abso
lute authority (sarpanja-yi iqtidarash-ra qawl wa muflaq gardanld) in the
management and conduct of administrative and financial affairs, both
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basfr wa frail wa *aqd wa dad wa sitad wa tamshiyat-i umur-i juz*X wa kulli
wa mulkx wa malT-yi tamam-i wilayat-i khur asan), and Khwaja yabxb Allah
reclined on the seat of government and authority in full independence
(min hayth al-istiqlal wa*1-infirad bar masnad-1 fruldimat wa dara’T tikya
zada).

He devoted himself to the interests of justice and of the people,

and enquired diligently into cases of oppression.

He was the support of

sayyids, qadXs, tulama and muftis, and the patron of poets and writers
(arbab-i insha*).

Agriculturalists (dahaqTn) and cultivators (muzari* ah),

upon the proper regulation of whose affairs depends the orderly disposi
tion of the world and its inhabitants (ki nizam-i hip-i *alara wa falamiyan
bi-intigam-i muhamm-i Tshan mutatalliq ast), rested secure in the shadow
of his favour and beneficence.
favour.

Merchants were the recipients of his

He made (considerable) reductions (mablaghha takhfTf nanruda) in

the tamgha (dues on merchandise) and in taxes (baj wa kharaj).

He exempted

(mu*af dasht) the artisans (muhtarifat) and tradespeople (ahl-i aswaq),
who were burdened with all kinds of difficulties (mutahammilan-i anwa' -i
mashaqq) and charged with matters beyond their endurance (mutakaffilan-i
uraur-i ma-1a-ya£aq), from levies (tahmTlat) and extraordinary taxes
_ —

—

_ (1)

(ikhrajat), and fixed their regular subventions (mugarrariyyat) to the
best of his ability (hasb al-maqdur) (2).

Although the fact that DurmTsh

Khan gave Khwaja'^abib Allah the great seal suggests that the latter was
muhrdar, the above account of his activities suggests rather that he was
the wazir of DurmTsh Khan.

As has already been stated, the wazir, like

the amTr al-umara and the sadr, had a provincial counterpart.

(1) s e e m

183.

(2) HS. iii/4, 102.

Khwaja $abTb Allah was murdered in 952/1525 by a mutinous body of
Shamlu troops, who apparently went unpunished.

He was playing baokgammon,

when a group of Shamlu troops, who had not received their pay (marsum),
entered.

They shouted (awaz buland kardand) that the Khwaja should

release them from their engagement, since they were not receiving their
pay.

(chun mawajib bi-dast-i ma nana ayad az nawkarl mara ikhraj kun).

The Khwaja thereupon discharged them (shuma-ra rukhgat daaam).

They then

demanded a laissez-passer (khafrfr-i rah), and the Khwaja, with great pre
sumption (az kamal-i ghurur), procured pen and ink and wrote the permit
with his own hand, sealed it, and handed it to them.

The Shamlus at

once went to their commanding officer (sardar), yar Ahmad Khalifa, and
repeated the Khwaja* s words to him.

yar Ahmad and the Shamlus surrounded

the Khwaja* s house, overcame the resistance of his servants (mulazimah),
and killed his son and all his relations and servants, some 100 persons
in all.

Darwlsh Beg BEmlu seized the Khwaja himself; the latter asked

his captor to take him to Sam Mlrza so that the prince might pronounce
him deserving of death or not.

Darwish Beg fiymlu tried to smuggle him

away with a cloak over his head, but the Khwaja was recognised by same of
the Shamlus and killed.

The Khwaja was noted for his efforts on behalf

of the poor and sick (1).
The friction between the wakil Mlrza Shah gusayn and the qizilbash
continued, and the jealousy and frustration of the amTrs finally induced
them to assassinate the wakil.

Their opportunity occurred as a result of

a dispute between the wakil and the rikabdar.

The wakil had cleared

(ifragh) the accounts of the rikabdar Mihtar Shah Quli, who handled large
sums in connexion with the expenditure of the royal household (jihat-i
(1) AT. 197-8.

- ZUO ikhrajat-i karkhana-yi humayun), and had declared a deficit of 7,000
tumans to be due from that fraudulent official (mablagh-i haft hazar
tuman bar an khayin bag! kashlda); Mirza Shah $usayn demanded that sum
(^alib-i anwajh bud), but Mihtar Shah Qull, relying on his rise to a
position of intimacy with the Shah (bi-wasi$a-yi §>u'ud bar darajat-i
taqarrub-i petdisKahl), paid little attention to this demand, and con
tinued to discharge his duties at Court in the usual way, without attemp
ting to produce the sum required (dar saranjam-i anwajh ihmal warzlda bidastur-i shara* ifr nrulazamat-i sudda-yi amanat wa karamat bi-jay ml award).
Towards the end of thE winter (929/1525), the wakll reported the situa
tion to the Shah, who gave orders for the collection (tah§H) of the
sum due.

But although the wakll showed courtesy and consideration

(mu dar a wa muvmsa) towards the rikabdar, and did not press him for pay
ment, the rikabdar planned to kill him.
On 28 Jumada I, 929/14 April 1523 Mirza Shah $usayn left a convi
vial gathering in a state of considerable intoxication; the Shah had
retired previously.

Mihtar Shah Qull came up behind the wakll and stabbed

him in the back, and shouted to the qurchls on guard at the entrance to
the palace (astana-yi *aliyya) that the Shah had ordered them to kill that
man; the qurchls at once drew their swords and killed the wakll (l).

The

Tarlkh-i Uchl-yi Nigamshah asserts that the Turkomans, jealous of the
power of Mirza Shah ^Jusayn, had several times tried to murder him.

Accor

ding to this source, Mirza Shah yusayn was drinking, -when Mihtar Shah Qull
the rikabdar entered with the message that Isma'Il wanted him.

The

wakll,

inebriated, was slow to obey, and, when the rikabdar urged him to hurry,
Mirza Shah jjusayn struck him.

(1) H& iii/4, 106.

The rikabdar reported the incident to
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yourself?*

The rikabdar interpreted this as an order to kill the wakil,

and proceeded to do so, with the willing help of a group of Turkomans who
were present.

The rikabdar and his accomplices fled to Shlrwan, but were

caught and put to death by Isma'Tl, who was grieved at the death of the
wakil (1).

The Ahsan al-Tav/arlkh states that the rikabdar was extradited

by the ShTrwanshah, and was handed over by Isma'Tl to the ghulams of the
late wakil to be put to death (2).

The $ablb al-Siyar confirms that

Isma'Tl executed some of the qurchls involved in the attack on the wakil,
including Kuir Sulayman (3).

The Haft Iqlim states that Isma'Tl visited

retribution upon many nurchls and amirs (kas-i bisyarl az qurohT wa
umara-ra bi-padash rasanTd) (4).
yasan Bumlu, in his obituary notice on the wakil, Mlrza Shah
emphasizes the immense power wielded by him, and describes his rise from
the comparatively humble position of a mason and architect (amr-i mi'marl
wa banha'X) at Isfahan.

At first, he held a series of minor posts, in

cluding the position of wazlr to the darugha of Isfahan, who was a retainer
(mulazim) of ECrmlsh Khan (ba'd az an mutagaddl-yi umur-i juzwiyva
khugusan wizarat-i darugha-yi anja ki mulazim-i durmish khan bud gasht),
and then by means of e v e ry kind of worthy service (bi-wasifra-yi har guna
khadamat-i layiqa), he rose to the most illustrious and exalted position
of w a k H (amr-i j a l U al-qadr-i 'agin al-sha*n-i wikalat).

Since the

Supreme Architect fashioned the world, no man of rank and position had
acquired such power in the office of the dlwan-i wizarat (gahib-i ,jahl
(1) TIN. 463a-b.

(2) AT. 178.

(3) HS. iii/4, 107.

(4) HI. 360a.
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The significant

use of the term dlwan-i wizarat to describe the wakil1s office clearly
suggests that there was a tendency to forget the unique position of the
wakil as nafs-i nafTs-i humayuri, and to regard him simply as the head of the
bureaucracy, and therefore tantamount to wazir*

The highest officer of

state, however, was still termed wakil, and the wazir or wazirs were still
subordinate to him (2).
In the case of Mlrza Shah gusayn, as previously in the case of Najm-i
Thani, the arrogance of the wakil did not make for better relations with the
qizilbash*

Such was his arrogance that, trusting in royal favour, he

acknowledged the existence of no one, and treated the pillars of the
victorious state as though they did not exist (az kamal-i ghurur tikya bar
alfraf-i khusrawana karda hlchkas-ra wujudl namlgudhasht arkan-i dawiat-i
qahira-ra ma* dum ml angasht)*

The result was that everyone nursed a

grievance against him (khajir-i hamagl azu azurda gashta), and conspired to
"
assassinate him (3)*
After the death of klrza Shah gusayn, the wazir Khwaja Jala! al-Dln
Muhammad Tabriz! took his plaoe (qayim-niaqam-i u gardld) (4).

The Shah

raised him to the exalted rank of wakil, and made him the successor of Mlrza
Shah gusayn (bi-ruju* -i man^ab-i jalllat al-maratib-i wikalat sarafraz
sakhta qayim-maqam-i mlrza shah gusayn gardanld) (5).

The Tarlkh-i ilchl-

yi Ni^amshah, referring to the appointment, also uses the phrase man§ab-i
wikalat (6)*

On the other hand, it is clear that the trend towards the use

of the term wizarat to denote the highest offid®
-------

-

—
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state is maintained,

■■

(1) AT* 177-3*
(2) During the wikalat of Shah gusayn lilrza, Qa^I Jahan
Qazwlnl and Khwaja Jalal al-Din kufcammad Tabriz! were joint wazlrs (A£. 374).
(3) AT. 178.
(4) ibid., 180.
(5)
iii/4, 107.
(6) TIN. 463b.
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I

to the appointment of Khwaja Jalal al-Din

Muhammad, to the mangab-i wizarat (1), and the Ahsan al-Tawarlkh refers to
Khwaja Amir Tabriz!, "who became wazir after Shah gusayn Mirza" (ki ba'd az
mirza shah £usayn wazir gashta bud), and states that while Isma'Il was stil
alive, the Khwaja was the "independent wazir of His Majesty11 (wazlr-i
mustaqill-i anfrajgrat), and that after the death of Isma'Il "he undertook tin
duties of wazir" (mutaqabbil-i wizarat. ...gashta) to £ahmasp (2)*

Khwaja

Jalal al-Din Muhammad, following the precedent of Mirza Shah gusayn (bidastur-i mirza shah £usayn), strove to strengthen the edifice of the state,
and laid the foundations of the people’s welfare (3)*

Ten months after

the appointment of Khwaja Jalal al-Din, Shah Isma'Il died (19 Rajab 930/23
May 1524) (4), and his eldest son ^ahmasp succeeded him at the age of ten
years and six months (5).
To (sum up, the reign of Shah Isma'Il I was a period of change and
'
adjustment, during which the guiT organization of the gafawid order

j v-

developed into the gafawid state, and during which the new and still largely
"experimental" administrative system endeavoured to overcome the problems
posed by the conflict of authority between many of the principal officers of
state, and by the more fundamental conflict between the Turkish and Persian
elements in the state.

This formative process continued under I s m a ' H ’s

successor ^ahmasp, but already by the time of the death of Isma'Il certain
significant changes had occurred*

The imposition of doctrinal uniformity,

which haa largely been achieved by the time of the deathof Isma'Il, result
ed in the energies of the gadr henceforward being devoted mainly to the

(1) Shar. ii, 167.
(2) AT. 184.
Shar. ii, 168.
(5) AT. 184*

(3) H & iii/4, 108.

(4) AT. 161*

the preservation of the existing religious institution, and especially to
the administration of waqf property.

The abandonment of the term wakll-i

nafs-i nafTs-i humayun, and the tendency to use the word wazir instead of
wakil, noticeable before the death of Isma'Tl, indicate that the movement
away from the theocratic state and towards the separation of the religious
T

~

“
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institution and the political institution had begun before the end of
Isma'TUs reign.

As in the early caliphate, during the first period of

gafawid dominion the religious institution and the political institution
were one.

In the gafawid state, the religious institution was from the

I •/ v
first subordinated to the political institution (1).

**

professor Lambton has

noted that under the later Timurids there appears to have been a renewed
attempt to re-incorporate more fully the religious institution into the
bureaucratic administration by means of the creation of the office of gadr
(2).

It seems likely that the creation of the office of wikalat-i nafs-i

nafTs-i humayun by the gafawids had a similar motive.

As the gafawid state

developed, the temporal arm became progressively more powerful, and the
authority of the gadr declined once the paramount task of achieving doctr
inal unity had been accomplished*

The title of wakil, which reflected both

the religious and temporal authority of the Shah, fell into disuse, and the
chief officer of state, as his function gradually ceased to have any relig
ious significance and he became almost exclusively concerned with the
affairs of the bureaucracy, tended increasingly to be referred to by the
traditional title of the head of the bureaucracy, namely, wazir.

The

disappearance of the wakil under the later gafawids suggests that by then
the separation of the religious institution and the political institution

(1) A.K.S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamica, vi/1956,
127.

(2) A.K.S. Lambton, ibid., in Studia Islamica, v/L956, 147*

m

had be come an accomplished fact*

y v

As already stated, Jahmasp I came to the throne at the age of ten
and a half*

As he was a minor, he was helpless in the hands of the

qizilbash amirs, who proceeded to assume control of the state.

During

the first ten years of his reign (930-40/1524-33), Jahmasp took little
part in the actual government of the state.

The supremacy of the Turko

man military chiefs resulted in the temporary revival of the post of
amir al-umara;- it has been suggested above that the appointment of Chayan
Suljan to the amir al-umara*I in 915/1509-10 was part of a deliberate
attempt by Isma'Tl to curb the power of the qizilbash amirs (1).

During

the first decade of the reign of !£ahmasp, the amTr al-uma^a again became
one of the most important officials in the state, and, in addition to his
pre-eminent military position, exercised full authority in the political
and administrative field.

The dominant position of the Turkish element

in the state during this period meant a corresponding decline in the
power of the Persian element.

The wakil Khwaja Jalal al-Don Muhammad

Tabriz! (2) was at variance with the AmTr al-umara Dlw Suljan Bumlu, with
the eventual result that the latter had the wakil put to deaths by burning(3)
(93o/l524).

The Tarlkh-i Xlchl-yi Nizamshah states that Khwaja Jalal al

iaIn iauhammad Tabriz!, who in the time of Shah Isma'Tl held the post of
wakil, at this juncture, because the amirs and wazirs were hostile to him,
was fettered (muqayyad) and 7,000 tumana were extorted from him and his
followers (tabi'anash), eventually he was burnt with pitch (nafj) and
reeds (buriya) (4).
f V
,

The confusing and often contradictory terminology of the sources
indicates that under Isma'Tl there was no clear demarcation of function

(1) See p. 187 ff.

(2) See p. 211 above.

(3) AT. 184.

(4) TIN. 465a.

-

-

~~~\i
as regards the high offices of state, and under fahm&sp the same confu
sion persists-

\.

The Ahsan al-Tairorxkh states that Dlw Sultan succeeded

Chayan Sulfan as amxr al-umara in 93o/lo23-4 (1), confirms that Dxw
Sulfan was amir al-umara after the accession of Ifahmasp (2), and states
that £ahmasp entrusted the control of the affairs of

tne kingdom to him

(zimam-i unrur-i mamlikat-ra bi-aiw sulfan rumlu ruju* namud)-

The super-

vision of the dxwan-i a* la, after the burning of Khwaja Jalal al-]jxn, was
entrusted by '£ahmasp to Qa$x Jahan Qazwinx (nigarat-i dxwan-i a*la ba*d
az ihraq-i .jalal al-dln bi-qadx jahan qazwinx tafwxd kard) (5).

On the

other hand, it is stated that Diw Sulfan and Kupuk Sulfan Ustajlu became
joint wakils (4), that in 931/1524—5 there occurred a dispute between
JuElw Sulfan and Kupuk Sulfan about the wikalat (bi wasifa-yi wikalat ghubari niaar irtifa* yaft) (5), and that Dxw Sulfan proceeded to rally to his
side the non-Ustajlu amirs in order to wrest the wikalat from Kupuk
Sulfan (ta man^ab-i wikalat az way intiza1, namayam) (6)-

A passage from

the Jawahir al-Akhbar, already quoted, states that Kupuk Sulfan succeeded
Bayazid Sulfan and Chayan Sulfan as amir al-umara (7)-

According to the

same text, the position in dispute between Kupuk Sulfan and Dxw Sulfan
(1) AT- 181. Shar- ii, 169 says that Bayazid Sulfan b- Chayan Sulfan
succeeded his father as amir al-umara iA 929/1522-3, and that Dxw Sulfan
became amxr al-umara after the death of Bayazid Sulfan in 930/1523-4.
JA> 293b-, on the other hand, states “and Chayan Sulfan died in this year
and his place was given to Bayazid Sulfan, and he, too, soon died and
Kupuk Sulfan became his successor11.
(4) Shar- ii, 169-

(2) AT- 184-

Kupuk Sulfan was the paternal uncle of Bayazid Sulfan

b- Chayan Sulfan the former flmir al-nTnA-r'a,
(7) See above.

(3) ibid-, 185.

(5) AT. 187-

(6) ibid., 188.

was the amTh al-umara* I.

Daw Sultan became amir al-umara by virtue of

a testamentory disposition of Isma'H, Mand affixed the seal of amlr-i _dTwanT above the (other) amirs, and Kupuk Sultan Ustajlu, who was the
successor of Chayan Sultan and considered himself his equal, affixed his
seal after him1* (wa muhr-i amlr-i dlwanl bar bala-yi umara zad wa kupuk
suljan ustajlu ki bar ja-yi chayan suljan bud wa khwud-ra qarlna midanist
ba*d azu muhr kard) (1).
The Afrsan al^awarlkh gives the following account of the dispute:
as the retainers (mulazimah) of

Dclw

Suljah were in Chukhur Sa4a, he gave

way to the Ustajlu amirs (az umara-yi ustajlu tanazzul karda) and went to
Lar on the pretext of organizing an expedition against the Uzbegs.

Prom

L&r he sent messages to Chuha Suljan, the wall of Kalhur, 4All Suljah
Lhu’l-Qadar, the governor of Shiraz, and Qaraja Suljan Takkalu, the toyuldar
of Hazoadan, and to the other great amirs (2), to the effect that at the
Shah*s command he was proceeding against the Uzbegs, and that they must
join him with their troops.

Daw Suljan spent the summer (931/1525) at

Lar, and the governors of Hazarjarib and Mazandaran and Rustamdar sent
their retainers (mulaziman) with countless gifts to the court of that noble
amir, and the amirs also joined him with their troops.

Low Suljan gave

lavish hospitality to the amirs; he wrote documents (nishanha), sealed
them with the Shah1s seal which he had brought with him, and despatched
them to Qum and other places in 'Iraq, and, having brought quilted jerkins
and breastplates (jubba wa jawshan) he distributed them among the retainers
of the amirs, and won them over by gifts and favours (in4a m m i£san), and
they all became his followers (majmu* tabi4-i u gardidand).
(1) JAg 297b.
of Mashhad.

Ddlw Suljah

(2) JA» 298b mentions also Burun Suljan (Takkalu), governor

- 210 said to the amirs: HShah fahmasp was concerned to give me his patronage
and to see to my welfare (shah-i dln-panah mutawajjih-i tarbiyat wa ri'ayati man hud); Kupuk Suljan has stirred up discord (ifsad kard); therefore I
have come away from those regions; I desire that you in the sincerity of
your hearts should gird on the belt of assistance, so that I may wrest
the wikalat from him.

The amirs leagued themselves with him (ba way

muwafaqat kardand), and they marched in the direction of Tabriz*.
Qaranja Beg advised Kupuk Suljan to resist Diw Suljan by force, but
Kupuk Suljan rejected this advice, saying: HWe are both slaves of the
Shah, and devotees (niu^Libban) of the same threshold; we will not contend
with each other. *

Kupuk Suljan went to meet Diw Suljan as he advanced on

Tabriz, and together the two amirs visited ^ahmasp at Jarandab.

There

d w Suljan put to death Qaranja Beg Ustajlu and Narin Beg Qajar, who
were the authors (khanur-maya) of this discord, seized Qa$I Jahan and
despatched him to the fortress of Nurl, and sent Kupuk Suljan and all
the Ustajlus to raid Georgia.

After their departure Diw Suljan cancelled

the toyuls which belonged to the Ustajlus (toyul ki muta*alliq-i ustajlu
bud qaj* gardanidand).

Kupuk Suljan had hoped that if he ceased to op

pose Diw Suljan the latter would make him joint wakil with himself (biwasija-yi tark-i mukhalafat chashm-i an mldasht ki diw suljan u-ra dar
wikalat sharlk-i khwud gardanad).

Instead, Chuha Suljan affixed his seal

in the place of Kupuk Suljan; the nigarat-i diwan-i a*la was conferred by
the Shah on Amir Ja*far SawajI (in place of Qa$I Jahan, whom Diw Suljan
had imprisoned (1).

These events took place in 931/1524-5, the year

following the accession of Jahmasp.
.ww—

(1) AT. 187-9.

/

•________________________________

-

During the last few months of 931 and the first few months of 932
(autumn 1525-spring 1526), when DElw Sultan, Kupuk Sulfan and Ghuha Sulfan
seem jointly to have managed the affairs of state before Diw Sulfan and
Ghuha Sulfan succeeded in ousting Kupuk Sulfan and the Ustajlus from power,
they apparently set up a sort of advisory council of three wazirs.

It was

ordained that Mir Ja* far, who was formerly wazir of Zayn al-Din Sulfan
Shainlu (and who) became wazir in place of Qaijl Jahan but did not enjoy the
same confidence as former wazirs (iHibar-i wuzara-yi sibiq nadasht), and
Iqa Mulla, the wazir of Diw Sulfan, and Khwaja Arulj. (1) Sawa'I, the wazir
of Ghuha Sulfan, all three of whom came from Sawa, should in conjunction
with one another daily report to Diw Sulfan, Kupuk Sulfan and Ghuha Sulfan
all matters whether important or trivial, and should act in the interest
of one another (bi-gala^-i yakdlgar *amal kunand), and orders (frukm) were
based on the documents (parwana) of the amirs (wa madar-i foukm bar parwana

ahud) (2).
The Tarlkh-i Xlchl-yi Nigamshah gives some interesting additional
information: after !fahmasp had been raised to the throne with the consen
sus of the amirs and the army (19 Rajab 930/13 February 1524), QacLl Jahan
was appointed to the wikalat with the approval of the Ustajlu amTirg (biistigwab-i umara-yi ustajlu rutba-yi wikalat-ra yaft) (3).

QadI Jahan* s

association with the Ustajlus makes it clear why Diw Sulfan dismissed him
in 931/1524-5.

Further information on this point is given by the Jawahir

al-Akhbar, which states that when Diw Sulfan moved from his camp at Lar
towards Tabriz, he sent Mantasha Sulfan, the governor of Qazwln, on ahead
to admonish his own tribe (the Ustajlus); when Mantasha Sulfan met them,

(1) or Irukh; TDj. 471a has Iruq.

(2)

29Sb-299a.

(3) TIN. 464br-465a.

- 218 he upbraided them (zajr wa man* namud) and seized QagLl Jahan and plundered
(his possessions), because he had been the cause of the discord and tur
moil (ki ba*ith-i fitna wa shur azu shuda), and wanted to put him to
death; Begum Mawgillu supported QadI Jahan and enabled him to escape*
Later, when Qaranja Beg and Narxn Beg were executed at Jarandab, QadI
Jahan was only saved from becoming the third victim by the further inter
vention of Begum Maw^illu (1)*
As fehniasp was still a minor, he took little part in the govern
ment of the state, and Diw Sulfan, who was the atabeg (lala) of Jahmasp
and amir al-umara by virtue of a testamentary disposition of the late
Shah (bi-]pukm-i wa§iyyat-i shah-i firdaws-makan) (2), took over control
of state affairs and the administration of the country (dakhl dar umur-i
salfanat wa dabf-i mamlikat mlnannld)*

But the Ustajlu amirs, led by

Kupuk Sulfan, the brother of Chayan Sulfan (the late amir al-umara),
‘Ubayd Allah Khan, a nephew of Isma* II, Badr Khan, and Qilij Khan, who
surpassed the other Turkish tribes in power and the number of their
tribesmen (kuthrat-i gaba* il), refused to tolerate 2lw Sulfan*s excessive
pride and arrogant assumption of greatness (ghayat-i istinkaf wa istikbar-i

amirs rallied to llw Sulfan at Lar, Durmlsh Khan, the governor of Harat,
and Zaynal Khan, governor of Astarabad, who were both .Shamlus, did not
join Diw Sulfan in person, but they still obeyed the £ukm of the late
(1) JiU 298a,

(2) The Jawahir al-Akhbar states; ‘‘As a result of the testa-

mentory disposition of the murshid (Isma'Il) they'(the amirs assembled at
Lar) considered him (Diw Sulfan) their leader and chief” (u-ra muqadaam
wa rlsh-salld-i khwud danista) (298b),

(3) tin. 465a-b.

Shah and considered themselves obliged to aid Diw Suljan (is*ad wa imdad);
and they farther urged (ta£rl§) the other amirs to support him*
result, a Shamlu amir and even cert air

As a

amirs joined Diw Suljan.

In the autumn of 931/1525, when Diw Sultan marched on Tabriz from
Lar, his officers sent a message to Kupuk Suljan and the Ustajlu faction
at Tabriz to the effect that as isma* II at his death had entrusted yahmasp
to the care of Diw Suljan, who was one of the veteran gufTs of the gafawid
house (az ^ufiyan-i qadlm-i In dudmanast), and had taken solemn oaths
(*ahd wa payman girifta) fran the other amirs that they would not act
contrary to his (Diw Suljan1s) judgement, it was incumbent on them all
to obey Isma*!!1s injunction (wa^iyyat), and they (the Ustajlus) should
therefore come out from Tabriz to welcome Diw Suljan; otherwise civil war
would ensue, and the enemies of Persia would get the chance for which
they had been waiting for years.

The amirs at Tabriz, reflecting on the

dishonour which would attach to their name if they refused this request,
decided to comply.

Diw Suljan retained the post of atabeg to Jahmasp on

the same terms as before (bi-qa*jda-yi ma*friud).

Within a short time (bi-

andak ruzl) Diw Suljan and Chuha Suljan Takkalu jointly occupied the post
of amir al-umara, and the Ustajlu amirs were excluded from all part in
state affairs (dar jann*-i muhimmat-i dlwanl b i dakhl budand).

Diw

Suljan and Ohuha Suljan aimed at the complete dispersal of the Ustajlus
(h-imrrmt bar tafraqa wa parlshanT-yi umara-yi madhkiur dasht and), and des
patched them each to an iqja*.
Kupuk Suljan realized that his position was untenable (1), and with
drew to his provinces of Erivan and Nakhchiwan.

Diw Suljan and Chuha

(1) lit. *the piece (muhra) of his destiny was trapped in the shishdar
of © nfusion and turmoil11, a metaphor from backgammon.

Suljan took advantage of his absence (ghaybat-i u-ra ghammat danista)
to alienate and transfer most of the territory forming the iqja*, of the
Ustajlu tribe (akbhar-i wilayat ki iqja* -i an Jayifa bud taghyxr wa tabdTl
dadand) (1).

This action provoked the Ustajlus to armed retaliation; in

932/1525-6, Has a result of the cancellation of their ulka" (bi-wasija-yi
qaj*-i ulka), the Ustajlu amirs commenced hostilities (aghaz-i mukhalafat
karda) (2).

Qasim KhalXfa Warsaq was delegated to negotiate with the

Ustajlu amTrs, and made great efforts to effect an agreement between the
two parties, but Hthe heavenly decree prevailed, and the thread of hosti
lity could not be cut save by the sword" (3).

In the first battle fought

between the rival qizilbash factions, in the region of Suljaniyya, the
Ustajlus gained an initial advantage by routing the Takkalu contingent,
but were eventually put to flight; they suffered a further defeat at
Kharzawll near !J?arum (4), and took refuge in the forests of Golan (5).
Kupuk Suljan pondered night and day how to wrest the wikalat from Drw
Suljan (ruz wa shab dar fikr-i an bud ki bi-chi Jarxq mangsib-i wikalat-ra
az dast-i dXw suljah bTrun awarad) (6).

The following year (933/1526-7),

Kupuk Suljan led the Ustajlus against Ardabil, defeated and killed the aged
governor of Ardabil Badinjan Suljan Bumlu, and marched on Tabriz.

He met

_
_
a _
Diw Suljan and Chuha Suljan near Shurur, but was defeated and killed (7).
Darwish Beg and Mujaammadl MXrza Qaramanlu were also killed, and the sur
viving Ustajlu amTrs fled back to R&sht (8).
(1) TIN* 465b-466a. Shar. ii, 171 uses a similar phrase: ulka-yi u-ra
taghyTr dada. (2) AT. 191. TIN* 466a states that they assembled on the
plain of Suljaniyya i n the spring of 952/1526, and began to behave with
considerable licence (bi-hifagl). (5) ibid. , 191-2. (4) in the latter
battle they were reinforced by 7,000 infantry sent by Mugaffar Suljan
the governor of R&sht.
199-200*

(8) JA* 500a.

(5) AT. 192-4.

(6) ibid., 198.

(7) ibid.,

As a result of the conflict between the amirs, the body politic was
destitute of administration and order (wujud-i mamlikat az £abj wa nasaq
*arl bud), and. confusion rent the country (harj wa marj bi-£al-i wilayat
rah yafta); many of the qizilbash troops from Khurasan were drawn into the
civil war, and. the Uzbegs were allowed to seize Jus and Astarabad and roam
at will in Khurasan (1)*
The struggle for supreme power in the state was not settled by the
death of Kupuk Suljah.

Discord arose between the leaders of the coalition

which had defeated him, and on 5 Shawwal 933/5 July 1527 Diw SulJan Kumlu
was killed at the instigation of Ghuha SulJan, and his army (qushun) given
to one of his retainers named Sulayman Beg Rumlu; Chuha Suljan became
wakll (2).

Apparently

C huha

Suljan Takkalu had represented to yahmasp

that it would be advisable to get rid of Diw Suljan, as he was the author
(khamir-maya) of the discord among the qizilbash tribes (3)*

When Diw

Suljan entered the dlwan, yahmasp shot an arrow at him which, despite the
Shah’s lack of strength (*adam-tawana* T-yi shahl), struck Diw Suljah in
the chest.

At a signal from yahmasp, Diw Suljan was then dispatched by

the guards (muwakillan) (4).

Ghuha Suljan followed up this success by

inducing some of the Ustajlu amirs who had taken refuge in G-ilan sifter the
death of Kupuk Suljan to return to their allegiance.

They were received

by yahmasp at Qazwin; each of them was treated as befitted his position,
and assigned to an ulka and an office (man§ab) (5).
_

‘

^

_

j

J

As the wakll of the still youthful yahmasp, Chuha Suljan was the
(1) TIN. 466b states that most of the gafawid governors in Khurasan had
left their iqja* s and gone to the Rayy and Khwar district of *Iraq-i *Ajam;
they included the governors of Nishapur, Sabzawar, Astarabad, and Damghan
and Bisjam.

(2) AT. 205.

(5) ibid., ii, 178.

(3) Shar. ii, 172.

(4) ibid., ii, 172-3.

Jawahir al-Akhbar 302b mentions Mantasha Suljan,

Qamza Suljan, and Badr Khan.

- 222 virtual ruler of the state;

the administration was entirely in his hands

(ratq wa fatq-i saljanat-i shah Jahmasp dar gabja-yi iqtidar-i chuha suljan
takkalu bud) (1).

This Chuha, although outwardly somewhat mad, was never

theless unequalled in administrative procedure (In chuha agarchi gahiran
junurii dasht amma dar qawa*id-i mamlikatdarT bi qarxna bud) (2).

The

confusion between the terms wakil J and amir Al-umara is still apparent.
*

r ■

i

According to the Tarlkh-i Ilchl-yi Nigamshah, Diw Suljan and Chuha Suljan
quarrelled over the amir al-umara*i;

Chuha Suljan succeeded in getting law

Suljan put to death, and himself assumed the function of sole wakil (khwud
dar amr-i wikalat bi musharakat shnru* namud), and became so powerful that
only the name of kingship was left to jahmasp.

He distributed most of

the provinces to members of his own tribe, the Takkalus, and raised them
all to the rank of amir al-umara, khan or suljan (har yakl-ra bi-martaba-yi
amir al-umara*X wa khahi wa daraja-yi suljanl rasanid) (5).
The amir al-umara* I referred to above is presumably the post of
r

.

.

~

r

provincial amir al-umara.

Just as the wazir and the gadr, who were organs

of the central administration, had their provincial equivalents, in the
same way amir al-umaras were from time to time appointed to the strategic
ally most important provinces, especially in times of military crisis.
For instance, Ulama Suljan is referred to as the amir al-umara of Auharbayjan (4), and as late as 984/1576 Shah Quli Suljan Ustajlu is referred to as
the amir al-umara of Khurasan (5).

This Shah Quli Suljan, known as Yakan

Shah Quli, had been appointed lala to Muhammad Khudabanda in 974/1566, and
had accompanied iviu^ammad Khudabanda to Harat when the latter took up his
post as governor there the same year (6)t and had been the virtual ruler of

(1) Shar. i, 418.
(2) JA. 502b.
(5) AT. 485.
(6) ibid., 430.

(3) TIH. 466b.

(4) ibid., 471a.

- 223 Khurasan (1).

In 975/1567-8 his homonym Shah Qull Suljan Ustajlu was

sent by fahmasp on an embassy to Salim II (2).

The Jawahir al-Akhbar

states that they Shah sent Shah Qull Suljan Ustajlu, the governor of the
marches of Adharbayjah (Jiakim-i sar^iadd-i adharbayjan), who was amir alumara, to accompany the returning Ottoman ambassador (3).

The context

seems to suggest that Shah Qull Suljan Ustajlu was in fact amir al-umara of
Adharbayjan, that is, a provincial amir al-umara, and not the supreme amir
al-umara of the central administration, who was normally attached to the
court, and not appointed governor of any specific area*
There are indications that, during the reign of pahmasp, the term
(wakil was also used, in the sense of "representative, deputy, vice-", with
out any suggestion of the religious significance attached, at any rate
originally, to the wakil who was the organ of the central administration, to
denote persons who were simply representatives or deputies of provincial
governors.

In this sense, the wakil is usually coupled with the wazir in a

manner which suggests that in this context the two terms were synonymous or
at least complementary.

For instance, the author of the Jawahir al-Akhbar,

Budaq MunshI Qazwlnl, refers to his uncle, Amir Beg ShalkanI (?) Qazwlnl,
who held the post of wazir and wakil of Muhammad Khan Takkalu Sharaf al-Dlnughll (4).

This was before Muhammad Khan* s appointment to the governorship

of Baghdad (935/1528-9);

he was presumably therefore still governor of

Qazwln, a post to which he had succeeded on the death of AkhI Suljah
Takkalu at the battle of Bisjam against the Uzbegs (933/1526-7 )•

Sane

years later, Budaq MunshI was himself appointed to the wizarat wa wikalat of
ku^Jafa Suljan Warsaq, who was at that time governor of Sabzawar and Turshlz
and later governor of Isfara* in.

(1) See Bell an, 1.

(2) AT. 440.

Budaq MunshI was ten years with Mu^Jafa

(3)

ja ,

333a.

(4) ibid., 315a.

Sulfan, and comments, 11in reality X was not his attendant;

I was the

master, and he the servantH (fi’l-wagi* muiazim-i u nabudam aqa bud am wa u
nawkar) (1).

The fact that in both these examples the word wizarat

precedes the word wikalat suggests that the former is the more important*
It seems probable that Budaq MunshI was in fact the wazXr of Mupfafa Sulfan
(the existence of the provincial wazir attached to provincial governors has
already been noted (2)), and that the word wakll has been added simply in
the sense of "representative" or "deputy".

On the other hand, in 937/

1530-1 #usayn Khan Shamlu, governor of Harat, sent to court an embassy
which inelded among its members his wazir Afeanad Beg Nur Kamal Igfahanl, and
$usayn Qull Beg, who is simply described as wakll (3)*

In this case, too,

the fact that the wazir is mentioned first seems to indicate that the
provincial wazir was more important than the wakll who was the deputy of the
provincial governor*

In another passage in the Jawahir al-Akhbar, a cert

ain Ishlk Ajjmad is referred to simply as "the wakll of Badr Khan(Ustajlu)"
r\(4)*

The passage in the Tarlkh-i Ilchl-yi Nipamshah which refers to Amir

Ja* far SawajI as the wakll of the late Chuha Sulfan, clearly does so because
at that time Chuha was the de facto ruler of the state (5)*

We know that

Amir Ja'far SawajI had been appointed to the niparat-i dlwan-i a* la by the
Shah in place of Qa£l Jahan in 931/1524-5 (6), and he is later referred to
as the "wazlr-i sHah-i dXn-pahah (yahmasp)" (7)*

He was, therefore, the

wazir (or wakll) of the central administration, and was not a wazir (or
wakll) attached to Chuha Sulfan in the manner of the provincial wazirs
described above*

The complete confusion of the terminology used in the

sources to denote the highest offices of state, even in the case of

(1) JJU 316a.

(2) See p. 159 ff. above.

(5) See p. 221-2 above?

p. 228 below.

(3) JJU 302b.
(6) AT* 189.

(4) ibid*, 323b.

(7) ibid., 244.

- 225 contemporary historians and those writing shortly after the events they
describe, can only mean that no clear demarcation between these offices

y } V\ The case of gasan Aq&> appointed lala and wakil to Bahram Mirza in

940/1553-4, is rather different*
desperate*

In 940/1533-4, l
£ahmaspfs position was

The Ottomans had invaded Adharbayjan, and their vanguard,

under Ibrahim Pasha, consisted of 90,000 men (1)*

Against this array,

because of the sedition which was rife among the qizilbash amirs and the
desertion of many of their number to the Ottomans, Yahmasp could only
muster at the most 7,000 men (2).
as low as 5,000;

The Jawahir al-Akhbar puts the figure

these men had been serving for three years (si sal yasaq

kashTda) (3), and the majority were disloyal, demoralized and hostile
(akthar khayin wa khasir wa khagim) (4)*

Still further defections

followed, and as a result lahmasp had no confidence in the remaining amTrs
and arkan-i dawlat (5)*

At this juncture, gasan Aqa, a qurchl-yi tlr wa

kaman and a retainer of gusayn Khan Shamlu, and Shu*ban Aqa Dhu* 1-Qadar,
an ishik-aqasl (usher) (6), went to Tahmasp and informed him that gusayn
Khan Shamlu, together with GhazI Khan Takkalu, Muhammad Khan Dhu* 1-Qadar,
and Malik Beg Khuy, had conspired to go over to the Ottomans (7)*

fahmasp

executed gusayn Khan Shamlu, who was wakil and amir al-umara (8), gave his
army to Bahrain Mirza, and made gasan Aqa qurchi—yi tlr wa kaman, who had

(1 ) AT. 247.
(2) ibid.. 249.
(3) Yasaq (Yasaq)was a rtcall to arms, a
levy for service1’*
Troops holding themselves in readiness to answer such a
call were termed yasaqchi, and probably supplied their own equipment (see T&u
34-5)*
(4) JA* 308a*
(5) AT* 249*
(6) See TM», passim, but especially
p* 47.
(7) JA* 308b*
(8) see pp*230 - 3 3 below*

acted in this devoted manner (ki In ikhlag warzida bud), lala and wakil of
Bahrain Mirza, and conferred the post of darugha of Igfahan on Shu*ban Aqa
Dhn*1-Qadar (1).

The conferment of offices of such importance on two

such junior officers is indicative of the extent of ^ahmasp's distrust of
his chief amirs and senior officers.

In 943/1536-7, when Bahrain Mlrza

made his unsuccessful attempt to annex Gllan, gasan Aqa accompanied him as
his wakil (2).

The term wakTl here is clearly not used in the same way as

in the examples quoted above in which it was associated with the post of
wazlr to an amir who was a provincial governor.

In the first place, in

940/1533-4, when gasan Aqa was appointed wakil of Bahrain Mlrza, Bahram
Murza did not hold a provincial governorship, as he had been relieved of the
governorship of Harat the previous year (3).

Secondly, when Bahram

marched into Gllan in 943/1536-7, gasan Aqa was wakil and Khwaja *Inay&t
Allah wazlr (4), which suggests that in this instance the two posts were
separate and distinct.

It would appear that the significance of the term

wakil here is closer to the original conception of the wikalat. but with
one fundamental difference, in that gasan Aqa was the wakil. not of the
Shah, but of the Shah* s brother, Bahram Mlrza.

I have only met one other

instance of the term wakil in its original sense being applied to a person
other than the wakil of the Shah*

In 991/1583 Murshid Quli Khan Ustajlu,

after capturing the person of *Abbas Mlrza, provided the apparatus of his
(4Abbas Mirza* s) authority and kingship, and appointed officials for him,
and reclined on the throne of wikalat and l«l«g;T in complete independence
(asbab-i saljanat wa padishahl-yi gagrat-i a* la-ra saranjam dada arbab-i
mariagib jihat-i an gagrat ta*yln namud wa min gayth al-istiqlal bar masnad-i
wikalat wa lalagl tikya zada) (5).

ill ^ lB O ^ o vei^

—

’ ^

*Abbas Mlrza did not oome to the throne

(3) & 246*

(*)

&

314a*

(3) SAfr
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until 1587, but he had already been proclaimed Shah in Khurasan in 1580 by
his former lala ‘All QulX Khan Shamlu, and continued to style himself thus
until 1585 ■when, by virtue of a temporary settlement negotiated with his
father Sulfan Muhammad shah (Muhammad Khudabanda), he reverted to the title
•Abbas Mirza (1).

The fact that •Abbas was Shah in all but name would

explain why Murshid Qull Khan was styled his wakH.

in 934/1527-8 *Ubayd Khan Uzbeg laid siege to Harat for seven months
(2).

In the spring of 935 yahmasp inarched to Khurasan, and met a vastly

superior Uzbeg force near kashhad (3).

According to one report, some of

the amirs, including the amir al-umara Ghuha Sulfan, who was in command of
the gafawid right wing, were overawed by the Uzbeg superiority in numbers,
and left the battlefield (4)*

The A^san al-Tawarikh states that the

Takkalus were shattered by Janl Beg Sulfan and fled (5), followed by the
amirs on the §afawid left;

'Jahmasp in the centre stood^ firm,) until, in a

counter attack by the Shamlus and jjhu* 1- sdars, *Ubayd was wounded, with the
result that many of the Uzbegs withdrew in disorder;

meanwhile, Jahl Beg

Sulfan, who had been engaged in looting the §afawid rear, approached
yahmasp1s camp under the impression that it was that of *Ubayd;

Jahmasp at

once prepared to attack him, but Chuha Sulfan, kneeling in a most unmanly
fashion (az kamal-i riamardl zanu zada), urged that they should await the
return of the qiailbash who had fled from the battle (6),

Both these

(1) See my article *Abbas I, in El2, Vol. I, Faso, i/1954, 7-8*
(2) AT.
205-7#
(3) TIN* 468b. gives the relative strength of the armies as more
than 100,000 versus at the most 30,000; AT. 215 says that the Uzbeg army
was the largest force to cross the Qxus since the invasion of ChangTz Khan.
(4) TIN* 468b.
(5) AT. 216.
(6) ibid., 217-9.
JjU 300b. states that
Chuha Sulfan, who was amir al-umara of the army (lashkar), fled for ten
farsakhs.
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sources represent Chuha Sultan in an unfavourable light*
Chuha Suljan, however, continued to hold the position of wakXl and
still dictated ^ahmasp's actions (zimam-i ikhtiyar-i shah-i khilafat-panah
dar an zaman dar kaff-i iqtidar-i juha (1) suljan bud).

The Shamlu

leader gusayn Khan was rewarded for his valour against the Uzbegs by being
confirmed as governor of Harat on the former terms (bi-dastur-i sabiq) (2).
Eventually, after having disposed favourably towards himself (ba khwud
^

^

muwafiq sakhta) the provincial amirs (umara-yi ajraf) and the UStajlu amirs
who remained in concealment in Gil an, not daring to come to court, Chuha
Suljan began to organize an expedition for the relief of Harat, which, a
few months after $ahmasp had left Khurasan, had again been besieged by the
Uzbegs (3).

gusayn Khan Shamlu at Harat, despairing of receiving aid, and

realizing that Chuha1s sole aim was to allow him to fall into Uzbeg hands,
was forced to negotiate with the Uzbegs.

Harat had. not recovered frcm the

effects of the previous siege (az ranj- wa ta*b-i mugagara wa darbandani-yi
zaman-i sabiq asuda nashuda) (4), and there was an acute shortage of
supplies (5);

gusayn Khan, with his ward Sam Mlrza, the qizilbash garrison,

and Shi* is of Harat, was allowed to evacuate Harat and retreat unmolested
to Shiraz via Sistan (6).

Their presence there was a source of anxiety to

Tahmasp (az janib-i sam mirza wa husayn khan ki dar shTraz budand jam*
nabud), and on his return from Harat (7), where he had installed his
favourite brother Bahrain Mirza as governor with Ghazi Khan Takkalu as his
atabeg, he summoned gusayn Khan to court.

The latter, through fear of

(1) Juha is a variant for the more usual Chuha or Chuha.
(2) AT. 220.
(3) AT. 220-1.
(4) TIN. 469b.
(5) AT. 221.
(6) ibid., 221-2.
(7)
lahmasp recaptured Harat in the summer of 1530, and left for *lraq on 16
Kabi* I 937/7 November 1530.

- 229 Chuha suljan, delayed his departure, but after receiving a pledge of safe
[ ' ^ yr.

conduct he joined the royal camp near Isfahan (1), and was distinguished
among his peers and equals by the abundance of royal favour and affection
,£ »

(937/1531) (2).

p*

Chuha Suljan displayed hostility towards gusayn Khan (nisbat bigusayn khan dar maqam-i nifaq dar amada), and planned to murder him at a
banquet.

Some of the Shahfs men (mulaziman) informed gusayn Khan of the

plot, and at nightfall the latter made his way with a band of Shamlus to
Chuha Suljan*s tent.
khana.

Chuha Sultan fled, and took refuge in the dlwan-

gusayn Khan pursued him there, and a struggle took place in the

royal tent (khayma-yi shah) itself.

During the fighting, two arrows fired

by Shamlus actually struck the royal crown (taj-i shah).

The Dhu’l-Qadars,

who were on guard duty (dar kishlk budand), sided with the Shamlus* and one
of their number mortally wounded Chuha Suljan, but the Takkalus concealed
the fact of his death (3).

Takkalu reinforcements arrived under gusayn

Khan Takkalu, and the Shamlus were eventually forced to retreat;

300 of

their number were taken prisoner by the Takkalus and put to death.

The

Takkalu amirs made Chuha Suljan* s son, Shah Qubad, wakil in his father*s
place (umara-yi takkalu shah qubad pisar-i buzurg-i chuha suljan-ra bi-jayi way wakil gardanldand).

The Takkalus remained in a rebellious mood,

and a few days later there was a battle between them and the combined forces
of the Ustajlus, humlus, Dhu’l-Qadars and Afshars at the iinamza&a of Sahl
‘All (4).

Meanwhile a certain partisan (az hawakhwahan) of the Takkalus,

Yajya-ughll, rushed into the dawlatkhana and tried to abduct the Shah, with
the intention of taking him to the Takkalu camp.

(1) TIN. 470a.
AT. ii, 262.

(2) AT. 235.

(3) ibid.

,235.

yahmasp had him put to

(4) Near Hamadan;

see

death, and then gave the order for the execution of that misguided tribe
(bi-qatl-i anjayifa-yi gumrah. farman dad)*

The Takkalu amirs mounted and

approached the dawlatkhana, but were met with a hail of arrows from the
qurchls, and fled;

|

many were killed, including Dura (1) Beg the qurchT-

bashl, and the remainder escaped to Baghdad via Kurdistan*

There, some of

them, including Qudur (Quduz) Suljgin, were put to death by the gafawid
governor, Muhammad Sharaf al-Din-ughli Takkalu, who sent their heads to
i'ahmasp as proof of his loyalty (2)*
) I **

The above events have been given in some detail in order to show that

\ during the early years of fahmasp the virtual usurpation of the kingly

function by a succession of Turkoman wakils had resulted in anarchy.

The

two powerful enemies of the gafawid state, the Ottomans and the Uzbegs, were
encouraged to take advantage of Persia*s weakness.

The attempt to abduct

the Shah shows that the Shah* s person was no longer sacrosanct, and the fact
that the qizilbash were prepared to settle their personal differences by
fighting in the royal palace and even in the royal tent itself, shows a
complete disregard for the authority of the Shah.
After the death of Chuha Suljan, the Takkalus made his son Shah Qubad
/

wakll in his place, as has already been stated.

Another Takkalu, Ulama

(3), who was governor of Adharbayjan, usurped authority (saljanat wa
*■
I" 11"
istiqlal bi-khwud rah dada) and aspired to the position of wakll (irada kard
1

bi-anki bi-ja-yi chuha suljan wakil gardad) (4).

r

The actual successor of

Chuha Suljan, however, was gusayn Khan Shamlu b. *AbdT Beg Shamlu, brother
of Eurmish Khan, who became wakTI-i shah-i din-panah (5).
also apparently amir al-umara;

(1) In NJAt Dara.
253.

(2) AT. 236.

gusayn Khan was

in 938/L531-2 yahmasp conferred the rank of

(3) Or Ulama.

(4) AT. 237.

(5) ibid. ,
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1

amTr al-umara (mangab—i amir al-umara* x ) on gusayn Khan and *Aid Allah.
Khan Ustajlu, who were both nephews of the late Shah (1)»
that these two chiefs held the office jointly;

This may mean

in practice, gusayn Khan

seems to have been much the more powerful of the two.

The Tarikh—i Tlchi—

yi Nig^mRbiah states that gusayn Khan was appointed amir al-umara, with the
consensus of the amirs and chief officers (arkan) of the state, who only
later informed the Shah of the position (rnajmu* muttafiq shuda surat-i fralra ma*rug-i dargah gardahldand) (2)*
upon Afcmad Beg Nur Kamal;

The wizarat-i dlwan-i a* la devolved

Amir Qiwam al-Dln Ja* far SawajI, the wazir of

Jahm&sp, was executed at RibaJ-i Nik Pay (3).

According to the Tarlkh-i

TlchT-yi Ni gamshah, gusayn Khan at once arrested Amir Ja* far SawajI and

"I"'71-------

(4)

Khwaja Aruq, who are described as the wakil and wazir respectively <^f the
late Chuha Suljan, and proceeded to extract from them the large sums which
they had accumulated during their term of office.
executed, and Khwaja Aruq died under

torture.

Isfahan! was made wakil in place of Amir Ja* far;

Amir Ja* farwas then

Ahmad BegNuri Kamal
the execution of the

latter (by gusayn Khan Shamlu) had angered yahmasp.

Just as Chuha Suljan,

during his period of office, had appointed Takkalus to office in preference
to men from other tribes, in the same way gusayn Khan Shamlu proceeded to
strengthen the position of his own tribe (dar gadad-i tarbiyat wa taqwiyat-i
J a* ifa-yi khwud);
Shsmlus.

the pick (khulapa) of the provincial posts went to

He allowed the Shah little or no say in either religious or

political affairs (gagrat-i shah—ra dar arar-i khilafat wa saljanat chandan
dakhl namldad) (5).

The same source attributes the rebellion of Ulama to

(1) AC* 258.

They were the sons of

(3) AT. 244.

(4) See p. 224 above.

a sister of Isma'Il.
(5) TIN* 471a.

(2) TIN* 471a.

- 232 the appointment of yusayn Khan Shamlu as amir al-umara*

TJlama was a

prot£gS (tarbiyat karda) of Chuha Sultan, and was consequently afraid of
yusayn Khan*

After attempting to seize the darugha of Tabriz, Ulama

appropriated the royal horses (asbha-yi kha^ga-yi slijhl,), and distributed
among his own retainers the maids belonging to the royal household
(kanlzakan-i kha^ga-yi sharlfa) who had been placed with brocade makers
(fraladuzan) to make brocade (bi-jihat-i faladuzl);

he further erected for

his own use the royal tent, and seized the effects belonging to the royal
camp (amwal-i urdu) which were in Tabrlz(l).
yusayn Khan Shamlu was evidently extremely powerful;

in 939/1532

Aghziwar Khan Shamlu was appointed governor of Harat through his support;
Mat that time the reins of authority were in the hands of yusayn KhahH (2)#
The following year, however, he suddenly fell from power (940/1533-4).
The attempt of a certain Shamlu retainer named Bashdan Qara to poison
fahmasp implicated the wakil;

Bashdan Qara was a relative of yusayn Khan*

The wakil had been tempted by ambition to work for the overthrow of the
Shah by instilling in men the desire for the rule of Sam Mlrza (* azim-i an
shud ki dar taghylr-i dawlat sa*y-i ballgh namayad wa mardum-ra bi-salfranatsain mlrza targhlo namayad) (3)*

Above all, the wakil was suspected of

intending to desert to the Ottomans.

In 940/1533-4, during the Ottoman

invasion of Adharbayjan, Ifahmasp had sent him on a reconnaissance patrol
(bi-qarawull);

one of his own retainers reported to the Shah that yusayn

Khan was contemplating rebellion and desertion to the Ottoman

camp(tanqarlb

gusayn khan salik-i frarXq-i *inad gashta rawana-yi urdu-yi rumiyah khwahad
shud).

fahmasp summoned the wakil, and gave the signalfor his execution;

(I) TIN. 471a*

(2) ibid* , 472a.

(3) AT. 253.

- 233 his army (qushun) was given to Bahrain Mirza, the Shahfs "brother (l)»

The

Tarlkh-i Uchl-yi Ni^amshah also accuses ^usayn Khan of collaboration with
the Ottomans;

"at that time it had become apparent from all sorts of signs

and indications that j^usayn Khan had leagued himself with the Ottomans and
was the instigator of that discord and strife” (dar an wila az harguna
*alamat wa dala* il jahir shuda bud ki husayn khan ba ruiniyan zabah yak!
karda wa rau£arrik-i an fitna wa fisad ast) (2).

The treachery of Sam

Mirza is alleged by the Sharafnama, which states that Sam

Mirza

had

indicated his allegiance to the Ottoman sultan Sulayman I, who had addressed
him as a son and had committed the sovereign power in Persia to him (suljah
u-ra farzand-i khwud khwanda saljanat-i Iran-ra bidu arzanl dashta) (3)*
^ \
The execution of the wakll Husayn Khan Shamlu marks the end of the
X
7
first decade of yahmasp's reign (930-940/1523-1533), and also a turningpoint in the relations between yahmasp and the succession of Turkoman
waklls who had usurped the kingly authority since his accession at the age
of ten and a half.

^usayn Khan Shamlu was not only the lala of yahmasp* s

son Muhammad Mirza, who had been b o m in 938/1531 (4), but was a cousin of
yahmasp himself (5);
other amirs.

his execution therefore had the utmost effect on the

The fact that yahmasp did not allow another Shamlu amir to

assume the leadership of the Shamlu qurchls, but placed them under the
direct command of Bahrain Mirza, taken in conjunction with the appointment of
a Persian to be wakll in succession to $usayn Khan Shamlu, points to the
Shahfs determination to curb the power of the amirs and to check the seditio
which was prevalent among the qizilbash.

The fact that yahmasp apparently

initiated the appointment of QadI Jahan Qa^wTnl to the wikalat, instead of

(1) AT. 254.

(2) TIN. 474a.

(3) Shar. ii, 185.

(4) AT. 496.

His father *Abdl Beg Shamlu had married a sister of Isma'Il I.

(5)

- 234 merely approving an appointment which had already been decided by, the amirs,
shows that Ijahraasp, after having been for ten years subject to the power of
the amirs, was at last able to exercise a measure of royal authority.
The A&san al-Tawarlkh has the following obituary notice on Qagl Jahan
Qazwlnlj -

,fQagl Jahan the wakil was a SayfT sayyid of Qazwxn.

In truth

in this mighty empire (dawlat-i tugana) there has been no wazir who like him
possessed every ability and talent.

The eminence of his position was

beyond description....... his intelligence, shrewdness, liberality, under
standing, acuteness of perception, and loftiness of nature were such that,
whatever branch of knowledge formed the subject for debate and discussion in
the royal asoemblies, he was able to intervene with pertinent remarks
(dakhlha-yi muwajjah dar an mubahatha mlnaraud) and expound fine points with
an agreeable elegance11.

He was a master of composition (insha* ), elegant

writing (tagrlr), calligraphy (husn-i khaJJ), refinement of style (tahdhlb-i
*ibarat) and elegance of statement (lajafat-i taqrlr).

No eloquent munshl

or fluent rhetorician was his equal, as is witnessed by the draft orders
(musawwadat-i agkam) executed by him on any subject (dar har bab namuda)
which are in people’s possession (mardura, dar dast dar and).
accepted his authority (hama&T u-ra mu sail am nu dasht and);

Everyone
in the execution

of important affairs concerning justice or the welfare of the people, he
made fear of G-od his ornament, and never omitted the finest point of good
conduct and excellent behaviour;

despite his exalted rank, he preserved a

humble and modest demeanour towards all men, and maintained an attitude of
the greatest courtesy and humility in both his verbal and written declarat
ions (taqrlr wa tagrlr);

excellence of conduct, and humility, were so

ingrained in his nature and implanted in his disposition, that the proof of
the Qur’anic verse (lacuna in text) is demonstrated in him.

In the royal

- 255 assemblies there was not always sufficient opportunity to state one’s case
(hamxsha dar majlis-i ashraf furgat-i muqtada-yi ‘ard kardan nabud), and
His Majesty used to give conflicting promises to people (ahhaftrat wa’dahayi khilaf bi-mardum mid ad), and people were harmed by this behaviour and
felt resentment at it (az an rahgudhar mardum rauta^arrar wa azurda-khajir
budand).
Kashi (1);

In the beginning Qa$I Jahan was in the service of Qa£l Muhammad
later, during the wikalat of Mirza Shah gusayn (2), he was

wazTr to Mirza Shah jftusayn together with Khwaja Jalal al-Dxn Muhammad
Tabriz!.

After the burning of Khwaja Jalal al-Dxn Muhammad (3), the post

of independent wazlr (manjab-i wizarat bi-istiqlal) was conferred on
siyadat-panah Qa$I Jahan.

At the time when the dispute occurred between

the Takkalu and Ustajlu tribes and ended in strife (bi-qital anjamid),
Qaji Jahan arrived in Gil an and was for long in confinement and fetters
,
- wa muqayyad)v in the charge of Mugaffar Suljan b. Amir £usam al-Dxn;
(majjbus
because of a long-standing enmity against Qadi Jahan, Mu^affar Suljan
treated him with every kind of outrage and contumely;

and since there was

a hereditary antagonism between Qadi Jahan and the NUrbakhshiyya order, and
Mu^affar Suljan considered himself an adherent (murid) of that order, on
that account also certain acts of provocation occurred (tajjrlkatl mlshnd)
which resulted in Qajl Jahan being subjected to additional molestation and
contumely.

J 5)

After the death of Mugaffar Suljan, Qa§i Jahan left G-Ilan, and

once again the post of wazlr to Jahmasp was conferred on him, this time
jointly with Amir Sa'd al-Dxn *Inayat Allah Khnzanl.

The latter was

(1) gjadr from 909-15/1503-9; wazlr 909/1503.
(2) Wakil from 920-9/1514-23.
(3) He was put to death by the amir al-umara Dxw Suljan in 930/1524.
(4) Ruler of Rasht (Blya Pas).
(5) Executed by fahmasp in 942/1535-6.

A
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he obtained immunity from the hands and tongues of meddlers (az dast wa
zaban-i mutakallifan amah yaft) (1).
After the death of Anar Sa'd al-Din, Qa#I Jahan was independent (2)
wazir for fifteen years.

Towards the end of his life, at the age of sev

enty or eighty (ki sanln az sit tin dar gudhashta dar £ndud-i sab'In wa
thanianln qarar girifta bud), his physical powers began to fail, and he did
not enjoy the same independence in the wizarat (an istiqlal dar wizarat
nadasht);

he gave up attending to dlwan affairs, and requested permission

to retire from public life.

Although he later regretted his action, it

was of no avail, and he took up his abode in Qazwlru

He had only resided

there for a short time when it was brought to yahmasp1s notice that Qajl
Jahan had appropriated as his private property (bi-milkiyyat bi-ta£t-i
tagarruf dar awarda) certain waqf villages (qura-yi waqfX) which had for
long been in his possession (muddat-i madid ast ki dar tagarruf-i ust).
yahmasp gave orders that the places in question should be taken from him
with ignominy (bi-aqbafr wujuh), and that an amount equivalent to the arrears
(of waqf revenue), which represented a large sum, should be obtained from
him (ujrat al-mathal-i ayyam-i gudhashta-ra ki mablaghha mlshud baz yaft
namayand).
court;

Before this order could be carried out, Qa£i Jahan went to

yahmasp took pity on his age and weakness, and waived those proceed

ings (an rauqaddimat-ra Jayy farmud), and even gave him a sum as a soyurghal
(mablaghl nlz bi-rasm-i soyurghal bidu arzanl dasht);

Qa$I Jahah retired to

Qazwxn, and died in 960/1552—3 near the Zanjan river (3).

(1) Amir Sa'd al-Din was executed in Tabriz in 942/1535 (AT. 274).
(2) So
also JA. 313b: ba'd az qatl-i mlr 'inayat khuzanl qa^d jahan istiqlal yaft.
(3) AT. 373-6.
According to TIN* 479b. , he died on 12 Muharram 959/9 Jan.
1552.

According to JA. 324a, he died on 17 flhn'l-yijja 960/25 Nov. 1555.
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account of the sequence of events, with a few additional details.

For

instance, after the execution of gusayn Khan Shamlu, his prot£g£ (tarbiyat
karda) Agmad Beg Nur! Kamal Igfahanl was dismissed from the wikalat;

his

property was seized, and he was subjected to torture by the tax-collectors
(akhdh-i amwal wa *idhab-i muga^gilan) (1).

After everything possible had

i

been extracted from him, he was imprisoned at Al^njaq, but was eventually
released, and lived peaceably at Isfahan, his native town (2).

Khwaja

‘Inayat (Khuzahl was made wakil in his place, and administered dTwan affairs
(bar masnad-i wikalat tikya zaaa ratiq wa fatiq-i muhimiaat-i dlwanl gasht)
(3).

Shortly afterwards, Qagl Jahan was appointed to the wikalat, and the

former wakil Khwaja ‘Inayat Kachal (”the hairless” ) was suspended from the
minaret in the May<fan-i gagibabad, because of his evil ways (shar ar at) and
depravity (badnafsl) (4).

The same source later mentions Qagl Jahan, who

"for years reclined on the position of wazir” (salha dar man^ab-i wizarat
tikya zada bud) (5).

TheSharafnama states that

QagI Jahan made the

eminent post of wizarat-i dlwan-i shahl his special attribute (bi-mangab-i
j a l U al-qadr-i wizarat-i dlwan-i shahl ikhtigag yaft) (6).

The Jawahir

al-Akhbar states that QadT Jahan Qazwlnl, who had formerly held the wizarat
and wikalat, returned from imprisonment at Rasht and was appointed to the
wizarat, and that Kachal ‘Inayat IpfahanI KhuzanI, who had formerly been the
wazir of Kupuk Suljan,

and'who had also gone with

the Ustajlus to Rasht and

come back, was wazir, and that Khwaja Mu ‘In Yazdl was also styled wazir
( ism-i wizarat dasht) (7).

(1) TIN* 474a.
476a.

(2) ibid., 476a.

(5) ibid., 479b.

(3) ibid., 474a.

(6) Shar. ii, 187.

(4) ibid. , 475b-

(7) JJ± 311b-312a.

-
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It has been noted that, during the last decade of the reign of
Isma'Tl, certain changes became apparent in both the style and title, and
the function, of the wakXl.

For example, with reference to that period,

the sources frequently use the term wazlr instead of wakTl, suggesting
that the wakil had already lost much of his influence as wakXl-i nafs-i
nafTs-i humayun, and was tending to be regarded solely as the head of the
bureauorqcy, his function being styled wizarat (or ni^arat )-i dlwan-i a'la
(1),

The accession of Yahmasp while still a minor arrested this process,

and for a time there was a reversion to something approaching the ori
ginal conception of the wakil as the personal lieutenant, but with two
important differences; first, the successive Turkoman wakXls during the
first decade of Jahmasp^ reign took advantage of Jahmaspfs youth to
assume quasi-royal authority, and second, they are referred to in the
sources simply as wakTl, usually without further embellishment (2).

When,

as in the case of Diw Suljan Bumlu, the wakTl was also the lala of the
ruler, naturally his prestige became greater still.

The post of lala,

a survival from the organization of the gafawid order, was considered by
the qizilbash to be one of their prerogatives.
lK \r

\

No Persian ever held the

position of lala. When, again as in the case of Law Suljan Bumlu, the
wakil was lala and also held the post of

amir al-Umara, o nl y the name of

kingship was left to Jahmasp.
It has also been noted that during the latter part of the reign of
Isma*311 I the amir al-umara figured less prominently in affairs because
it was at that time the policy of Isma'Tl to attempt to restrict the power
of the amirs.

The amirs assumed control

of the state on the accession of

(1) See p. 2q 3above.
(2) gusayn Khan Shamlu, referred to as wakil-i shah-i
dln-panah, (AT. 253), is an exception.

Jahmasp, and, as a result, the amir al-umara returned to prominence.

The

civil war which broke out between the qizilbash tribes in 932/L525-6, and
the series of armed clashes between rival tribes which took place in
succeeding years, gave the amir al-umara a peculiar importance.

During

the second half of the reign of Isma'Il, there was considerable confusion
in the use of the terms wakll and wazir, for reasons already noticed.
During the period when the amirs exercised military control over the poli
tical institution at the beginning of the reign of fahmasp, the \confusion
is rather between the terms wakll and amir al-umara, and the wazir, as a
primarily non-military official, is pushed into the background.

All the

waklls of Isma'Il*s reign had acted as military commanders in the field
(cf. $usayn Beg Lala, Najm al-Din Mas'ud, Najm-i Than!, 'Abd al-Baql),
with the notable exception of Mirza Shah gusayn, who was wakll from 920-9/
1514-23; and it is precisely during the latter* s term of office that the
tendency to refer to the wakll as wazir is first noticeable.

Military

duties seem therefore to have been as essential part of the function of
the wakll.

Conversely, the amir al-umara seems always to have played a

part in political affairs; the principal amirs, as befitting ttpillars of
the state”, took their place in the diwan-i 'all, and affixed their seal
to state documents in due order of precedence.

The amir al-umara, as the

leading amir, affixed his seal before the other amirs (1); Tjuaayn Beg
Lala, who was amir al-umara, was naturally also a mlr-i dlwan (2).

It

is clear therefore that the functions of the wakll and the amir al-umara
overlapped to a certain extent.

(1) See AT. 107, q. on p. 186 above.

(2) See p. 187 above.
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The execution of JJusayn Khan Shamlu in 940^1533 ended for the time
being the military control of the political institution by the Turkoman
amirs, and, with the re-appointment of Qacjl Jahan Qazwlnl in 942/1535, the
process of change in the character of the wikalat, a process which had been
interrupted by the period of supremacy of the amir al-umara, was resumed.
The military aspect of the wikalat again ceased to be emphasized, and there
was again a tendency for the w a k H to become identified with the wazir.
This is clearly shown by the obituary notice in the A&san al-Tawarlkh
quoted above (1).

Qa$I Jahan is only once termed wakil, as opposed to five

references to him as wazir (in two instances, "independent wazir" )♦

in the case of tea* ^um Beg ^afawl, a qizilbash officer who was descended
from a side branch of the gafawl family (2).

He is first mentioned in the

Afrsan al-Tawarlkh as mutawalll of Ardabil in 953/1546-7.

In that year he

was one of the high-ranking amirs (umara-yi "allmiqdar) sent to Shlrwan by
•Jahmasp to recall Alqag Mlrza to his allegiance (3).
leader of an expedition to Arjlsh.

(4).

In 959/1551-2 he was

These facts clearly illustrate

the continuing close connexion during the early gafawid period between
religious, and political and military, functions.
is nowhere explicitly mentioned;

QaJI Jahan1s successor

QagLl Jahan retired from public life some

time before his death in 960/1552-3, and it may be that Ma'gum Beg succeeded
him, either immediately, or after an interval.

There are three references

in the A^san al-Tawarlkh to Ma* gum Beg as wakil;-

ma* jpum beg jaf awl ki

(1) See pp. 234-6 above.
(2) AT.
278, quoting the Silsilat al-Nasab,
says that he was the grandson of the brother of Suljan gaydar.
(3) AT*
315.
(4) AT. 357.

wikalat-i shah-i dln-panah dasht (1) (in 967/1559-60);

ma*gum beg ^afawT

Shah Jahmasp made Ma* $um Beg gafawT, who was

wakTl-i sKah-i din-pariah (2);

wakil, his (i.e., Suljan gaydar Mxrza* s) lala (3).

The Sharafnama states

that in 976/1568-9 Ma*$uin Beg, who was wazTr and amTr-i dTwan, resigned
from amr-i wizarat, and the manffab-i wizarat was given to AmTr Sayyid Sharif
Than! (4).

The Tarlkh-i ilchl-yi Nigamshah refers to Ma* gum Beg gafawT as

i'timad al-dawla and amTr-i dXwan (5).
The whole period covered by the reigns of Isma* XL and ^ahmasp, as far
as the office of wakTl is concerned, is a period of continual change and
adjustment, and it is clear that, as the gafawid state developed, the wakTl
gradually became redundant and ultimately disappeared.

When the military

arm controlled the political institution, as during the reign of Isma*Tl
prior to 920/1514, and during the first decade of the reign of Jahmasp (930940/1524-1533), the wakTl was often also the amTr al-umara, and tended to
become identified with him.

On the other hand, when the qizilbash amirs

were subordinate in fact as well as in theory to the Shah^s authority (e*g*>
from 920-929/1514-1523, and from 940-980/1533-1572), the wakTl tended to be
identified with the wazlr.

Thus one arrives at a position in which it is

possible to have two officials simultaneously termed wakTl.

In the one, the

military aspect of the wakTl1s function is predominant, and he therefore
simultaneously holds the office of, or is confused with the, amTr al-umara;
in the other, the administrative aspect of the v/akTl1s function is predomin
ant, and he therefore is at the same time termed wazTr, with whom he tends
to be identified.

(1)

411.

TIN. 480a.

For instance, in 930/1524 Diw Suljan Bumlu, who was

(2) ibia., 443.

(5) ibid., 490.

(4) Shar. ii, 239.

(5)

amir al-umara, put to death Khwaja Jalal al-Din Muhammad Tabriz!, who was
wakll/wazlr (1), and Qa$I Jahan Qazwlnl became wakll/wazlr (2).
same time Kupuk Sulfan was also wakll (3).
SawajI became wakll/wazlr (4);
still (932/1526) wakll (6);
amir al-umara (935/1528) (8);
al-umara/wakH;

At the

In 931/1524-5 Amir Ja* far

Diw Sulfan was amir al-umara (5), but was

Chuha Sulfan was wakll in 933/1527 (7), and
in 938/1531-2 ^usayn. Khan Shamlu was amir

he put to death Amir Ja'far SawajI who was wakll/wazir,

and Abmad Beg NUrl Kamal Isfahan! became wakll/wazlr in his place (9)*

As

the development of the gafawid state proceeds, 'it becomes plain that the
attempt to reincorporate, the religious institution in the political
institution, an attempt represented by the creation of the wikalat and the
gadarat, has failed, and that the religious institution is steadily
becoming divorced from the political institution.

The gadr is deprived of

his political authority and influence, and the wakll, no longer wakll—i
nafs-i nafTs-i humayun, his military duties performed by the amir al-umara
(later, by the qurchlbashl), and his administrative duties by the wazir,
eventually ceases to exist.
The power of the amir al-umara declined after the first decade of
fahmasp’s reign.

This important office, denoting the supreme command of

all the qizilbash troops, was naturally a prerogative of the qizilbash
amirs.
al-umara;

On two occasions, however, a Persian is referred to as being amir
Shaykh Najm-i Zargar in 914/1508 (10), and Amir *Abd al-Eaql in

920/1514 (11).

For the first years of Yahmasp*s reign (930-940/1524-

(1) see pp. 2X0-11; 213 above.
(2) See pp. 214; 216.
(3) See p. 214.
(4) See p. 216^7; 224.
(5) See p. 219.
(6) See p. 22a
(7) See p.
221.
(8) See p. 227.
(9) See pp. 230-14
(10) Al. 107.
(11) BM. Or.
3248, 247a.

1535, a succession of powerful Turkoman amTr al-umaras governed the state,
leaving

with only the semblance of kingship.

In 937/1530-1

gusayn Khan Shamlu and *Abd Allah Khan Ustajlu, who were both nephews of
Isma'Il and therefore cousins of Tahmasp, were appointed jointly to the
amTr al-umara*I (1), but *Abd Allah Khan Ustajlu seems to have played a
very minor role compared with his colleague.

gusayn Khan Shamlu was

executed in 940/1533-4, an act which enabled Tahmasp gradually to assert
his authority over the amirs.

*Abd Allah Ustajlu lived until 974/1566-7

(2), but it is not clear whether he retained his title until his death.
At all events, he did not figure prominently in political affairs, but
spent most of his life in the region of Shlrwan, of which he was governor
from 956/1549-50 probably until his death.

In 975/1567-8 Shah QulT Suljan

Ustajlu, "who is referred to as amTr al-umara, was sent on an important
embassy to the Ottoman sultan Salim II:

M(Yahmasp) sent with (the

returning Ottoman ambassador) Shah QulT Suljan Ustajlu, governor of the
marches of Adharbayjan, who was amir al-umara, with a wealth of equipment
1
,,-y
Jand great pomp" (3).
J^
| |
In 984/1576 |IaD^*^L Iljiappoint ea Mu sib Beg amTr al-umara, and gave
him the rank of khan, and exalted him by giving him his own sister in
marriage (bi-damadl-yi hamshlra-ash sar buland gardanld).

kuslb Beg had

incurred ■Jahmasp*s displeasure and had been expelled (ikhraj) from Qazwjn,
and at the time of his appointment by Isma'Tl II his fortunes were at such
a low ebb that he did not even possess a horse.

Isma'Tl II in the

(1) AT# 238.
(2) ibid., 433.
(3) JjL 333a.
Cf. also AT. 440-1.
This
Shah Qull Suljan Ustajlu should not be confused with the homonymous Shah
Qull Suljan Yakan Lala Ustajlu, governor of Harat from 974/1566-7 until his
assassination in 984/1576, and lala of Muhammad Khudabanda (of. AT. 430;

- 244 twinkling of an eye raised his (Muslb Beg’s) head to the heavens, and
granted him an assignment on Qazwln (toyul az qazwln) (1).
provincial amTr al-umara also still existed at that date*

The
In 984/1576

Shah Quli Suljan Ustajlu, the amir al-umara of Khurasan, was assassinated
hy a group of qizilbash officers (2).
As the political and military importance of the ainlr al-umara declin
ed, that of the formerly subordinate qurchibashi increased.

Sevindftk Beg

Afshar the qurchibashi was prominent from about S45/1538-9 until his death
in 969/1561-2 (3).

In 945/1538-9 ^ahmasp ordered Alqa§> Mlrza, Mantasha

Suljan Ustajlu, SevindUk Beg qurchibashi, Badr Khan Ustajlu, Ya’qub Suljan
Qajar, Qarawull ’Arabglrlu, and Muhairmad Beg palish, with the army of
Qarabagh and Mughan and 20,000 men of the royal army, in concord with (bimuwafaqat-i) qurchlbashl-yi padar who at that time had come from Shlrwan
and was fully conversant with the ways of entering and leaving that region,
to set out to conquer Shlrwan (4*).
qurchlbashl-yi padar (5)*
this is improbable;

I fail to understand the meaning of

Seddon (6) treats Padar as a proper name, but

in all other cases where the qurchibashi is mentioned,

the title follows the name, as one would expect from normal grammatical
usage.

There is no record of the office of qurchibashi ever being held

jointly, so qurchlbashl-yi padar must refer to some officer of lesser rank
(7).

We know from the Tadhkirat al-Muluk that there existed various

(1) JiU 338b.
(2) AT. 485.
(3) Shar. ii, 218.
(4) AT* 286.
(5) BM.
Or. 4134, 110b, confirms the reading padar.
(6) AT. ii, 130.
(7) I am
indebted to professor Lambton for a suggestion regarding the term padar,
which she thinks might possibly be connected with the term padar ana used in
Qajar times to denote 11the sum paid month by month by a man whose name was
entered in the list of those who formed the military contingent provided by
a village to someone whom he sent as his substitute1* (A. K. S. Lambton, L. P. ,
436, s. v. padaraneh). Qurchlbashl-yi padar might therefore denote an
officer in charge of men raised locally in the provinces*

- 245 specialized corps of qurchls, for instance the gurchiyan-i yaraq (1), the
commander of which would have been termed qurchlbashl.
local units of qurchls were also termed qurchib ashl;

The commanders of
for instance, in 984/

1576-7 (^usayn Qull) Khulafa (pumlu) was appointed qurchTbashT of the
qurchls of Mashhad (2).

In 974/1566-7 the gafawids, after many setbacks,

finally annexed Qilan, and the ruler of G-Ilan, Khan Ahmad, was eventually
hunted down and captured by Amir j^usam Beg b. Bayram Beg Qaramanlu, who was
the qurchlbashl of imam Qull Mirza (3).

This again must be a specialized

use of the term, and presumably indicates that Amir £usam Beg was in
command of a detachment of qurchls at the disposal of Imam Qull Mirza.
Qull Beg Afshar qurchlbashl was a member of the Council of Amirs set
up in 985/1578 to rule the country for Muhammad Khudabanda (4).

Qull Beg

Afshar, governor of Kirman, had been appointed qurchlbashl by Isma'Il II in
984/1576-7, so that no one could interfere in qurchl affairs (ki hlch kasra dar muhimm-i qurchi dakhl nabashad), and any qurchi who had a petition to
make should make it to him (har qurchi ki *ar£-i hal dasht a bashad bidu
guy ad), and if he had acted in an improper manner, he (the qurchlbashl)
should report the matter to the king himself, and he (the qurchi) would be
dismissed (wa agar bl-adabl karda bi-padishah khwud *arjL kunad ikhraj
bashad) (5).

The career of Qull Beg Afshar shows the importance of the

qurchlbashl under Isma'Il II and Muhammad Khudabanda.

Even when ‘Abbas I

created new non-Turkoman units, which did not come under the command of the
qur chib ashl, that officer nevertheless "carried great weight in public
affairs" (6).

(1) Tk» 117.
Gf. also qurchl-yi ajrlu, ibid., 51, although the ajrlu were
only a small corps commanded by a yuzbashl.
(2) JA. 338b-339a.
(3) iBicU
331b.
(4) shar. ii, 255-6.
(5) JA. 339a.
(6) TM. 117.

- 246 It is possible that the formation of Georgian units may have hastened
the disappearance of the amir al-umara.

The formation of a corps of

gullar, or ghulaman-i kKa§§a-yi sharlfa, was one of the major reforms of
*Abbas I.

"This cavalry corps was recruited among the natives of northern

countries (Georgia, Causcasus, and even Muscovy), either brought to Persia
at an early age, or b o m of parents established in Persia.

Being mostly of

Christian origin, they were converted to Islam in the first or second
generation" (1).

Whereas the Turkoman units "were paid in assignments on

lands administered by the governors under the Dlvan-i mamalik", the new nonTurkoman units raised by Shah 'Abbas were "paid by the King, i. e. , apparent*
ly from the Khagpa" (2).

Professor Minorsky states that the infiltration

of Caucasians into Persia was "a highly important phenomenon which profound
ly modified the social basis of the ruling classes", and that the campaigns
of Shah ‘Abbas in Transcaucasia, especially that of 1025/1616, in which some
100-150,000 "young captives of both sexes" were taken prisoner to Persia,
were the decisive factor in this process (3).

Not only were the actual

numbers of the qurchls (qizilbash) reduced by a half or even three-quarters
(4), but "when some of the Qizil-bash amirs and of the governors of the
State provinces (mamalik) passed away, while among their oymaqs there was
nobody worthy to hold the high office of amirship, one of the ghallas of the
private Household (khag^a-yi sharlfa) distinguished among his colleagues by
his justice, experience, valour and devotion to His Majesty, was appointed
to be the amir of the said tribe and military force, and the governor of that
region" (5).
While it is true that these changes occurred under ‘Abbas I, "the

(1) TM» 33.
(2) ibid., 32.
(5) ibid. , 17.

(3) ibid., 18.

(4) ibid., 32 and n. 4*
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a century before his accession.

The Afcisan al-Tawarikh describes four

expeditions into Georgia led by ^ahmasp.

In 947/1540-1 he sacked Tiflis,

and took captive children and families (afrfal wa *iyal) (1).
pahmasp led his third expedition to Georgia;
T •

In 958/1551-2

households and effects were

transferred from the slain to their slayers, as their lawful heirs (ahl wa
*iyal wa amwal wa asbab bi-irth-i shar*T az maqtulan bi-qatilan intiqal
namud).

Georgian women (khubruyan-i gur jX-nizhad ), through force of

circumstances, became prisoners of slavery and servitude (muqayyad-i
*ubudiyyat wa parastarX shudand) (2).
Georgia took place in 961/1553-4;

Ya^masP ,s fourth expedition to

the ghazTs slew

, and took their

wives and children prisoner (zanan wa farzandah-i ishan-ra asir nanudand);
in the region of Guri, the capital of Lawasan b. Da’ud (3), the royal anny
obtained much booty, including beautiful girls and handsome youths (4).
After the capture of Aydin, the mother of Lawasan and a number of Georgian
nobles (aznawuran) were captured and taken to court;

in the course of this

campaign more than thirty thousand prisoners were taken (5)*
Before the end of tpa^masP ,s reign, the offspring of unions with these
Georgian prisoners constituted a new and not inconsiderable element in the
gafawid state, but it was not only prisoners who entered the gafawid ranks.
A significant passage in the Jami* -i MufTda states that during the reign of
Tahmasp, *Ali Quli Beg, known as Qizil *AllT Khan, came to the gafawid court
as ambassador from the ruler of Georgia, and was enrolled among the muqarrabs
and ghulams of the court along with his muta* alliqan and khudd»m^

Although

(1) AT* 296-7.
(2) ibid., 352.
(3) Ruler of the KartlX district of
Georgia.
(4) AT. 580.
(5) ibid., 382.
HUvvfc j'* **

- 248 he was closely related (garabat-i qarina) to the King (padishah) of Georgia,
and governed oertain provinces there, he severed his connexion (qaf^-i
ta‘alluq karda) and became a servant of the gafawid dynasty (fralgabandagT-yi
silsila-yi *aliyya-yi gafawiyya dar gush-i jan jay dada bud), and eventually
became governor of ShakkX, a province of Shxrwan (1).

Qizil ‘All Khan*s

younger son, ‘All Beg Chaharyaz, became beglerbeg of Erivan and governor of
Lar, with the title of khan, under Shah §afi (2 )•
These new elements cut across the old division between Turk and
Persian.

The presence of Georgian and Circassian chiefs at court, and

above all the influence of Caucasian women in the royal haram, made the
Caucasian elements an important factor in political affairs.

Dynastic

quarrels of a type hitherto unknown in the gafawid state were precipitated
by the efforts of mothers of different nationalities to press the claims of
their respective offspring.

It has been stated above that Yshmiisp was

unable to exercise sovereign authority during the first decade of his reign
owing to the dominant position in the state held by the Turkoman amirs (3).
For nearly the next forty years, from about 942-980/L535-1572, Y ^ a s p
managed to avoid any major outbreak between the qizilbash tribes, but, at
end of that time, there was a recrudescence of inter-tribal rivalry.

In

931/1524 and the following years the question at stake was, which tribe was
to gain supremacy over its rivals and hence a dominant position in the
state;

in 981/1573 and subsequent years the struggle was rather to

determine which of the sons of Y^&asp should succeed him.

The qizilbash

failed to present a united front on this issue, and do not seem immediately

(1)

169a-b.

(2) ibid., 170b.

(3) See p. 213 ff. above.
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to have realized that they were thereby seriously weakening their own
position in the gafawid state.
In 982/1574-5 yahmasp fell ill;

his illness provided an opportunity

for the amTrs and pillars of the state to quarrel openly (miyan-i umara wa
arkan-i dawlat khugumat wa niza' chand nawbat wuqu' shud) (1).

One centre

of intrigue was Sulayman Mlrza, the khadim-bashl of the shrine of Imam Ri$a
at M&shhad(2), who was then at court.
the Circassian chief Shamkhal (3).

Sulayma^s mother was the sister of
fahmasp recovered (4), but although he

felt great resentment (kudurat-i khajir) against the seditious amTrs, and
although the position did not call for leniency (magall taqajLa-yi mulayamat
namikard), he hesitated to take retaliatory measures (dar intiqam
muta*ammil mTbud), with the result that sedition amongst the qizilbash
increased daily (5).
By the following year (983/1575-6), the qizilbash had split into two
factions (*ashayir wa uymaqat-i qizilbashiyya du Jarafa shuda), the one
supporting Isma'Tl Mlrza and the other gaydar Mlrza.

Isma'Tl, whose mother

was the daughter of Turkman 'Ts"a Beg, was the representative of the old
qizilbash aristocracy;

gaydar!s mother, on the other hand, was a Georgian

slave (6), and the prominence of the Georgian chiefs Zal, Farrukh, and ‘All
■*“ the struggle for power which followed the death of ^a^asp in 984/
shows that the Caucasian element already wielded great power.

In

general the events of 984-5/1576-7 point to the conclusion that the changes
in the basis of gafawid power associated with 'Abbas I were foreshadowed by

(1) AT* 458.
245.
463 ff.

(2) AT* 490;

(4) AT. 458.

for khadim-bashl, see TM* 55.

(5) Shar. ii, 245-6.

(6) ibid., 252.

(3) Shar. ii,
(7) AT.

- 250 the growing influence of the Circassians and Georgians under Y3-^1113-3? “
an influence reflected not only in the presence at court of Caucasian chie
fs and their armed retainers, hut by the ascendancy of Circassian and Geo
rgian women in the royal ^aranu

Of the nine sons of Y3^11113-3?

reached

adolescence, seven were the offspring of Circassian or Georgian mothers
(1).

The Georgian faction failed in their attempt (in which they were

supported by the Ustajlus) to place gaydar Mirza on the throne in 1576,
and the qizilbash ultimately rallied sufficiently to bring to the throne
first Isma*XI Mirza (isma*XI II) and then Muhammad Khudabanda (3ul£an
Muhammad Shah), the only sons of Yahmasp by a Turkoman mother*
The intrigues of the Circassian and Georgian factions in the haram
also portend another feature of the later gafawid period, namely, "the
irresponsible character of the ‘shadow government* represented by the
harem, the Queen Mother and the eunuchs", which professor Minorsky consid
ers as one of the major factors in the decline of the gafawid dynasty(2)*
For instance, in the activities of ParX HJiah Kfranum, the daughter of
Yahmasp and niece of Shamkhal Charkas (3), we have clear evidence of inter
vention in political affairs*

By contrast, it is interesting to note the

social rather than political activity of Y3bmasp*s sister MaliXn Banu, who
died in 969/1561-2*

From her childhood she had eschewed marriage and lived

with her brother (az zaman-i giba tark-i izdiwaj namuda ba baradarash bisar mXburd), and she had an excellent record in regard to strengthening the
foundations of the realm and kingly authority (dar istihkam-i bunyan-i
shahx wa asas-i saljanat-i padishahX azu athar-i nXk bi-guhiur amada bud)#

(1) Shar. ii, 252. ^(2)jk. 23.
(3) See Al. ii, 295 n; this does not
appear to be the ParX Khan Khanum who was the daughter of Isma'Il I (AT.
X83).

She was noted for her pious works (anwa'-i khayrat wa agnaf-i mabarrat),
and for her public works (biqa*-i khayr), which included hospices, hostelries (ribaf), and bridges;

all classes of men and women benefited from her

munificence (i).
The position of the principal officers of state suring this turbulent

1568-9, and the mangab-i wizarat was conferred on Amir Sayyid Sharif Than!
(2).

In 981/1573-4, the wizarat-i dlwan-i a* la was given by £ahmasp to

Sayyid gusayn FarahanI and Khwaja Jamal al-Dln ‘All Tabriz!, and the post
of mustawfl of the dlwan-i a* la to Mlrza Sbukr Allah Isfahan!;
tumans were allocated to each as his salary (marsum) (3)*

500 Tabriz

The Jawahir

al-Akhbar, after recording the ax>pointment to the wizarat of Sayyid $asan
FarahanI and Khwaja Jamal al-Dln *All Tabrlzl, continues, ”Khurasan, Gllan,
*lraq^ I & s and Kirman in the name of (bi-ism-i) Sayyid $asan, and Adharbayjan, Shlrwan and ShakkI in the name of Jamal al-Dln 'All.

The office of

mustawfl-yi maraalik-i ma^irusa was assigned to Mlrza Shukr Allah, and the
baqaya (4) in the name of Shah Qa^I, and the salary (mawajib) of each of
the wazlrs was 500 tumans, and 200 tumans were allotted (muqarrar) to the
baqay a-niwls (4), and they were sworn to collect the dushullukat (fees) (5)

(1) Shar. ii, 217-8.
(2) See p. 241.
(3) AT. 458? for marsum, “salary
and allowances payable in cash’1, see TM* 88 para. 95; 93, para. 127; 152,
n.2, as opposed to rusum, “customary levies, perquisites"* see TM. 155, n.2.
(4) V. Minorsky in TM, 125 n. 1 quotes TAA to the effect that under ^ahmasp
I there were two separate officers, mustawfl al-mamalik and mustawfl albaqaya (“mustawfl of the arrears" )•
Minorsky also (op. cit., 122-3) comm
ents on the niwisanda-yi baqaya ("scribe of the arrears" ), who was an offic
ial in the department of the mustawfl al-mamalik and is presumably the same
as the baqay a-niwls mentioned above.
(5) Minorsky, op. cit., 157, states
that the word dushulluk is "undoubtedly of Turkish origin but the etymology
is not quite certain".
He mentions that it is used in TM. as an equivalent
of rusum, “fees" of various types, and also in the special sense of fees
levied on salaries on the occasion of first appointment to an office, payab
le to the keeper of the "small seal" (cf. TM. 157 and n.2; 62-3).

- 252 for the kha^ga (wa gasam dadand ki dushullukat -ra jihat-i khagga jabfr
kunand); but the wazirs achieved nothing in their office (dar muhxmm-i
khwud karx nasakhtand)*

Although Sayyid $asan wan a good and eloquent

speaker (dar taqrir wa sukhan-rawanl nlkn), and before (his appointment to)
the wizarat was in high esteem, when he assumed that office (chun bidln amr
dakhl kard), in the period. of one year he was not able to report one single
affair of importance (dar rouddat-i yak sal yak muhimm natawanist ki *arj.
kunad).

As for Jamal al-Din ‘All, whenever he started to speak £ almasp used

to say, "the Khwaja is gargling his words’* (khwaja sukhan-r a gar gara mikunad )*
They both became a laughing-stock (har du mu££ika shudand), and after a year
were dismissed and obliged to refund their salaries (mustaradd-i mawajib
shud).

The position of the mustawfls was not affected (mustawfiyan bi-fral-i

khwud budand), and Mirza Shnkr Allah performed the function of imistawfi
(and was held) in the highest esteem and respect, so that no one was able to
raise the finger of criticism against him, and he daily increased in
maturity (rushd-i u ruz bi-ruz ziyada gasht) (1)*

Prom thi3 passage it

appears that Sayyid £asan ParahanI and Khwaja Jamal ad-Din *All TabrizI
were dismissed from the wizarat after they had held office for a year,
namely, in 982/1574— 5*

Mirza Shukr Allah was appointed wazir by Isma* il II

in 984/1576, and shah Qajl became mustawfi (2).
The passages from the Jawahir al-Akhbar quoted above contain informat
ion which is not recorded by the Afcisan al-Tawarlkh, and the statement that
the wizarat was in in 981/1573-4 dividecKpn a territorial basis is of the
greatest interest*

The wizarat was frequently during the early gafawid

period held jointly by two wazlrs, with joint jurisdiction throughout the

\

\
(X) J U

3 3 4 a (2) ibid* , 339b*

- 255 gafawid empire, but this is the first occasion on which the wizarat was
divided between two wazirs, each with authority over a specified part of
the empire.

The Jawahir al-Akhbar also states that in 967/1559-60 lilrza

4a £a Allah Khuzanl Igfahanl was wazlr-i ba i'tibar-i kull-i “adharbayjan wa
shXrwanat wa shakkX wa gurjl (1).

This would seem definitely to point to

some earlier territorial division of the wizarat, although it is just
possible that Mirza 'Aja Allah may have been a/ provincial wazir with
jurisdiction over an unusually large amount of ^territory.

Unfortunately

it is; not clear from the sources -who the central wazXr at that date was.
Ma'gum Beg gafkw X, who seems to have succeeded Qa$X Jahan c. 960/1552-5,
and resigned in 976/1568-9, was termed not only wazXr but also wakll (2);
as he acted as wakll, there may well have been another official or officials
who held the rank of wazir-i dlwan-i a* la.
T

_

It should be noted at this point that the gadarat was divided on a
..... .. I.M,

territorial basis in 970/1562-3, but neither in the case of the wizarat nor
the gadarat does this territorial division appear to have had any permanen
ce,

In the case of the gadarat, there was a reversion, by 985/1577-8 if

not before, to the practice of appointing one gadr with sole authority, and
the territorial division of the wizarat appears from the above passage in
the Jawahir al-Akhbar to have lasted only for a year.

A comparison of the

way in which the provinces were divided reveals certain similarities;

for

instance, in each case 'Iraq and Fars appear in one group of provinces, and
Shlrwan and Adharbayjan in the other;

Khurasan, however, is bracketed with

'Iraq and Fars in the case of the wizarat, and with Sblrwan and Adharbayjan
in the case of the gadarat (3).

(1) JA* 327a.
p. 316
f. ;

It does not seem that the territorial

(2) See above, pp. 240-1.

(3) See chapter on the gadarat,

-

ZCKfc -

division of the gadarat in 970/1562-3 and the wizarat in 981/1573-4 can be
regarded as in any way portending the eventual division of the gafawid
empire into mamalik and khagga provinces (1).

This process began during

the reign of Shah §afi (1038-1052/1629-1642), when Fars was made a khagga
province (2), and was continued and extended under 'Abbas II (1052-1077/
1642-1667).

The division of the gadarat and wizarat during the reign of

'Jahmasp I is much more likely to have been an ad hoc arrangement for the
specific purpose of limiting the powers of the gadr and wazTr at a
particular moment.

^ \y

\

On 26 RabX* I 985/13 June 1577 Mlrza Shukr Allah Igfahani was
dismissed from the wizarat by Isma'Tl II, and Mirza Salman was appointed to
mangab-i dXwan-i a' la wa wizaratgarT;

the conduct of affairs and the task

of displaying diligence and care in (the management of) the affairs and
interests of the people were placed within his authority (zimam-i ^all wa
'aqd-i umur wa ihtimam dar muhiramat wa magalih-i jumhur bi-kaff-i iqtidar
baz dada amad), and the administration of the realm (dab£-i mamalik) and the
guardianship of the roads and the keys to the gateways of the kingdom and
state (jLifg-i maiialik wa mafatTh-i abwab-i mulk wa dawlat), and the ordering
of the affairs of religion and the faith ^(managim-i asbifo-i din wa millat),
were entrusted to his integrity, uprightness, zeal and effort (bi-qab^La-yi
sadad wa rashad wa anamil-i ihtimam wa ijtihad-i u rnawkul gasht) (3).

(1) See TM» 24 ff.
(2) ibid., 26.
Professor Lambton is of the opinion
that Malthough Chardin states that the distinction between provinces and
crown lands had been unknown before the reign of Shah §afX (A.D. 1629-42),
it seems that in fact some broad general distinction was made between dXwani
(i.e. state) land and khagg (i. e. crown) land, though the diviaion may have
become sharper under Shah gafT (LP. 108).
Professor Lambton also notes thal
as a result of the creation of new non-tribal regiments by 'Abbas I, ttin so
far as the military forces under the direct control of the ruler increased
relative to the contingents provided by the provincial governors, it was a
necessary corollary that the extent of the land under the direct control of
the ruler should increase to enable him to pay them” (LP. 108)*.
(3) AT. 491.

- 255,Mirzit Salman was confirmed in his post on the accession of Suljan
Muhammad Shah in February 1578 (mangab-i wizarat hi-mlrza salman ruju*
namuda);

that celebrated ana noble wazXr guarded the kingdom through the

jfjabundance of his intelligence and knowledge (az wufur-i kiyasat wa aana* i
‘ j^irasat-i mulk mXnamud), and removed the rust from (menfs) hearts with the
paint of reconciliation and the polish of beneficence (1), and, giving his
full attention to the requirements of this high office and delicate task,
and keeping always before his eyes, from among all the commands and
prohibitions, the fear and awe of God, he treated the common people, as
regards the observance of the rales of jutice and the execution of the laws
of transaction, in a way which one cannot imagine being surpassed (bilawazim-i Xn
wa muhimm-i nazuk
wa iqdam
namucta
— — ■amr-i
*— buzurg
■ —
— — — qiyam
» *—
X - -----— •■«az jamP -i
awamir wa nawahT khawf wa khashyat-i hadrat-i ilahX-ra na^b al-*ayn dashta
^ttnuin-i khalayiq wa kaffa-yi anam dar iqamat-i qawa* id-i £ikmat wa ijra-yi
a^Lkam-i mu* amala bar wajhX namud ki mazXdX bar an muta^awwar nabud);

he

strove to punish wrong-doers and comfort the oppressed, and would not
tolerate partiality or negligence (dar ta*dXb-i ^alimah wa tarflh-i m&^luman
kushlda wa mayl wa muhaba wa ihmal wa ighfal jayiz nadasht);

he made great

efforts to increase the revenue of the dXwan and to conciliate the dihqans
and cultivators (muzari*an) to the greatest possible extent (dar tawfXr-i
mal-i dXwan wa istimalat-i dahaqXh wa muzari*an ghayat al-imkan sa*y-i
bisyar namud);

he did not neglect the smallest part of his duties as regards

collection of the *ulufa (2) for the troops and the provision of pensions for

(l) The text has az dilha zang-i ta*lXf wa rang bi-giayqal-i ihsan mXzidud,

which does not seem to make sense; perhaps, az dilha zang bi-rang-i
Wa
ihsan mlzidud?
(2) «ulufa = "levy of fodder for the
of officials as they travelled through the country** (A. K. S. Lanfrton,
s«v» ); the word is probably used here in the Ottoman sense of '’pay**
general (see Gibb and Bowen, op« cit», 42 n. 2)#

taylXf
horses
LP. , 442
in

the deserving (dar wugul-i *ulufat-i lashkariyan

wa mafr$ul-i idrarat-i

rnusta^aqqari dagXqa’T ha mar*! nagudhasht) (1).

Apart from the interest of these passages as representing an account
of the administrative duties of the wazir shortly before the accession of
'Abbas I, the statement that the wazXr was also responsible for "ordering
v

the affairs of/ religion and the faith'1 is significant*

It will be recalled

that the wakll, as* the representative of the Shah both in his religious and
\
'-— *— —
.......
in his political capacity, was responsible for the orderly arrangement of

I
.

/matters of religion and the state.

It is possible that as the wakxl

ceased to be regarded as occupying a position of peculiar eminence as the

iS

vicegerent and personal representative of the Shah, and his identity tended

ir

to be merged with that of the wazir, the wazir acquired seme of the
attributes of the wakll, in particular the latter1s overriding authority,
under the Shah, over both the political and the religious institutions*
It has been noted, too, that the wakx! was frequently an arn$r commander
conducting operations in the field, whereas it was the exception rather than
the rule the i*ule for the wazir to take part in military operations.

Mirza

Salman, however, played a notable part in the campaign of $amza Mirza in
iSu

ft

r
1

Qarabagh and Shxrwan in 987/157S-80 against the Ottomans under 'Uthman Pasha
11
and the Tatars under 'Jdil Giray Khan, the brother of Mu^amnad Giray II,
Khan of the Crimea (2).

Mxrza Salman also accompanied Suljan Muhammad Shah

and jjamza Mirza to Khurasan in 990/1582j

the object of the expedition was

to suppress the revolt of 'Abbas Mxrza, who had been proclaimed Shah the
previous year oy *All QulX Khan Shamlu, the governor of Harat*
Mxrza Salman, who had married his daughter to $amza lllrza, and whose

eldest son Mirza *Abd Allah was the wazir of £amza Mirza, accounted himself
one of the most devoted supporters (fidawiyan) of $amza Mirza.

lie was

constantly accusing some of the principal amirs, in particular QulX Beg the
qurchlbashl, Shahrukh Khan the muhrdar, and Muhammad Khan Turkman, of
dereliction of duty (taq^Xrat) and sedition (nifaq wa shiqaq).

After the

battle of Ghuriyan (991/1533), between the royal army and the Shamlu rebels,
Mirza Salman openly (§ari£.an) accused them of sedition (nifaq), and the
amirs, realizing that the wazir*s

words would soon produce some result

(mu*aththir khwahad bud), decided to kill him.

The wazir became aware of

the

plot, and went to the dawlatkhana to inform the Shah and ffamza Mirza;

the

amirs at first denied that there was a plot against the wazir, but one

of the qizilbash whom they had detailed to murder Mirza Salman entered, and
uttered a violent diatribe against the wazir.
the

Mirza Salman, he said, was

destroyer of the state and the enemy of the qizilbash (mukharrib-i

dawlat wa dushman-i qizilbash), and his evil conduct (bad-sulukT) had been
and still was the cause of the discord among the qizilbash and the reyolt
of the Khurasan amirs;

until he was removed (ta u raf* nashawad), this

schism between the qizilbash would continue (in du-guruhX az miyana-yi
qizilbash bar faraf nakhwahad shud).
maintain their denial*
v

tajiki ast);

The amirs were then unable to

Mirza Salman, they said, was a Persian (mard-i
C .

-

he was only expected to look after the accounts and dXwan

business (juz ratq wa fatq-i umur-i frisab wa mu*amalat-i dlwani azu
mutawagqi* nabud) (1);

it did not lie within his province to assume command

of an army, to intervene in state affairs on his own behalf, and become the
cause of discord and rebellion (bi-u nisbat nadasht ki §a^ib-i jaysh wa

(1) According to HI« 360b, Mxrza Salman first achieved distinction as
najir-i khanajat-i shah Jahmasp*

- 258 lashkar gashta barayi khwud dakhl dar umur-i salJan.at karda b a* ith-i fitna
wa fisad gardad);

now that the qizilbash had brought matters out into the

open (parda az ru-yi kar bar dasht a ), and their relations with him had
reached this position (ba u dar Tn maqam dar amada and), it was better that
he should withdraw from the post of wazTr and retire from affairs (of state]
(awla Tn ast ki u daman az man^ab-i wizarat dar chXda tark-i muhimmat
namayad) (1).
Prom this remarkable passage several things emerge quite clearly#
First, the fundamental ^dichotomy in the gafawid state between Turk and
Persian was as shar p , and the hostility of the one towards the other was
as strong, as at the beginning of the gafawid period#

Second, the

qizilbash amirs, as the military aristocracy, felt the utmost resentment at
being forced to serve under a Persian commander.

It will be recalled that

the expression of a similar resentment by the qizilbash troops under the
command of the Persian wakil Najm-i Than! in 918/1512 had resulted in the
defeat and death of the wakil (2).

Even more important is the revelation

that in the view of the qizilbash, the function of the wazlr was solely to
‘’look alter the accounts and dlwan business”.
’’Tajik” (3) performing this function.

They had no objection to a

Mlrza Salman, however, by assuming

the role of a military commander, and by intervening in affairs of state
from interested motives, was clearly, in their view, arrogating to himself
the authority of a wakil.

it is equally clear by implication that the

qizilbash were not in favour of a ’’Tajik” holding the post of wakil.

The

office of wakXl was closely associated with the gufl organization of the

(1) TAA# 209-10.

(2) See p# 195 ff. above.

(3) See TM. 15-16.

- 259 gafawid movement at the "beginning of the reign of Isma* il I, and was there
fore considered by the qizilbash as their prerogative.

Mlrza Salman, who

looked in vain for royal support, in consideration of the fact that gamza
Mlrza v/as his son-in-law, was surrendered by the Shah and gamza Mlrza to
the amirs, who kept him in custody in the house of the qurchibashi until
they had appropriated all his possessions, and then put him to death (l).
Mlrza Salman came from a family of nobles (a*yah wa ashraf) of
Isfahan vho traced their descent to Jabir b. *Abd Allah Angara!

According

to the Jami* -i MuiTdl, Mlrza Salman held the post of nigarat-i buyutat-i
sarkar-i khagga-yi sharlfa (2) under Isma*II II, and was later raised to
the wizarat-i a* gam with the title of i*timad al-dawla.

A royal edict was

V
>
issued absolving him from the obligation of standing as a mark of respect
to the great amirs (£ukm-i shahryar-i jahan nifadh yaft ki an *alimaqam dar
majlis-i dlwan bl-jihat-i ta* glm-i umara*-i *aHgha*n qiyain nanamayad).
During the time of Sulfam Muhammad Shah, he held the post of wazlr on the
same terms as before (bi-haman dastur), reached the rank of wall (bi
mart aba-yi iyalat rasld), and became "master of drum and banner** (gafcdb-i
{abl wa *alam).

There was hostility between Mlrza Salman and sane of the

high-ranking amirs, whose existence he considered "thorns in the rose-garaen
of his felicity" (wujud-i ba*dl az umara-yi *allsha* n-ra khar-i gulzar-i
uawlat-i khwud m i d a m s t );

he did not behave acceptably towards the amirs

(ba umara suluk-i paaandlda narnlkard), and considered ho?/ to remove the at
The qurchioashi and the other amirs similarly sought an opportunity to get
rid of Mirza Salman.

They stated that the revolt of the Khurasan amirs

was due to the arbitrary decisions (tahakkumat) of the I* timid al-Dawla, and

(!) TAA» 210.

(2) See m

134.

- 260 demanded his dismissal from the wizarat, now that the qizilbash had brought
the matter into the open (£ala qizilbash par da az ru-yi kar bar dashta)*
Mirza Salman was arrested and imprisoned, together with his sens Mlrza *Abd
Allah and Mirza Nigam al-Mulk, and their property and known belongings were
taken over by the dTwan (asbab wa ma yu'raf-i Tshan bi-tagarruf-i dTwan dar
amad).

MXrza Salman was executed a few days later, but MXrza *Abd Allah

was released after the death of Suljan $amza Mirza (994/1586) (1).
.........

To sum up, the general picture of the political institution under
Isma'Tl and ■Jahmasp is one of gradual change and evolution*

When Isma'Tl

came to power, the ^majority of his subjects differed from his Turkoman
followers both in race and creed*

His primary need, therefore, was strong

and effective government based on the military power of his militant §ufls.
To this end he appointed a wakTl, who was also amTr al-umara, with the
widest political and military powers and with ex officio authority over the
religious institution a3 well (2).

As the gafawid order was fundament ally

a military and religious organization, and as the immediate needs of the
gafawid state were the imposition of military control and religious
orthodoxy, the wazir, who represented the Persian bureaucratic tradition,
was to begin with a subordinate figure.

By 920/1514, the whole of Persia

had been brought under gafawid dominion, and the burdens of the administrat
ion were correspondingly heavier;

the importance of the wazir increased.

At the same time, various factors contributed to a reduction in the power
of the wakil, and with the appointment of MXrza Shah gusayn (920/1514),

(1) JM. 142a-144a*
(2) The actual official through whom Isma'Tl controlled
the religious institution was the gadr.
For instances of conflict between
the wakil and the gadr, as the natural outcome of the overlapping of their
spheres of authority, see p. 291 ff. ; 302 ff.

—

- 261 some sort of compromise seems to have been reached, and Murza Shah ^usayn
i
v
appears to have been an official, ■who performed the function of wazir but is
sometimes referred to as w a k H , though not, it should be noted, as wakul-i
nafs-i nafls-i humayun*
With the accession of fahmasp and the domination of the ruling
institution by the qizilbash amirs, the title of wakll is again used freely

The office was shared only as a means of achieving a balance of power
between rival qizilbash tribes*

During this confused period the term

wakll is sometimes used with reference to an official who is primarily
amir al-umara, and sometimes to denote an official who clearly is perform
ing the function of wazir*

The wakll/wazlr is at all events subordinate

to the wakll/amir al-umara*

During the middle period of Y&hrafi-sp’s reign,

the shah succeeded in asserting his authority, and the licence of the amirs
was checked*

Qa$I Jahan Qazwlnl became wakll, but is usually referred to

as ”independent wazirtf*

After him, Ma* §um Beg gafawi was wakll, though his

office is also referred to as amr-i wizarat*

Amir Sharif ThanI, who

succeeded Ma'gum Beg gafawi, is referred to as wazir (2).

In general, from

the time of Mirza Shah JJusayn (920-929/1514-1523), until the accession of
'Abbas I (995/1537), the sources tend to employ the title wakll in regard
to a Turkoman, wazir or **independent wazir’1 in the case of a Persian,
official*

This is due in part to the fact that when a Turkoman held the

°f^ ice of wakll, he was often also amir al-umara, and the emphasis on his

(1) See pp. 214; 216 above.

(2) See pp. 234 ff. ;

240-1 above.

- 262 military function caused him more readily to "be termed wakil than wazir,
and in part to the origins of the two offices*
According to professor Minorsky, the title? of wakil is no longer
recorded under 'Abbas I (1)*

The Tarlkh-i *jp-am-Ara, however, states that

on the accession of 'Abbas I (995/1587), Murshid QulX Khan, being reassured
in regard to the amirs of 'Iraq, reclined on the seat of the wikalat in
full independence, and undertook the management of dTwan affairs;

His

Majesty, the Shadow of God, in order to strengthen the foundations of
sovereignty and the welfare of the state, gave him full and absolute
responsibility in ordering the affairs of government, and his grandeur and
power increased daily (murshid qulT khan khajir az umara* -i *iraq jam*
namuda min £ayth al-istiqlal tikya bar masnad-i wikalat zada qaj* wa fagl-i
' "
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muhimmat-i dTwan pTsh girift wa ^a^rat-i a* la-yi shahl gill allahl bi-

jihat-i istijikam-i qawa' id-i qagr-i saljanat wa gala^-i dawlat dast-i

takafful-i u-ra dar intigam-i urnur-i jahandarX qawT wa mujlaq dashta ruz
bi-ruz 'agamat wa iqtidarash mXafzud) (2)*

to be distinct from the wizarat;“—

The wikalat once again appears

the wizarat-i dXwan-i a'la had been
.....................

_

__

_

promised to MXrza *Abd Allah b. MXrza b. Mlrza Salman (3), and a raqm had
been issued, but 'AbbTs overlooked this (taghaful warzXda) in the interests
of (bi-mulafcaga-yi khajir-i) Mlrza Shah WalX b. Mlrza A&mad, the wazir of
Murshid QulT Khan, and the duties of wazXr were discharged by Mlrza Shah
WalX (khidmat-i wizarat az mlrza shah wall mutamashshX mXshud) (4)*

Acc

ording to the Jami'-i MufXdX, after the accession of 'Abbas I at Qazwln,
MXrza *Abd Allah went to court, but was ignored by Murshid Qull Khan, who

(1) TM* 115.

(2) TAA» ii, 251.

II and Suljan Muhammad shah*

(3) MXrza Salman was the wazXr of Isma'Tl

(4) JM» l44b.~

- 263 planned to give the wizarat-i a* jam to Mxrza Shah Wall b. Mxrza Aftmad, one
of his wazirs (ki dar silk-i wuzara-yi u intijam dasht) (1).

The amirs

who were hostile to Murshid Qull Khan conspired with Mirza *Abd Allah
against Murshid Qull Khan, but without success J

the amirs and muqarrabs of

the court were executed, and Mxrza ‘Abd Allah and his brother Mxrza Nijam
al-Mulk were seized and their goods appropriated by officials of the state
(2)*

The following year (996/1588), Murshid Qull Khan was assassinated at

‘Abbas’s orders at Shahrud, and the same night Mxrza Muhammad, who had been
promised the wizarat (nawxd-i wizarat yaft a bud), was summoned, and, as
promised, was elevated to the manjab-i wxzarat-i diwan-i a* la (3)*

These

t
quotations make it clear that not only did the wikalat still exist after the

accession of ‘Abbas I, hut that the /confusion^ between the terms wakll and
wazir also continued#
Simultaneously with the decline in the importance of the w a k H during
the latter part of the reign of yahmasp, the office of amir al-umara fell
into disuse (4).

The office is not recorded among the appointments made by

‘Abbas I on his accession (5).

It has been suggested above that the intro

duction of Caucasian elements into the §afawid state under yahmasp, and the
presence of Georgian units under Isma'Il II and Suljan Muhammad Shah, may
possibly have contributed to the decline of the amir al-umara (6)#

An

indication of the extent to which these Georgian elements had infiltrated
into important positions even before the accession of 'Abbas I can be gained
from the fact that in 994/1585-6 a Georgian, Kaykhusraw Beg, was lala to
yahmasp Mirza b. Muhammad Khudabanda (7)#

The post of lala to a gafawid

(1) JM. 144b.
(2) ibid., 144b-145a.
(3) 1AA>- ii, 267.
ff.
(5) TAA* ii, 252.
(6) See p. 246 ff# above#

(4) See p. 242
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With the

decline of the power of the amir al-umara, the qurchibashi became the chief
military officer in the state (1),

In addition, from the second half of

the 10th/l6th century onwards, the qurohTbashT played an increasingly
important part in political affairs, and remained one of the principal
officers of state during the early years of 'Abbas I,

The Tarikh-i 'Slam-

Ara, referring to the appointment of Wall Khan Afshar, governor of Kirman,
to the post of qurchTbashl in 996/1588, describes the post as **the major
part of the offices of the dTwan-i *alitf (mangab-i qurchib ashigarl ki
mu'^am-i maha§>ib-i dTwan-i 'all ast) (2).

(1) It is interesting to note that, over a period of forty years from
about 955-995/1548-1587, the majority of the cjurchTbashXs were drawn from
the ranks of the Afshar tribe,
(2) TAA# ii, 268,

i
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Professor aoemer, in his commentary on the Sharafnama of *Abd Allah
Marwarxd, has traced the development of the use of the word gadr.

prom

its basic meaning of "breast, front, place of honour," is derived the use
of the word as a title of honour (1).

In the Dastur al-Katib, dated

1356-7, the terms gadr-i mu* aggam or gadr-i aham are used to denote
individual members of the ashraf al-nas, or non-Mongol upper classes, e. g.,
arbab-i futuwwa, mujitasibs, ustadan (master craftsmen) and merchants*

The

plural gudur appears in pairs of terms such as gudur u atyan, gudur u
akabir, in which it implies nothing more than^notables",

No nishan-i

gadarat is found among the diplomas of investiture to religious posts
contained in the second part ( qiam-i duwwum) of the Dastur al-Katib.
professor Roemer concludes that, as the gadarat is not mentioned among the
r« *
_
important offices represented in the Dastur al-Katib, it is probable that
the office of gadr had not yet been created (2).
Under the Timur ids, however, the gadarat was a well-established
office, and it also existed in the contemporary Turkoman kingdoms of
western Trap.

The $abTb al-Siyar gives the names of four men who held the

rank of gadr during the reign of Shahrukh b. Timur (807-850/1404-1447), and

(1) The use of the title gadr-i a* gam by the Ottomans and, later, by the
Persians, in the sense of prime Minister, is derived from this meaning of
the word gadr.
It is interesting to note that, in prosody, the first
hemistich of a qagXda is termed al-gadr (see G, Weil, article *ArugL, in EI^,
Vol* I, fasc, 11/1958, 668, )
(2) Roemer, 143,

- 266 states that one of them, Mawlaria Kamal al-Dxn *Abd al-^amxd, was the son of
Mawlaria *^ufb al-Dxn Qurmnx, who for some time during the reign of Amxr Timm
Gurakan carried out the duties of the office of gadr (ki muddatx dar ayyam-j
&awlat-i amir tlmur gurakan bi-lawazim-i mangab-i gadarat qiyain mlnamud).
It is apparent from this that the office of gadr was in existence before the
beginning of the 15th century, and that from the first there was a tendency
towards the hereditary tenure of the office.

It is also clear that from

the first there was a tendency to appoint two gadrs to hold the office
jointly;

for example, Mawlaria ‘Arid al-^amld was for some years during the

reign of Shahrukh in joint possession of that office with Mawlaria Jalal alDin Luff Allah (mawlaria •abd al-£amld dar zaman-i salfanat-i hagLrat-i
khaqan-i sa'Id chand sal bi-shirkat-i mawlgna jalal al-dln luff allah dar
an amr dakhl mxkard).

The appointment of Mawlaria ghjuna al-Dxn Mu^amnad

Amxn further illustrates the tendency towards the hereditary tenure of the
gadarat;

after the death of Mawlaria Jalal al-Dori Luff Allah (842/1438),

Mawlana Shams al-Dxri Muframmad Amxn was made gadr in place of his disting
uished father Mawlaria §adr al-Din Ibrahim, who had died in 332/1428.

On

the death of Shahrukh (1447), Mawlaria Shams al-Dxn Mujjamnad Amxn retired
from public life, and all attempts by Mxrza Abu*l-Qasim and Mxrza Sulfan
Abu S&tTd to persuade him to take up again his ancestral office were
unsuccessful (har chand mirza abu* 1-qasim wa mirza sulfan abu sa'Id
anjariab-ra takllf-i qabul-i mangab-i mawruthx namudand bi-ja'I narasld).
He eventually died in 887/1482 at the age of 77 (1).
From the evidence of this passage in the ff»bxb al-Siyar, it appears
that the function of the gadr under Shahrukh was to promote the affairs of

(1) HS. iii/3, 140.

- 267 the religious classes, to administer the waqf, and to maintain in good
order pious and charitable foundat ions.

Mawlana Jalal al-DXh Luff Allah,

who had precedence over his colleagues, constantly devoted his efforts to
increasing the mawqufat and to giving patronage to men of learning (tarbiyat-i afaj-ir).

Mawlaha gadr al-DXn Ibrahim, who was distinguished among

the great men of Samarqand, was gadr during the early years of Shahrukh* s
reign,

he devoted himself to the welfare of the 'ulama and afa^Lil, and to

the patronage of great and eminent men (tarbiyat-i akabir wa amathil), and in
spending money derived from mawqufat he was careful to observe the condit
ions laid down by the benefactors (waqifan), and he did not digress in the
smallest degree from the requirements of the holy sharp a.

Mawlana

al-Drn *Abd al-#amXd was zealous in conducting the affairs of the religious
classes of both high and low degree (saranjam—i mubTTmm—j arbab—i
agaghir wa a* agim)•

in general, the gadrs of this period devoted them

selves to promoting the affairs of the sgdat, *ulama, and fu^alX, and to
ensuring the prosperity of pious foundations and charitable buildings (biga*
-i khayr wa abwab -al-birr) (1)*
The frabTb al-Siyar also gives some particulars of the gadarat under
Abu Sa'id (d. 873/1468-9).
gadr of Abu Sa'Td;

Mawlana path Allah TabrXzX was for a long time

despite his preoccupation with that office, he sometimes

engaged in teaching and instruction (gahX bi-marasim-i dars wa ifada
mipardakht), and seekers after knowledge (Jalib-i *ilman) derived benefit
from his critical nature (Jab'-i naqqad).
December 1462 (2).

He died on 3 RabX* II 867/26

Another gadr, Mawlana 'Igam al-DXn Da’ud KhwafX, was

appointed tutor (ustad) to Suljan Mahmud MXrza b. Abu Sa'Xd, and remained in

(1) HS* iii/3, 14a

(2) ibid*, 196-7*

- 268 the latter* s service until his own death (1).

Mawlaha Ndr al-Dln

Muhammad Ghuriyaril was for some years gadr and ustad to Abu Turab Mlrza
b. Suljan gusayn Mlrza

Bay

qara (2).

It is interesting to note that a

comparable practice existed under the gafawid% who sometimes appointed a
gadr to the post of mu* allim to a prince.

For instance, Amir Ghiyath

al-Dln Muhammad was both gadr and mu*allim to yahmasp Mlrza, and Isma'Tl^
own tutor, Qa£T Shams al-Dln Lahijl, was appointed gadr on Isma* 11*8
accession*
An outline of the function and duties of the gadr under the later
Tlmurids may be derived from the documents contained in the Sharafnama of
Mawlana *Abd Allah Marwarld, himself a gadr of repute.

As a young man he

had entered the service of the Timnrid ruler Suljan gusayn Mlrza;

he rose

to the rank of gadr, and was eventually admitted to the circle of the great
amirs (dar jarga-yi umara-yi *ugam dar amada), and affixed his seal in place
of Mir *All Shir (3).

The latter had been made an amir of the dlwan-i

by Suljan gusayn Mlrza in 876/1471-2, and his signature on ahkam and
amthala had been given precedence over that of the other amirs (4)*

After

the death of Sultan gusayn Mlrza (911/1505), *Abd Allah Marwarld lived in
retirement until his own death in 922/1516 (5).
In the nishan-i gadarat conferred on Mawlaha Jalal al-Dlh Qasim by
Suljan gusayn Mlrza in 898/1493 (6), the office of gadr is described as the
distinguished office of the exalted gadarat (mangab-i arjumand-i gadarat-i
*all), one of the most important affairs of stats and one of the greatest
concerns of the/caliphate (az ummahat-i muhimmat-i karkhana-yi saljanat wa

(1) HS. iii/3, 197.
(5) AT. 163.

(2) ibid,, 348*

(6) HS. iii/3, 529.

(3) AT* 163.

(4) Shar. ii, 119.

a* agim-i umnr-i kargah-i khilaf at) (1).

Similarly, in the nishari-i

gadarat conferred on Mawlana Jahlr al-Dxn Muhamnad yahxb, the high-ranking
office of the gadarat is referred to as one of the greatest matters of
religion and the state (az a* ajim-i umur-i din wa dawlat), and one of the
most important affairs of the caliphate (unmahat-i mnhimmat-i karkhana-yi
khilaf at) (2).
Certain conditions governed appointments to the gadarat.

Candidates

had to he of noble birth, sayyids, endowed with exceptional spiritual gifts,
and of great erudition and culture.

They had either to have to their

credit a period of trustworthy service in royal employ, or to come from a
family with a long tradition of public service.

To these requirements

were added a reputation for impeccable conduct, and high standing among the
religious classes (3).
It is clear from the Sharafnama of *Abd Allah Marwarxd that the gadr
was the head of the religious institution.

He was the head, chief,

exemplar, and leader of all the religious classes of the Timurid empire
(ra*s wa ra*xs wa muqtada wa muqaddam-i tamamx-yi ahl-i ‘imama-yi mamalik-i
mafrrusa) (4).

He was required to investigate the affairs (ta^qlq-i fcal) of

the nuqaba, sadat, qugL'at, mufrtasiban, khufraba, a'imma, imidarrisah, ashab-i
fatwa, mutawalliyan, and mutagaddiyan-i umur-i awqaf (5).

He was

responsible for the appointment and dismissal of these officials, who were
to consider themselves appointed and dismissed by him (6).

(1) Marwarxd, 4a.
The use of the terms saljanat and khilafat reflects the
position of the Timurid ruler as temporal sultan and the Shadow of God upon
earth; cf. A. K. S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in 3$udia Islamica, v/
1956, 145 ff.
(2) Marwarid, 26a. (3 ) Hoemer, 144.
(4 ) Marwarid, 4b.
(5) ibid., 4b.
(6) ibid., 4b-5a. Cf. also 26b: 40b.
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administration of the awqaf (1)*

The waqf officials (mutagaddiyan-i

uralr-i awqaf) were to "bring to the attention of the secretaries
(niwTsandagan) and officials (karkunan) of the gadr, all family and
charitable waqfs (mawqufat-i awladT wa khayratX), whether of long standing
or of recent origin (qadlm wa jadXd), and were not to conceal anything in
this respect (2).

Again as head of the religious institution, the gadr

was responsible for the upkeep of pious foundations, including the repair
of buildings left for pious uses and endowed property (istijfeam-i mabanX-yi
khayrat az *imarat-i mawqufat wa mawquf *alayha), for the clearing of the
account books (takmll-i rau£asabat), for the collection of the crops (?)
(j.abfr-i mafrgulat), for the conclusion of contracts of lease (* uqud-i
ijarat), and for the appointment of reliable officials to carry out these
duties (jihat-i 3aranjam-i imihamm mardum-i kargudhar-i bi-i*tibar ta*yln
namayad)*

The gadr was to strive to maintain the splendour of mosques,

sanctuaries, madras as and holy tombs (3)*

He was to ascertain the rank

and merit of the Hclasses of the bountiful table of charity11, namely,
sayyids and *ulama from the outlying provinces, indigent shaykhs and needy
foreigners who arrived from distant parts and foreign lands, and to gratify
them according to their circumstances with a pension from waqf funds (
agriaf-i khwan-i in* ain-i bX-darXgh-ra az sadat-i afrraf wa *ulama*-i aknaf
mashayikh-i fuqara wa masakXn-i ghurabiT ki az akmina-yi ba*Xd wa diyar-i
gharTba nnrasand har yak-ra rutba wa isti^qaq taftXsh namud a bi-qadr-i
az waqf-i idrar mahgug gardanad) (4)#

The gadr was to lay down an order of

(1) At the end of the Ilkhanid period this function had belonged to the
foakim-i awqaf-j mamalik-i mafrrusa (Roemer, 145, n. 1* )•
(2) MarwarTd, 5a*
(3) MarwarTd, 40b-41 a.

(4) ibid* , 40b*

A
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royal assemblies to every person in accordance with his position and
aspirations (tashkhTg-i maratib-i akabir-i ashraf namuda dar majlis-i
rafx*-i manx* -i humayun ja-yi har kasi inunasib-i foal wa amal-i u yaqTn
kunad) (1)*

In addition to controlling the appointment of the officials

already mentioned, the gadr controlled the appointment and transfer of
imitawalliyan-i khagg wa *ammj -

"the appointment and exchange of mutawall-

iyan-i khagg wa *amm was to be at his (i*e*, the gadr*s) discretion, which
was in any case in conformity with the requirements of the religious law
(ta*yTn wa taghyxr wa tabdTl-i mut awalliyan-i khagg wa famm bi-irada-yi u
ki har ayina nniwafiq-i shar1 wa foukm khwahad marbufr:jbashad) (2)#
If the gadr performed his duties satisfactorily (chun bi-wajibT
bidlji amr qiyam namayand), then let them take the prescribed allowance
(*ulufa-yi dasturp from its (proper) place (az mafoall-i khwud), and hand

,

(3)

it over to him (bidu rasanand )*

He should also receive the prescribed

gadr dues (rasm al-gadarat-i dasturT), which should be haixled over to him
without deduction (bidu bi-tamam-i kamal rasanand) (4)*

Orders were issued

to temporal officials to give the gadr whatever help he needed in the
performance of his duties*

Princes of the blood royal, »mTr», w«^Trs,

na* ibs, and the rest of the officers of state should regard his authority
as strong and absolute (dast-i u-raT qaw37 wa mu£laq dasht a), and should
consider it their duty to help him (imdad-i u-ra lazim shumurand) (5)*
The plural form gudur is used in the preamble to some Timurid
documents, not in the sense, already noted, of "nobles, great men", but to

(1) MarwarTd 40b.
The M3* has munagib, apparently a mistake.
(2) ibid* ,
26b*
(3) ibid*, 26b*
(4) ibid*, 5a*
(5) ibid*, 5a; of* also 26b*
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denote all the gadrs in the Tinnlrid administration*

The gadr who was the

head of the religious institution and an organ of the central Tvnurid
administration was represented in the provinces of the Timurid empire by
gadrs attached to the administration of the provincial governors*

The

practice of appointing gadrs to the provincial governments was later
followed by the Qara Qoyunlu, the Aq Qoyunlu, and the gafawids*

"One of

the purposes of the appointment of the provincial gadr was presumably to
remove the control of the religious institution from the provincial
governor" (1)*

The provincial gadrs were appointed directly ^y the ruler,
N.
L___— ____
and not by the central gadr*
Their function and duties corresponded to

those of the central gadr*

For instance, Sayyid Nigam al-Dih Abu*l-Jayyib,

who was appointed gadr to Abu* 1-Fatg gaydar Mugammad MxrzaT b* Baysunqur,
tobe considered responsible for exalting the word of religion and adding
dignity to the perspicuous shar* (u-ra gagib-i *uhda-yi i*ia*-i kalama-yi
dTn wa irtifa* -i shar* -i mubln danand);

he was responsible for the repair

of pious foundations (ta*mTr-i big a* -i khayr), the promotion of waqf
affairs (tarbiyat-i mahahij-i umur-i waqf)* the appointment and dismissal
of officials in the territories then belonging to the abovenmentioned prince
or thereafter added to his dominions;

in co-operation (bi-musharakat) with

Sayyid shah Rustam he was to conduct these affairs in a proper manner (biwajibT taqaggl-yi all unnlr namayad)*

The officials and amirs of the above-

mentioned prince were to recognize his appointment to that post, and were
to support him and facilitate his affairs (u-ra bidin amr mangub dahista
taqwiyat wa tamshiyat-i u lazim dar and), and to display praiseworthy zeal
in encouraging him (dar tahyTj-i u masPI-yi mashkura bi-guhur rasanand)*

(1) A* K* S* Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamica, viA956i
137.
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duties, and if he discharged them in a proper manner, the prescribed
allowance should be paid to him (‘ulufa-yi dasturx#..bidu rasanand) from
the (prope^ place (az mafrall-i khwud) (1 ).
A similar nishan was conferred on Sayyid Zayn al-*Sbidih ‘All, who
was appointed gadr to Abu’I-Mangur Mugaffar gusayn Bahadur b. Suljan gusayn
Mirza.

The ancestors of Sayyid Zayn al-'Sbidin had been from the time of

the establishment of the Timurid dynasty adorned with the highest offices
and most exalted ranks.

It was ordained that whatever was the custom and

practice of this exalted office should be considered to appertain to him
(frukm shud ki anchi az rah wa rasm-i an mangab-i wala bash ad bidu ta‘alluq
d^iista), and that no one should be recognized as his colleague (ghavr-ra
ba u sharTk wa sahxm nashinasand);

whatever appertained to this office,

such as the appointment and dismissal of holders of religious offices
(arbab-i managib-i shar*iyya), etc., in the territories under the dominion
of the above-mentioned prince, should be considered as appertaining to him
(i. e., the gadr);

the gadr was to strive to promote the faith of the
i

Prophet and to exalt the dignity of the shar*, to the best of his ability,
and was not to be remiss in any part of his duties (2).
The $abTb al-Siyar has the following important passage on the gadarat
during the reign of Suljan gusayn Mirza b. Mangur b. Bayqara (d. 911/1505 ):Has the mawqufat of Khurasan in the time of Suljan gusayn Mirza had
■■ ■

■

...

■ - ..................... — ■ —

■ ■

■■

■ ■■■

(1) MarwarTd 7a.
For ‘uluf a, see Minorsky, A Soyurghal of Qasim b.
Jahangir Aq Qoyunlu (905/1498), in BSOS, ix/4, p. 948 (j ); of. A.K. S.
Lambton, IP. 442 s.v.
(2) Marwarid 19b.
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increased to such a degree that one person was insufficient to perform the
administrative task involved, that monarch of exalted rank always elevated
two or three persons from the ranks of the eminent sayyids and learned men
to hold the office of gadr*

Consequently, during the reign of that great

man a large number of people from the religious classes were occupied in
carrying out the important affairs of that office" (chun*.**mawqufat-i
bilad-i khurasan bi-martaba^X rasXda bud ki yak kas az *uhda-yi £abj-i an
bXrun namXtawanist amad paywasta ill padishah-i 'alXjah du si kas az
a* agim-i sadat wa fuflala-ra bi-ta* ahhud-i mangab-i gadarat sarafraz
mXsakht banabarxn dar awan-i saljanat-i anfoajLrat jam'X kathXr az arbab-i
•ama’im bi-saranjain-i muhamm-i an mangab mashghulX namudand) (1)*

Suljan

gusayn Mirza was the last effective TXonurid ruler, and it appears that by
the time of his reign the administration of the awqaf had beccme the most
important duty of the gadr.

Under the gafawids, too, after doctrinal

unity had been achieved, the administration of the awqaf became the most
important part of the gadrfs function*
The ffabXb al-Siyar gives particulars of fourteen of the* gadrs
appointed during the reign of Suljan gusayn Mlrza (873-911/1469-1505)*

Of

this number, Sayyid Jalal al-Dxn foamza Andikhudx Makki was appointed gadr
at the beginning of his reign, and affixed his seal before all the gudur-i
*igam*
Mawlana Qujb a^D xn Mufoammad al-KhwafX had been deputy (ha* ib ) to the
gadr Mawlaha 'Abd al-Rafoxm during the reign of Abu Sa'Xd*

After the death

of Abu Sa'Xd he went to Harat and was appointed gadr by Suljan gusayn Mirza;

(1) HS. iii/3, 327*

- 275 Hin taking decisions concerning waqf transactions he raised the banner of
superiority over his peers and equals (dar faygal-i mu*amalat-i mawqufat
bar amtfaal wa aqran rayat-i tafawwuq mTafrasht )*

On 25 Mufciarram 874/2

August 1469 he was arrested Has a result of the evil activities of corrupt
people1* (bi-sab ab-i ifsad-i ahl-i fisad)< and within twenty days he
disgorged (furud award) 150,000 kopeki dinars*

On 10 gafar he was again

received into royal favour (nawbat-i digar tarbiyat yafta)> and donned the
khal*at-i gadarat;

for some years in complete independence he satisfactor

ily managed waqf affairs and fulfilled the needs of the religious classes
(arbab-i *ama* im )*
Khwaja Kamal a l - dh gusayn (1) performed the duties of gadr with full
powers and authority (dar ghayat-i ikhtiyar wa iqtidar)« and, during his
period of office did not covet one dinar or one man of the gadr dues, (but)
raised the banner of good repute (dar an awqat yakdlnar wa yakman az rasm-i
gadarat Jama* nakarda rayat-i nlknaml bar afrasht)*

Nevertheless, he was

accused of embezzlement and appropriation (taghallub wa tagarruf), was
dismissed, and paid a large sum into the dlwan*
Sayyid Shams al-Din Muhammad Andljanl (2), known as **Mlr sar-barahnaH,
for twenty years held the post of shaykh and mutawallX of the shrine of
Shaykh Luqman at Harat*

Every year he expended (bi-magraf rasanld) 150,00C

kopeki dinars accruing from the mawqufat of the shrine;

he was accused of

extravagance and waste (israf wa itlaf) and dismissed*

Eventually he was

restored to favour and appointed gadr through the good offices of Mir ‘All
Shir*

There was a dispute between him and his colleague Khwaja Kamal al-

Din $usayn Glrangl over the question of precedence;

(1) Died Ramadan 899/iiarch 1494.

(2) Died 898/1493*

the dispute was
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resolved in favour of tt|ffr sar-barahna", who was allowed to affix his seal
before Khwaja Kamal al-Dlru
In 898/1493 Mirak Jalal al-Dln Qasim (1) took the place of his fore
fathers ( qayimrmaqani-i aba wa a.idad-i khwxsh gashta) and for three or four
years was gadr with full authority and independence (kamal-i ikhtiyar wa
istiqlal.)*
Qagl Burhah al-Dln Mugammad Marwl was at first qa$l of Marw and gadr
to Abu*l-Mugsin Murza b. Suljan gusayn Mlrza;

he fell from favour, and

went to Harat, where he was made gadr by Suljan gusayn Mlrza*
at his own wish he returned to Marw;

In 909/1503

Abu* 1-Mugsin seized him and exacted

money from him, and as a result of this ill-treatment Qajl Burhih aL-Dxn
Mugammad fell ill and died in 910/1504*
Sayyid Ghiyath al-Dln Mashhadl was Hdevoid of spiritual virtues and
human perfections’* (az faga* il-i nafsahl wa kamalat-i insan! bi-ghayat *arl
bud), but he was appointed gadr after the death of Mxrak Qasim (901/1496)
through the efforts of Khwaja Qiwam al-Dln Nigam al-Mulk, and held the post
as long as the latter **raised the banner of authority over the court of the
victorious khaqan (Suljah gusayn Murza)**.

In 903/1497, when the fortunes

of Khwaja Nig am al-Mulk were on the decline, Sayyid Ghiyath al-Dln was
nominated to accompany the great shaykhs on a mission to Bad!* al-Zaman
Mlrza and Amir Dhu'l-tfun;

before his return from this mission, his patron

Khwaja Nig am al-Mulk was put to death;

the sayyid did not find favour with

BadT* al-Zaman Mlrza on account of his strange appearance and depraved
conduct (gharabat-i gurat wa rada* at-i sirat), and was sent as an envoy to
Marw*

With him Bad!* al-Zaman Murza sent a letter to Abu’l-Mugsin Murza

telling him not to allow Sayyid Ghiyath al-Dln to return to Balkh.

(1) Died mid-Sha*ban 901/beginning of May 1496.

Sayyid
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In 918/1512 he went to the camp of the Uzbeg chiefs Timur and *Ubayd at
Mashhad, and incited them to march on Harat;

as a punishment for this, he

was seized by Isma'Tl when the latter entered Harat for the second time

hll VVV)(&1B/1512),

and a large sum was exacted from him and his family*

After

escaping from the clutches of the tax-collectors, he fled to Mawara* al*

nahr, where he died the same year*
-r~-
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Mawlaha Ghiyath al-Din JamshXd QayinT was an expert in drafting deeds

(gukuk) and court minutes (sijillat);

he acquired the soubriquet of

^alalT** because on several occasions, by a legal quibble, he freed Suljan
gusayn Mirza1s food from the suspicion of doubt and unlawfulness and
conveyed it to the frontier of legality (chandgah ma'kulat-i khagga-yi
anfrajrat-ra az shayiba-yi shubhat wa hirmat bi-sar£add-i halliyyat mTrasanXd).

He was eventually appointed gadr, but was arrested for slandering

Khwaja Qiwam alrDTh Nigam al-Mulk in a majlis of Mir *AlT Shir, and lived
in retirement until the death of Suljan gusayn Mlrza;

he was then again

appointed gadr by BadX* al-Zaman Mlrza, but was dismissed after seven or
eight months, and died in Qayin province on 8 Rajab 919/9 September 1513*
Khwaja Shihab al-DTn Is£aq was the nephew and son-in-law of Mawlaha
'.
C-P
V
Qujb al-DTn KhwafT, the former gadr.
For some years he took the place of
his uncle and was the gadr of Suljan gusayn Mirza;

he was arrested on the

day of his uncle*s death (895/1489), and a large sum

wels

exacted from him*

After being released by the tax-collectors, he lived in retirement*

tv

AmTr Kamal al-DTn gusayn went from •Jabas to Adharbayjan during the
reign of Ya'qub Aq Qoyunlu, under whose patronage he lived for a time;
later, he went to Harat, where he was appointed shaykh and mutawallT of the
mawqufat of the shrine of Khwaja *Abd Allah AngarX;

in 904/1498 he was

A
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the affairs of
Khwaja Shihab al-Din *Abd Allah al-Bayanl was appointed gadjq while
still a young man, by Suljan $usayn Mirza;

he affixed his seal before most

of the other gadrs (muqaddam bar akthar-i gudur tawqX* kashXda), and
performed the duties of that office for some years with full authority
(dar ghayat-i ikhtiyar )*

Realizing that Khwaja Qiwain al-Din Nig am al-Mulk

had an antipathy towards him, he resigned, and for two or three years was
out of office*

After the fall of Khwaja Qiwam al-Din, his own fortunes

revived, and he was appointed to mangab-i risalat wa parwana, which under
the Tlmurids was one of the highest offices of state (az jalayil-i managib-i
sarkar-i salJan at bud)*

He was promoted from that rank, and affixed his

seal in the circle of the great amXrs (dar jabga-yi umara-yi *ugam rauhr
zada), and adorned the place of Amir *AlX Shir with the imprint of the
khatim-a’In seal (ja-yi amir *alXshXr-ra bi-naqsh-i khatim-i khatim-a’ln
tazyln dad).

He retired after the death of Suljan gusayn Mirza (911/1505),

and died in Rajab 922/August 1516.
The maternal grandfather of Amir gadr al-Din Suljan Ibrahim al-AmlnX
was Mawlana Jalal al-Din *Abd al-Ragman, who for years was gadr to Mirza
Baysunqur and Mirza ‘Ala al-Dawla.

As a young man Amir gadr al-Din Suljan

Ibrahim served Abu’l-Mangur Suljan $usayn Mirza, and in 910/1504 he was
made gadr;

he held the post until the death of Suljan gusayn Mirza, and was

then made gadr by Mugaffar #usayn Mirza*

When Mujiammad ShaybanX conquered

Khurasan, Amir gadr al-Din Suljan Ibrahim, like the rest of the gadrs, was
for 3ome days involved in the punishment of Mawlana *Abd al-Raj^Im the gadr
(manand-i sayir-i gudur ruzl chand bi-mu’akhadha-yi mawlana *abd al-rajjlm
gadr giriftar buda), and, after being released, he lived in retirement*

In 916/1510, when lsma*H conquered Khurasan, Amir Suljan was honoured,
and received in* ams and soyurghals.

In 926/1519-20 he left Harat and

joined Isma’Tl*s court, and was commissioned to write the Futugat-i Shahl

0*
The account of the gadarat given so far omits two important aspects
of the gadr’s function, namely, his close connexion with the political
institution, and his role as a military officer*

The fact that the gadr

Mawlana *Abd Allah MarwarTd entered the ranks of the amirs, the Turkish
military Slite, has already been mentioned.

As early as 811/1408 we hear

of a gadr acting as an actual commander in the field;

Mawlana IbrahLn the

gadr and two amirs were entrusted with part of the mining operations at the
siege of the fort of Farah (2)*

Mawlana Jalal al-Dcm *Abd al-Raglm, who

was appointed gadr to Mlrza Baysunqur b* Shahrukh (d* 837/1433-4) and his
son Mlrza *Ala* al-Dawla (d* 865/1460-1), apparently regularly wore military
uniform and lived in the greatest pomp and magnificence (chun mawlaha .jalal
al-dln. .••••sharj-i mulazamat-i mlrza baysunqur wa mlrza *ala* al-dawla
bi-jay ml award wa dar kiswat-i sipahiyan bi-sar burda dar ghayat-i tajammul
wa gashamat suluk rnlkard) (3).

A gadr of the Timur id ruler Abu Sa1Id,

Mxrak *Jbd al-Raglm (or, according to the Majla*-i Sa*dayn, *Abd al-Karim),
was among the prisoners taken by Uzun gasan when he defeated Abu Sa*Td in
874/1469, and he was put to death by Uzun gasan on account of certain
seditious remarks which he had made (bi-wasija-yi ba*gl az sukhanan-i fitnaanglz ki gufta bud) (4)*

Under the early gafawids, the gadr continued to
mmmmmmrnmrn

play a prominent part in military operations.

(1) HS. iii/3> 327-331*
For the Futugat-i Shahl, see Ghulam Sarwar, 3 ff.
(2) MS. ii/1, 123.
(3) HS. iii/37 T 48 -S.
(TTlbid*, 191-2; cf. MS. ii/2,
1357, which states that the gadr was an extremely retiring and mild man (hi
gh ayat khwlshtan-dar wa kam-azar bud), and was constantly serving the poor
and God’s people (ahl allati)**"
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7
there was no clear demarcation between the religious institution and the
political institution*

Members of the religious classes filled many posts

in the bureaucracy, and performed duties which would normally fall outside
the province of officials of the religious institution.

For instance, in

817/1414-5 the qadi of Yazd, Mawlana Imam al-Dxh * All (N. dush* nl ?) was the
abode of trust in the post of deputy of the wazlr of Iskandar b. ‘Umar
Shaykh, Khwaja Ghiyath al-Dln Muhammad $afig RazT (dar amr-i wikalat-i
wizarat-pariahX mafrall-i i'timiad bud) (1).

In 857/1453, during the

ephemeral govemorate of the tyrannical Txrriurid amir Sayyid Shlrwanl at
Kirman, a certain functionary combined in his own person the offices of
gadr, parwanachT and darugha-yi khan-u-man (2)*

In 867/1462-3, when Abu

Sa'Td marched to attack Shahrukhiyya, he retained (baz dasht) Mawlana Fatfc.
Allah Tabriz! the gadr to "fix the assessment of troops required from the
province of Harat-rudM (bi-bastan-i bunlcha-yi wilayat-i harat-rud), and
the gadr, having duly settled that important matter (kama yaribaghl an
muhimm-ra faygal dada), hastened to Harat (3).
~

Members of the religious classes frequently held the rank of wazTr,
and played a considerable part in political and financial affairs*

A

notable example is that of the divine" Khwaja Nagir al-Dln 'Ubayd Allah, who
had great influence over Abu Sa'Td.

In 858/1454, when Abu Sa'Td returned

to Samarqand after his abortive expedition to Balkh, he learnt that Abu’lQasim Babur had returned to Khurasan and was marching on Samarqand.

Abu

Sa'Td consulted Khwaja Nagir al-DTn, who instilled in him the ambition to

(1) JM. 128a.
(2) J. Aubin, Deux sayyids de Bam au XVe sibcle, 440*
(3) HS. iii/3, 197*
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humayun nishand)*

Abu Sa*Id always considered himself obliged to obey the

Khwaja* s injunctions (khwud-ra ma’mur-i anfoa*jlrat mldanist), and although
he was free to disregard his advice, in practice he did not do so.

In this

instance the divine, who had the rank of spiritual leadership (irshad) and
the dignity of wilaya (1), advised him to defend Samarqand against Abu’lQasim Babur, and he did so with success (2).

In 865/1460 Khwaja *Ubayd

Allah, then shaykh al-islam, visited Harat from Bukhara, and, at his
request, Abu Sa*xd abolished the tamgha at Bukhara and Samarqand, and
promised to abrogate it throughout the Txmurid empire (5).

In 872/1467,

before taidng the important (and in this case, fatal (4) ) decision to
invade Adharbayjan, Abu Sa* Id sent the gadr Amir Jamal al-Din *Abd al-Ra|?Im
to Samarqand to request the Khwaja to come to Khurasan, Has he (Abu Sa'Id)
always consulted him in all important matters and administrative affairs
(hamlsha dar muhimmat-i kulll wa magalifo-i mulkl ba an^a^rat....mashwarat
mlfarmud), and never deviated from what he had said (az faniruda* •• *udul
namlfarmud).

The outcome of their conference., which took place at Marw,

was the decision to invade Adharbayjan (5).
The close connexion of the gadrs with the political institution under
the Tlmurids is further shown by the fact that the latter frequently
employed them as ambassadors (6).

For instance, in 809/1406 Mawlana gadr

(1) In Isma*HI doctrine, !,wilaya as a rank is superior to nubuwwa11; (ityzee,
A Shi* ite Creed, 97 n. ).
(22 MS. ii/2, 1063 ff.
(3) ibid* , 1232-3.
(4)
wa nadanistand ki an rah bi-pa-yi khwud bi-qatlgah mlrawand.
(5) MS. ii/2,
1521; cf* HS» iii/5, 200-1, which describes an occasion on which the
presence of Khwaja Nagir al-Dxn *Ubayd Allah prevented conflict between
*Umar shaykh Mxrzl and Suljan Mahmud Mirza, and Suljan Aj?mad Mxrza,
(6)
In earlier times the Seljuqs and others had used qaJIs in a similar capacity
The shaykh al—islam was also often used as an amEassacior by the Tlmurids*

al-Din Ibrahim was sent by Shahrukh on a mission to Sayyid *Izz al-Din, the
ruler of Hazarajarlb, to secure his allegiance to the Timur id ruler.

The

j

mission was successful (Tshan nlz adab-i H I wa inqiyad bi—jay awardand)
(1).

In the same year Mawlana Jalal al-Din Lujf Allah, who was at that

time the foremost of the gadrs of the world (ki dar an zaman saramad-i
gudur-i jahan bud), was sent to Sari on an embassy (2).

It is not clear

whether the gadarat was held jointly by these two gadrs, or whether one
succeeded the other.

In 820/1417 Mawlana gadr al-Din Ibrahim, who was

entrusted with the exalted office of the gadarat, was again sent by Shahrukh
on a mission to the Hazara, with orders to admonish their headmen
(kalantaran) and to bring them back to Harat.

On his return to Harat he

reported that the Hazara chiefs (sardaran) were on their way to Harat (3).
In 851/1447 Ulugh Beg sent his gadr Mawlaha Nigam al-Din Mlrak Maganud as an
ambassador to *Ala al-Dawla at Harat (4).

In 873/1468-9 the gadr Mawlana

Shams al-Dlh Muhammad al-Bukharl was despatched by Abu Sa'Td to Fars, to
convey the news of the latter* s occupation of Adharbayjan to the Tlmurid
governor of Fars.

On arrival at Igfahan, the gadr was advised by the

governor, Khwaja Sha’as al-Din Muhammad, not to proceed further, as Pars was
still in the hands of the Qara Qoyunlu amir Sayyid 1All (5).

On his way

back to rejoin the Tlmurid army, the gadr was captured by Aq Qoyunlu troops
(6).

According to the Habib al-Siyar, Mawlaha Shams al-Din Mugamn&d al-

Bukharl had formerly been gadr to Mlrza Babur (i.e., Abu* 1-Qasim Babur b.
Baysunqur b. Shahrukh), with full authority (dar ghayat-i ikhtiyar);

he

later served Abu Sa'Id and enjoyed his full confidence (dar mulazamat-i
mlrza suljah abu sa’Id nlz ittibar-i tamam dasht) (7).

(1) MS. ii/1, 78.
(5) ibid. , 1341.

(2) ibid., 78.
(6) ibid., 1539.

In 873/1468-9, as

(3) ibid., 358-9.
(4) MS. ii/2,'909-7,
(7) HS. iii/3, 199.
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to the governor of Shiraz, who threatened to rebel (dam az mukhalafat mlgadj
En route, Mawlaha Mugammad was captured by some of Amir gasan Beg’s men;
his life was spared at the intercession of Mawlaha gadr al-Dln Mugammad
JabTb, but he was kept in confinement

(m u q a y y a d )»

He was released after

the death of Abu Sa’Xd, and returned to Harat, where he associated
(mugagabat kard) with AmTr Nigam al-Dln ’All Shir and other pillars of the
state of Suljan gusayn Mlrza.

He died on his return from a pilgrimage to

the gijaz, on which he accompanied Muhammad Suljan Mlrza, the nephew of
Suljan gusayn Mlrza (1).

The Majla’-i Sa’dayn states that during the time

he was in the hands of Uzun gasan, he was allowed to sit in the latter*s
private assemblies (majlis-i khagg) (2).

In 910/1504-5 the gadr Kamal al-

Dln ^abasl was sent by Suljan gusayn Mlrza from Harat as an ambassador to
Isma’Tl at Isfahan (3).

Under the gafawids, the gadrs seem to have been

used less frequently in this role, although they still occasionally play the
part of ambassadors or negotiators.

For example, in 929/1523 the gadr of

Isma’Tl, Amir Jamal al-Dln AstarabadX, was sent with a tawajl to Shlrwan to
ask for the hand of the daughter of the ruler of ShTrwan, Shaykh Shah (4).
Under the TXinurids, qagls were sometimes appointed to the gadarat;
for instance, in 857/1453 Mawlana Kamal al-Dln gusayn was the gadr and qagl
of the Tlmurid governor of Kirman, Shuja’ al-Dln Yar Agnad (5).

Under the

Qara Qoyunlu and Aq Qoyunlu rulers of Diyar Bakr and Adharbayjan, qagls were
frequently appointed to the gadarat#

For example, in 1459-60, when Jahan

shah Qara Qoyunlu marched from Adharbayjan to Fars to reassert his authority
over his rebellious son Pir Budaq, he was met at Shiraz by the gadr QaijX

(1) H &
108-9.

iii/3, 200.
(2) M & ii/2, 1339.
(3) TIN# 452a.
(4) H£* iii/4,
(5) J# Aubin, Deux sayyids de Bam au XVe sifecle, 444 n# 3.
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gasan Beg Aq Qoyunlu, at the

beginning of his reign, had two gadrs, both of whom were qagTs:
al-Din and Qagl gasan.

Mawlana Jalal al-Din Mugammad Da

Qa$i *Ala
(2) was gadr

under Tusuf b. Jahanshah, who was ruling at Kirman in 862/1458 (3), and was
later qaji of pars under the Aq Qoyunlu rulers (4).

When Khalil sent his

brother Ya* qub, who was governor of Qazwxn, to Diyar Bakr, he sent with him
Ya*qub*s tutor (mu*allim) and gadr QagT gafT al-Din (5) *Isa, who had
formerly been one of gasan Beg*s principal counsellors*

Prom these

examples it is clear that the Turkoman rulers followed the Tlrnurid practice
of nominating gadrs to the courts of the provincial governors, and this
practice was later adopted by the gafawids*

It has been noted that gasan

Beg Aq Qoyunlu divided the central gadarat between two gadrs with joint
authority, and there are numerous instance of this practice also under the
early gafawids*

Moreover, the hereditary .tendency in appointments to the

gadarat and other offices, so noticeable under the gafawids, occurs also
under the Aq Qoyunlu*

For instance, Mawlana Shah Magraud, appointed to the

gadarat by MugammadX Mirza jointly with Khwaja Mulla IgfahanT (904/1499)
(6), was the son of Abu Bakr BarariX, one of gasan Begfs closest companions

(7).
Under the Turkoman rulers, the gadrs appear less frequently in the
ilitary commanders*

Nevertheless, as appears from the interesting

(1) TIN. 434b*
(2) Author of the Akhlaq-i JalalT, composed between A* Du
1467 and 1477*
(3) MS. ii/2, 11731
(4 ) AT. 7 l / HS. iii/4, 111*
(5)
TIN. 438a has, I think wrongly, J£aslg al-DinT
Qa£l~afl al-Din 'Isa was
put to death on a charge of ilhad c. 896/1490 by guftT Khalil, the regent of
Baysunqur b*_ Ya'qub (TIN. 439b).
(6) TIN. 443b.
(7) ibid* , 438a, q.
Lubb al-Tawarikh*

and important material in the *Ar£-nama-yi Dawwanx (1), the gadr and other
members of the religious classes occupied privileged positions at military
gatherings such as the review (isti'rag) of troops held by the Aq Qoyunlu
ruler KhalTl b. gasan Beg in 881/1476 in Pars (2).

The gadr Mawlaha 'Ala

al-Dxn 'AlX BayhaqT was ordered to convene the 'ulama, who were to parade
with 11the symbols (athar) of the imams and the great shaykhs, such as
standard drums, etc.* (5).

Over 4,000 members of the religious classes

assembled for the review, and the gadr was ordered to see to the accommod
ation of the *noble visitors from the provinces, according to their rank*
(4).

Among the retinue of the gadr at the actual march past was a

detachment of troops, consisting of 100 sip aha archers;

he was also

accompanied by 100 servants (5).
There is evidence that under the Aq Qoyunlu, as formerly under the
Timurids, the gadrs were closely connected with the political institution.
For instance, when Ya'qub Mirza Aq Qoyunlu came to the throne in 884/1479,
his gadr and mu* allim Qa$x gafT al^Dxn 'Tsa was, according to Professor
Hinz, also appointed wakxl (6).
importance.

Hinz considers that wakil here should probably be understood

in the sense of ‘'chancellor'1 (Reichshofkanzler), as opposed to its usual
meaning of "vice-gerent" (Reichsverweser), but in view of the close
association of the gadr with the political institution (7), already noted,
it is not improbable that wakxl here should be taken in its usual sense.

(1) See y. Minorsky, A Clyll and- Military Review in Pars in 881/1476, in
BSOS x/1939, 141 ff.
(2*)ibid.,
.(
5
1
"
3) ibid.. 15a
(4)ib
(5) ibid., 158.
(6 ) Hinz, 102.
(7 ) professor A. K. S. Lambton points out
that "the gadr in early gafawid times was in effect the personal represent
ative of the ruler", and, quoting the case of Qadx gafx al-Dxn 'Tsa, suggest;
that this position was perhaps inherited from the Aq Qoyunlu (Quis custodiet
custodes, in Studia Islamica vi/1956, 135 and n. 5.

-
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informs me that he is unfortunately no longer in possession

of the notes on which his Irans Aufstieg was "based.

As Professor Hinz

does not give the source of his statement in his Irans Aufstieg concerning
QajLx gafT al-DTn ‘Isa, the fact that Qa$T gafT al-Dxn *Xsa was wakTl as well
as gadr cannot as yet finally he established.

professor Minorsky has been

kind enough to furnish me with some references to Qa^X gafT al-Dxn *Isa in
the Tarxkh-i *Alam-Xra-yi Amxnx of Pajl Allah b. Ruzbihan Khunjx.

profess

or Minorsky has recently^ published an abridged translation of this work (1)#
He states that there are several references to Qa$T gafT al-Dxn as wizaratpanah, but he is usually referred to as qadx or gadr;

for instance, f. 169b

has dar khidmat-i qajX al-qujat gafx al-islam wa*l-dTh qajX *Tsa gadr, and
f* 177b, gadarat-panahx..•• qajjX al-qujlat-i aqfrar-i *alam mu* assis-i asas aldawla wa* 1-iqbal qajX *Xsa gadr.

On f. 182b, on the other hand, an officii

subordinate to the qajX is referred to as 'alXjaiiab agaf-i dawran shah
sharaf al-dXn mafrmnd daylamx ki wazTr-i *aIT-iiiakan wa mushrif-i gaj^ib-i
miknat-i dTwan bud.

On f. 211, Qa§X *Xsa is referred to as wazTr-i a* gam.

These references seem to indicate that Qadi gafT al-DTn 'Xsa wa*, if not
wakTl, at least wazTr as well as gadr, but it is not possible to say at this
stage whether his position was in any way analogous to that of AmTr *Abd alBaqX under Isma'Tl I; AmTr *Abd al-BaqX was both wakTl and gadr, and was
,
specifically charged with the supervision of the religious institution on

j behalf of the political institution (2).

If QaJT gafT al-DTn *Xsa combined

(
the offices of wazTr and gadr, his position would rather be analogous to
that of QajjX Muhammad RashX under Isma*T1 I;

QadX Muhammad kashX appears to

(1) Persia in A. IX 1478— 1490 (Royal Asiatic Society Monographs Vol. XXVI),
London 1957*
(2) See p. 000 ff. below; for further details about QaijX gafT
al-Dxn *Xsa, see V. Minorsky, The Aq Qoyunlu and Land Reforms, in BSQA3,
xvii/1955, 451 ff.

have "been appointed wazir
Further evidence of

gadr in 909/1503-4 (1).
ionnexion between the gadr and the

political institution under the Aq. Qoyunlu is afforded by the fact that
under the latter, as formerly under the Timurids, the gadrs were frequently
employed as ambassadors.

For instance, in 874/1469 gasan Beg Aq Qoyunlu

Samarqand (5), and was later sent as ambassador to the Ottoman sultan
Mugamiuad II by Khalil b. gasan Beg (6).
Under Agmad (902-3/1496-7), Uzun gasan* s grandson, the gudur and
tummal are reported to have been eclipsed by the influence of a certain
shaykh whcm Agmad had brought with him from Turkey.

HAll religious and

secular administrative affairs were settled as he (the shaykh) thought fit,
and the gadrs and other officials remained without employment in their
various offices'* (jami* -i muhimmat-i shar* I wa dlwanl bi-istigwab-i u
inti gam mlyaft gudur wa sayir-i *ummal dar kar-i khwud bl-shughl budand)

(7).
A curious position existed for a time in 903/1497-8, when there appear
to have been two gadrs, one acting on behalf of the nominal ruler, Alwand

(1 )_AI. 81: 110.
(2) Qa$I *AlI is probably identical with the gadr Qa^I
*Ala*~al-Dxh (*AlI) (see p. 284 above) mentioned below.
(3) For the
significance of the tern muqarrab under the gafawids, see TM» 55 ff.
(4)
MS. ii/2, 1405.
(5) TIN. 437a-b.
(6) ibid., 438a.
(7T~TIN. 441b.
For further details, see V. Minorsky, The Aq Qoyunlu and Land Reforms, in
BSOASj xvii/1955, 459-60.

MXrza, another grandson of gasan Beg, and the other on behalf of the actual
ruler, the Qajar chief Ayba Suljan, who had usurped most of the kingly
power (ba4d az inhizam-i mugammadX mirza ayba suljan istiqlal-i tamain yaft
chunanchi az padishabX bar alwand ziyada az namT nabud).

The two gadrs

were respectively QagX Ni'mat Allah Daylann, gadr and shaykh al-islam on
behalf of Alwand, and Mawlana Ni'mat Allah ]£ashX, gadr on behalf of Ayba
Suljah (1).

professor Lambton has noted that "the gadr in early gafawid

times was in effect the personal representative of the ruler*1 (2), and it
would appear that there exists here evidence of a similar position obtaining
under the Aq. Qoyunlu*

"The creation of the office of gadr reduced the

importance of the qajXs.

This development began under the later Tlmurids.

It was natural that it should continue under the gafavids" (5)*

Qagls,

however, frequently:, held the post of gadr under the Aq Qoyunlu, and continued
to be appointed to this post tinder the gafawids.

The apparent ease with

which the qa^LTs survived the transition from the ShX* ism of the Qara
Qoyunlu to the Sunnism of the Aq Qoyunlu, and from the Sunnism of the Aq
Qoyunlu to the ShX* ism of the gafawids, suggests that the qaJXs were
primarily the exponents of religious orthodoxy, whatever the prevailing
orthodoxy might be.

professor Lairibton has pointed out that there is a

fundamental difference between the basis of the authority of the qagX and
that of the gadr.

The qajXs were

regarded as Hheirs of the Prophet" (4),

that is, their power had a religious basis.

The gadr, although admittedly

head of the religious institution from the time of the creation of his office,
derived his authority from the political institution.

This is clearly

(1) TIN* 443a.
(2) A.K.S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia
Islamica vi/1956, 135.
(3) ibid., 138 ff.
(4) ibid.. 138»
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(written in 1082/1671-2), in which the gadrs are listed, not with the
religious classes, but with the temporal officials, the sulfrans, amirs, and
wazlrs (1).

In another passage in the Jami* -i MufTdT gadrs are bracketed

with amirs.

Amir Ghiyath al-Dln Muhammad MirmTran, who was appointed by

fahmasp to the niqabat wa sarwarT of the empire, acquired such power that
his authority surpassed that of sill the high-ranking gadrs and amirs, if not
that of the majority of sultans whose orders are obeyed (jami*-i gudur wa
umara* -i *aglm al-sha*n balki akthar-i salafrln-i nafidh-farman) (2)#
Theoretically, the position of the gadr changed little with the
establishment of the gafawid state.

The Tarlkh-i *a 1am-AT a defines the

Af
function of gadrs under the gafawids as *to present the sayyids and members
of the religious classes, to make themselves responsible for their affairs,
to collect the revenue of the awqaf, and to e:xpend it in accordance with the
provisions of the religious law (mangab-i gadarat ki *ibarat az taqdm-i
sadat wa arbab-i *amayim wa takafful-i muhimmat-i Tsheh wa jiabj-i awqaf wa
rasanldan-i wujuh bar ma*arif-i shar*iyya ast), and states that this being
so, the office of gadr was only conferred on eminent, learned, and righteous
sayyids (3).

In fact, as professor Lambton has pointed out, the position

had changed radically.

The creation\of the office of gadr was an attempt

to reincorporate the religious institution in the political institution as
in the conception of the ideal Islamic 3tate (4).

Even before the advent

of the gafawids, the power of the gadr had tended to reduce the authority of
the religious classes and notably the qa£Ts, but there was still some
measure of separation between the religious institution and the political

(1) A.K.S. Lanbton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamica vi/1956, 1378, q. JM. 332b.
(2) JM. 55a.
(3) TAA»~107; See A.K.S. Lanbton, op. cit.,
135. ~T4) cf. A.K.S. Lambton, op. cit., 147.
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the suljah, derived from different sources.

Under the gafawids, in theory

there was no question of such a separation, because the gafawid ruler was
both the religious and the political institution.

In practice, however,

since the gadr, who was the head of the religious institution, derived his
authority from the political institution, the spiritual arm was from the
beginning subordinate to the temporal, and became increasingly so under the
the later gafawids (1).

^'

J

A

Under the early gafawids, the gadrs, and other members of the
religious classes, held military commands, or at least military rank, as had
formerly been the case under the Timurids.

The gadr Sayyid SharXf ShlrazX,

and the former gadr Amir *Abd al-Baqi (it seems probable that he had
relinquished the gadarat before the date of the battle) were both killed at
Chaldiran (920/1514).

Sayyid Muhammad Kamuna, warden of the shrine at

Najaf, was also killed in this battle (2).

Other sayyids and gajXs were

stationed in the gafawid centre at Chaldiran (3).

As early as 909/1503-4

the gadr Qa$i Muhammad KashanX was made an amTr of the diwan-i *alX by
Isma'Tl I;

Hhis power increased daily until he combined the imarat with the

gadarat (4)*.

This qadX had been formerly an Aq Qoyunlu official, and with

a certain mull a had acquired temporal and quasi-military authority at Kashan
during the chaotic conditions accompanying the disintegration of the Aq
Qoyunlu empire.
decline.

By early 1503 the Aq Qoyunlu power was everywhere on the

Alwand MXrza had been evicted from Xdharbayjan, and Suljah Murad*■

grasp on ‘Iraq and pars was rapidly weakening.

Aq Qoyunlu provincial

officials seized control of their provinces and declared their independence
—

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

\
(1) A.K.S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamica viA956, 134
ff.
(2) See p. 86 above.
(3) BM. Or. 3248, 247a-b.
(4) TIN. 45Cfb; cf.
AT. HO.

- 291 (har kas wilayatT-ra mutagarrif shuda da*wa-yi ana wa la ghayrX kardand).
Murad

Beg Jahanshah was in nominal control of Kashan, Rayy and Shahryar,

hut at Kashan Qa$X Muhammad Kashi and Mulla Mas'ud Bldgull enjoyed complete
independence (istiqlal-i tamam dasht a wa andak i$a*atX mXkardand) (1)*

/j*M After throwing in his lot with the gafawids,

Qa&I Muhammad Kashan! Hmade

great progress in a short time, acquiring wide administrative and financial
powers, and becoming the close companion and lieutenant (of Isma'Il) so that
his power and rank surpassed those of the majority of the high officers of
state*(dar andak zaman! taraqql-yi bisyar karda §a^ib-i ikhtiyar-i mulk wa
mal gasht wa bi-darajat-i taqarrub wa niyabat gu'ud farrauda paya-yi qadr wa
wa manzilatash az akthar-i arkan-i d awl at wa a*y an-i £a£rat dar gudhasht)
(2)*
The wide powers enjoyed by QadX Muhammad KashanX soon led to abuse,
and in 915/1509-10 he was put to death by the Shah (3).

At a time when

most provincial governorships were in the hands of the qizilbash amirs, QajX
Mufcammaci

had acquired extraordinary powers.

By the time of his fall he

held the governorships of yazd, Kirman and many districts in 'Iraq-i 'Ajam
(khaylX az mafrall-i *iraq-i *ajam), and the governorship of Shiraz too
belonged to him (dar ah awqat frukumat-i shXraz nXz bidu ta'alluq girifta
bud) (4).

It was, however, the hostility of the wakll Amx r Najm, and not

of the qizilbash, which led to Qa§I Muhammad being put to death*

He was

executed on charges of having put people to death unjustly (khunha-yi najjiaqq
rXkhta), and for various fraudulent activities (bi-anwa*-i fusun iqdam

(1_) TIN> 444b*
( 2 ) HS. iii/4, 38.
(5)^AT. 110.
(4) The governorship of
ShXraz had been granted by Isma'Il to Ilyas Beg Dhu’l-Qadar (Kachal Beg) in
909/1503-4, as an ojaqlig (Shar* ii, 136), but Ilyas Beg had been executed
the following year because of his oppressive rule (Ghulam Sarwar, 50).
The
governorship of Shir as remained in the hands of his descendants for fifty
years (Shar* ii, 136), but the gadr must have taken advantage of the
execution of Ilyas Beg to assume control over the province.
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namuda) (1)*

The Sharafnama says that the iniquitous deeds of the gadr

had now became manifest to the Shah, but adds that rtnevertheless the enmity
of AmTr Najm (the wakil) was an additional factor in the case*1 (ma*dhalik
*idawat-i amTr najm *alawa-yi an gardTd) (2).

According to the flabib al-

Siyar, Qa^T Muhammad was hostile to Amir Najm, and in his absence accused
him of possessing 20,000 tumans from royal funds (ma*ru<j. dasht ki amir najm
al-dan mablagh-i bist hazar tumah az amwal-i shahX tagarruf dar ad).

Qa^i

Mu^amrnad undertook to recover that great sum for the royal treasury if Najm
al-Din were handed over to him (agar u-ra bi-banda siparand bi-andak zamani
an mal-i bisyar-ra b i-khazana-yi *amir a mlrasanam ).

Isma'Tl ignored this

request (bi-an sukhan iltifat nakard), but discussed the matter with Amir
Najm (kayfiyyat-i fcal-ra bi-amir najm al-dTn dar miyan nihada), and handed
over Qa$T Muhammad to him.

The wakTl forcibly extracted money fran him

(u-ra mugadara wa mu’akbadha namiud), and it was then that the corrupt
practices of the gadr came to light (3).

The Jawahir al-Akhbar states

categorically that Qa$T Muhammad Kashi was put to death through the efforts
and at the order of the wakTl (bi—sa'y wa fammda—yi najm—i wakTl bi—qatl
rasTd) (4).
This is one of the earliest instances under the gafawids of a member
of the religious classes acquiring wealth and position, and is also of
importance as the earliest example of conflict between the gadr and the wakTl
in the gafawid state.

This conflict, which arose from the fact that nei

the powers of the gadr nor those of the wakTl were clearly defined, and that
their functions to some extent overlapped, became even more marked during
the latter part of the reign of Isma'Tl I and under Tahmasp I.

Professor

bton has pointed out that Hso far as there was a tendency ?or the*

(1) AT. 110.

(2) Shar. ii, 145.

(3) HS. iii/4, 52.

(4)
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religious classes to join the bureaucracy and also to acquire extensive
estates and thereby to become assimilated to the landowning class their
function as spokesmen of the people was weakened11 (1).

The religious

classes in Persia were traditionally the protectors of the people against
the rapacity of the ruling class, but in so far as they tended to identify
themselves with that class they were forced to reach a compromise with the
secular authority*

The actions of the sayyids and ru* as~a of Isfahan who

supported the abortive revolt of Muhammad b. Baysunqur against the Tlmurid
ruler Shahrukh in 850/1446 (2) afford a clear illustration of this.

J.

Aubin has emphasized that the essential point about this rebellion is that
it was a revolt of the (religious) aristocracy - the akabir and a*yah*
"Members of the urban religious aristocracy and dervish leaders'1, he says,
Hsaw in material wealth, especially landed property, the necessary condition
of their independence vis-lt-vis the secular authority, which they distrusted
from spiritual tradition as much as from experience of its practices*

The

compromises to which they were obliged to resort because of their worldly
interests did not disturb their consciences*

By maintaining an equivocal

position on the legitimacy of force, and on the question of power being
derived from God, these compromise solutions, in Aubin1s view, had destruct
ive effects which, if not aggravated, were at least confirmed by the triumph
of gafawid Shi'ism.

"The sayyids and notables of Igfahan who, when their

property was threatened (3^, rebelled against Shahrukh, were not prepared,
ideologically, to offer more than protests against the Tlmurid regime*

The

defence of their interests in no way made them ready to establish the
foundations of a new authority the lawful basis of which was not conceivable

(1)AJC*S* Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamica vi/1956, 131*
(2) See p. 37 aboveT
(5) See J» Aubin, Notes sur quelques documents
Qoyunlu, in Melanges Louis Massignon, 144.
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they chose as their leader a prince of the ruling house (i.e.,

Muhammad b. Baysunqur).

They desired only to give the body politic a more

religious character, and, if they failed to bring about a profound
reformation, to assure themselves of increased influence within it*1.

"It

would be vain," continues Aubin, "to look for any programme of reform from
these large landowners.

Despite periodic measures to alleviate the burdens

of the people, the processes of government were not changed.

Extraordinary

taxes continued to be levied, and arbitrary exactions were frequent.... The
"aristocrat-inspired1* Igfahah movement did not seem disposed to turn to
account popular discontent, even if it could have engaged it.

Rather the

impression is that the nobles sought to forestall its manifestations. •• ••
Thearistocratic revolt of 1446, as far as present
one

documentation permits

to judge, was not accompanied by any rising of the masses.

Even,

therefore, if it had not been crushed at the outset, the final result would
in all probability have been the same.....By contrast, the following year
(1447) the artisans of Shiraz resisted Muhammad b. Baysunqur with great
courag# (1).
Under the later
religious institution

gafawids, the gadr was still nominally the head of the

(2);

he was the chief judge in matters of religious

law, and in all civil cases in which there were spiritual considerations
(3).

He was also in charge of the administration of waqf (4), and in this

capacity was head of the "Chanibre des Comptes de L ’figlise" (daftar-i
mawqufat) (5).

The administration of the awqaf appears to have been the

(1) J. Aubin, Deux sayyids de Bam au XVe
increasing secularization of the gafawid
declined, and -the shaykh al-islam became
A. K. S. Lambton, Quis oustodiet custodes,
(3) Chardin (Amst. 1711), ii, 285.
(T)

sifecle, 485-6.
(2) With the
state, the power of the gadr
the chief religious dignitary; see
in Studia Islamica vi/1956, 140 ff.
TM. 111.
(5) Chardin, loc. cit.
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the last function remaining to the gadr by the time of Nadir Shah, who
abolished the dues of the gadr and allotted him a small pension instead
(!)•
Under the early gafawids the precise functions of the chief religious
dignitaries were not always clearly defined, and consequently there was to
some extent a conflict of jurisdiction between the shaykh al-islam and the
qa$I, and between the shaykh al-islam

and the gadr (2).

of the gadr* s function, however, are clear.
gadarat has already been mentioned.

The main outlines

The military aspect of the

This represented a reflection of the

original militant gufl organization of the gafawid order, and the gadrs
frequently held the rank of amTr.

As late as 955/1548 we hear of a gadr

actually taking part in military operations;

the gadr Mir Shams al-Din

As ad Allah, assisted by his son and successor as gadr l£Cr Zayn al-Din 'All
and by Mir Wajlh al-Din *Abd al-Wahhab, conducted the defence of Dizful
against the rebel Alqag Mlrza b. Isma'Tl I (3).

Professor Lambton has

suggested that the conferment of the rank of amTr on gadrs is a case of a
military term being transferred to the spiritual plane, with reference to
the fight against unbelief and heresy.
The main function of the gadr under the nearly gafawids was to impose
doctrinal unity by directing and accelerating the propagation of the Shi11
faith.

Upon the successful imposition of doctrinal uniformity depended the

smooth operation of the temporal arm of government, and the ability of the
state to survive hostile attacks from its Sunni neighbours.

Sayyid Sharif

ShlrazI, gadr from 915-17/1509-11 and from 918-20/1512-14, “made praiseworthy
efforts and took infinite pains in the propagation of the true religion

(1) A.K.S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamica v i / 1 9 56 % 142.
(2) idem, op. cit. , 1391
(5) TIN* 479a.

- 296 (madhhab-i haqq)**..so that the credit due to him for his services in
propagating the faith and religion is recorded on the pages of time" (1).
gasan Rumlu, in his obituary on the gadr of Isma'Tl, AmTr Jamal al-Dln
Muhammad ShTrangT AstarabadT (gadr from 920-31/1514-25), says that he was
second only to the mugaqqiq Khwaja Nagir al-DTn fusT in his zeal in
spreading the ShT'T faith (madhahib-i ja'farT wa millat-i a* imma-yi ithna
*asharT) (2)* • As a corollary, the gadr was responsible for the rooting out
of heresy*

Of the gadr Amir Mu'izz al-Dln Muhammad IgfahihT (gadr from

938-43/1531-36) gasan Rumlu says:-

Mno gadr did as much to root out

innovations as he, especially as regards pulling down opium dens and drink
ing saloons, destroying apparatus used in gambling and other forms of
recreation, and chastising the wicked, impious, and heretics (dar raf'-i
bid a' hlchkudam az gudur an miqdar jahd wa sa'y nanaraudand ki an gaijrat
khugugan dar takhrTb-i shTrakhanaha wa dar al-fasaqa-yi khumur wa muskirat
wa kasr-i alat-i lahw wa qumar wa zajr-i fasaqa wa fajara wa mulagida) (3)*
Sayyid Sharif SbTrazT, gadr 915-17/1509-11 and 918-20/1512-14, made great
efforts to humiliate a number of people who were treading the path of error
(dar ihanat-i jam'T ki salik-i frarTq-i jlalal budand kushish bisyar kard)
(4)*

The practice of regarding belief in the right religion as equivalent

to loyalty to the state led to intolerance towards Sunnis, who were viewed
by the Shi*Is as heretics*

The qa^l Mir gusayn Yazdi was put to death by

Isma'Tl in 909/1503-4 (5), and in the same year the khafTbs of Kazirun were
put to death because they were Sunnis, and their houses were plundered (6).

(1) AT. 152; cf. A.K.S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamic a
vi/1956, 135*
(2) A.K.S. Lambton, op* cit*, 134-5; of* AT* 190.
(3)
A*K*S* Lambton, op* cit, 135; cf* AT. 313*
(4) AT. 152*
(5) AT* 82*
(6) Shar* ii, 136.

- 297 In 916/1510-11 Farid al-Din (or Sayf al-Din) Afcmad b. Ya£ya b. Muhammad b.
Sa'd al-Din TaftazanX, who had been shaykh al-islam in Khurasan for nearly
thirty years under Suljan $usayn Mirza the Timurid, was put to death at
Isma'XI*s order on the grounds of his Sunnism (bi-wagija-yi tasannun) (l).
In 909/1503 Amir (jhiyath al-Din Muhammad, a former mTrmXrah of the Aq
Qoyunlu, was put to death at Igfahah, together with his three sons, on a
charge of hostility to the gafawid regime (bi-rnukhalafat-i dawlat-i gahira
muttahim gashta);

he may have oppsed the regime on religious grounds, as

he is described as naqlb wa *umda-yi an diyar, but naqXb may only be used
here in the sense of "chief, leader".

At all events, large sums of money

and quantities of effects from his department (sarkar) fell into the hands
of the gafawid army (2).
t / IN ' Isma* XL himself devoted all his energies to promoting the Ithna

*Asharl creed (dar rawaj wa rawnaq-i mill at-i 4ajhar wa madhhab-i fragg-i
a* imma-yi ithna *ashar sa*y-i mawfur wa jadd-i balXgh bi-guhur rasanXd).
The khajlbs were ordered to omit the names of Abu Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman
from the khujba, and not to mention any names except those of the twelve
Irnains.

The fanatical Shi* Is (tab arrayan) (3) were ordered to curse in the

streets and bazaars those who opposed these measures, and they took no heed
of the power and predominance of the Sunnis (az ghalaba wa tasalluj-i
sunniyan hXch andXsha namXnamudand);

hence ShX* ism increased in strength

(1) AT. 124, and see Seddon*s note in AT. ii, 241, n. 15.
(2) TIN. 450a.
(3) See Seddon, AT., Notes on the Text, 11: tabarra*! - one wi10 separates
himself from and curses the first three Khalifas, a fanatical ShX1a.
tabarra*a minhu = bXzar shud az an (Muntaha* 1-*arab )♦
In the Qur'an, ii,
166, and ix, 114, tabarra'a is used in the sense of "disown, shun".
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Persia (ta anki dar bilad-i *ajam kas-ra zahra wa yara-yi an nabud ki izhar-i
tasannun namayad).

The order concerning the omission of the names of the

orthodox Caliphs from the khufrba was still in force at the time when the
Tarlkh-i Tlchl-yi Nizamshah was written (971/1563), and had Meven taken effect
in other regions too* (balki bi-wilayat-i digar nlz sarayat karda ast) (1).
This account is interesting in that it affords an idea of the strength of
Sunnism in Persia at the time of Isma’Tl*s accession.
Despite the overriding importance of the imposition of doctrinal unity,
the gadrs of the early gafawid period did not neglect the administration of
the awqaf.

The first holder of the office of gadr was QadI Shams al-Din

LahijT (Gilaril), who had been Isma’Tl*s tutor in Persian and Arabic at
LahTjan (1494-99).

QadT Shams al-Din, who was appointed gadr in 907/1501-2,

took over control of the waqf administration (mawqufat-i mamalik-ra bi-hltadLabfr dar awarda), and opened the gates of religious zeal (abwab-i dTn-parwarT
bar gushad) (2).
Under the early gafawids there was no clear demarcation between the
religious and the political institutions.

As we have already seen, the gadr,

though head of the religious institution, derived his authority from the
political institution, and we find instances of gadrs aspiring to posts such
as the wikalat.

In 915/1509 AmTr Sayyid Sharif al-Din *AlI ShTrazT was

appointed sole (bila musharakat) gadr in place of QadT Muhammad KashanI* who
had been executed for various misdemeanours.

Because of the hostility of

the -wakil, Najm-i Than!, Sayyid Sharif felt unable to remain in Isma’Tl*s
winter quarters at ,um (917/1511-12), and made the desire to visit the ShT’T

(1) TIM. 449a.

(2)

iii/4, 35.

- 299 shrines at Karbala and Najaf the excuse to leave the royal camp.

After his

departure from Qum, Najm-i Thani at first intended to appoint Mir Jamal alDxn AstarabadX to the gadarat, but quarrelled with him and appointed instead
Amir 'Abd al-BaqX YazdX (2) (early in Dhu^l-gijja 917/February 1512) (3)*
As a result of the great favour shown to him by the wakil, the star of (*Abd
al-B^aqi1s ) rank and dignity reached the zenith of good fortune and
prosperity.
n

When Najm-i Thani led the gafawid army to Khurasan in 918/
____

1512, he appointed Amir 'Abd al-Baqi to act as his deputy during his
absence, and arranged that he should conduct the affairs of the administrat
ion of the state in complete independence (dar an awan ki amir najm 'azim-i
mawara* 1-nahr gardid anjariab-ra bi-niyabat-i khwish ta'ayyun namuda
muqarrar farmud ki min frayth al-istiqlal bi-saranjain-i muhamm-i sarkar-i
salfanat qiyam namayad) (4).

Najm-i Thani was killed at the battle of

Ghujduwan in November 1512, and Amir *Abd al-BaqX was appointed wakTl-i
nafs-i nafTs-i humayun (5).

According to the anonymous history of Shah

Isma'il, Amir 'Abd al-Baqi had been honoured and exalted with the rank of
wazlr of the Shah (mangab-i wizarat-i shahi), and through the favourable
regard of Amir Najm the star of his position and greatness reached the
zenith of felicity and fortune;

when Amir Najm set out for Transoxania, he

made Amir 'Abd al-BaqX his deputy (anjanab-ra bi-niyabat-i khwud yaqin
namud), and the latter undertook the duties of Amir Najm's deputy with full
independence (wa u min hayth al-istiqlal bi-saranjam-i nmhamm-i wikalat-i
mu shar ilayh pardakht).

At that place (dar an munzil) Isma'il made Amir

Nig am al-Din *Abd al-Baqi the object of his favour (lit., mangur-i nagar-i
kimiya-athar gardahXda) and placed the wikalat-i nafs-i nafXs-i humayun in
the care of (dar 'uhda-yi) that great man (6).

(1) TIN. 454a.
(2) BM.Or. 3248, 208a. (3)
frijjg—
(4) HS. iii/4, 71.
(5) ibid., 71.

Another passage in the same

at-

128s dar awayil-i dhu»l(6) Bit Or. 3248, 221b.

source refers to *Abd al-Baql as amir al-umara in 920/1514 (1)*
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There is no doubt that at the time when Najm-i Thani appointed Amir
*Abd al-Baql his deputy (nayib ), the latter still held the office of gadr*
"Mjr Najm conferred the post of deputy wakil on Amir Jahlr (2) al-Din 4Abd
al-Baql who at that time was gadrrt (mlr najm mangab-i wikalat-ra bar sabil-i
niyabat bi-amir gahlr al-dln *abd al-baql ki dar an ayyam gadr bud ruju*
namiuda) (5).

Further, it would appear that the reappointment of Sayyid

Sharif Shiraz! to the gadarat took place after Amir *Abd al-Baql* s
appointment to the wikalat by the Shah;

therefore there must have been (a)

a period of at least six months during which Amir *Abd al-Baql was deputy
wakil and gadr, and (b) a short period, prior to the reappointment of Sayyid
Sharif ShlrazI to the gadarat, when Amir *Abd al-Baql was both wakil and
gadr.

The only previous example, and one which is not fully authenticated,

of an official holding the posts of gadr and wakil simultaneously, is that
of QajI gafl al-Din *Isa, the gadr and wakil of Ya'qub Aq Qoyunlu (4).

The

A&san al-Tawarlkh states that Amir 1Abd al-Baql was gadr during the early
years of Isma*Il*s reign;

later, the management of financial and adminis

trative affairs came into his hands, and he had full independence in the
conduct of affairs (dar awa* il-i zaman-i khaqan-i iskandar-sha*n gadr bud
ba*d az an zimam-i frail wa 4aqd wa qabj. wa basfr-i uinur-i mall wa mulkl min
frayth al-istiglal bi-qabj.a-yi
Ah important passage in

anfrajrat dar amad)(5).
the Jami'-i Mufldlgives moredetails.

This

states that Isma'Il decided to place the conduct of affairs of state and the

(1) BM* Or. 3248, 247a.
(2_2 According to J. Aubin, Matlriaux pour la
Biographie de shah Ni'matullah Wall KermanI, 4 n. 13, the laqab ^ahir al-Din
is correct, and Nigam al-Din,given by some of the sources, including the
fobib al-Siyar, is incorrect.
(3) TIM. 458b.
(4) See p. 285 ff. above.
(5) AT. 152.

- 301 wikalat of the Shah’s royal person, and the management of awqaf transaction^
in the hands of a skilful, capable and shrewd person (ki zimam-i ratq wa
fatq wa qab<J wa basj wa £all wa 'aqd-i muhirmnat-i sarkar-i saljanat wa
wikalat-i nafs-i humayun-i shahl-yi gill-allahl wa dad wa sitad-i umur wa
rau'amalat-i awqaf-i mamalik-i ma£rusa dar qab^La-yi dirayat wa kaff-i
kifayat-i gafrib-i kiyasatl nihad) (1).

After consultation and inquiry

(istishara wa istikhara), the khal'at of these high-ranking offices (
managib-i jalllat al-maratib) was conferred on Amir Nig am al-Din *Abd alBaql.

A royal order (frukm) was issued to the effect that *Abd al-Baql was

in charge of the conduct of affairs of state and of the government of the
empire with sole and independent authority (min Jtayth al-istiqlal wa'1-infirad muta* ahhid-i saranjam-i umur-i salJanat wa jahanbanl buda), and that
the amirs and pillars of the state, together with all wazirs and nobles of
the court, should not embark on any affair, whether great or small, without
informing and consulting him ('Abd al-Baql).

Therefore his ('Abd al-

Baql’s) exalted threshold became the refuge of amirs and wazirs.

At that

time also the monarch whose majesty equals that of the sun (padishah-i aftab
-ifrtisham) again turned his attention to strengthening the pillars of the
sharl* a and to furthering the affairs of sayyids, qadls, ’ulama and fu^ala,
and he conferred the office of gadr of the empire on that great man (i. e.,
*Abd al-Baql).

The rose-garden of the kingdom was watered and made

fruitful by the drops shed by the clouds, that is, by the zeal and efforts
(ihtimam wa ijtihad) of that wakll and gadr*

These exalted offices were

adorned by the presence of that suljan-i nuqaba ('Abd al-Baql) for some

(1) JM. 47b.
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in

that

battle he was stationed in the centre as deputy of the Shah(dar qul biwikalat-i padishah-i haft kishwar garar dasht) (1 )•
The above passage clearly suggests that Isma'il intended to control
the religious institution through the gadr, and is therefore of great value
as confirmation of the connexion of the gadr with the political institution,
and of the subordination of the spiritual arm to the temporal.

From the

evidence of the other sources we know that Amir 'Abd al-BaqX became gadr in
917/1512, and wakil in or after November 1512;

he had been appointea

deputy wakil some time during the spring of that year.

If we accept the

statement of the Jami* -i Mufldi that he held both offices until his death
in 920/1514, then from the end of 917 or the beginning of 918 he must have
held the gadarat jointly with Amir Sayyid Sharif, for we know that the
latter was reappointed gadr about that time.
After being appointed wakil, Amir 'Abd al-Baql tried to get his own
nominee,

Q a d i sh a y k h

K a b lr

ArdabUI, appointed gadr, but there was a rival

candidate in Amir Jamal al-Dln AstarabadX, who had made an unsuccessful bid
for the post the previous year, and whose candidature was supported by
Mawlaha *Ala* al-Dln ffakxm.

Isma'il, however, intervened, saying that his

gadr was in Shiraz (gadr-i man dar shlraz ast) - a reference to Sayyid
Sharif ShXrazX, who had just returned from his pilgrimage to the shrines of
'Iraq-i 'Arab.

When 'Abd al-Baql saw Isma'il*s regard for Mir Sayyid

Sharif, he too concurred (dar muwafaqat dar amad) and despatched one of his
men to Shiraz to effect a reconciliation with the sayyid and to strengthen
the ties between them (az barayi ta*kld-i rabf wa iltiyam) (2).

The gablb

(1) JM» 48a-b; cf. A. K. S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islamica vi/1956, 134.
(2) TIN.' 459a-b. BM*0r. 3248, 221b, states that Sayyid
Sharif married one of 'Abd al-Baql*s daughters in order to remove the enmity
between them (bi—v/asi^a-yi raf'-i ghubarl ki dar miyana-yi In du buzurg dar
--------------s---hay ajan bud), ------------------------------------

al-Siyar agrees that Amir Sayyid Sharif was reappointed to the gadarat on
his return from Baghdad (bar-i digar mashmul-i *awafrif-i khnsrawana sakht
wa bi-takafful-i umnr-i sarkar-i gadarat hasb farmud) (1).
Amir Jamal al-Din Astarabadi still aspired to the post of gadr, and
the wakil 4Abd al-Baql and the gadr Mir Sayyid Sharif conspired to disgrace
him.

Amir Jamal al-Din had had the title (nishan) to the soyurghal of

Astarabad registered in the registers of the dlwgi -i a4la, and had submitted
it to the gadr for his seal (nishan-i soyurghal-i astarabad-ra dar an ayyam
thabt-i dafatir-i dlwan-i a4la namnda bi-tawqi4-i gadr rasanlda);

the gadr

refused to seal it for three months, and was grudging in his praise of Amir
Jamal al-Din, who had been called the most learned of the 4ulama, and
disputed with him regarding the amount of the soyurghal (dar ta4rlf-i ™Tr
jamal al-dln ki 4allama al-* ulama niwishta budand wa dar mablagh-i soyurghal
muj-ayaqa wa munaqasha dasht);

Amir Jamal al-Din, through the help of Shah

Tahir, eventually got the nishan sealed, and retired to Slstan (2).
Both the wakil Amir 4Abd al-Baql and the gadr Mir Sayyid Sharif were
killed at the battle of Chaldiran (920/1514) (3).

Sayyid 4Abd Allah Lala,

a sojyld- of Adharbayjan, was appointed gadr, but failed to carry out his
duties in a satisfactory manner (kama yanbaghl az *uhda-yi saranjam-i umur-i
an mangab birun natawanist amad) (4), and was soon replaced by Amir Jamal
al-Din Muhammad Astarabadi, who held the post until his death in 931/1524-5.
Mlrza Shah gusayn Igfahianl was appointed wakH, and held the post until his
assassination in 929/1523.
and the wakil.

Once again there was conflict between the gadr

Amir Jamal al-Din owed his appointment to the support of

Mawlana 4Ala* al-Din Mugammad Yablb gakim (5).
(I) HS. iii/4, 71.
(5) TIN. 461b.

(2) TIN. 459b-460a.

The latter, who died in

(3) AT. 149.

(4) HS. iii/4, 80.

- 304 924/1518, had precedence over all the amirs (bar jumhur-i ymara wa arkan-i
dawlat simat-i tagaddum dasht), and was referred to by the leaders of
religion and the state alike (mar ja* ilayh-i arbab-i din wa dawlat bud)
(1), and had greater access to the Shah than the majority of the court
officials (az akthar-i nuwwab-i bargah-i *alam-panah bi-mazld-i taqarrub
^

mumtaz bud) (2).

\

„

Both Mxrza Shah jjusayn and Amxr Jamal al-Dxri acquired1gserf*power in
their respective offices, and in most matters were at variance with each
other (har yak dar mangab-i khwud bi-ghayat mustawll shudand wa dar akthar-d
uniur ba yakdlgar mukhalif budand) (3)*

The Aftsan al-Tawarikh says that

Mirza Shah £usayn was hostile to Amir Jamal al-Din (ba way dar maqam-i
kuduirat suluk mlnaimld), and accordingly summoned Amir Ghiyath al-Dxn
Mangur to the foot of the exalted throne, with the object of getting him
appointed joint gadr (banabar-i an amxr ghiyath al-dln mangur-ra bi-paya-yi
sarlr-i a* la jalab kard t~a u-ra ba way sharIk gardanad), but failed to
achieve his purpose (bi-wuqu* maqrun nashud).

There were repeated disputes

between them (i«e., the wakll and the gadr), but as Amxr Jamal al-Dxn was
of a witty and humorous disposition he always managed to end the argument
with some humorous sally (raukarraran miyana-yi Ishan mubaj^atha waqi* shud
wa chun mufrayaba wa hazl bar mazaj-i amxr jamal al-dln muframmad ghalib bud
mubaj^atha-ra bi-garafat munjarr mxsakht) (4).
Rivalry between gadr and wakll is still apparent under Jahraasp.

In

931/1524-5 the wakll Khwaja Jalal al-Din Muhammad Tabriz! was put to death,
and the gadr, Amir Jamal al-Din Astarabadx, aspired to the wikalat*

Amir

Jamal al-Dih entrusted (ruju* namud) the affairs of the gadarat to his son

(1) TIN. 462a.

(2) HS. iii/4, 86.

(3) TIN. 461b.

(4) AT. 19a

AjnTr gafT al-Din Mu^iammad;

he had arranged (muqarrar karda hud) that Amir

gafT al-Din should deal with (iktifa farmayand) matters concerning
soyurghlLs (imihimm-i soyurghal) and with sharl* a affairs (muhimmat-i shar'i)
throughout the gafawid empire in accordance with the decrees of (bi-mi thlal-i
the dTwan-i gadarat.

The authority (dast) of

E clw

Suljan and Mugjafa

Suljan (1), who held the rank of amir al-umara, and of Qa£l Jahan, the wakil
and nagir-i dXwan, did not extend (namTrasld) to religious soyurghals and
offices.

Qa$X Jahan informed the amirs of Amir Jamal al-Dln1s aspirations,

and it was decided to make Shah Qiwam al-Dln IgfahanT joint gadr.

Amlr

gafT al-Din was expelled (bi-dar kardand) from the gadarat, and Shah Qiwain
al-Dln was given precedence over him in the dlwan.

Amir Jamal al-Dln

abandoned his pretensions to the wikalat^ but died soon afterwards at
Tabriz (RabT* I 931/january 1525).

His son gafT al-Dln was appointed to

the gadarat-i khurasan and sent to Harat (2).

Shah Qiwam al-Dln assumed

the duties of gadr with sole authority (bT musharakat) (3).
The above examples are evidence of the friction between the gadr and
------

the wakTl, which was the natural outcome of the lack of any clear definition
of their respective functions.

Another instance of members of the

religious classes aspiring to play a part in political affairs occurred in
948/1541.

Four sayyids of Askuya near Tabriz had risen high in Tadmasp*s

favour through the patronage of the wakil, Qa$I Jahan QazwTnT (4).

They

wrere respected by the most exalted personages, and the Shah granted their
every wish (har irada*I ki dar khidmat-i anhajrat mlnainudand bila tawaqquf

(1) Known as {Cupuk SulJan.
(2) Amir Ghiyath al-DTn Muhammad held this post
from 922-7/1516-21. See below, p. 507 ff.
(3) TIN. 465a.
TM. Ill states
that "under Tahmasp there were always two gadrsH, but on four occasions
during the reign of ^ahmasp a gadr held sole and independent authority. (4)
Their names were AmTr gadr al-Din Muhammad, Amir Nizam al-Din Afcmad, Amir
Qamar al-Dln Muhammad, and Amir Abu'l-Ma^amid Lujf Allah (AT. 301).

wa ta'allul ba*d az *ar£ bi-£ugul iqran yafta).
them at

kuya, and joined them at banquets.

The Shah repeatedly visitec
They incurred Jahmasp’s

A
displeasure by interfering in dTwan affairs, which were no concern of theirs

(Tshah dar muhamm-i dTwanT shuruiT nadashtand ba* jX umur ki munasabat
biuTshah nadasht murtakib mTshudand az an mamarr kudurat bi-khafrir-i ashraf-i
a*la rasTda);

the officers of state seized this opportunity to speak (to

the Shah), and eventually poisoned Jahmasp’s mind against them (arkan-i
dawlat rah-i sukhan yafta bi-murur-i ayyam khajir-i ashraf-ra azlshan bar
gardanXdand).

QadT Jahan thought it prudent tp disavow his protSgSs, and

adopted a hostile attitude towards them (dar maqam-i nifaq ba Tshan mTbud).
The sayyids went so far as to hold private quasi-political gatherings, and
to make recommendations about the wikalat^ gadarat, wizarat, ana other
important offices of the Shah^s administration, to their relatives, intimates
and close associates (anha dar khalawat b*a jam1T az maj^raman dar umur—i
mulkT tadbTrat

andTshXdand wa jihat-i wikalat wa gadarat wa wizarat wa

nazdTkan-i khwud galafc dTdand).

They were eventually forbidden to come to

court, but were allo\ved to retain their soyurghals, which represented a
large sum (1).

The TaoTkh-i ^jp-am^Xra states that the sayyids had wanted

to make changes in matters (concerning) the administration of tte state,
such as the appointment of the wakil, the wazTr and the gadrs (mlkhwastand
taghyTr wa tabdTl dar muhimmat-i karkhana-yi saljanat mithl-i ta'yTn-i wakTl
wa wazir wa gudur wa ghayraha namayand ) (2)*
Examples have been given to show that both the Tlmurid and the
Turkoman rulers appointed gadrs to the courts of provincial governors to take

(1) AT. 301-2.

(2) TAA, 107.
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these

provincial gadrs seem to have "been appointed directly by the sovereign and
not by the gadr ■who was an organ of the central administration.
gafawids, in their turn, adopted this practice.

The

For instance, during the

reign of yahmasp, Mawlana Yafrya Khan for many years performed the duties of
of the exalted office of gadr of Gllan (salha bi-tamshiyat-i mangab-i jallf
al-martabat-i gadarat-i gllan qiyam wa iqdam mlnamuda) (1).
1

XI (1642-67), the provincial gadr seems to have had a deputy;

Under 1Abbas
we hear of a

Mirza 'Abd al-Ha* who, after holding the office of mufrtasib at Yazd, was
charged with taqslm-i wujuh-i mustajjaqqTn-i... •.yazd, Mwhich is one of the
exalted offices (mangablst az managib-i 'aliyya), and, eventually, in 1073/
1662, was appointed to the mangab-i niyabat-i gadarat;

he showed the

greatest integrity (diyanat) and forbearance (parhlzkarl) in taking decisions
in sharl' a affairs (dar faygal-i qa^aya-yi shar'iyya), and undertook the
management of the affairs of religion with full freedom of action (dar
kamal-i istiqlal) (2).

Mawlana Shah TaqI twice held the position of nayib

al-gadar& at Yazd during the reign of 'Abbas II (3).
The sources give a detailed account of the career of Amir Ghiyath alDln Muhammad, who was a provincial gadr during the reign of Isma'Il I.

(J*

Amir Ghiyath al-Din Muhammad was appointed gadr to the infant prince
yahmasp when the latter was made governor-general of Khurasan in 922/1516
with Amir Khan Turkman as his lala (4).

Amir Ghiyath al-Din Mu^Lanmad had

authority over all members of the religious classes (arbab-i 'ama’im) and
sayyids (ashraf), and was responsible for the administration of the awqaf

(1) HI. 474a.
This source mentions two other officials who at some stage
in their career were appointed to the gadarat-i gllan (ibid., 474b).
(2)
ffM. 280b-282a.

(5) ibid., 284a-b.

(4) H &

iii/4, 82.
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He acquired

_

/*

great influence over Amir Khan Turkman (the lala of !Jahmasp and actual
governor of Khurasan), who made decisions in other administrative and
financial matters only after consulting Amir Ghiyath al-Din (sayir-i
muhimmat-i mulki wa malT-ra bi-istigwab-i an calTjahab fay gal dada), and
allotted (baz gudhard) to Amir Ghiyath al-Din the revenues (mal-u-.jihat)
of the province of Harat-rud in respect of his retainers* pay (dar wajh-i
mawajih-i imlazimanash).

in ^24/1518 Amir Ghiyath al-Din Muhammad was

sent to Tabriz as a representative of Amir Khan Turkman, who had heen
summoned to court hut had pleaded his inability to go.

Amir Ghiyath al-

DXn was exalted by the Shah with an increase of honour and favour, and the
flag of his authority and rank was raised to the highest heavens by the
grant of “drum and banner'* (Jabl wa *alam).

He was confirmed in his

appointment as gadr to ^ahmasp, and the administration of the awqaf in
Khurasan, from the borders of 4Iraq and Adharbayjah to the furthest limits
of Tukharistan, was commited to his impartial judgement.
rank of amir as well as that of gadr*

He thus held the

On his return to Harat in October

1518, Amir Ghiyath al-Din was met at the Rlshanj bridge by the sayyids,
mullas, ashraf, fuj.al'a and ahalX of Harat, who congratulated him on his
promotion to the imarat.

Amir Khan Turkman, jealous of the honours

conferred on Amir Ghiyath al-Din, treated him with considerable coolness;
further, he aimed to lay his hands on a large sum of waqf money (mablagh-i
kulli az mawqufat ‘fama* karda), and he settled the rest of the administrat
ive affairs in a manner contrary to the impartial judgement of Amir Ghiyath
al-Din (sayir-i muhiimoat-ra bi-khilaf-i ra'y-i gawabnama-yi an£a$rat faygal

( 1 ) TIN. 462a.
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The conflict between the gadr and the governor continued;

when

Anar Ghiyath al-Din complained to Anar Khan Turkman about the corrupt
practices of the latter* s officials, Anar Khan. Turkman dismissed his
remarks as prejudiced (J^aml bar gharad namuda bi-sam* -i rida nanoshawad)
(!)•
Matters came to a head when Isma'xl received a report to the effect
that the tutor (mu* allim) of Ijahmasp Mlrza, Mawlaha Nig am al-Dln A&mad
fabasT, a confidant of Anar Khan Turkman., was seeking to secure the
leadership of the religious classes in Khurasan (pXshwa’T-yi arbab-i
*ama* im), and that to that end he was constantly placing the actions of the
gadr Anar Ghiyath al-Dxn in an unfavourable light, accusing him of appropr
iating money from waqf funds (bi-tagarruf dar amwal-i awqaf muttahim dashta^
and slandering him in private audiences with Anar Khan Turkman (dar khalawat zaban-i ghTbatash mxgushayad).

The result had been, the report contin

ued, that Anar Khan Turkman paid little regard to the gadr (frarlq-i kam
iltifatX masluk mldad), going contrary to his opinion in most matters, and
placing no reliance on his advice (sukhanash-ra mu'tabar nflmTshnmarad )•
Isma'Tl issued an order (frukm) that AmXr Khan Turkman should settle all
administrative, financial, dXwan, and waqf affairs with the approval (biistigwab) of Anar Ghiyath al-Dxru

He further ordained that the gadr should

take over from Mawlana Nigam al-Dxn A^nnad yabasT the post of tutor
(mu* allimx) to lahmasp Mxrza#

Mawlana Shaykh Abu Sa*Xd was instructed to

proceed to Harat to acquaint Anar Khan Turkman with the contents of the
royal order, and to charge him to treat the gadr with due respect (u-ra
bi-ri* ayat-i amir ghiyath al-dXn muframmad ma’mur gardahad).

(1) HS* iii/4, 95*

Mawlaha Shaykh
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Amir

Khan outwardly complied with the terms of the royal order, and as long as
the royal envoy was in the city Amir Khan displayed excessive cordiality
towards Amir Ghiyath al-Din, and dispensed with the services of Mawlana
Nigam al-Din Afcmad ^abasT as mu* allim of yahmasp Mirza (mawlana nigam aldln ajjtmad-ra az ta*llm-i shahzada rau*af dasht);

after the departure of the

envoy, however, Amir Khan reverted to his former disobedience (baz bidastur-i sabiq salik-i Jarlq-i nafarmanl gashta) (1).
Six months later (14 Jumada II 927/22 May 1521), *Ubayd Khan Uzbeg
crossed the frontier of Khurasan and laid siege to Harat;
later, he abandoned the siege (2).
Muhammad

about a fortnight

The gadr Amir Sayyid Ghiyath al-Din

had played his part both in organizing resistance to the Uzbegs

and in the actual fighting*

On one occasion the gadr had appealed for aid

to Amir Khan Turkman, who was stationed in reserve;

contrary to his

expectations (bi-khilaf-i mutagawwar), he received a harsh (durusht) reply*
This incident made him determine to return to court after the siege was
over (3)*

Amir Khan Turkman, however, saw in this campaign an opportunity

to rid himself of the gadr, and he arrested Amir Ghiyath al-Din on the
charge of having conspired to summon Babur to Harat (da* iya namuda bud ki
mu^ammad babur mirza bi-harat Jalab darad);

the following day (7 Rajab 927/

13 June 1521), the gadr was put to death in the fort of Ikhtiyar al-Din (4).
The career of Amir Sayyid Ghiyath al-Din Muhammad is important in that
it throws light on many of the principal features of the gadarat under
Isma‘11 I*

In his youth, Amir Ghiyath al-Din Muhammad had studied the

customary religious sciences, and had attracted the notice of the Timurid
ruler Suljan gusayn Mirza, who had appointed him to a post in a madras a at
Harat.

After the death of Suljan $usayn Mirza (911/1505), his sons BadI*

(i) HS. m / 4 ,

96.

(z) AT. 170.

(3) HS. iii/4, 97.

(4) ibid., 99-100.
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When the Uzbegs captured Harat in 913/1507,

Amir Ghiyath al-Dln Muhammad found favour with the Uzbeg leader Muhammad

.

Khah ShaybanT, and when Isma*II brought Khurasan under gafawid dominion (916^
1510), he appointed Amir Ghiyath al-Dj-n qa$T of Khurasan, with sole and
independent authority in all sharl* a matters (4inan-i aab§. wa bast wa ratq
wa fatq-i jam!4-i umiir wa muhimniat-i shar4iyya-ra min Igayth al-istiqlal wa* 1infirad bi-kaff-i dir ayat ash dad) (1).

In 922/1516 Amir Ghiyath al-Dln was

appointed gadr to Tahmasp Mlrza (2), and in 924/1518 was raised to the
imarat and made gahib-i Juq wa Jabl.

It is also asserted that he had for

years been shaykh al-islam of Harat (3).
The appointment of the qa£T Amir Ghiyath al-Dln to the gadarat is
further proof that the practice, common under the Aq Qoyunlu, of nominating
qajls to the gadarat, was continued under the gafawids.

The career of Amir

Sayyid Ghiyath al-Dln illustrates the ability of a member of the religious
classes successively to enjoy the esteem of Sunni and Sh14I rulers, and
suggests once again that the religious classes were the exponents of
religious orthodoxy in general rather than of any particular orthodoxy.
Many features of the career of Amir Sayyid Ghiyath al-Dln are characteristic
of the gadarat during the early gafawid period.

For example, he was

appointed to the imarat, and equipped with the full panoply of an amir (drum,
banner, plume, etc. );
actions;

he held military command, and participated in military

and in the administration of financial and dlwan affairs he tended

to encroach on the authority of temporal officials.
The gadrs wrere not the only members of the religious classes to be
invested with military distinctions and temporal rank.

98.

(2) ibid., 82.

(3) TIN* 462b.

Among the staunch

- 312 Shi* is at Harat who were favoured by Isma'XI in 916 1510 was Sayyid
Mugammad Mir yusuf, who was appointed to the imarat and made master of plume
and military band (gagib-i |uq wa naqgara) (1).
j

\

Like the gadrs, qaJTs took part in military operations.

In 94-2/

1535-6 Amir gasan Qa§i played a leading part in strengthening the defences
of Harat against *Ubayd Khan Uzbeg (bi-istigkam-i shahr kushidand) (2).
With Khi^r ChalabT, Amir gasan QagT resisted the Uzbeg siege for a month,
during which fighting went on from dawn to dusk (3).

In 964/1556-7,

fahmasp arrested Qagi Muhammad b. Qadi Musafir, who for some years had been
responsible for the defence of Adharbayjan and the city of Tabriz*

The

Sharafnama says that Qa$i Mugamioad had displayed such zeal and energy in
the administration and defence of the province that he had excited the
jealousy of his peers and contemporaries, and that he was arrested with
gaydar Beg Anis b. Ustad ShaykhX Tub chi as the result of the animosity of
malevolent people (4)*

The Agsan al-Tawarikh, on the other hand, says that

Qa$i Mugammad had molested both Turk and Tajik, and that his rule had been
notorious for its harshness and licence.

gaydar Beg, the "protector"

(garni) of this wicked man (khabrth), was arrested with him (5), and after
large sums of money had been extorted from them both by torture, they ended
their days in Alamut (kar-u-bar-i TsKan dar an.fa anjamTd) (6).

According

to the Haft IqlTm, Qadi Mugammad had acted as wazir of Tabriz with the help
and support (i*anat wa taqwjyat) of gaydar Beg Anis (7)*
u

In addition to the instances, already noted, of a conflict of author

ity between gadr and wakll, there are indications of a similar conflict
between the gadr and the mujtahids*

The authority of the the mu.jtafcids,

(1) TIM. 458a.
(2) AT. 269.
(3) ibid., 270.
(4) Shar. ii, 210.
AT. 399-400.
(6) shar. ii, 210.
(7) HI. 509a.

(5)

1

- 313 as exponents of the Shi* I orthodoxy which had been achieved through the
efforts of the gadrs of the early gafawid period, did rjot/become a factor
of much importance in the gafawid state until the time of 'Abbas I.

On

two occasions during the reign of fahmasp, however, the mujtahid al-zamanl
was able to secure the dismissal of a gadr to whom he was hostile, and on
two other occasions the appointment of a
the mujtahid.

gadr was due to the influence of

The Alisan al-^TawarXkh describes the protracted feud between

the gadr Amir Ni'mat Allah £LillI and the 11seal of mujtahids* (khatim almujtahidTn) 'AlX b. 'Abd al-'XLI»
gadr in 935/1528-9;
gadr (1).

Amir Ni'mat Allah £illl was appointed

after his dismissal, Amir Ghiyath al-Din became sole

Amir Ghiyath al-Din was himself dismissed in 938/1531-2 (2), so

Amir Ni'mat Allah's term of office must have come to an end before then,
probably in 937/1530-1*

Amir Ni'mat Allah $1111 had been one of the

mujtahids students (az tilamidha-yi hadrat-i*•.. *all b* 'abd al-'alT bud).
The mujtahid had a personal enemy in Shaykh Ibrahim Qa^ifl of Baghdad, and
Amir Ni'mat Allah annoyed the mujtahid by corresponding with the shaykh on
questions of jurisprudence, and by inciting the shaykh to lose no opportun
ity of damaging the mujtahid.

In the event, however, the reputation of the

mujtahid was not affected, whereas Amir Ni'mat Allah suffered injury both
materially and in his religious capacity (anwa*-i azar wa adrar-i dXnl wa
dunyawX bar way 'ayid mlshud).

On one occasion in a royal assembly Amir

Ni'mat Allah disagreed with the mujtahid on the question of the validity of
Friday prayers conducted without the presence of the imam or nayib-i imam.
~~
But although various religious officials who were hostile to the mujtahid,
and some of the temporal officers of state including Mahmud Beg the muhrdar,
sided with Amir Ni'mat Allah, the discussion was inconclusive, and Amir

(1) TAA. 107.

(2) AT. 244.

Ni'mat Allah did not attain his object (presumably to discredit the mujtahid),

Finally, an anonymous document was found behind the mujtahid,s house

in Tabriz containing libellous statements about the mujtahid.

yahmasp

ordered an inquiry, and eventually Amir Ni'mat Allah was discovered to have
some knowledge of the matter.

The mujtahid was so incensed that A m T r

Ni'mat Allah was forced into exile at Baghdad.

Muhammad Khan Takkalu, the

governor of Baghdad (1), was enjoined not to let Amir Ni'mat Allah have any
contact Y/ith Shaykh Ibrahim Qajifl or with the other enemies of the

!

mujtahid, and was instructed to keep a close watch on his (Amir Ni'mat
Allah's) activities.

The fundamental reason for this feud seems to have

been that MAmIr Ni'mat Allah was thought by sane to be a mujtahid, and he
himself had pretensions to this title" (jam'T gumah-i ijtihad bidu dasht and
wa khwud nlz da'wa-yi ijtihad ralnaimld) (2).
In 938/1531-2 the mujtahid al-zamanl caused the dismissal of the gadr
Amir Ghiyath al-Dln Mangur, who had been sole gadr after the dismissal of
Amir Ni'mat Allah gillT, as mentioned above.

The mujtahid then made strong

representations to Tahmasp that Mir Mu'izz al-Dln Muhammad Igfahanl should
be nominated to the gadarat, for which post, he 3 aid, no sayyid was more
fitted than Mir Mu'izz al-Dln.

Accordingly Mir Mu'izz al-Dln was summoned

from Igfahan, and, pending his arrival, the mujtahid al-zamanl appointed
deputies (nuwwab wa wukala) to act in his place in the matter of sealing and
stamping documents.

Like Amir Ni'mat Allah $illT, Mir Mu'izz al-Din

Muhammad received his early training in religious jurisprudence from the
the mujtahid al-zamanl (akthar-i masa’il-i fiqh-ra az £a£rat-i mujtahid alzamanl fara girifta bud). (3).

(1) Appointed 935/1528-9.
He was forced to evacuate Baghdad when the
Ottomans, under Sulayman I, advanced on the city in the winter of 941/L534-5.
(2) AT. 254-5.
Amir Ni'mat Allah died in Dhufl-Hijja 940/june-July 1534.
(3) AT. 313.

in 943/1556-7 or 944/1567-8 (1), Mir Mu'izz al-Din was dismissed from
the gadarat as the result of the intrigue^ of Mawlana Rukn al-Dxn Mas'ud
K!aziruni, who was the most learned of the *ulama of the age and the most
accomplished, doctor of the time;

he sometimes used unorthodox but

successful methods in his treatment of illness*

The gadr had an ambition

which he could only achieve by submitting a petition to the Shah (irada’T
dar khajir gudharanXd ki £iugul—i an mawquf bi-*arj.-i ashraf-i a*la bud);
Mawlana Rukn al-Din, who was always interfering in political affairs
(paywasta dar umnr-i mulki dakhl mXkard ), privately comniunicated the gadr1s
ambition to the Shah*

fahmasp, angered by the whole affair, had the doctor

executed and dismissed the gadr (2).

He then consulted the learned men and

chief officers of state (afa^il wa arkan-i dawla$) regarding the choice of
a new gadr from among a number of suitable candidates;

on the strong

recommendation of the mujtahid al-zamanT, Mir As ad Allah ShushtarT was
selected*

The latter had spent most of his life at llashhad in attendance

on the mujtahid al-zamanl5 and the mujtahid had continually presented at
court a glowing picture of his talents (j^ajrat-i mujtahid al-zamanX paywasta
dar majlis-i bihisht-ayTn ighar-i manaqib wa fafla’il wa kamal at-i Tshan
mXnamudand )*

Mir As ad Allah was summoned from Shushtar and appointed gaor

(3).
ft./ -

The hereditary tendency in appointments to the gadarat became more

marked during the latter part of the reign of Jalmasp, and continued to be a
distinctive feature of such appointments under ‘Abbas I and his successors*
On the death of the gadr Mir Shams al-Din As ad Allah ShushtarT in 963/1555-6
(4), his son Mrr Sayyid Zayn al-Din *AlX succeeded him (5).

Owing to his

(1) AT* 278 states that he was dismissed in A.H. 943, but AT* 282 gives A.H.
944.
(2) AT. 282-3.
(3) ibid., 398.
(4) AT. 398.
(tj AT. ii, 282, n.
8*

father* s ill-health, Mir Zayn al-Din *AlI had in fact acted for him for
some time before his death (1).
became gadr;

In 964/1556-7 Mir Taqi al-Din Mugammad

he was the son of the former gadr Amir Mu*izz al—Din Mugannnad

Igfahani (gadr 938-943/4) (2).
In 970/1562-3 Amir TaqI al-Din Mugammad was allowed to retire (mu* af
gashta) from the gadarat, and the gadarat was divided*
a radical departure from previous practice*

There was, however,

Instead of the two gadrs

holding joint authority throughout the gafawid empire, the gadarat was
subjected to territorial limitation;

each gadr had jurisdiction over half

the empire, and there is no evidence to suggest that the two appointments
were in any way different or that the two gadrs did not perform precisely
the same function in their respective areas of jurisdiction*

In Dhu’l-

Qa*da 970/june-July 1563 the gadarat of *Iraq, pars and Khuzistan was
conferred on Amir Mugammad b. Yusuf, a learned sayyid of A3 tarabad, and in
the middle of the month of Dhu*l-gijja 970/August 1563, the gadarat of
Shlrwan, Khurasan and Adharbayjan was bestowed on Amir Amir Zayn al-Din *All,
the son of Amir As ad Allah Mar* ashi (3).
instead of Khuzistan, but

sls

it is probably a mistake.

The Sharafnama gives Kirman

this is not supported by any of the other texts

The Jawahir al-Akhbar gives yet another version*

It states that in 970/1562-3 Mir TaqI al-Din Mugamnad was dismissed from the
the gadarat, and retired to Ardabll, where he died.
amr-i gadarat) was divided (bi-du higga shud);

The office of gadr (

*Iraq, Pars, Khuzistan and

(1) TIN* 480a. *Alljanab-i gadar at -panah-i mir shams al-dih asad all ah ki
bi-wasj.$a-yi du* r-i mizaj dar tabriz manda bud wa pisar-i khwud-ra mir sayyid
zayn al-din-ra bi-khidmat-i urdu b i-wikal at -i khwud baz dasht a dar In sal dar
tabriz wal'at yaftJ
(2 ) ibid.,"480a*
(3 ) AT* 419; TIN» 481b gives the
same division of provinces.
in 963/1555-6.

Ajnxr 2ayn al—Din 1All had been appointed ^adr

Shxrwan were given to Mxr Mu^iamioad b. XtTsuf AstarabadX, and Adharb ayjan and
a)
Khurasan to MXr Sayyid ‘All Shushtarx.
There was no official different
iation of function between the gadrs until the division of the gadarat into
khagga and *aroma by Shah Sulayman in 1077/1666-7, a century later (2)*

It

is interesting to note that to the author of the Tadhkirat al-Muluk, a work
completed about 1726 A.D., the division of the gadarat into khagga and ‘am
nia seems to be the normal practice.

He writes, **At some periods of the

gafavx monarchs, the office of the gadr-i khagga and *aroma was entrusted to
one single person** (3).
To sum up, during the early gafawid period there was in general no
clear line dividing the religious institution ffom the political institution
and the predominantly military character of the state had an influence on
the functions of non-military officials.

Both gadrs and qaj.xs held

military rank, and commanded troops in action;
an ambassadorial capacity;

both were frequently used in

qajlXs became wazXrs (one, Qa$x Jahan Qazwxnx,

became a wakXl), and gadrs aspired to, and on several occasions were
appointed to, the wikalat.

There was also rivalry between the various

classes in the religious institution itself;

qadXs strove to regain the

authority which they had lost as a result of the creation of the gadarat;
there was a conflict of jurisdiction between the gadr and the qajx, and,
later, between the gadr and the shaykh al-islam.
Professor Lambton has noted that the importance of the gadarat
declined under ‘Abbas I, although the gadr still held an honoured position
as adminxstrator of the awqaf, and that the gadr*s importance continued to

(1) JA* 329b.
translation).

(2) Chardin (Amst. ) ii, 286.

(3) TM* 42 (Minorsky* s

- 318 decline under the later gafawids, until the office eventually disappeared
(1).

professor Minorsky has noted the deliberate diminution of the power

of the gadr by ‘Abbas II (1629-42) (2), and there is reason to suppose that
^
the decline in the power of the gadr began some time before the accession ot
‘Abbas I,

in fact during the latter part of the reign of 'Jahmasp (d. 984/

1576), oreven earlier.

The territorial division of

the gadarat in 970/

1562-3 clearly reduced the power of the gadrs, but there is no evidence that
this system was perpetuated.
if not before, it
May 1577,

By the time of the accession of Isma*H II,

had been abandoned.

For instance, on 6 Rabi* I 985/24

Isma‘Tl II conferred the mangab-i gadarat-i a* la on Mawlana Shah

‘Iiiayat Allah, an eminent sayyid of Igfahan, and entrusted to him the
administration and control of the affairs of this weighty office (frail wa
‘aqd wa qabfr wa basf wa nagm wa nasq-i in amr-i khafrir bidu tafwifr namud),
and it was stipulated (muqarrar shud) that he should display praiseworthy
zeal in giving currency to the laws of religion, and in promoting the
affairs of the shar* (dar rawaj-i awamir-i din wa tamshiyat-i umur-i shar* ),
in the maintenance

of pious foundations (tatmTr-i biqa* -i khayrat), and in

increasing the number of sown fields and houses and the amount of waqf
property (tawfTr-i zuru* wa rubu* wa mawqufat) (3).
The principal reason for the decline in the power of the gadr was the
completion of the specific task for which the gafawids had first appointed
a gadr, namely, the imposition of doctrinal unity.

It is noticeable that,

in the obituary notices on gadrs in the Afrsan al-Tawarikh, after 931/1524-5
there is no mention of the zeal of gadrs in propagating Shi* ism;
emphasis is rather on their learning and scholarship.

the

This seems to

(1) A.K.S. Lambton, Quis custodiet custodes, in Studia Islami«a viA956,
135 ff j 142.
(2) m
111.
(3) AT. 491-2.

*
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- 319 suggest that the major part of the task of imposing Sbl*ism on Persia had
been accomplished by the end of Isma'Tl1s reign, and that from then on the
need was for consolidation rather than for conversion#
IXiring the second half of the reign of Jahmasp, as a result of the
decline in the gadr’s authority, the political influence of the gadr
markedly decreased, and little is recorded in the sources of any political
activity on the part of the gadr.

Occasionally, however, there are

indications, admittedly slight, that the gadr still played some part in
political affairs.

For instance, in 975/1567-8, Mawlaha *Abd al-Razzaq the

gadr, who was in prison (muuayyad) in Qazwxn, was sent to Qal* a-yi Khirsak
(1).

No reason for his imprisonment is given, but it is at least possible

that it was for a political offence.

More definite is the evidence the

association between the gadr of 'Iraq Fars and Khuzistan mentioned above,
Mir Muhammad b. Mir yusuf, and the wakTl Ma* gum Beg gafawT.

In 976/1568-9,

when Ma* gum Beg §afawT resigned his post, and, announcing that he intended
to perform the frajj, departed for Syria, Mir Muhammad accompanied him, as
also did Bashar at Beg, darugha of the daftarkhana (2)#

tfhen Ma* gum Beg

reached Aleppo and Damascus, Ottoman officials reported to Salim II that
Ma* gum Beg aimed to rouse the $ufTs living in Ottoman territory (gufiyan-i
rum) and make himself master of Syria.

They alleged that Ma* gun Beg

considered himself inadequately rewarded for his services in Khurasan and
OiTah (3), and that his pilgrimage was merely a pretext to conceal his other
designs#

Acting on Salim1s orders, DarwTsh PsTsha, mTrmlran of Syria, sent

200 men in the guise of Arab brigands to attack the pilgrims’ caravan (4)#

(1) AT* 440.
(2) See TM* 71-2; 122.
The darugha of the daftarkhana was
an important official under the mustawfT al-mamallE
(3) He had played a
leading part in the capture of Khan Ahmad, the ruler of Gllah, in 975/1567-8
(Shar. ii, 236 ff. ).
(4) Shar. ii, 239-40.

A
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The Jawahir al-Akhbar gives a fuller account of these events*

Shah

QUIT Suljan Ustajlu, who had been on a mission to the Ottoman court,
brought back permission for Ma* gum Beg to circumambulate the Ka*ba.
Jahmasp did not in the least wish him to go, but could not prevent him from
going without violating the religious law (shah-i zaman-ra mujlaqan ri£a
bi-raftan-i u nabud chun man* hasb al-shar* wizr wa gunah ast murakhkhag
gasht).

Ma* gum Beg set out with his family and children.

Hlfhen he had

obtained permission to go, many people associated themselves with him, and
a large following (urdu) assembled.

Everywhere he stopped, the leading

men (ashraf wa a*yah) of the district addressed themselves to him and
flocked around him (ruju* mxkardand wa hujum mXawardand), and he too made
disbursements on a grand scale, and bestowed presents and gifts (wa u nXz
nafaqat-i buzurgana mXkard wa in* am wa aja rnXfamnld), and spread the manycoloured carpet with things to eat and drink, and summoned the people (to
believe) and gave them of God’s bounty (khalajyiq-ra da*wat wa ni*mat-i
khuda mXdad), and the gufTs who were adherents of the gafawid house came
loyally forward, and he devoted himself to their welfare to such an extent
and made such gifts to them that the people of those regions became suspic
ious, (badguman), and reported that Ma* gum Beg had not come on pilgrimage but
had some other plan (khiyal-i digar dar ad).

Since the people of Rum are

deceitful and suspicious (muzawwir wa mukhayyil), a significance which is
far (from the truth) is wont to become fixed in their ill-omened minds
(magmunha-yi dur bi-kbafrir-i shum-i khwud qarar mXdihand).

Eventually they

decided to take action against (daf* ) that immaculate sayyid (an sayyid-i
ma* gum);

the latter was ignorant of these preliminaries (mnqaddamiyyat).

(1) AT. 443.

- 321 At a time when he and his party had (already) donned the pilgrim garb, at
daybreak a group (of men) came out, seized that unjustly treated (maglum)
sayyid and put him to death, and a number of his retainers who lifted a
hand (to help him) were also killed, as was his son Khan Mxrza* Bashar at
Beg, darugha of the daftarkhana, was slain while praying (tasbifr kunan)
and uttering the dhikr.

The Ottomans despatched an ambassador to yahmasp

blaming the Arabs for this crime (1).

It seems impossible to ascertain,

even from this fuller account, what the intentions of Ma'gum Beg actually
were*

It seems hardly credible that, as the Ottomans alleged, he should

have aspired to make himself master of Syria by instigating an uprising
among the gufTs of Syria who were still supporters of the gafawids, even
though the presence of the gadr in his party might lend colour to this
allegation*

The great days of the gafawid da* wa were over, and it was no

longer the potent force within the ottoman frontiers which it had been in
the time of Bayazid II and Salim I.

yet the Ottomans considered, or

affected to consider, the threat sufficiently great to merit the despatch
of a force to annihilate Ma*gum Beg’s party*

(1) JA. 335b-334a*
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C O N C L U S I O N

What has preceded can only "be regarded as a preliminary study of some
aspects of the 'organization of the early gafawid state*

No administrative

manual comparable to the Tadhkirat al-Muluk, which deals with the Mmore
permanent and solid facts of state organization11 (1) under the later
gafawids, has yet been discovered for the early gafawid period prior to the
accession of

bas I*

In the absence of positive information of this type

concerning administrative procedure and political institutions, "the only
method of ascertaining the institutions of a period of Persian history is to
set up a mosaic of stray references scattered through the contemporary
sources*1 (2)*
tentative*

Any conclusions reached by this method must necessarily be
As regards the development of the parly gafawid state, certain

general conclusions, however, may be drawn on the basis of the evidence at
present available*
When Isma'Tl became head of the gafawid order (899/1494), he derived his
support in part from the local populations of ArdabTl, palish and Qaraja-dagh,
but more especially from the

Turkoman

tribes of Asia Minor and Syria, and lata:

from those of the Armenian highlands (3).

Using simple language, and

addressing them in their own tongue, Isma'Tl fostered in these often

(1) TM. 1.
(2) ibid* , 6. __ (3) ibid* , 191; 193.
It is noteworthy that
although some of the Turkoman tribes previously affiliated to the Aq. Qoyunlu
confederacy, such a3 the Qajars and the Afshars, later joined the gafawid
movement, it was the tribes originating from Syria and Asia Minor, namely the
Shamlus, Ustajlus, Takkalus, Rumlus, and Dhu’l-Qadars, which filled the highest
offices of 3tate under Isma'Tl I* The Afshars only rose to prominence under
fahmasp I*

- 323 illiterate tribesmen (1) the belief that he was the manifestation of God
himself.

They believed in the invincibility of their leader, and in his

power to protect them in battle, and afforded him prompt and unquestioning
obedience*

It was these Turkoman tribesmen who constituted the Slite of

his fighting men, and who were the most fanatical supporters of the gafawid
cause;

after the establishment of the gafawid state, they continued to form

the backbone of the gafawid military forces*
On his accession to the throne of Adharbayjan in 907/L501-2, Isma'Il
became master of a country of which the religious classes at least, as a
result of the policy of the Seljuqs and to a lesser degree of the Ilkhans anc
the Tlmurids, were still predominantly Sunni.
should be the orthodox religion of the gafawid state, and, vd.th the object of
imposing doctrinal uniformity, he appointed a gadr, who was the head of the
religious institution, but derived his authority from the political
institution#

To bring the rest of Persia under gafawid dominion, and, when

this had been accomplished, to maintain the security of the gafawid state,
Isma* II relied on his Turkoman troops or qizilbash*

The qizilbash amirs

acted as military governors of the provinces, enforced the temporal authority
of the ruler, and defended the frontiers of the new state against the Ottom
ans in the West and the Uzbegs in the East.

The qizilbash remained grouped

in tribal units under their amirs, who were obliged to furnish troops to the
ruler in time of war, and detachments for the royal bodyguard (qurchls) in
time of peace.

The power of the qizilbash amirs, who formed the military

aristocracy of the gafawid state, soon threatened not only to jeopardize the
effective functioning of an administrative organization in which the presence
of both Turkish and Persian elements constituted a constant source of

(1) "Le Turk Stait le plus souvent illettrS et incapable d*£tre plus qu'un
soidat11 (Bellan, vi)*

- 324 friction, but also to encroach on the authority of Isma'il himself.

The

oppressive rule of AmTr Khan Turkman in Khurasan from 922-8/1516-22, and his
open disobedience to Isma'Tl’s express commands, constituted a challenge to
Isma*XI* s authority which he seemed reluctant or unable to meet.

His

failure to do so resulted in his son Y^hraasp, who succeeded him in 930/1524
at the age of ten, being confronted at the beginning of his reign by a civil
war between rival groups of qizilbash tribes, followed by the defection of
certain prominent qizilbash amirs to the Ottomans.
In my opinion, the battle of Chaldiran (920/1514) is one of the most
c/
important events in the history of the early gafawid period (1).
The
immediate loss to the gafawid empire in terms of territory was small, though
not insignificant, and other territorial losses were incurred on Persia’s
eastern frontier as a result of Isma'il*s refusal to take the field in person
after his defeat at Chaldiran.

Much more important, however, than loss of

territory, was the diminution of Isma* XI *s personal prestige and authority.
The qizilblsh lost faith in Isma’il*s invincibility and supernatural powers,
and the fundamental relationship between Isma'il and the qizilbash was
impaired.

Although in theory Isma'Tl was still the nrurshid-i kamil, and the

qizilbash were his murTds, there was a change in the attitude of the qjgllbash towards their leader.

If they still accorded him the same devotion as

during the early years of his reign, it is not apparent from their actions.
In 1518 a Venetian merchant wrote, “This Sophy is loved and reverenced by his
people as a God, and especially by his soldiers, nany of whom enter into
battle without armour, expecting their master Ismael to watch over them in
the fight.

There are also others to go into battle without armour, being

willing to die for their monarch, rushirgon with naked breagts, crying
"Shiac, Shiac".
(1) See pp. 86-7;

The name of God is forgotten throughout Persia and only that
199 ff. above.

- 325 of Ismael remembered;

if any one fall when riding or dismounted he appeals

to no other God but Shiac, using the name in two ways;
secondly as prophet;

first as God Shiac;

as the Mussulmans say "Laylla, laylla Mahamet

resuralla**, the Persians say "Laylla yllala Ismael velialla";

besides this,

everyone, and particularly his soldiers, consider him immortal"(1) (my
italics).

After Isma'Tl's defeat at Chaldiran, the qizilbash ho longer

accorded him the same unquestioning devotion, and Isma'Tl*s authority was
further reduced as a result of his ceasing personally to supervise the
conduct of state affairs and personally to lead his troops into battle.

In

proportion as Isma'Tl*s authority decreased, the power of the wakTl and the
qizilbash amTrs increased, and, as the result of the appointment of a Persian
to the wikalat after the battle of Chaldiran, during the last decade of
Isma'Tl*s reign there was constant hostility and friction between the wakTl
and the amirs, culminating in the murder of the wakTl by the qizilbash in
929/1523, the year before Isma’Tl's death (2).

Jahmasp, therefore, on his

accession in 93o/l524, far from being able to rely on the loyalty and de
votion of the qizilbash amTrs, was at once faced by the revolt of a power
ful group of amTrs, and it soon became clear that those amTrs who ostensibly
remained loyal to the Shah only did so in order that, by taking advantage
of the extreme youth of the Shah and his inability to impose his authority
upon them, they might take the reins of government into their own hands.
The ensuing civil war between the rival groups of qizilbash is an indica
tion of the extent of the decline not only of the authority of the Shah,
~^
_
but of the §ufT spirit which originally inspired -che qizilbash.
JA

_

Qizilbash

_
W__________________________________________________________________________________________________

(1) Travels of Venetians in Persia, 206.

(2) See p.2Ql ff. above.

was a soubriquet first applied to the gufls of the gafawid order in the
time of Shaykh gaydar (d. 1488), and from then on, in the terminology of the
gafawid order, the terms gufT and qizilbash were synonymous.

The force of

15,000 Takkalus from Mantasha and ^armiyan in Turkey who joined Isma'Il in
917/1511-12 were still referred to as gufls (1), and their leader bore the
the gufT title of khalifa (2).

The(office of khalifa, and other traces of

the old gufT organization, continued to exist up to and after the reign of
*Abbas I, but the militant gufT spirit, or, in Professor Minorsky’s words,
.*V1"""" ^
’’the dynamic ideology”, of the early gafawid movement had, I suggest, lost
much of its original force by the time of the death of Isma’Il, and its
decline can be said to date from Isma’H ' s defeat at Chaldiraru

If the

belief of the qizilbash in the quasi-divine status of their ruler was, in
fact, shaken by this defeat, then the subsequent actions of the qizilbash
amirs become intelligible.

The realization that their murshid, if not

perhaps an ordinary mortal, was yet not infallible, may not necessarily have
found concrete expression, but even if it was only admitted unconsciously, it
would go far towards explaining the changed attitude of the qizilbash amirs
towards the Shah.

The term gufT, implying a relationship between murshid

and murld which the qizilbash in practice repudiated after the battle of
Chaldirah, soon became an echo of the old order.

As a result, the status of

the gufls declined so rapidly that IXi Mans, writing in 1071/1660, states that
gufls were employed as sweepers outside the royal palace, and that they wore
the gufT taj in order to obtain scraps of bread and rice from the royal
kitchens;

a current proverb ran as follows:

”He is like a gufT - show him

an onion, and he will not leave even the skin” (3).

The mujtahid Muhammad

Baqir Majlisi (d. 1700) denied that his father was a gufT, and referred to

(1) AT* 125-6.
(2) See TM* 125-6.
(5) ft, du Mans, Estat de la Perse en
1660, 16.
See also Sanson’s statement q. in TM. 13-14.

gufism as **this foul and hellish growth** (1)*
The qizilbash amirs, during the last deoade of the reign of Isma*!! I,
and during the reigns of his successors £ahmasp j, isma'il II and Suljan
Mujiammad Shah, conducted themselves in their relations with the Shah like
feudal lords paying grudging homage to an autocratic ruler, an attitude far
removed from the devotion of the murTd to his murshid.

Once the qizilbash

ceased to revere the Shah as their murshid, their power could only be kept
in check by a strong and effective ruler.

When the Shah wished for their

support, he was forced to appeal to their loyalty as Shahi-sevans, **those
who love the Shah11 (2), and the very fact that the Shah was dbliged to
appeal for their support is a further clear indication of the changed
relationship between the Shah and the qizilbash.

In practice, appeals to

a

^ p/ta'Vi

sentiment of shahi-sevan! proved a poor substitute for the earlier
.

unquestioning obedience of the gufis to their murshid.

—.

As the qizilbash

dissociated themselves from the murTd-murshid relationship with the Shah,
they reverted to their former and primary loyalty to their tribe and to their
tribal chief*
The failure satisfactorily to incorporate the guf! organization of the
former gafawid oraer in the administrative system of the gafawid state is one
of the most important features of the reign of Isma*Tl I.

As a result of

this failure, the earlier relationship on the religious plane between leader
and follower, the close bond between murshid and murid, strengthened by
frequent visits to and personal contact with the leader, and reinforced by
the missionary activities of numerous pirs and khalifas, in practice no long
er obtained.

The former guf! organization, after the establishment of the

gafawid state, constituted a "state within a state**, and continued to exist

(1) Browne, iv, 404, q. Qija^ al-*Ulama of Muhammad b. Sulayman Tanukabuni.
(2) See TM. 13.
—
^ ^

- 328 long after it had become devoid of any practical significance.

Professor

iiinorsky records that as late as 1629 the Shah was still theoretically
recognized as murshid-i kamil (1).

/

As regards the administration of the state, the early gafawid period,
as we have seen, was characterized by the lack of differentiation between the
classes in the state, and by the absence of any clear definition of the
function of the principal officials.

Before or by the time of the death of

Isma'Tl I it is possible to observe certain tendencies which are of great
importance in regard to the manner in which the organization of the gafawid
state developed under his successors.
status of the wakTl.

First, there was a change in the

The wakTl ceased to be styled wakTl-i nafs-i nafTs-i

humayun, and tended increasingly to be regarded simply as the head of the
bureaucracy, and hence to be identified with the wazTr.

The title of

wakTl-i nafs-i naiTs-i humayun Reflected the original JpufT conception of the
J *) •

I-wakTl as the vicegerent to whom both the temporal and the spiritual authority
of the Shah was delegated.

The wakTl-i nafs-i nafTs-i humayun played a

leading part in political affairs, was one of the principal military comman
ders, and had considerable influence in regard to the selection of officials
'/■

CL

'

to fill the post of §adr, a fact which is a further indication of the
dependence of the $adr on the political institution.
The fact that the
_
jr
\
title of wakil-i nafs-i nafTs-i humayun was last used in respect to Amir
'Abd al-Baql, who was killed at the battle of Chaldiran, is clearly a
recognition of the fact that, after Chaldiran, the original §}ufT organization
of the gafawid order no longer had any practical relevance to the organizat

A
n

ion of the gafawid state. ■ Second,

d$

the time of the accession of

^ahraasp, the primary task of the §adr, the imposition of doctrinal

(1) TM. 126.

- 529 uniformity, had been accomplished, and as a result there was from then on a
decline in the power and authority of the gadr.

The conduct of waqf affairs

became the chief preoccupation of the gadr, but from time to time gadrs made
unsuccessful attempts to regain in some measure their former influence in
political affairs.
During the first decade of the reign of yahmasp, a succession of
powerful qizilbash amirs usurped the authority of the ruling institution,
that is to say, the Shah, and took the administration of the state into theii
own hands.

The power of the amir al-umara was at its highest during this

period, and thereafter steadily declined.

The decline in the political and

military influence of the amir al-umara, and the corresponding increase in
that of the qurchlbashl, which is evident during the second half of the reign
V 1
of yahmasp, may reflect the increasing importance and influence of the
Georgian and Circassian chiefs and their retainers at court.

The qurchls

were primarily responsible for the protection of the Shahfs person and for
guarding the royal palaces (1), and this function would naturally assume
greater importance in view of the presence of non-Turkoman troops at court.
All the evidence points to the fact that at the end of yahmasp1s
reign the division between the Turkish and Persian elements in the gafawid
state was as sharp as ever.

There was constant friction between Turkoman

and Persian officials in the administration, and if the qizilbash were called
upon to serve under a Persian commander, their resentment soon found
expression in mutinous conduct.

During the reign of yahmasp the quarrels

and intrigues among the qizilbash, whose theoretical devotion to the Shah no
longer obtained in practice, almost brought about the downfall of the state.
On the death of yahmasp, in the absence of a strong and capable ruler to

(1) Nagr Allah PalsafT, ZindiganT-yi Shah *Abb as-i Awwal, i, 211.

- 330 succeed him, fighting broke out between rival qizilbash factions which
supported the claims of ^aydar Mirza and Isma'Tl Mirza respectively*

The

conflict was exacerbated, and the issues were confused, by the presence on
both sides of Georgian and Circassian chiefs and their supporters*

When

gaydar Mirza was killed by a group of Circassian ghulams, the nizilbash,
realizing at last that the aspirations of the Georgians and Circassians
constituted a threat to their own supremacy in the state, united in their
support of Isma'Tl Mirza, whom they placed on the throne at QazwTn*
Ramadan 985/24 November 1577, Isma'Tl II was murdered (1)*

On 13

The amirs and

arkah-i dawlat gathered in the dawlatkhanaj and agreed to placeN on the throne
Suljan Muhammad Khudabanda, the only surviving son of •Jahmasp*

Sultan

Muhammad Khudabanda, who was in Shiraz, reached Qazwln on 5 Dhu* l-£[ijja 985/
15 February 1578 (2), and was proclaimed Shah with the style of Suljan
Muhammad Shah*

Effective power, however, was, as during the first decade of

^‘Jahmasp1s reign, concentrated in the hands of the qizilbash, and the country
was ruled by a council of seven arnTrs, one from each of the principal
qizilbash tribes.

Inter-tribal jealousies and rivalries precluded the

success of such an arrangement.

In 988/1580 the governor of Harat and lala

of 'Abbas Mirza, 'All QulT Khan Shamlu, read the khujba at Harat in the name
------------

/

of 'Abbas Mlrza*

The whole country lapsed into a state of anarchy.

North

western Persia was ravaged by successive attacks by the Ottomans and the
Khans of the Crimea.

The ruling institution, namely Sultan Muhammad Shah,

had been deprived of effective power by the qizilbash amirs, and the latter
acted each on his own authority.

"Every amir and hakim considered himself

a petty princeling (muluk-i Jawa'if), and raised the banner of despotism
(istibdad) and the flag of self-reliance (£ukumat-i istinad)" (3).

(1) AT. 495.

(2) ibid., 502.

(3)

ii, 284.

In 991/

- 331 1583 Sultan Muhammad Shah conduced a truce of expedience (gurg-ashtl) with
*All QulT Khan Shamlu, and the latter reaffirmed his allegiance to the Shah.
The position in the country in general, however, did not improve.

In 995/

1585 $amza Mirza became ^ n t ruler, in so far as any member of the royal
family possessed the ability to rule in fact, with his father Sultan
Muhammad Shah (1), but in the same year the Ottomans again invaded
Adharbayjan, and occupied Tabriz on 28 Ramadan 993/23 September 1585.

A

group of qizilbash amirs seized possession of the person of 5amzafs younger
brother, yahmasp Mirza, -who was nine years of age, and had the khujba read
in his name in 4Iraq-i 4Ajam and pars (2).

The amirs distributed among

themselves offices and districts (man^ab wa ulka), and elected Muslb Khan
Sharaf al-Dln-ughll to amr-i wizarat wa mushlrl-yi mamlikat.
was crushed by gamza Mirza.

This revolt

Yet another group of amirs declared their

allegiance to Abu 'Jalib Mirza, another son of Suljan Muhammad Shah, but this
revolt, too, was abortive (3).

Finally, in May 1587, 4Abbas Mxrza, wlx> had

enlisted the support of various scattered groups of qizilbash in Khurasan,
4Iraq-i 4Ajam and Fars, took over the throne of Persia from his father and
euibarkea on a programme of far-reaching reforms calculated to restore the
stability of the gafawid state (4).
As stated above, this thesis can only be regarded as a preliminary study
of the development of the early gafawid period, and many problems remain
unsolved.

For instance, the precise relationship betwen the gafawid order

and other contemporary gufT orders has yet to be established, and the details
of the early gafawid administrative system, of which only the most important
q
v
VM
features have been described in this thesis, have still to be filled in, eithat

(1) Shar. ii, 274.
(2) ibid., 282.
(3) ibid. , 284.
(4) For the nature
of the measures taken by ShSi 4Abbas, see my article 4Abbas I, in EI^,
Vol. I, fasc. i (1954), pp. 7-8.

- 532 by further research into existing sources, or by the discovery of fresh
material.

J. Aubin has already shown what can be achieved in this

direction through the study of hitherto unpublished documents.
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